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Confessions of the Monster, PhD
(apologies to everyone afflicted)

 
 
I Home Cloister
 

I’ve done it.
I have killed my family.
For there can be no other loyalty
than to the text of this here PhD.

Pyjama-clad, unwashed,
perched on my ratty chair
all paralyzed by backache
and wrapped in smelly hair
palm cradling the mouse
and
swooning ov’r keyboards
all fortified and moated
half-drunken
mugs of tea,

half-hidden books
all peeking
from half-unfolded laundry
and cannonballs of napkins from
snotty-nosed retorts:

my slobby pyramids
the writer’s tools of trade.

I had to,
I just had to kill my family.
     



     

One does not need their kith and kin
to see
this dire state
of personal
dis-assembly.
     
Why should they suffer from neglect?
And listen to my screams when I elect,
nay, deign to give them
those “full” 5-minute times of day

(To usually scold them,
growling low
about
those dishes piling
in the sink since
yesterday.)
     
I’ve killed them
It's the most
-ahem -
humane way.

 
II Monky Bars
 

I chose a most time-honoured path,
the monk’s retreat, the grump,
the cackling spinster,
bookish misanthrope
with little love for all community:
I am the Monster, PhD.

I made the choice to have it all. (lean in?)
The tears, the toil,
text streaming all nonsensical,
The neverending drafts
progressing steadily



So, I have killed my family,
my friends, that need for human warmth
and idle talk,
And, reader, I’m enslaved to libraries.
     
There other sleepless
faces frown,
the shackles
shake,
the pens they moan.
we never speak
just type and groan.
     
And hope that no one notices
the ghosts of sunlit lives,
all the bad jokes,
the husbands, wives…
     so, we
wash clean the
souring
trail of blood
of
anyone who
doesn’t get
our “academic” way.
     
(A members-only church.)
Hooray!
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Visual Poetic Memory: Ekphrasis and Image-

Text in Seamus Heaney, Derek Walcott and 

Wopko Jensma - Argument and Summary 

This dissertation traces ekphrastic and image-textual references to European, 

African and Caribbean visual memory in the work of the three Anglophone 

poets Seamus Heaney (Northern Ireland), Derek Walcott (St. Lucia) and 

Wopko Jensma (South Africa). Visual poetic memory, which affords a com-

parative lens through which to explore political and aesthetic aspects of the 

poetry, refers here to mentions, evocations and prolonged ekphrastic and im-

age-textual references to visual art and artists.  Ekphrasis, one of the main 

concepts I operate with, is a term that designates, in short, “poetry about art”, 

or “writing that cites a work of art” (Keefe 1), a subset of relations pertaining 

to literary visuality where poets engage with paintings and painters. Beyond 

this more general definition, I understand ekphrasis as a complex lyric process 

that entails various sets of concerns, starting from material, intermedial and 

art historical themes, and moving towards social, political, transcultural and 

transnational dimensions – and even, phenomenological considerations about 

the process of creating art. Since two of the three case studies treat experi-

mental self-illustrated poetry books, I complement my critical apparatus with 

W.J.T. Mitchell’s concept of “image-text”, a coinage that spans ekphrastic re-

lations, but also describes the dynamic configurations of intervisual, intertex-

tual and intertemporal relations of text and image characteristic of poetic livres 

d’artistes, such as those produced by Jensma and Walcott. The dynamic visual 

verbal processes described under the rubric of ekphrasis and image-text are 

interpreted as visual memory on account of their capacity to “make the past 

present” (Terdiman 7): they activate visual art in poetry and use it as a com-

ment on present local circumstances, be they apartheid in South Africa, or the 

Troubles in Northern Ireland, or the struggles of postcolonial identity in the 

Caribbean.  

The study is motivated by the relative lack of discussions of poetry within 

transcultural memory studies, on the one hand, and by the theoretical tenden-

cies of reading ekphrasis and image-text for solely aesthetic purposes neglect-

ing the political potential embedded within these aesthetic acts of memory, on 

the other hand. First of all, in literary memory studies, predominantly narrative 

literary forms such as novels, short stories or fictionalized autobiographies 
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tend to make up the majority of objects of study (Rigney, The Afterlives of 

Walter Scott : Memory on the Move; Craps; Rothberg). This might be owing 

to the way in which memory has been defined as providing “a narrative of the 

past” (Assmann 14–15, emphasis added) which would naturally lead research-

ers to look towards media understood as being primarily narrative. An im-

portant thing to note here is that memory and trauma studies seem to have a 

predilection for experimental novels mixing lyrical descriptions, experiments 

with typography and images with more conventional narratives, yet, despite 

noting that there seems to be a connection between experimental form and 

memory, very rarely do these considerations of “traumatic style” extend to the 

genre of lyric poetry, per se (where some of these techniques are borrowed 

from). The poets I study create their own complex narratives of the past mix-

ing lyrical subjectivity and some more narrative forms. Perhaps on account of 

the lyric form’s more condensed encoding of the past, and equally so, on the 

significant interdisciplinary knowledge required to elucidate visual verbal re-

lations from an art historical angle, a significant detective effort needs to be 

invested in tracking the intersections between the visual and the verbal dimen-

sions of memory in my corpus. My dissertation primarily attempts to do the 

slow work of interpretation required in order clarify and reconstruct these po-

etic narratives of the past in relation to visual art. 

Nevertheless, more scholarship would be needed to clarify other ways in 

which the past is formatted and becomes active within poetry. In the related 

discipline of trauma studies, poetry tends to fare a little better. Shoshana Fel-

man, for instance, uses poetry to explore the unsayable and the unthinkable 

in Holocaust testimonies (Felman and Laub). Brett Ashley Kaplan also notes 

that traumatic poetry explores various terrains where lyrical beauty and aes-

theticization seem unwarranted and unwanted as mechanisms of memory in 

Unwanted Beauty: Aesthetic Pleasure in Holocaust Representation 

(Kaplan). Modernist poetry’s tendency towards subjective fragmentation and 

its experiments with voice, words and typography are considered primary 

features of literature acting as traumatic testimony. Yet, in contradistinction, 

to these valuable studies on lyric’s ability to testify to traumatic events, I 

think that the memory work of the three poets in my dissertation cannot be 

easily read in a solely traumatic key. Neither do I associate modernist experi-

mental forms with the traumatic. In the case of Heaney, for instance, his re-

sponses are not belated reactions to the trauma of war, but musings that hap-

pen in the midst of the raging Northern Irish Troubles. The same can be said 

to be the case of Jensma’s work that responds directly to the inequalities and 

horrors of high apartheid from within. My study nestles more eagerly within 

the larger field of memory studies since the relation between memory and 

the visual arts in the corpus cannot be contained within the classic paradigm 

of belatedness, repression and working through that trauma theory often op-

erates with. 
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My choice of studying the way in which ekphrasis and image-text consti-

tute valuable encounters with visual memory in poetry also has to do with 

paucity of studies that deal with older visual media such as painting within 

literary memory studies. Ekphrasis and image-text can be easily slotted under 

the aegis of re-mediation and the intermediality of memory, but to this date 

very few studies take them into account as tools of visual memory. While me-

diality seems to be an important concern in understanding the way in which 

memory travels across national and cultural borders (Rigney et al.; Erll, 

Memory in Culture), in practice one notices a tendency towards newer media 

of memory in the literature; comics, graphic novels, digital archives, filmic 

adaptations and social media take the lion’s share of scholarship in the field 

(Rigney et al.; Garde-Hansen et al.; Hoskins; Dijck; Landsberg). An exception 

to the focus on newer media in memory and trauma studies, is photography 

which seems to enjoy a privileged status as a medium of memory on account 

of its ability to document or “capture” the past and to produce and maintain 

an effet de reél (Hirsch; Hirsch and Spitzer; Bijl; Baer). In comparison, the 

relationship between painting and other forms of visual art and literature have 

been less explored within media memory studies. By interpreting ekphrasis 

and image-text as tools to explore this connection between poetry and visual 

memory, my study attempts to bridge these gaps in scholarship. I posit that 

ekphrasis and image-text could be read under the larger umbrella of Astrid 

Erll’s re-mediation, but that the two concepts bring about much needed spec-

ificity to the way in which these traditions operate in the poetry analysed. 

Another problematic that the study at hand contributes to is that of newer 

definitions of ekphrasis and image-text as having both aesthetic and political 

dimensions. I take on board Anne Keefe’s definition of ekphrasis as “word-

image” a lyrical procedure drawing poets towards artes poetica considerations 

where the aesthetic and ontological dimensions are highlighted, yet, in Keefe’s 

view, they are also braided with the political concerns of the texts. Gabriele 

Rippl and Birgit Neumann’s observations that ekphrasis and other practices 

of literary visuality such as image-text are particularly well-suited towards 

making political observations about the unequal power relations in a postcolo-

nial environment, i.e. concerns with race relations in visual art, or with affirm-

ing marginality as a counter-memorial practice.  Ekphrasis and image-text in 

my dissertation thus become useful concepts to explore, for instance, the mis-

use of religious representation under the Troubles, and the extreme inequali-

ties of race under apartheid, or within Eurocentric art histories viewed from 

the side, namely from the former colonies. Additionally, I adopt and develop 

Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux’s observations that ekphrasis is involved in 

various forms of historical thinking. The analyses of my dissertation show 

precisely the complex intertwining of political and aesthetic considerations 

that define writing about history and memory under extremely varied poetic 

situations.  
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In defining a working toolbox for this dissertation, I adopt the understand-

ing that ekphrasis and image-text are inherently intermedial processes, namely 

they undertake various acts of “transcultural translation” (Neumann) that turn 

on the diversity of relations between the verbal and the visual. Visual verbal 

practices occur in the interstices between media connecting and exploring var-

ious models of relationality: whether by classical ekphrasis where the text 

comments on a painterly medium reaching out towards existing visual repre-

sentations in what Mitchell calls “the ekphrastic triangle”, or by intervisual 

and intertextual processes operating in concert, as in Jensma’s case, where an 

image of a hanging pair of buttocks interpellates François Villon’s poem on 

the same subject. Or, even more intricately, in Walcott’s case, a painting of 

the four evangelists by Albrecht Dürer is evoked both visually in an illustra-

tion that “updates” the characters to preaching Rastafarians on a Caribbean 

beach, and verbally, in the text opposite that bemoans the colonizing naming 

of nature in the New World, and finally, in a later prolonged ekphrastic med-

itation on the non-identity and commensurability of the visual juxtaposition 

between Dürer’s apostles with the Rastafari zealots. These varied medial con-

figurations of ekphrasis and image-text found in the books analysed also trig-

ger related reflections on the materiality of visual verbal texts. 

Moreover, this study is also predicated, to some extent, on the need for 

more discussion of ekphrasis and image-text in the work of these three poets. 

As far as Heaney and Jensma are concerned, there are precious few studies 

that take up the issue of ekphrasis and image-text in their work, while the re-

ception of Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound has been mostly centered on literary 

visuality with a slight neglect of the less obvious relations of image-text. 

While the ekphrastic and image-textual works of Heaney and Jensma stem 

from the 1970s and early 1980s, Walcott’s long poem was published in the 

early 2000s. However, Walcott’s interest in visual verbal relations can be first 

traced to Another Life, his 1973 poetic chronicle of his decision to become a 

poet and not a painter – in many ways a prequel to the problems discussed in 

Tiepolo’s Hound. I have chosen to analyse Tiepolo’s Hound in its stead be-

cause of its visual and verbal complexity – its inclusion of Walcott’s own 

paintings as illustrations, and because of its polemical and theoretical interest 

in critiquing Eurocentrism more overtly. 

Last but not least, my dissertation is indirectly concerned with showing that 

poetry can be read under the rubric of world literature by using the intermedial 

relations of word and image as a theme. In this way, I hope to suggest a meth-

odological strand that analyses the profusion of transnational relations and 

practices through which poetry engages with transcultural memory in dialogue 

with a number of recent books discussing poetry’s transnational formations 

and reach. 
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Chapter Outlines 

 

The introduction opens with a prolonged consideration of ekphrasis following 

two influential definitions by James A.W. Heffernan and W.J.T. Mitchell. I 

shape my own understanding of ekphrasis in relation to newer definitions of 

the term, and show its relevance as an intermedial process of cultural memory 

that has both political and aesthetic implications for the poets analysed. I see 

ekphrasis as a rapport between the verbal and visual that reaches beyond the 

paragonal model, one that is art-historically oriented, marked by the material-

ity of text and image and an effective “wedge to pry open” (Mitchell, Picture 

Theory 100) postcolonial problems in the work of Heaney, Walcott and 

Jensma. A section explaining the diversity of image-textual relations and the 

need for more analysis of the materiality of ekphrasis within image-text con-

figurations follows this discussion. In the introduction, I also re-assess Astrid 

Erll’s concept of re-mediation – a set of practices that describe the way in 

which the representation of certain historical events circulates across time and 

shapes the perception of present and future articulations of memory transna-

tionally and transculturally. In concert with Dagmar Brunow, I argue that re-

mediation requires a more media-studies oriented emphasis on intermedial re-

lations, as well as a cultural studies-inspired reflection on the institutions that 

disseminate memory. I also scrutinize claims by Gabriele Rippl and Birgit 

Neumann that articulations of literary visuality are important critical tools to 

analyse postcolonial memory. 

The first chapter “‘You’ll See If I Can Get Them True”: Seamus Heaney’s 

Expansions of Ekphrasis” focuses on ekphrastic poems in two different vol-

umes in the oeuvre of Seamus Heaney, in North (1975) and in Station Island 

(1984), respectively. In the first part, I analyse Heaney’s ekphrastic dialogue 

with a number of Francisco Goya’s paintings in the poem “Summer 1969” 

from North. Walter Benjamin’s concept of “constellation” in revolutionary 

times is used to illustrate the logic of comparison and its implications for Hea-

ney’s historical thinking in this particular poem. I follow the contrast between 

historically responsible thought, and, by implication, less felicitous views of 

history that ultimately lead to poetic paralysis. The constellational comparison 

of two tragic events, the shooting of civilians in the Belfast riots in 1969 with 

the 1808 executions of Spanish rebels in Goya’s Shootings of the Third of May 

allows a glimpse of a head-on confrontation with historical forces; at the same 

time the paralyzing historical formulations are phrased by means of two other 

Goya paintings, namely, history as recurring foundational violence that births 

sectarian distinctions in Duel with Cudgels, or its phrasing as a trans-temporal 

narrative of futurity as stunted or denied reproduction based around a compar-

ison of Goya’s Saturn Devouring his Sons with the Irish nationalist martyrdom 

discourses in the period. 
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In the second part of the chapter, I focus on the more inwardly intermedial 

and abstract valences that ekphrasis takes in the poetic diptych “An Artist” 

and “The Old Icons” from the “Sweeney Redivivus” cycle in Station Island 

(1984). “An Artist” is one of Heaney’s many artes poeticas in Station Island, 

and it ponders a personal answer to questions of historical responsibilities of 

the lyric. Heaney does so in a double-voiced manner: on the one hand, the 

poem explores Cézanne’s creative process, and, on the other, it channels ideas 

of aesthetic freedom by adopting the voice of the medieval Irish king Sweeney 

who was cursed to become a bird because he did not wish to convert to Chris-

tianity. This conjunction is an attempt to find a poetic voice that is less bound 

by the tyranny of place and politics in an embattled moment of the Troubles. 

The ekphrasis in the poem investigates Cézanne’s work thematically and art-

historically in order to extract a constructive and devoted work-ethic based on 

the French painter’s artistic philosophy of obsessively exploring similar mo-

tifs and not being swayed by external validation. The poem then meditates on 

the ontology of visual memory, and the need for an open-ended creative pro-

cess that is thought to eventually yield an adequate answer to the times. In its 

companion poem, “The Old Icons”, the pull of domestic attachment to images 

of Catholic persecution and betrayal weighs down the more liberated lyric 

voice of “An Artist”. By rehearsing the content of three visual representations 

delineating moments of Catholic persecution extracted from the poet’s own 

inventory of material culture artefacts, the poet examines the compelling trau-

matic and victimizing narratives that they produce for Catholics in contempo-

rary Ulster. The historical thinking in the poem is also curated by ekphrasis 

that focuses on the media of the different images, an oleograph, an etching, 

and a colour print. The images prove to be toxic to the speaker, and the way 

that they are presented suggests a focus on traumatic melancholia, a state 

where trauma is not processed, but repeated ad infinitum across historical cir-

cumstances. This can be contrasted with the previous poem where the ethic of 

“working as the only thing that worked” is reminiscent of the more productive 

side of trauma, namely processes of “working through” and mourning. Ek-

phrasis is thus a versatile tool in relation to traumatic narratives of history in 

“Sweeney Redivivus”. 
The second chapter “Dürer with Dreadlocks: Visual Memory as Problem-

atic Inheritance” focuses on the way image-text, ekphrasis and illustration are 

employed to explore the double double bind of visual inheritance in Walcott’s 

illustrated long poem Tiepolo’s Hound (2000). The poem is a fictionalized 

postcolonial biography of Camille Pissarro, and a set of various reflections on 

the uneven topographies of art history, the lack of representation of persons of 

colour throughout it, and the destiny of painters hailing from the colonies. Il-

lustrations by Walcott himself aim to fill the gaps in the representation of the 

Caribbean deplored in the text of the poem, but they play a much more versa-

tile role in connection to the ekphrases in the book. The chapter’s first part is 

aimed at providing a postcolonial critique of the memory narratives promoted 
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by large art museums in a series of contrapuntal readings spelling out margin-

ality and its relation to cultural institutions. One of the analyses deals with an 

imagined episode where Camille Pissarro is rejected in the Louvre due to his 

Caribbean origin, while another discusses the experiences of marginalization 

and postcolonial inferiority complexes of the speaker and his father. I use Neil 

Lazarus’ conceptual re-formulation of Adorno of the postcolonial subject 

needing to “hate tradition properly” in order to change it from within, as well 

as Spivak’s concept of the double bind; I bring both to bear on the way visual 

memory is phrased through ekphrasis and image-text in relation to Eurocentric 

museums. Using these critical angles, I argue that Walcott’s engagement with 

various painters and works of art brings about a decolonization of art history 

discourse, and in particular of the authority of the museum.  

In the second section, I follow Walcott’s reparative readings of art history 

whereby he attempts to compensate for the uneven topographies illustrated 

above. I analyse Walcott’s claiming of marginality as an asset in Pissarro’s 

contributions to French Impressionism and his act of bringing a number of 

paintings out of the museum and transplanting them into Caribbean natural 

surroundings – done via ekphrastic descriptions, and via the volume’s illus-

trations. Walcott’s reading of Moorish characters in paintings by Tiepolo and 

Veronese is another affirmative shorthand for the presence of persons of col-

our within art history discussed at length. Walcott’s two portraits of Gauguin 

and his discussion of the genealogy of visual representation of black charac-

ters from Rubens to Walcott, from objectification to subjective self-represen-

tation is another complex visual verbal strategy of producing reparative read-

ings. Walcott’s image-textual strategies spanning ekphrasis, intervisual refer-

ences between the volume’s illustrations, revisualization of well-known mas-

terpieces reveal even more diverse roles for literary visuality. They act 

variously in this chapter as tools for postcolonial critique of the memory re-

gimes of museums, as a method for interrogating the art historical archive to 

make persons of colour visible throughout the centuries, and finally, as a way 

to amend the art historical archive with a myriad of representations of the Car-

ibbean contained in the illustrations. The final section of the chapter meditates 

on the connection religious vocation and painting that structures the whole 

collection. I show how Walcott constructs an interesting picture of religious 

syncretism in the Caribbean via ekphrasis and image-text. 

The third and final chapter “The Skisofoon Family: Bringing European and 

South African Artworlds Together in the Imagetexts of Wopko Jensma” deals 

with the avant-garde juxtapositions and intersections of references to Euro-

pean and South African artists and artistic philosophies in the work of the anti-

apartheid visual artist and poet, Wopko Jensma. In the first half of the chapter, 

I focus on Jensma’s use of visual cues and comments on German and South 

African expressionism. Two close readings of expressionism using the visual 

and verbal dimensions of Jensma’s work follow. The first is concerned with 
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German expressionism as a vehicle for the critique of apartheid racial injus-

tice, of censorship, and of an abusive art market in his poem “die herren grosz 

und luginbühl in the offing” from the volume i must show you my clippings 

(1977). In this poem, Jensma combines references to German expressionism 

with mentions of South African groups of contemporary performance artists 

and committed writers of the period; Jensma’s referential practices to various 

artistic groups allow us to meditate on their impact on avant-garde visual 

memory. The second poem, “Portrait of the Artist” from Sing for Our Execu-

tion (1973) commemorates the black expressionist artist Dumile Feni, and it 

enacts a critique of the racially-charged expectations of white audience and 

gallery owners with regards to black artists in the period. Jensma’s careful 

positioning of Dumile Feni and Julian Motau as avant-garde, and thus primi-

tivist is shown to be a provocative act outlining the complexities and pressures 

of being an insider or an outsider on the South African art world and market 

of the 1960s and 1970. I find Karin Barber’s concept of “entextualization” 

cognate with the ways in which Jensma includes friends and inside jokes into 

his poems. 

In the second section of the chapter, I close-read a diptych that interpellates 

the work and life of the Dutch post-Impressionist painter Van Gogh. These 

two poems “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” and “the ceiling just caved in 

today” are less focused on political critique, but instead reflect on the relation-

ship between art, madness, surveillance and the commodification of “Euro-

pean” artistic identity in contemporary South Africa. They consider at length 

problems of method and technique in creating art, as well as speculate on the 

condition of the artist in the inhospitable society of high-apartheid South Af-

rica, and, in Van Gogh’s case in turn-of-the-century rural France. Jensma uses 

the visual memory of Van Gogh’s artistic process and his paintings to interro-

gate his own position as a painter and poet afflicted by precariousness and 

schizophrenia in the first poem, while in the second he performs a satirical 

export of the figure of Van Gogh to South Africa for his own financial gain 

and renown. For Jensma, as in the work of the two other poets, ekphrasis and 

imagetext are active tools that shape a political and social critique of the com-

plex landscape of high apartheid. They also make visible local literary and art 

historical force fields, but at the same time, through their self-reflexivity and 

insistent intermedial and material footprints they offer musings on the aesthet-

ics and ontological make-up of memory. 

In the conclusion I reflect on the ways in which the material and intermedial 

dimensions of ekphrasis and image-text become more visible in the work of 

the three poets. I conclude by offering a reasoned definition of the kind of 

work ekphrasis and image-text do in my dissertation. I consider some brief 

implications of the kind of transnational and transcultural work that the poems 

included in my corpus do, before outlining three directions opened up by high-

lighting the materiality of the texts that the dissertation deals with. In Jensma’s 

case, a more in-depth analysis of the periodical aesthetics that his books are 
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beholden to would be needed. A study concerned with the circulation of art 

albums and the way they shape future artists of the Caribbean might be under-

taken in Walcott’s case. And finally, Heaney’s ontological concern with how 

objects shape memory could be investigated with recourse to new materialism. 
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Fig. 1 Wopko Jensma, “the ceiling just caved in today”, i must show you my clippings 

(1977) 
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Introduction: Ekphrasis, Image-Text, 

Remediation  

An analytic interlude based on Wopko Jensma’s “the ceiling just caved in 

today” can offer a short and compelling example of how ekphrasis and image-

text – the main concepts I operate with in this dissertation – can be used as 

tools for visual poetic memory.1  A section showing that ekphrasis and image-

text could be interpreted under the larger umbrella of re-mediation, albeit one 

defined more intermedially follows. 

The poem quoted above is the second part of a diptych by the South African 

author Wopko Jensma where the Dutch Post-impressionist painter Vincent 

van Gogh is interpellated by reference to his late works. The painter is 

satirically invited to travel to South Africa where all his woes would 

supposedly disappear, and he could bask in the southern sun. The poem is 

illustrated with a photograph of a chair set on a beach surrounded by 

mangroves and waves rolling in the background. After the speaker declares 

that he, “jensma [is] the real socalled artist”, he presents himself as the South 

African incarnate of “vincent van gogh”. This might refer to a presentation as 

an “heir incarnate” – a typical English idiom, or it might take the Buddhist 

meaning of being a subsequent reincarnation of van Gogh in the 1970s in 

South Africa. Either way, a connection is established between van Gogh and 

the lyrical I that suggests continuity and mobility across time: “it’s been long 

time – time’s long overdue” (Jensma, i must show you my clippings 71). This 

temporal formulation suggests the need for a kind of reparation to be paid to 

van Gogh after such a long time. The missing apostrophes in the text of the 

poem also suggest a need to hurry, to not waste precious time on typography. 

Expressing the connection first in monetary terms and then as a reparation 

adds a dimension of consumerism and monetary value to the identification 

with van Gogh. 

The contact with the Dutch artist is further consolidated in instances of 

ekphrasis – namely, “writing that cites a work of art” (Keefe 1). Typically, a 

twentieth-century ekphrastic poem tends to be a descriptive meditation on a 

                                                      
1 The instances of image and text present in my dissertation are also fairly specific 

sets of relations, since they are both produced by the same artist. They provide a level 

of control similar to the strategies that W.J.T. Mitchell analyses in William Blake’s 

illustrated work, so one can assume a similar authorial intent and unified artistic vision 
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singular artwork2, but in Jensma’s case, the ekphrasis is rather clipped and 

allusive. A number of van Gogh’s late canvasses are invoked to justify the 

need for van Gogh’s translocation to South Africa. The folollowing five lines 

act like a cascade of ekphrastic allusions, briefly descriptive and evocative, 

but also not terribly specific. For instance, “those illuminated nights at 

avignon” refers most likely to van Gogh’s painting Café Terrace at Night 

(1888), an urban night scene depicting a café with a lot of empty tables in the 

foreground. The tables spread out onto the pavement of a quiet town and they 

are bathed in a beckoning yellow light. Customers with smudged silhouettes 

and faces can be seen sitting at the tables in the background. Equally bright is 

the starry night sky painted in tones of light blue, white and yellow giving the 

painting a slightly melancholic tinge. However, the painting reference is also 

rather unstable in its formulation. “illuminated nights” might also refer to two 

other paintings by van Gogh that also make use of a luminous and dynamic 

night sky – these stand out in the artist’s ouevre since they were executed 

roughly in the same period and were actually painted at night – one of van 

Gogh’s experimental preoccupations. Around 1888-1889 van Gogh painted a 

number of nightscapes, Café Terrace at Night (1888) is the first to employ this 

background. Starry Night over the Rhône (1888) is another bright nightscape 

where streetlights and a bridge reflect in the water of the Rhône close to Arles 

and on the way to the city of Avignon. The river and the sky are painted in 

similar tones and the streetlamps, moon and stars also appear very brightly 

illuminated in light yellow tones. Starry Night (1889) was the last in the series 

of nocturnes and is one of van Gogh’s most iconic paintings – here again a 

very luminous blue and dark blue swirling sky is punctuated by the dark sil-

houette of a cathedral and a small village in the background left part. Van 

Gogh spent the last years of his life in the vicinity of Avignon in the town of 

Arles; a large number of his most famous paintings are set in this area. Illumi-

nated nights might also refer to the arts festival of Avignon, one of the largest 

European artistic annual gatherings – an anachronism since the festival first 

took place in 1948.  

Since there are three different and widely known paintings by van Gogh 

where the night is warmly illuminated, it is hard to establish exactly which 

one the interpellation refers to. As I argue at various points in the analyses of 

my dissertation, in this case, the ekphrastic reference can be understood be-

yond James Heffernan’s widely accepted definition as “the verbal representa-

tion” of a specific “visual representation” (Heffernan, Museum of Words 3), 

rather the ekphrastic hooks evoke a particular style and subject manner, as 

well as a number of painterly tropes from van Gogh’s oeuvre. In this sense, 

ekphrastic allusion exerts a more global reach – a focus on series and themes, 

rather than commenting on a particular painting. The reference also needs to 

be understood as intermedial, as it refers to another medium and evokes a 

                                                      
2 This derives from James Heffernan definition and application of ekphrasis in modern poetry 
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number of other existing art objects. In my dissertation, for various reasons, 

ekphrasis acts as an intermedial memory tool. 

In the next line, “the chaps in the billiard room…bent old men face to face” 

refers to another famous painting by van Gogh, The Night Café (1888). The 

painting depicts the interior of a bar with a large billiards table in the middle 

illuminated by large shining gas lamps. A number of tables surrounding the 

central baize covered one are occupied by customers in various stages of 

drunkenness. Two male figures are seated slouching over a table facing each 

other – their faces, and those of the other customers are smudged and illegible. 

One of them is wearing a straw hat, like the one favoured by van Gogh in 

several of his Arles self-portraits. “Those wax ears” is a rather obscure refer-

ence that might bring to mind Self Portrait with a Bandaged Ear (1889) – 

painted shortly after cutting van Gogh cut his own ear off in a fight with Paul 

Gauguin. A wax ear would then be a jocular way to suggest a sort of prosthesis 

for the tormented Dutch painter. This reference reaches back into Jensma’s 

poetry collection to the previous poem where the painter’s severed ear is 

shown to be wandering around downtown Johannesburg listening to illicit 

apartheid police activity. Here, one also sees that ekphrastic reference can sim-

ultaneously reach across the artistic spectrum and interpellate a painting by 

Van Gogh, but also connect to other parts of Jensma’s experimental illustrated 

poetry book. 

“blue dome upside squeak single bed” refers to van Gogh’s very famous 

painting of his Bedroom in Arles (1888) where the skewed perspective sug-

gests a dome-like configuration of the walls painted in light blue, as if echoing 

the sky outside. The “dome” contains a single bed and rustic straw and wood 

furniture surrounding an open window. The final reference to van Gogh’s 

paintings in this section “down fields of flower” is again not particularly di-

rected at a painting in particular but evokes two different series of late paint-

ings – a series of vistas of a wheat field dotted with flowers and a large number 

of drawings and paintings of trees in bloom painted between 1888 and 1890 

in Arles.  

In this ekphrastic sequence, the mention of a number of high visibility and 

high value canvasses by Van Gogh make the poem sound like it is rehearsing 

an exhibition catalogue extolling the highlights of the painter’s career. Along-

side the tongue-in-cheek claim at the beginning of the poem where Jensma 

professes that he is the heir incarnate of van Gogh and he has come “to blow 

all the boodle” – i.e. a colloquial way to express the spending of large sums 

of, these aspects form a part of Jensma’s critique of extreme consumerism of 

the white middle and upper classes during the late 1960s and early 1970s in 

South Africa. Saul Dubow observes that “a new ethos of consumerism flour-

ished” in this period amongst the white Afrikaners and English populations of 

European descent, and that trade, industry and global business flourished in 

South Africa at the expense of the extreme exploitation of cheap black labour 

(Dubow 99–101). In his volume i must show you my clippings, Jensma often 
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criticizes abusive wealth and the subsequent isolation of the whites from the 

exploitative sociological realities perpetrated on the blacks and coloureds dur-

ing apartheid. In several poems in the volume as well as in his letters to friends, 

Jensma accuses the South African art market of being complicitous in perpet-

uating apartheid ideas, and being too focused on European models instead of 

seeking African inspiration. Viewed from this angle, art becomes an empty 

status symbol, an imported consumer good, rather than a vehicle for exploring 

important contemporary injustices. Referring to the art market – though in a 

rather oblique way here – also makes visible the material dimension of ek-

phrasis. Since the art market deals with physical objects and follows supply 

and demand, Jensma brings this dimension into the poem to reflect on various 

art historical realities (in this case the fast-paced packaging of art under high 

apartheid). This brings the ekphrastically interpellated artworks further away 

from the realm of depoliticized aesthetics, and into a more political set of po-

sitions that Jensma takes in order to criticize what he perceives as the machine 

of apartheid. My own definition of ekphrasis explores various ways in which 

ekphrasis and image-text refer and make use of material dimensions of works 

of art – whether by locating them inside galleries (Heaney, North), or by com-

menting on their scarce availability to Caribbean art students (Walcott, 

Tiepolo’s Hound). 

Via the fast-paced ekphrasis that lists van Gogh’s valuable paintings, 

Jensma also pokes fun at the South African art market’s inclination towards 

overvaluing European goods under apartheid. Van Gogh and his ear are then 

desirable imports, both for their cultural pedigree and prestige, and, for their 

high monetary value which fits the image of a modern African state under 

formation. This simplification of art as commodity and status symbol occurs 

more explicitly in the second part of the poem, where the paintings evoked in 

the first ekphrastic chain are given a face-lift; they become part of an adver-

torial modelled as a before and after set of images. In a tongue-in-cheek par-

ody of advertising language, Jensma, having managed to transport van Gogh’s 

ear and his paintings to a “sunny South Africa” symbolized by beaches and 

fast commerce turns the paintings mentioned above from depictions of suffer-

ing and melancholia into happier vistas. The faces of the men in the billiard 

room and in the café turn legible, the nights of horror (the nocturnes mentioned 

above) turn into beckoning days at the beach: “nights of horror into/ apple 

trees in bloom, those cues, those darts in billiard rooms…/becomes beckoning 

days at the beach, their eyes legible, their wants mine” (Jensma, i must show 

you my clippings 71). Van Gogh’s cut off ear also receives preferential treat-

ment: “i jensma/i am having it bronzed!” (71) – a play upon words upon cast-

ing it into bronze – offering a sort of eternal recognition, and the bronze sheen 

one’s skin takes when exposed to the sun of South Africa. Bronzing might 

also explain the many references to “wax ears” since – in order to cast shapes 

into bronze, a negative of the shape to be cast is made out of wax and placed 

into the desired mould – the wax then melts when the hot bronze is poured 
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into the mould insuring that the details come out properly. Having bronzed 

skin is also a way of marking white privilege and leisure in South Africa under 

high apartheid. In some sense, being bronzed is the right kind of skin colouring 

for rich whites.  

The poem ends with a declaration of absorption – a kind of literal consump-

tion of the heir of van Gogh. Van Gogh has been reincarnated, his works have 

been listed and assessed, his ear has been immortalized and his paintings re-

packaged as commercially viable objects, so he can disappear into the crowd 

of privileged whites: “yes, open the sluices, suck me into the crowd” (71). 

This kind of profession to be consumed by the crowd stands in contrast with 

the previous poem in the diptych where Jensma declares his solidarity with 

van Gogh who had experienced rejection from polite society throughout his 

career.  

This final profession as well as the re-location of van Gogh’s ear and paint-

ings to the beaches of “sunny South Africa” brings one’s attention to the illus-

tration of the poem – a photograph of a chair set on a beach where footprints 

in the sand are shown disappearing towards the sea. Technically, a reader 

would notice the image first, then read the text afterwards since the poem is 

on the left hand side. Yet, without reading the poem, one cannot understand 

that the beach setting is in dialogue with the imagery and the proposed course 

of action of the poem (i.e. translating van Gogh to South Africa).  

The complex set of relations that obtains within mixed media such as illus-

trated books is defined by W.J.T. Mitchell as the image-text problematic 

(Mitchell, Picture Theory 90). Jensma’s book, I argue, is a special case of 

image-text, what Mitchell calls imagetext, “a synthetic, sutured form” where 

image and text operate together to fulfil similar purposes, but they use their 

own vigorously independent means of signification.  In this example, the 

beach setting of the image is in dialogue with the poem, its mangrove vegeta-

tion locates it to Southern Africa – but the sand also echoes the sand dunes of 

the north of the Netherlands where Jensma’s Frisian paternal family resided, 

providing a kind of global intersection of marine imaginaries.  

The chair on the beach is empty, so it might record Jensma’s vanishing act 

in the final lyrics of the poem. The image facing the poem is not only relevant 

as a part-time illustration to it. It is also part of a number of eight photographs 

acting as an installation. The images succeed each other and separate this 

poem from the previous one, “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” whose sub-

ject matter is also concerned with reading van Gogh’s work and life. The im-

ages themselves also perform a number of vanishing acts – in the first photo-

graph of the series facing the previous poem the chair is empty, but in the 

subsequent four photographs, one sees the silhouette of Jensma with his back 

turned shifting positions in relation to the chair, until in the last photograph, 

he disappears again. And yet again, the final image in the series, presents the 

empty chair facing another poem, just like the first instance. The succeeding 
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photographs with Jensma’s shifting positions give the illusion of being mov-

ing pictures, rather than static portraits. It feels as if the photographs are trying 

to exceed the condition of their own medium where a captured moment is 

immortalized. One can read the images also as part of a self-sufficient photo-

graphic performance, independent from the text to some extent – they weave 

their own narrative of appearance and disappearance. From yet another angle, 

the photographs are the material emanation of some of the proposed ekphrastic 

actions. In this way, the interaction to word and image can be seen as inher-

ently material, but also art historical. 

In fact, the pictures themselves are intervisual, operating at cross-purpose 

with the two poems to interrogate van Gogh as European visual memory acti-

vated in South Africa. The chair can be interpreted as a reference to a chair 

that van Gogh painted repeatedly towards the end of his turbulent life. This is 

a simple rattan wicker peasant chair that can be seen in a whole series of very 

visible paintings, amongst which Bedroom at Arles (1888), The Night Café, 

Café Terrace at Night (1888), and Van Gogh’s Chair (1888). Just like in van 

Gogh’s paintings, the chair co-occurs in all of the photographs acting as a sort 

of visual axis to the silhouette of Jensma. The main difference, however, is 

that the chair is placed on a beach here, rather than in an interior as in van 

Gogh’s paintings and sketches. Like the ear, Jensma takes van Gogh’s chair 

“away from, out of the wax museum” (signifying the time-freeze of visual 

memory) and translates it to a southern African open environment – the man-

groves are a common landscape of South African beaches, especially those 

near Durban where the photgraphs were taken3). This action of removing 

paintings from their museum enclosure is also one that Derek Walcott per-

forms repeatedly via image and text in Tiepolo’s Hound. The translatability of 

the chair from van Gogh’s paintings to Jensma’s photographs also annihilates 

the obsession with “the aura of the original” (Benjamin 218–19), proving that 

cultural memory thrives on transcultural connection and geographically far 

removed relay points (Erll, “Travelling Memory” 8). 

 The presence of the Jensma silhouette with his face turned also indicates 

the stated desire to identify with van Gogh, an act that both poems undertake: 

the first as a profession of solidarity in the face of rejecting society, while the 

second via a tongue-in-cheek genealogical profession. This act can also be 

connected with the legibility of the faces in van Gogh’s paintings – in the 

photographs, Jensma’s face is illegible because it is facing in the other direc-

tion, but in the denouement of “the ceiling just caved in”, the faces of van 

Gogh’s paintings become legible as Jensma is sucked into the multitude.  

This above example shows a fraction of the configurations of word and 

image that will be analysed in this dissertation. Already in Jensma’s poem, I 

                                                      
3 The photographer that Jensma worked with to produce this photographic series, Karin Mon-

teiro indicated that they were taken in Durban. 
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have identified ekphrasis as a tool for evoking the work of van Gogh summar-

ily, as a way to critique the rampant consumerism of the art market in the 

1970s, and as a manner of bringing material and art historical considerations 

into poetry. The image facing the poem, and the photographic installation de-

limiting the two van Gogh poems have been read as operating at a shared pur-

pose with the poem, but also constructing their own particularly intervisual 

interpellation of van Gogh distinctly from the text. The material conditions of 

the imagetext are highlighted through the simultaneous presence of text and 

image, but also via the subtle act of connection that occurs via the photo-

graphic installation. The poem is enacting a critique of apartheid commodifi-

cation and consumerism, so it exhibits the kind of political dimensions of ek-

phrasis defined by Neumann and Rippl as “postcolonial” (Neumann, 

“Postcolonial Ekphrasis and Counter-Visions in Derek Walcott’s Tiepolo’s 

Hound - Contacts, Contests and Translations”; Rippl, Handbook of 

Intermediality. Literature-Image-Sound-Music)4. On the other hand, the poem 

also criticizes a kind of superficial adoption of aesthetic models from Europe, 

poking fun at uncritical art imports. In the following sections, I will offer a 

more conclusive discussion about the way in which “ekphrasis” and “im-

agetext” are defined and activated throughout my dissertation, but first I will 

demonstrate that these two more specific terms can be conceived of under the 

wider umbrella of re-mediation. 

Remediation 

 

A helpful way of understanding ekphrasis and image-text as tools for visual 

cultural memory within a larger framework is if we consider them under 

Astrid Erll’s larger concept of “remediation”. While the textual and visual rep-

resentations of van Gogh’s paintings in Jensma’s poetry and photography can 

be seen as remediation without recourse to ekphrasis or image-text, in my 

opinion, remediation the way it is described by Erll cannot capture certain 

nuances, their stylistic features, or the media specificities that ekphrasis and 

image-text encode. Remediation can explain transfer, but not the conditions 

under which this transfer occurs. 

Remediation is to this date one of the more notable concepts to emerge 

from media memory studies. A number of other theoretical descriptions such 

as filmic “prosthetic memory” (Landsberg) and “digital memory connectiv-

ity” (Hoskins) have also gained significant traction over the last few years, but 

there seems to be a tendency in memory studies towards exploring newer me-

dia, rather than going back to theorize older forms of mediation. Astrid Erll’s 

                                                      
4 I will refer to Neumann’s article as “Postcolonial Ekphrasis” and to Rippl’s edited collection 

as “Handbook” from here onwards; 
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concept, in contrast, is particularly potent because it stretches out the syn-

chronic view stemming from Bolter and Grusin’s original coinage of “reme-

diation” referring mostly to the transfer of old media to the new, to also allow 

for a diachronic understanding of the continuity between old and new media. 

Erll’s view of remediation is aimed at understanding the long durée of memory 

material. Remediation, for Erll, refers to the recurrence of certain memory 

schemata across time and across media. This recurrence strengthens certain 

memory tropes and makes them constitutive of national and transnational pub-

lic memory. Erll describes the term thus: 

With the term “remediation” I refer to the fact that memorable events are usu-

ally represented again and again, over decades and centuries in different media: 

in newspaper articles, photography, diaries, historiography, novels, films, etc. 

What is known about a war, a revolution, therefore seems to refer not so much 

to what one might cautiously call “actual events”, but instead to a canon of 

existent medial constructions, to the narratives and images circulating in a me-

dia culture. Remembered events are transmedial phenomena, that is, their rep-

resentation is not tied to one specific medium. Therefore, they can be repre-

sented across the spectrum of available media. And this is precisely what cre-

ates a powerful site of memory. (Erll, “Literature, Film, and the Mediality of 

Cultural Memory” 392) 

Erll’s model convincingly shows how certain articulations of cultural memory 

become stabilized (and eventually part of the canon) in the public sphere 

through repeated acts of memorial remediation and adaptation. Remediation 

proves that the success and public visibility of figures of memory is often 

predicated on the formation of pluri-medial networks of memory where this 

remediation occurs. This view of temporal continuity can easily be associated 

with the kind of temporal enfoldings embedded within the visual memory of 

ekphrasis and image-text. 

In this sense, the kind of ekphrasis and imagetextual configurations where 

van Gogh’s paintings are mentioned and visually interpellated can constitute 

a form of remediation – memory work built on medial repetition. Ekphrasis is 

a particularly salient way of encoding and representing van Gogh’s paintings 

in the literary medium – while also attempting to mimic certain painterly fea-

tures that translate into the literary text. The way in which the photograph op-

posite the poem’s text also interpellates the occurrences of chairs in van 

Gogh’s late paintings can also be considered a form of remediation - though 

this time sticking within the confines of visual art - namely transferring the 

trope of van Gogh’s chair from painting to photography. In other examples of 

this dissertation, Jensma employs visual collages between existing visual rep-

resentations and his own aesthetic products to conjure the figure of the black 

South African expressionist Dumile Feni; he uses avant-garde forms to rein-

terpret the memory of a contemporary painter. In “the ceiling just caved in”, 

the intermedial exchanges involving patterns of repetition ensure that the 
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paintings of van Gogh continue to exert interesting effects on newer writing 

and visual art and consolidate his reputation as an artist whose work endures 

over a long time.  

As can be noted in the examples above, one needs the terms ekphrasis and 

image-text to describe the shape of the rapport with van Gogh, or to map the 

discrete ways in which poetry and photography interpellate the paintings. But 

the rapport described in the poems is not merely about the transfer of memory 

content – the manner in which this transfer occurs and the ways in which one 

medium in invoked in another medium: mentions of material conditions, the 

combination of consumerism and prestige, Jensma’s “updating of van Gogh’s 

dreary themes” are all part of the ekphrastic and image-textual rapports.  Thus, 

while remediation is a useful mechanism to describe the possibility of trans-

medial formation of memory, it is not specific enough to explain the media-

specific means under which this transfer occurs. Describing the media-specific 

means under which poetry and visual art interact would require that remedia-

tion (as a term) is more attuned to intermedial relations. Ekphrasis and image-

text are ways of describing relations between word and image; the first, as we 

shall see has a longer conceptual history, while the second is a more recent 

media studies coinage. Yet, their conceptual make-up and my slight widening 

of ekphrastic framing mechanisms (as described below) explicate the condi-

tions under which memory travels and becomes significant in new contexts – 

be they a satire of apartheid consumerism or an earnest evaluation of sectarian 

violence in Northern Ireland. 

Dagmar Brunow also suggests that there are two dimensions lacking in the 

way in which remediation is currently employed. The first is that in studying 

existing practices of remediation, various discursive frameworks, institutions 

and power relations need to be mapped more closely in memory studies. She 

uses a model based on Stuart Hall’s interpretation of the power relations en-

tailed in transcultural models (Brunow 49–50). The kind of close analysis of 

the valences and power relations entailed in ekphrasis and image-text in my 

dissertation attempt to highlight the various discursive frameworks they oper-

ate within.  

The second is that remediation needs to become a sharper tool for analysis 

in that it should pay much more attention to media specificities, affordances 

and existing intermedial relations: 

Remediation does not occur in a vacuum, but is triggered by specific discursive 

constellations, by mediated events. The questions to be examined are: What 

triggers remediation? What kind of events are remediated more than others – 

and in which media formats. We therefore need to take a closer look at both the 

media specificity and the discursive context of remediation. (Brunow 49) 
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Brunow traces remediation back to Bolter and Grusin’s original conceptual 

basis to show how intermediality would be a helpful paradigm for understand-

ing the media affordances entailed. Bolter and Grusin developed remediation 

to show how older media are represented in newer medial environments (42). 

Their theory is more directly aimed at explaining formal relations between 

media (Brunow 42). For instance, digitization is presented as a form of reme-

diation, a way to preserve old media to be found in archives. While the idea 

of digitising strives for immediacy, i.e. to make the older media directly avail-

able in a transparent manner, remediation is also framed by hypermediacy, 

namely the framing capabilities of the newer medium, such as the computer 

screen required to see the digitised archives. It is also not a concept meant to 

provide synchronic judgements about new media, however older analogue 

media are underexplored by the original theorists. The strength of Erll’s case 

for remediation, Brunow points out, is that she provides a diachronic view of 

remediation and includes literary adaptation under its aegis. Ekphrasis and im-

age-text can be viewed as intermedial processes of memory occurring between 

the textual and the visual medium. They are not purely diachronic, as we shall 

see – Jensma evokes and remediates the work of contemporary performance 

artists, or purely synchronic either, Jensma remediates van Gogh’s paintings 

of a chair in photography.  

This, in turn, stresses the intermedial dynamics of remediation, an aspect 

which Erll leaves underexplored. (45-6). Indeed, several media studies schol-

ars, have proposed that Bolter and Grusin’s concept of remediation requires 

more elaboration and complication: “remediation has been criticized as being 

too broad and generalising, levelling out crucial differences and various 

modes of remediation” (47). Irina Rajewsky and Brunow point out that inter-

medial studies, 

despite a lack of a unified theory, can account for new ways of thinking about 

“medial border-crossing and hybridization” while pointing to “a heightened 

sense of the materiality and mediality of” of cultural practices…Intermediality 

allows us to think about media specificity. (47) 

The many ekphrases and image-texts of this dissertation highlight the need for 

an intermedial approach to visual and textual milieux since their media speci-

ficities and affordances are shown to be significant tools for the way the past 

is narrated in this dissertation. Additionally, like Brunow’s critique of reme-

diation, my dissertation deals with both the political and aesthetic conditions 

that drive ekphrasis and image-text. The discursive constellations under which 

this form of remediation occurs are often carefully mapped in my analysis, be 

they the impact of certain local groups, or the transnational pressures of Euro-

centrism. Additionally, observing the framing of ekphrasis and image-textual 

configurations requires various reflections of media-specificity and af-

fordances. In the following part of the introduction, I will more closely outline 
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and define ekphrasis and image-text as they are employed in the chapters of 

my dissertation. 

Ekphrasis  

 

One of the main concepts that my dissertation operates with is that of 

ekphrasis, a term that designates, simply put, “poetry about art”, or “writing 

that cites a work of art” (Keefe 1), a subset of relations pertaining to literary 

visuality where poets engage with paintings and painters. Ekphrasis is a 

practice that is significantly more ubiquitous in the twentieth century in the 

wake of what W.J.T. Mitchell calls “the pictorial turn” (Picture Theory 11–

29). Employing a wide range of ekphrastic rapports and strategies of literary 

visuality, the three poets included in this study confront various postcolonial 

issues by means of ekphrasis and its associated practice that of “image-text”. 

Ekphrasis can become activated as visual poetic memory for various purposes, 

such as a stringent need for definining and positioning aesthetic strategies 

within a changing world order, or as part of sharp critiques of political 

stalemates during, for instance, high apartheid, or amidst the Northern Irish 

Troubles. In the following section, I will offer a short overview of the history 

of the term and its uses, and configure my own understanding of ekphrasis 

that underwrites the analyses in this dissertation. I will first outline James 

Heffernan’s and W.J.T. Mitchell’s definitions of ekphrasis in considerable 

detail, then move on to certain considerations and additions that have proven 

helpful for illuminating the specifics of the ekphrastic rapport in the poems 

analysed here. In short, I view ekphrasis as having the potential to evoke 

cultural memory in poetry, and conceive of it as being an intermedial, material 

and art historically-informed, and (more often than not) a transnational 

practice. In addition to “drawing poets to a lyric mode open to the enterprise 

of ars poetica” (Keefe 2), ekphrases and image-texts are inherently dialogic 

modes that “open out lyric subjectivity into a social world” (Bergmann 

Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 5). The social 

dimension of ekphrasis discussed by Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux often 

turns political in the work of the three poets in my dissertation whose evolving 

thought on, for instance, strained racial relations under high apartheid 

(Jensma), or on the uneven topographies of power and religion within the 

Northern Irish Troubles (Heaney), or even on a set of Eurocentric visual 

practices in contemporary readings of art history (Walcott) – all of these seem 

to proceed by means of ekphrasis and image-text.  

In the Museum of Words 
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The most current and commonly accepted definition of ekphrasis is that 

offered by James A.W. Heffernan in his 1994 book Museum of Words: 

“ekphrasis is the verbal representation of visual representation”(Heffernan, 

Museum of Words 3). Heffernan adopts W.J.T. Mitchell’s view in Iconology 

that the ekphrastic encounter is always paragonal – configured as “a struggle 

for dominance between the image and the word”(Museum of Words 1). The 

paragone is a 15th-century debate sparked by Leonardo da Vinci’s treatise on 

painting where a number of arts compete for supremacy over all the others. 

One of the lasting formulations of this heated debate is the contest between 

poetry and painting, a philosophical question that gained even more traction 

with Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s essay Laokoön, a critique of poetry imitating 

painting arguing instead for maintaining strict aesthetic borders. Within the 

Romantic view of the paragonal, poetry that is a mimesis of a higher order is 

superior to painting whose purpose is to imitate life as in a mirror – and thus 

the paragonal has a fixed winner, the textual. 

Additionally, for Mitchell and Heffernan, the structure of ekphrasis is 

always a gendered encounter: it is a “duel between the male and female 

gazes”, where “the male speech [is] striving to control a female image that is 

both alluring and threatening, of male narrative struggling to overcome the 

fixating impact of beauty poised in space” (Museum of Words 1). Thus, for 

Heffernan, the fascination with ekphrasis emerges as a confrontation between 

word and image where the writer/poet attempts to “envoice” the silent work 

of art, who, by means of its dangerous and fascinating beauty and power 

attempts to transfix and silence the narrating poet: 

 Ekphrasis, then, is a literary mode that turns on antagonism – the commonly 

gendered antagonism – between verbal and visual representation. Since this 

contest is fought on the field of language itself, it would be grossly unequal, but 

for one thing: ekphrasis commonly reveals a profound ambivalence towards 

visual art, a fusion of iconophilia and iconophobia, of veneration and anxiety. 

To represent a painting or sculpted figure in words is to evoke its power – the 

power to fix, excite, amaze, entrance, disturb or intimidate the viewer – even as 

the language strives to keep the power under control. (Heffernan, Museum of 

Words 7) 

While I find Heffernan’s definition extremely evocative and useful, this ex-

clusive focus on antagonism becomes slightly unbalanced when one deals 

with ekphrasis as part of mixed media poetry collections – where ekphrasis 

can be an agent within image-texts and images also apostrophize other works 

of art via their own visual means. Rivalry and antagonism seem insufficient 

explanations for the relations between text and image that obtain in my dis-

sertation. Also, if one understands ekphrasis as an intermedial affair, then a 

certain measure of phenomenological perception of art works is required to 

explicate it – the work of art evoked is part of another medium, but ekphrasis 

can be perceived as bridging and making apparent two different media within 
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its rapport and reference. Some of the works in my dissertation, despite occur-

rences of staged antagonism (especially in Walcott’s work), do not regularly 

turn on it as a foundational strife as they combine the verbal and the visual on 

the page. This happens either by means of associating ekphrasis to evocative 

illustration, or by having ekphrasis and illustration operate in “vigorously in-

dependent” manners within different configurations of image-text in the books 

analysed (Mitchell, Blake’s Composite Art 3). As we shall see in a further 

subsection, I prefer a slightly modified version of Heffernan’s definition, in-

formed and inspired by the scholarship of Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux and 

Anne Keefe where ekphrasis is part of a lyrical toolbox where word is no 

longer de rigueur hierarchically above image (Keefe 4). Keefe’s “critical de-

framing” of ekphrasis within what she calls the “wordimage” lyrical configu-

ration demonstrates that ekphrasis has become “a lyric mode increasingly able 

to support the political and ethical commitments of contemporary authors to 

redistribute the organization of binary oppositions that currently define ek-

phrasis” (6).  

In Heffernan’s conception, ekphrasis is a tangible and material 

manifestation of literature’s engagement with works of art that has proliferated 

significantly in the wake of “the pictorial turn” –  a “shift from a culture of 

words to a culture of images in the late nineteenth century with the advent of 

photography and, then film, and has accelerated since the mid-twentieth 

century with the invention of television and now digital media” (Mitchell qtd 

in Bergmann Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 3). 

However, ekphrasis is also an enduring and established poetic practice that 

can be encountered across a wide range of poets and works, in Heffernan’s 

words, it occurs from “Homer to Ashbery”. What is more, this mode extends 

well into the 21st century as Anne Keefe’s study of Anglo-American poetry 

demonstrates. 

While Heffernan theorizes the continuity of ekphrasis as an enduring 

practice, he also observes that, in contrast to more classical ekphrastic 

encounters like, say, the description of the shield of Achilles which speaks 

about an imaginary work of art encountered in Homer’s epic, the more recent 

availibility of works of art in public museums allow the readers of ekphrasis 

to observe the reconstruction (what Astrid Erll might perhaps call the 

“remediation”) of an art object into words (Heffernan, Museum of Words 7). 

The availibility of works of art in museums also accounts for the more art 

historical tone of poems as well as the prevalence of ekphrastic poems that 

isolate a specific art work in twentieth-century ekphrasis. Heffernan mentions 

the frequent associations of ekphrasis with the newer institution of the public 

museum – often the “crime scene” of modern ekphrastic poetry, the designated 

place where poets go to contemplate art nowadays that they then re-create in 

their own “museum of words” (Heffernan, Museum of Words 8).  

Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux expands Heffernan’s assessement of the 

relationship between ekphrasis and the museum to speak about the social and 
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material conditions of ekphrasis: “In modern ekphrases, the museum is both 

the temple of art, a place of transcendent aesthetic experience (encouraged by 

the architecture of many museums, derived as it is from temples), and an 

institution founded on the material ambitions of an industrial elite.” 

(Bergmann Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 22). As 

we shall see in my dissertation, poets are sensitive to these two dimensions. 

For instance, the museum is a place of encounter with art that acts in a timely 

manner as a constellation of art historical revolutionary moments in Heaney’s 

meditations on Goya and the Troubles in “Summer 1969”. But it is also a 

“magnetic prison” (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 58) for the awed and cowed 

(post)colonial artist who critiques its very Eurocentric regimes of knowledge 

and containment strategies in Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound. Walcott also 

expands the domains of poetic encounter with art towards mass market art 

albums, as “mobile museums” for the postcolonial and colonial subject 

(Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 14). Jensma, on the other hand, jokingly invites 

Van Gogh to take out his body of work (and disembodied ear) from “the wax 

museum” and transport it to South Africa, where it would be justly appreciated 

and leisurely bronzed by the tropical warmth of its sunny beaches. A short 

meditation on the way in which ekphrasis and image-text operate with art 

objects taken outside of the museum, i.e. within artists’ books festoons the 

cases of Walcott and Jensma. 

Heffernan’s definition of ekphrasis is particularly useful to my dissertation 

because of its elasticity. Heffernan’s book follows the evolution of ekphrastic 

poetry from its role as a lyric ornament in the famous description of Achilles’ 

shield in Homer’s Iliad – a beautiful supplement to the epic narrative – 

towards the spate of modern self-contained ekphrastic poems of John Ashbery 

or W.H. Auden: “the ekphrastic poetry of our time completes the 

transformation of ekphrasis from incidental adjunct to self-sufficient whole, 

from epic ornament to free-stranding literary work” (Heffernan, Museum of 

Words 137).  Beyond its tendency to isolate artistic objects in certain poems, 

modern ekphrasis takes many more forms and occupies various roles in 

contemporary poetry and Heffernan’s definition seems to be capacious 

enough to accommodate this diversity. 

Gabriele Rippl specifies that an advantage of Heffernan’s definition is the 

possibility of using “the verbal representation of visual representaton” as 

license to detect and analyse the mere diversity of the ekphrastic encounter, 

ranging from the classical definition of ekphrasis as an extended description 

of an art object to the small and rather obscure ekphrastic allusion made in 

passing (Rippl, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis in the Anglophone Novel” 129). 

Ekphrasis, as my dissertation also shows, spans both prolonged textual 

treatments of singular art-works and, clipped, brief and implicit references to 

works of art within avant-garde modernist poems. In the corpus, one sees both 

long-form ekphrasis in some of Walcott’s detailed descriptions of paintings 

by Tiepolo, Veronese, Gauguin and Pissarro, and the rather obscure multitude 
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of “ekphrastic hooks” to Van Gogh’s well-known paintings in Jensma’s avant-

garde poetry. I use the syntagm “ekphrastic hook” to qualify the brief and 

dense referential brushstrokes that characterise Jensma’s habits of ekphrastic 

invocation. In order to detect the visual imaginary of Jensma’s reference a 

careful and imaginative investigation is necessary. These investigations serve 

to elucidate the aesthetic complexity of reference that characterises his visual 

poetic memory – art historical observations, comments on colour palette and 

on commodification of art all come together in his dense poetry. This diversity 

of ekphrastic practices even amongst three contemporary Anglophone poets 

showcases the particular versatility or the “elasticity” of ekphrasis as a tool 

for cultural memory, and a means of “transcultural translation” (Neumann, 

“Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 454–55). 

Furthermore, Heffernan defines ekphrasis as being distinct from two other 

ways in which literature mingles with the visual arts, namely the phenomena 

of “pictorialism” and “iconicity”. These are distinct from ekphrasis because 

their main aim is to represent “natural objects and artifacts rather than objects 

of representational art” (Heffernan, Museum of Words 3). Pictorialism 

attempts to generate “in language effects similar to those created by pictures” 

(Heffernan, Museum of Words 3)– in other words, objects can be treated as 

works of art in literature, or literature can adopt pictorial language as an 

aesthetic strategy rather than a means of reference to another work of art. 

Iconicity, in its turn, is “implicit reference to a visual representation” by means 

of typography and printing, such as, for instance, concrete and shaped poetry 

where the letters are arranged on the page to imitate certain objects or letters 

(Heffernan, Museum of Words 3). Iconicity is discounted from the processes 

of ekprasis because an “iconic poem does not aim to represent pictures; it apes 

the shape of pictures in order to represent natural objects” (Museum of Words 

4). While Heffernan admits that ekphrasis, pictorialism and iconicity co-occur 

frequently, his claim is that ekphrasis explicitly represents a representation. In 

my analytic practice, I wonder, however, how one defines the explicitness of 

the reference. Should ekphrastic reference be very textually specific? Should 

the art work be signalled by name and author, or would the subject and 

location be enough? In other words, how specific and explicit does ekphrasis 

need to be in order to qualify as such. 

Heffernan’s point that ekphrasis refers to specific artistic objects supports 

my own interpretation of ekphrasis as performing certain acts of memory via 

invoked artworks who, in their turn, take an active role in poetic thinking 

about the present. However, I think that specifying that ekphrasis is an 

“explicit reference” to another work of art in particular might be a conception 

that legislates the material practices of ekphrasis too narrowly. In my 

experience, ekphrastic references in modern and contemporary poems can be 

more or less obscure, shorter, longer, fairly specific, and sometimes offering 

commentary on a series of paintings or an artistic style. Sometimes ekphrastic 

poems identify a painting by name and place in the museum, sometimes they 
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suggest the presence of a painting or another art object via telegraphic 

references cleverly disguising ekphrastic comparisons and hooks; or 

sometimes they evoke a set of paintings, a room in a museum, a page in an art 

album, or suite of works with similar subjects. The language of pictorialism 

and various iconic features can, and often do indicate the presence of an 

ekphrastic intention or short encounter, as can be gleaned in my painstaking 

elucidations of Wopko Jensma’s allusions. Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux also 

notes that modern ekphrastic poems often employ art historical registers, refer 

to other ekphrases and comment on the aesthetic strategies of certain artists as 

a part of the ekphrastic rapport established in a poem (Twentieth-Century 

Poetry and the Visual Arts 17). This would then suggest that pictorialism and 

iconicity are implicated somewhat in the detective work required by ekphrasis. 

Futhermore, if ekphrasis is to be considered intermedial (as it eventually 

emerges in my dissertation), these practices ancillary to the ekphrastic 

encounter and to image-textual relations need to be better accounted for. They 

often mark and define the intermedial constellation of ekphrastic poems. 

Instead of legislating a narrow poetic swathe where ekphrasis and the art 

object are present as a one-on-one relationship, I believe that such ancillary 

practices framing the ekphrastic rapport need to be more closely inspected and 

mapped. If, as Anne Keefe indicates in her study of ekphrasis, we are to 

understand ekphrasis as a lyric mode that triggers “phenomenological research 

into the nature of perception” via its aesthetic interest in ars poetica, the 

comparative ontological dimension where poets speak about the aesthetic 

process of other artists and its ancillary framing mechanisms also need to 

become visible and active in ekphrastic scholarship(4). This conclusion seems 

to also be supported by Mitchell’s mapping of the wide range of image-textual 

relations that characterise various material configurations of media including 

ekphrastic works and illustrated books. Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux’s 

concept of the relationship between book history and ekphrasis – as an 

invitation to “textual consciousness” would also support this conclusion. 

For a quick example, in the dissertation analysis of Seamus Heaney’s An 

Artist iconic practices and art historical commentary define and frame the 

ekphrastic encounter. Yet, it is not enough to identify the exact paintings 

Heaney refers to in the poem to elucidate the workings of ekphrasis in the 

poem. An Artist is a poem that seeks to formulate the possibility of an art that 

is self-enclosed and self-reliant. The painter evoked by Heaney, Cézanne, is 

presented as a figure true to his own process and insistent in his isolation – the 

Irish poet imaginatively frames the “stubbornness” with which Cézanne 

produced his paintings and juxtaposes this with the voice of the king-turned-

bird Sweeney. This devotion to one’s art emerges as the reason for a series of 

ekphrastic reflections. The poem is, at the same time a type of hagiography of 

Cézanne’s life and work – a moment where Heaney chooses the French 

Impressionist as an exemplar, but it is also a humbling ars poetica: an honest 

reflection on the slow process of artistic production operating a silent analogy 
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between the work of poetry and the work of painting, as many ekphrases do. 

Reading this poem as an ekphrastic poem would prove very hard without 

mapping the art historical language and the more or less implicit references to 

Cézanne’s paintings that use pictorial language and certain iconic 

typographical spacing features. What is more, one can only approximate some 

of the paintings referred to from the numerous studies of the same object, or 

landscape that Cézanne has repeatedly produced across his career. Heaney is 

being rather unspecific about the paintings themselves, since he is focusing on 

the process of repetition of themes that leads to painterly perfection. The 

paintings, however, are present by means of the language describing their 

subjects, and the themes Heaney discusses are definitely mapped via the art 

historical language and more general comments on Cézanne’s art. Despite the 

more or less unstable reference structure in the poem, one can, without fail, 

identify this poem as an ekphrastic poem. Yet, it is a peculiar ekphrastic poem 

that explores the stakes of lyrical and painterly subjectivity and the possibility 

of political isolation at once. Pictorialism and the language of art history are 

what identify this poem as an ekphrasis in the first place, before the references 

to specific works of art and Heaney’s reading of Cézanne’s masterpieces, 

which seem less eloquent in the ekphrastic rapport.  

Against the Sister Arts Model and the Natural Sign 

 

Heffernan positions his definition against two older traditions whose 

theoretical underpinnings inflect his definition and allow us to understand the 

“baggage” that comes with  the contemporary term ekphrasis, the so-called 

“Sister Arts Model” and Murray Krieger’s structuralist view of “ekphrasis as 

the illusion of the natural sign”. 

The “Sister Arts model” or the “interarts comparison” was adopted 

explicitly by Jean Hagstrum in her 1958 monograph The Sister Arts: The Tra-

dition of Literary Pictorialism and English Poetry from Dryden to Gray. 

Inspired by the Horatian maxim ut pictura poesis (literally “as is painting so 

is poetry”), Hagstrum proposes a model where the visual and the verbal are 

understood as twinned genres whose pursuit of beauty using artifice brings 

them together in a relationship of sibling rivalry5. The purpose of interarts 

comparisons is generally to identify the spirit and tropes of certain historical 

ages, its prevalent symbols that recurr between the arts. The visual and verbal 

arts differ in the classical sense, since painting is supposed to use a spatial 

understanding of beauty, while poetry bases its pursuit on a temporal model 

of description: “poetry as an art of conventional signs marching in time, and 

painting as an art of would be ‘natural signs’ deployed in space” (Heffernan, 

Museum of Words 1). The two modes are in a relationship of sibling rivalry, 

                                                      
5 See also Anne Keefe Wordimage p. 12-28 for a longer explanation of the Sister Arts model  
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their practicioners in a continuous confrontation as to whose means are better 

suited to represent truth and beauty. The sister arts model proceeds by 

comparing strategies of representation and supposing that they have 

considerable semantic means in common. While Heffernan concedes that this 

model has produced an important amount of interarts studies, he considers that 

this benign strategy of comparison has exhausted its significance in the 

modern and postmodern periods: “we are nearing the end of what we can learn 

by simply comparing them [the two arts], by observing similarities that help 

us to read – more accurately to construct – the signature of a “period” or to 

formulate a master theory of signification”(Museum of Words 1). Instead, 

Heffernan considers that focusing on the shared goals of visual and verbal 

constitutes an oversimplification of the ekphrastic encounter. He shifts the 

focus of the comparison to the different means of each, and to the less 

harmonious dimensions of the co-existence of the verbal and the visual arts in 

the ekphrastic situation. Keefe also points out that one of the problems of the 

sister arts model is that the type of study that insists on comparing only the 

common purposes of these two genres might well erase the differences and 

other more complex dynamics that obtain between the two will also be 

obscured in a nostalgic effort towards reconstituting a utopian harmonic unity 

of all arts (Keefe 13). Another problem of the “sister arts model”, in Keefe’s 

view lies in the forced hierarchies that linger in its conception – namely within 

the paragone between Renaissance poet and painter where the intellectual 

work of writing that the poet engages in has a more elevated value than the 

manual “natural” labour entailed by painting or sculpture (Keefe 13). For 

Heffernan and W.J.T. Mitchell, the power relations implied by the paragonal 

contest lie at the heart of ekphrasis, while Keefe demonstrates that ekphrastic 

relations are not always configured as the male gaze trying “to verb” the 

image, but that contemporary feminist ekphrasis, and not only, present a more 

diverse set of gendered relations. Keefe also points out that contemporary 

ekphrasis, on account of it more diverse gender structures can more easily 

accommodate otherness as a pre-condition to the ekphrastic rapport (Keefe 7–

8). 

In my own understanding of ekphrasis I acknowledge the paragonal desire, 

but, like Keefe, I try to move beyond it to observe its role within the mixed 

media iterations and different framing mechanisms in my dissertation. I also 

analyse a number of different configurations of power and knowledge that 

emerge within the postcolonial image-texts of the three poets. In step with 

Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux’s conception of poetry’s relation with the 

visual arts, I attempt to tease out possibilities of collaborative effort and 

concordance between poets and painters/illustrators engaging within the pages 

of livres d’artistes (Keefe 200). In my work, poet and painter are often one 

and the same person as can be gleaned from the examples of Walcott and 

Jensma. This makes the confrontation dimension of the visual verbal relations 

less acute and less weighted towards word in detriment of the image. 
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Moreover, if ekphrasis is to be understood as part of an intermedial effort of 

“transcultural translation” – its role is set towards representing “the between 

the between” of media – in an effort to bridge text and image across 

differences, rather than separate them and appropriating their means for verbal 

purposes (Neumann, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 451). 

Another model of ekphrasis that Heffernan distinguishes his own definition 

against was developed by Murray Krieger in a reconsideration of Gotthold 

Ephraim Lessing’s 1766 famous essay Laokoön. Lessing argues that poetic 

pictorialism, whereby writers try to imitate the work of painting is an abusive 

aesthetic practice since it ignores the basic and necessary distinctions between 

painting and poetry. He cautions against this second rate appropriation by 

poets because he considers poetry and painting as different: “the signs of each 

are naturally suited to represent different things” (qtd in Heffernan, 

“Ekphrasis: Theory” 37). Poetry is a temporal art where signs follow each 

other in succession, while painting is a spatial art where the signs are related 

to one another other based on their positioning in space. In dialogue with 

Lessing, Krieger defines ekphrasis as “the illusion of a natural sign” – an 

attempt to freeze time in poetry, to capture the stillness of the “pregnant text” 

and to re-create the illusion of space textually (Heffernan, Museum of Words 

2). This ekphrastic desire would then be a tendency that all language strives 

towards in relation to images: “the generic spatiality of the literary form” 

(Krieger qtd in Heffernan, Museum of Words 2). Heffernan critiques Krieger’s 

position because he considers that if ekphrasis was read as language’s 

tendency to still temporality, and spatialize it, it would become a linguistic 

principle – and thus, become too wide to be studied. Creating a corpus of 

ekphrastic texts would then prove impossible (Museum of Words 2). While 

Krieger calls ekphrasis a way of accessing the “pregnant moment” of literature 

where time is brought to a standstill in its contact with an image, Heffernan 

understands ekphrasis as “dynamic and obstetric”: “it typically delivers from 

the pregnant moment of visual art its embryonically narrative impulse, and 

thus makes explicit the story that visual art tells by implication.” (Museum of 

Words 5). For Heffernan, ekphrasis is a form of narrative desire that moves 

the silent and still work of art – it narrates the contents and narrativizes the 

transfixing power of the visual and spatial arts. This narrative desire of 

ekphrasis is identified by Heffernan (and by Mitchell) as male verbal 

subjectivity seeking to master the threatening and fascinating female image. 

The ambivalence of the verbal towards the visual, harbouring both a desirous 

fascination and an ultimate threat is compared to staring into the face of the 

Medusa in Heffernan’s text. The Medusa is a powerful and fascinating female 

monster, a Gorgon, with snakes for hair, cursed to transfix any of its (male) 

viewers and turn them into stone. The artifice of a mirrored shield was needed 

for Perseus to defeat the Medusa. The shield itself parallels the work of 

ekphrasis since it is an art object meant to represent and render the Medusa 

powerless, effectively turning a symbol of Athena’s fury – the cursed Gorgon 
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– into another form of representation, an inofensive mirror image. Thus, the 

ekphrastic poet armed with words and narrative power inhabits the role of 

Perseus as he disarms, investigates and defeats the fascinating female monster, 

the image. This forceful understanding of gendered ekphrasis leads to 

Heffernan’s third chapter where ekphrastic accounts of aestheticized rape are 

analysed, “Weaving Rape: Ekphrastic Depictions of the Philomela Myth from 

Ovid to Shakespeare”. 

To sum up, for my own purposes, I want to retain from Heffernan’s 

definition the emphasis on ekphrasis as a verbal representation of a visual 

representation. This phrasing indicates the potential for memory of ekphrasis, 

since, on account of its reference to pre-existing works of art, ekphrasis then 

becomes an act of memory. I am also partial to Heffernan’s unrestricted 

understanding of the elastic lengths of ekphrastic refences, acknowledging the 

diversity of ekphrastic description and ekphrastic hook. His observations that 

ekphrasis is often associated with museums as institutions of power and 

wonderment, and his emphasis on difference within ekphrastic comparisons, 

as well as his repeated revelations of the power structures that obtain in 

ekphrastic relations are all valuable insights that recur frequently in the 

analyses of this dissertation. My gripes with Heffernan’s definition have to do 

with the neglect of the social dimension of ekphrasis, as well as the exclusion 

of pictorialism and iconicity from the purview of ekphrastic relations. 

Furthermore, I will discuss certain drawbacks of understanding the ekphrastic 

encounter as strictly gendered in conjunction W.J.T. Mitchell’s three-pronged 

definition of ekphrasis, a slight variation on Heffernan’s definition in the 

following section.  

Ekphrasis and its Others 

 

Writing at about the same time as Heffernan, in his famous essay “Ekphrasis 

and the Other” published in Picture Theory, W.J.T. Mitchell defines ekphrasis 

as a structured encounter with otherness, where the verbal meets its absolute 

other, the image. This encounter is an asymmetrical relation as we have seen 

in Heffernan’s thought, but for Mitchell the driving force of ekphrasis is 

phrased as the impossible desire of overcoming visual otherness(Picture 

Theory 92). Mixed media collections, however such as the illustrated books 

of Walcott and Jensma exhibit a suite of more complicated and diverse 

relationships between word and image than classical “non-illustrated” 

ekphrasis which is merely figurative, Mitchell concedes (Mitchell, Picture 

Theory 168–7). In order to accommodate and analyse the diversity of material 

configurations between word and image beyond ekphrasis, Mitchell has 

described their dynamics either as the image/text problematic – the theoretical 

model of approaching the diversity of image and text beyond the comparative 

model, image-textual relations – the image text relations in practice, and 
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imagetext – a synthetic, composite site of suture between text and image (such 

as that encountered in William Blake’s illustrated work where Mitchell’s own 

research started). I will deal with the issue of image/text in a further 

subsection, but, for now, let us turn to Mitchell’s definition of ekphrasis as site 

where ethics, knowledge and power intersect. 

Mitchell explains that the desire for the visual expressed in ekphrasis can 

be defined in three stages of the encounter: ekphrastic indifference, ekphrastic 

hope and ekphrastic fear (Picture Theory 151). Here one can already perceive 

a slight difference from Heffernan’s definition – Mitchell describes ekphrasis 

as an encounter, thus emphasizing a more elastic view of the ways in which 

text and image interact. In the first phase, “ekphrastic indifference” the limits 

between the verbal and the visual are posited and accepted as insurmountable 

like Lessing’s legislated limits between writing and painting. In this phase, the 

desire of representing the visual in the verbal millieux is considered an 

impossible task. Under ekphrastic indifference, a verbal representation 

“cannot represent – that is make present – its object in the same way that a 

visual representation can. It may refer to an object, describe it, invoke it, but 

it can never bring visual presence before us in the way pictures do. Words can 

‘cite’, but never ‘sight’” (Picture Theory 152). Ekphrastic indifference is thus 

a general state of affairs where practictioners of the verbal and visual arts do 

not meet at cross-purpose. 

The next phase of ekphrasis is termed “ekphrastic hope”. This is where “the 

impossibility of ekphrasis is overcome in imagination or metaphor, when we 

discover a ‘sense’ in which language can do what so many writers have wanted 

it to do: ‘to make us see’” (Picture Theory 152). The ekphrastic hope phase is 

the place where most ekphrastic poetry happens, a moment when the 

evocation of an image makes it phenomenologically available to the senses 

and, via “metaphor” and “imagination”  it is conjured in front of the audience 

the poet wishes to address. 

Ekphrastic hope, Mitchell observes, is also the theoretical moment where 

ekphrasis can be opened up to mean not just the “rhetorical description of a 

work of art”, but rather a general linguistic “principle” as Murray Krieger 

conceived of ekphrasis (Picture Theory 154). “Ekphrastic hope” is also 

included within the horizon of the Sister Arts comparisons: 

Once the desire to overcome the “impossibility” of ekphrasis is put into play, 

the possibilities and the hopes for verbal representation of visual representation 

become practically endless. “The ear and eye lie/down together in the same bed, 

lulled by undying accents”. The estrangement of image/text is overcome, and a 

sutured synthetic form, a verbal icon or imagetext arises in its place. (Picture 

Theory 154) 

The fantasy of overcoming otherness, this illusion of confluence of the visual 

and verbal can only hold, however, for a limited time period before reverting 
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to a “moment of resistance and counterdesire” where the limits between the 

verbal and visual are perceived as injustly collapsed or erased (Picture Theory 

154).  

Mitchell calls this moment of resistance and counterdesire, “ekphrastic 

fear”. This phase indicates a “moral, aesthetic imperative” to keep the 

boundaries between the verbal and the visual distinct, and to enforce classical 

hierarchies between the written and the painted sets of signs. Ekphrastic fear 

is a normative desire that recognizes otherness as a pre-condition for the 

existence of a relation between the verbal and the visual:  

If ekphrastic hope involves what Françoise Meltzer has called a “reciprocity”, 

or free exchange and transference between visual and verbal art, ekphrastic fear 

perceives this reciprocity as a dangerous promiscuity and tries to regulate the 

borders with firm distinctions between the senses, modes of representation, and 

the objects proper to each (Mitchell, Picture Theory 154). 

The three phases of the ekphrastic encounter, a to-and-fro movement between 

semiotic levels are presented by Mitchell as the reason for a perceived 

ambivalence of writers and poets towards images – an iconophilia (ekphrastic 

hope) and an iconoclastic impulse (ekphrastic fear) rolled into one creative 

endeavour. 

Mitchell also notes that theorists of ekphrasis tend to maintain some 

confusion between the semantic and semiotic levels at which ekphrasis occurs. 

Starting from Marshall McLuhan’s decontextualized maxim “the medium is 

the message”, Mitchell cautions that ekphrasis becomes a generalized name 

for “description” – which, as we have seen in Heffernan’s work would create 

an impossible to define body of ekphrastic work. At a semantic level, the 

description of a regular everyday object is the same as that of an encrusted 

shield used to inspire awe and bravery in the Trojan war. According to 

Mitchell there is also no fundamental semantic distinction between the way in 

which the visual and the verbal communicate – the message can be similar, 

even where the means are vigorously distinct. However, it is at the level of 

semiotics that the description of an artwork becomes particularly significant, 

as well as the means verbal and visual become distinguishable. This confusion 

about the semantic and semiotic levels, Mitchell indicates, feeds into the 

ambivalence and the anxieties surrounding various definitions of ekphrasis. 

The similarities at semantic level are also important to my work, since the 

various combination of ekphrasis and illustration that characterise Walcott and 

Jensma’s work, their image-texts often operate towards shared aesthetic and 

political goals even – even more so since they are created by one and the same 

artist. Even if at a semiotic level they might be using distinct means, there is 

an important level of convergence in the work of both. 

Mitchell understands the phase of ekphrastic fear as the necessary fate of 

any ekphrastic encounter – a useful moment where the power relations and the 
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hierarchies between the verbal and visual can be disclosed, dissected and, on 

a case by case basis, even reinforced.  Ekphrasis is then a literary genre that 

expresses a fundamental ambivalence towards the image, but also has the 

potential to expose and critique various accepted hierarchies included in the 

visual verbal encounter such as those of race and of gender (Mitchell, Blake’s 

Composite Art 162). Moreover, while Heffernan considers that ekphrasis 

needs to be analysed via a more strictly gendered prism, Mitchell is less 

specific about the fixed gendered hierarchies of ekphrasis – he observes them, 

but doesn’t strictly legislate the verbal as male, and the visual as always female 

and silenced: “I’m not suggesting that the triangle of ekphrasis invariably 

places a feminized object ‘between men’… Whatever specific shape the 

ekphrastic triangle may take, it provides a schematic metapicture of ekphrasis 

as a social practice, an image than can now be tested on a number of 

texts”(Picture Theory 165).  

Mitchell’s definition (in contradistinction to that of Heffernan) then leaves 

more leeway for theorists like Anne Keefe and Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux 

to reinscribe and vary gendered relations within ekphrasis by referring to, for 

instance, feminist ekphrasis that thrives on voicing the subaltern and 

celebrates otherness without aiming to overcome it (Keefe 28–80; Bergmann 

Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 80–108).  

One subject I don’t necessarily broach in the following chapters, but do 

intend to develop in the future is the topic of gendered relations within 

ekphrasis and image-text. An analysis of the construction of Heaney’s 

masculinities would be possible in all of his poems about visual art. One might 

look, for instance, into the homosocial relations that obtain in his evocations 

of Goya and Lorca. A gendered perspective on Walcott’s problematic macho 

perspective on the history of Western painting and his repeated objectification 

of women in Tieoplo’s Hound would be sorely needed. Last, but not least, 

Jensma’s poetry could help reconstruct problematic constructions of gender in 

South African visual art and music of the 1960s and 1970s. For reasons of 

space, I have chosen to merely signal gender troubles and comment on them 

where they are directly relevant to my close readings.  

On another apologetic note, I am aware that my corpus is entirely composed 

out of books written by men. This is rather more a problem of scarce selection 

than anything else. Illustrated poetry books have a fairly scarce visibility rate 

since they are usually printed by small publishing houses in very limited print 

runs. Even contemporary artists’ books are fairly hard to find and collectible, 

let alone books published under the imprint of a magazine hailing from the 

1970s such as Jensma’s. I hope that by continuing to research this subject in 

various archives in Ireland, South Africa and the Caribbean, I can uncover 

more book artistic endeavours especially illustrated books by women poets 

and painters, as well as more racially diverse collaborations.  

While the paragonal is not necessarily the subject of my explorations of 

ekphrasis, I recognize the paragonal contest as an existing and rich practice in 
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ekphrastic poetry. My understanding of the term, however, looks beyond the 

paragonal at the diversity of relations that obtain between word and image in 

the work of Heaney, Walcott and Jensma – including the more “egalitarian” 

hierarchies within their image-texts, and the less muscular, almost homosocial 

grouping of Lorca, Goya and Heaney in “Summer 1969”, for instance. I prefer, 

rather,  Anne Keefe’s theorization of an alternative to the paragone, an 

ekphrasis defined not as contest across medial borders, but more of a series of 

relations within a borderland, a concept she borrows from Gloria Anzaldúa,  

“a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an 

unnatural boundary” (24). Conceptualizing ekphrasis under the strict gendered 

structure of Heffernan’s “Medusa”, Keefe observes, is equivalent to enforcing 

“essentialist constructions of gender and heteronormative desire”, making 

ekphrasis the domain of male creators only (Keefe 25). Similarly Birgit 

Neumann understands postcolonial ekphrasis as a subset of practices of 

literary visuality that strive towards intermedial encounters shaped by the 

antagonism, but, crucially, not limited to it: “it is important to note that verbal-

visual configurations in postcolonial literatures are not necessarily 

antagonistic, even if the play on difference, dissonance and friction” 

(Neumann, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 452). Gabriele Rippl also notes that 

ekphrasis need not reject the other in the encounter, but might, instead become 

“a means to not only accommodate, but celebrate otherness, be it medial, 

ethnic, cultural or religious otherness or one related to gender (Rippl, 

“Postcolonial Ekphrasis in the Anglophone Novel” 130). Mitchell’s 

definition, as opposed to Heffernan’s can more readily recognize this diversity 

of power relations (comprising in their turn, various ethical and institutional 

frameworks) that obtain within ekphrasis as a literary and intermedial practice. 

Another point of interest for my dissertation is Mitchell’s mention that 

hierarchies of race representation can be elucidated with the help of ekphrasis 

(Picture Theory 162). Since race cannot be easily concealed by the visual and 

putative whiteness tends to remain unmarked/invisible in writing, a careful 

ekphrasis can zoom in on the visibility or invisibility of skin colour and its 

significance to a visual representation (Picture Theory 162–63). Mitchell’s 

definition of ekphrasis and image-textual relations are framed by a 

Foucauldian reading of knowledge and power – in other words, he stresses the 

need for assumptions about right to representation, gender norms and racial 

hierarchies to be made visible by textual and institutional analysis. Reading 

the ekphrastic encounter as a tool that can help expose racialized hierarchies 

within Eurocentric art histories is particularly salient in Derek Walcott’s 

Tiepolo’s Hound whose many ekphrases critique the absence of persons of 

colour in European art history. At the same time, Walcott zooms in on the 

frequency with which darker-skinned Moors are represented in paintings by 

Tiepolo and Veronese in several ekphrastic sequences. Walcott reads them as 

valid alternatives for making racial presence visible and having the potential 

to provide a more racially-aware historicizing of European painting.  
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Walcott’s critical race intervention where ekphrasis is used to critique 

Eurocentric models of vision is a constitutive element of what Gabriele Rippl 

and Birgit Neumann define as “postcolonial ekphrasis” in their exploration of 

contemporary intermedial literary practices (Rippl, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis in 

the Anglophone Novel” 130; Neumann, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 452–53; 

Neumann, “Intermedial Negotiations: Postcolonial Literatures” 512–15). 

Rippl and Neumann propose that the theory of ekphrasis and literary visuality 

could benefit from an intersection with the ethical and political concerns 

embedded within postcolonial studies: “ekphrasis and intermediality studies, 

too, profit from placing a new focus on questions of hierarchy, power and 

ethics which have been central to postcolonial studies.” (Rippl, “Postcolonial 

Ekphrasis in the Anglophone Novel” 129). Rippl and Neumann see Mitchell’s 

project defining ekphrasis as a confrontation with various types of visual 

otherness in a continuum with the kind of racialized Other that is implicit in 

postcolonial literatures: “Like the gender hierarchy, these racial or class 

hierarchies project the Other onto the (alleged) medial/semiotic alterity of text 

and image and the power struggle/paragone that results thereof” (Rippl, 

“Postcolonial Ekphrasis in the Anglophone Novel” 130). On the other hand, 

despite the exponential growth of research on ekphrasis and literary visuality, 

and despite verbal visual relations and literary visuality “looming large” in 

postcolonial literatures, only few attempts have been made to bring this set of 

concepts into postcolonial studies, Neumann observes (“Postcolonial 

Ekphrasis” 450). Neumann understands the critique inherent in postcolonial 

ekphrasis as “frequently staged as an act of intermedial and transcultural 

translation, which both acknowledges the influence of imposed models and 

subjects them to creative processes of exchange” (“Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 

451). Neumann’s point about literary visuality aiming to provide a number of 

acts of “intermedial and cultural translations” is one of crucial importance to 

this dissertation since it paves the way towards an understanding of ekphrasis 

and image-text as ways of performing poetry’s transnational and transcultural 

relations.  

Neumann and Rippl use a definition of postcolonialism that is rather lax 

following Bhabha’s conceptual framework in the Location of Culture, namely 

that:  

Postcolonial criticism bears witness to the unequal and uneven forces of cultural 

representation involved in the contest for political and social authority within 

the modern world order. Postcolonial perspectives emerge from the colonial 

testimony of Third World countries and the discourses of “minorities” within 

the geopolitical divisions of East and West, North and South. They intervene in 

those ideological discourses of modernity that attempt to give a hegemonic 

“normality” to the uneven development and the differential, often 

disadvantaged, histories of nations, races, communities, peoples. They 

formulate their critical revisions around issues of cultural difference, social 

authority, and political discrimination in order to reveal the antagonistic and 
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ambivalent moments within the “rationalizations” of modernity. (Bhabha 

quoted in Cambridge Companion to Literary Postcolonialism 3) 

This makes it clear that the postcolonial in “postcolonial ekphrasis” is not a 

temporal category, but a species of critique of the uneven contemporary world 

topographies. This would include the post-colonial as the time after coloniza-

tion in the Caribbean, but would also witness ethnic and sectarian tensions in 

Northern Ireland and would be able to critique state racialized state repression 

under apartheid. Nevertheless, some complexities remain and will be ad-

dressed where they emerge – the work of Jensma and Heaney could fall under 

the temporal label of decolonization, respectively and the Cold War. A 

political implication of ekphrasis distinguishes, in Neumann and Rippl’s view, 

a postcolonial understanding of ekphrasis distinct from earlier modernist 

works whose emphasis might have been more conventionally on aesthetic 

problems. 

It is crucial to note also that Neumann and Rippl see ekphrasis and literary 

visuality as inherently intermedial, a view I also adopt in this dissertation. 

Rather than conceiving ekphrasis as reinforcing arbitrary borders between the 

verbal and the visual, it can be understood as a point of contact with another 

medium. Ekphrasis in their view implies an act of border crossing – both in a 

metaphorical way, but also in a practical manner since ekphrasis is a species 

of intermedial reference (according to Irina Rajewsky) and it conjures the idea 

of another medium (Rajewsky 54). This position stems from the German 

Media Studies field of semiotic analysis – roughly the same starting point as 

Astrid Erll’s study of re-mediation, a concept of memory studies with which 

my dissertation is also in dialogue. Rippl’s previous work on iconic-texts in 

Anglo-American literature build on, amongst others Irina O. Rajewsky’s 

attempt at providing a definition of literary intermediality that is both 

cognizant of contemporary media theory and adequately describes points of 

intersection between literature and other media seen beyond the genteel 

comparisons of the interarts model (Rippl, Beschreibungs-Kunst : Zur 

Intermedialen Poetik Angloamerikanischer Ikontexte (1880-2000)). Rippl 

also critiques Heffernan’s rather narrow conception of representation as 

identifying a specific work of art by excluding iconicity and pictorialism. 

Neumann explains that literary visuality and intermediality are not limited to 

ekphrasis and,  

intermediality in literature refers to both the verbal evocation of a distinct 

medium (be it through explicit thematization of a specific medium or the 

structural imitation of media-specific forms of world-making), and the direct 

integration of another medium. As such, intermediality describes the range of 

dynamic constellations in which different media run parallel, refer to each other 

collide, converge and interact (cf. Rippl 2005 52), thus opening a space of 

semiotic and material in-between-ness. (“Intermedial Negotiations: 

Postcolonial Literatures” 513) 
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It is however, clear, from the above formulation that Neumann conceives of 

ekphrasis as part of a series of dynamic constellations not limited to the figure 

of the paragonal contest, in line with Mitchell’s observation about the diversity 

of medial relations that can obtain between different material configurations 

of word and image. Importantly for postcolonial studies, if intermediality is 

understood as a trasngressive practice, it “may bring to the fore the 

heterogeneity and plurality of meaning-making, and, in a wider sense reflect 

the impurity and … hybridity of all cultural formations” (“Intermedial 

Negotiations: Postcolonial Literatures” 514). This heterogeneithy and 

hybridity of cultural formations will become clear when one notices the 

significant differences between Walcott and Jensma’s image-texts, for 

instance. Intermediality is strictly connected to a manner of noting the material 

conditions under which ekphrasis and image-text occur, since it’s a method 

sensitive enough to the way in which media co-occur in various visual verbal 

configurations across the literary spectrum. The material dimension seems to 

become particularly important when the three poets engage in ars poetica 

thought.  

 Last, but not least, Mitchell’s definition paves the way for understanding 

ekphrasis as a social relation, and as one with significant typographic identity, 

appearing often in conjunction to visual art reproductions or illustrations. In 

the final sections of his essay on ekphrasis, Mitchell mentions that it needs to 

be conceived as a necessarily social encounter – a relationship between the 

speaker (the ephrastic poet), the work of art addressed and the audience of 

ekphrasis (Mitchell, Picture Theory 164). He observes that the ekphrastic 

“working through” tends to be triangular, rather than binary:  

stationed between two “othernesses” and two forms of (apparently) impossible 

translation and exchange: (1) the conversion of the visual representation into a 

verbal representation, either by description or by ventriloquism; (2) the 

reconversion of verbal representation back into the visual object in the reception 

of the reader. (Mitchell, Picture Theory 164) 

Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux explores and develops Mitchell’s short 

mention of the social dimension of the ekphrastic triangle more closely in 

Twentieth Century Poetry and the Visual Arts. For Bergmann Loizeaux, the 

addressee of ekphrasis, as well as the textual and para-textual contexts within 

which the ekphrastic encounter occurs are determining factors in reading and 

understanding modern ekphrases: 

Ekphrasis is a mode of poetry that, by its very nature, opens out of lyric subjec-

tivity into a social world. In the twentieth century, it has been one means of 

making the lyric, the predominant poetic mode, more flexible; of expanding 

lyric subjectivity into a field that includes at least another one other, the art-
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ist/work of art, with a third always present and sometimes active in the ex-

change, the audience. (Bergmann Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the 

Visual Arts 5) 

In my dissertation, I also consider ekphrasis a social mode of address, and 

even more, as discussed above, the ekphrases explored in the various chapters 

showcase political positions either decolonial or postcolonial, and aesthetic 

ideas responsive to certain political contexts (not necessarily seen as distinct 

problematizations).  

Bergmann Loizeaux also formulates a tentative defintion of modern 

ekphrasis as being preoccupied with historical thinking. This remark proves 

extremely useful for my own definition of ekphrasis as an act of visual poetic 

memory. According to Bergmann Loizeaux, modern ekphrasis offers a deep 

understanding and awareness of art historical conditions, it can also be used 

to explore the power of poetry’s acts of memory: “Ekphrasis satisfies the age’s 

desire to make the past present by including history in the lyric as well” 

(Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 21). I am slightly more 

circumspect towards affirming that only modern ekphrasis becomes self-

consciously historical, but the modernist and postmodernist concern with 

history certainly seems to shape and influence lyrical traits such as ekphrasis 

in contemporary poetry. This can be noted in the work of all three poets in my 

dissertation whose preoccupation with postcolonial and decolonial 

contemporaneous predicaments seems to be filtered in earnest via past painters 

and visual artists. 

An offshoot of the Bergmann Loizeaux’s expansion on ekphrasis as a social 

structure of encounter is also her observation that there is a need to further 

explore the textual and material dimensions of ekphrasis. Ekphrasis, 

Bergmann Loizeaux notes, is also conditioned by certain bibliographic codes, 

whether it is printed as part of an art book as is the case of Jensma and Walcott, 

or simply arranged as text on the page without an illustration, as is the case of 

Heaney. Different bibliographic codes, frame ekphrasis differently and 

address it to various reading publics and curated by various institutions (i.e. 

museums, literary societies, mass market publishing houses): 

 ekphrastic representation is a matter of something as well as someone. Even-

tually, it assumes textual form. Furthermore, if we read ekphrasis in its textual 

social matrix, in the context of its particular material productions, we see that 

the “someone” doing the representing is usually plural; and the “to someone”, 

the intended or projected audience, is not, in practice, consistent over time – at 

the very least it changes each time the work is reproduced (Twentieth-Century 

Poetry and the Visual Arts 78) 

Loizeaux proposes that the textual conditions of ekphrasis should be 

considered under the rubric of “textual consciousness” (“Ekphrasis and 

Textual Consciousness” 96). I would add, that pictorial and iconic language 
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are welcome companions in textual consciousness occurring alongside 

illustration, font, typeface and paper quality. These ancillary considerations of 

ekphrasis are essential to understand the mediality of ekphrasis and image-

text. Seen together, these considerations of textual consciousness, one also 

notes the way in which the material dimension of ekphrasis becomes 

particularly significant. As can be seen in the work of Jensma and Walcott, 

the materiality implied by image-textual configurations expand the lyric 

towards a more socially-aware consciousness. The way in which the textual 

condition of ekphrasis points towards one of the ways in which ekphrasis 

“pokes out of the page” since it suggests various material considerations 

brought about by inhabiting the borderlands between the verbal and the visual. 

These material considerations can be conceptualized via the above-mentioned 

practices of literary intermediality. 

The Image/Text Problematic 

 

In a polemic essay that criticizes the “Sister Arts” paradigm in Picture Theory, 

Mitchell points to three drawbacks of the interarts comparative method, while 

defining a method that takes into account the diversity of relations that obtain 

between word and image as foundational to what he calls “the image-text 

problematic”. One of the drawbacks is that comparisons in the interarts 

method are underwritten by a unifying and homogeneizing idea about what 

the work of art is and can be; the second, is that such strategies of systematic 

comparisons ignore other types of relationships that obtain within and between 

arts, “eliminating the possibility of metonymic juxtapositions, of incommen-

surability, and of unmediated or non-negotiable forms of alterity” (Mitchell, 

Picture Theory 87); and the third, is the employment of a “ritualistic histori-

cism” in the Sister Arts method where comparisons are used to confirm “a 

dominant sequence of historical periods, a canonic master-narrative leading to 

the present moment”(Picture Theory 87). The main problem of such strict 

historicism, Mitchell considers, is its inability of  “registering alternate 

histories, counter-memories, or resistant practices” (Picture Theory 87). 

Against this master paradigm of interartistic comparison Mitchell proposes a 

reconceptualization of visual verbal relations that can faciliate the sense of 

connectedness between arts “while working against the homogeneizing, 

anaesthetic tendencies of comparative strategies and semiotic ‘science’”6 

under the name of the image/text problematic (Picture Theory 87). The slash 

designates “a problematic gap, cleavage, or rupture in representation” that can 

                                                      
6 Mitchell looks into the form of semiotic analysis that was dominant in the early nineties and 

claims that it does little more than map the various medial features without proposing a theory 

of signification 
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accommodate the diversity of relationships that obtain between media beyond 

anaesthetic similarity: “Difference is just as important as similarity, 

antagonism as crucial as collaboration, dissonance and division labor as 

interesting as harmony and blending of function” (Picture Theory 89–90).  

In an earlier context, while studying Blake’s illuminated poetry, Mitchell 

had defined the rich relationship between his poems words and the 

“illustrations” as a composite art that does not coalesce into a forced unity – 

each mode being accomplished in its own turn, it forces the reader into 

acquiring both visual and verbal literacies: “[Blake’s] composite art is, to 

some extent, not an indissoluble unity, but an interaction between two vigor-

ously independent modes of expression” (Blake’s Composite Art 3). He later 

defines this type of poetic artist’s book as “imagetexts”, “composite, synthetic 

works (or concepts) that combine image and text” (89). As far as I’m con-

cerned I see Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound as being to some extent imagetextual, 

or at least governed largely by image-textual relations7: the illustrations in the 

long poem can operate to some extent separately from the text as they create 

a Caribbean imaginary and exemplify the Caribbean light that sets island 

painters aside from their European counterparts – this, would indicate that they 

operate as an interaction between two independent mode of expression – the 

trait that defines Mitchell’s imagetext. Yet, the same images are also interpel-

lated often by Walcott’s oblique ekphrases, they re-visualize images that the 

text recommends as canonical (such as Cézanne’s Card Players or Dürer’s 

Four Apostles), which would suggest a less independent configuration of im-

age-textual relations. Following in the same vein as Mitchell’s definition, in 

contradistinction to Blake’s paintings that can operate as self-sufficient art-

works even outside of the texts they illustrate, Walcott’s watercolours and oils, 

while they are accomplished pieces, are not particularly visually striking. They 

can also be quite discursive – one would have a hard time divorcing them from 

the text of the poem.  

Walcott’s image-texts are quite distinct from Jensma’s imagetextual work, 

in the sense that the relations that obtain between the images and the text are 

more diverse and also more opaque in Jensma’s case. Jensma’s work operates 

more with avant-garde methods of collage and juxtaposition, mixes text and 

image on the same page and offers more oblique visual allusions that bring his 

various illuminated poems together in his collections. In my view, Jensma’s 

art works – while intimately connected to the texts they appear opposite, can 

also stand on their own as aesthetic objects in their own right, similarly to 

Mitchell’s analysis of Blake’s work. I will show that the images maintain com-

plex relationships with the texts amongst which some ekphrastic activity, vis-

ual interpellations of the various painters and performance artists mentioned 

in the text, imitation, counter-arguments and polemic discussions with 

                                                      
7 Image-text with a hyphen designates according to Mitchell the relations between verbal and 

visual, not necessarily in the same synthetic sense. 
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Jensma’s own past ideas and paintings etc. The images in Jensma’s poetry are 

indeed vigorously independent, while also creating composite artistic config-

urations with the texts they occur alongside. Jensma’s collections are, to my 

mind, exemplary imagetexts – both complex and synthetic, elusive and allu-

sive showcasing the diverse spectrum of material relations that can make up 

an intermedial rapport between word and image. 

All in all, Mitchell’s definition of ekphrasis and its relations to other media 

nuances Heffernan’s account via its careful mapping of the economies of 

knowledge, power and ethics involved in the ekphrastic relation. While 

ekphrasis is a desire for “working through” otherness, this desire proves 

ethically suspect – and is regulated in the phase of ekphrastic fear. Ekphrastic 

hope alternating with ekphrastic fear serve to explain the ambivalence towards 

the image contained in the contemporary age of “spectacle”. Mitchell’s views 

leave space for a more elastic and diverse representation of gender relations 

within ekphrasis and he clearly indicates the possibility for ekphrasis as a tool 

for discussing racial hierarchies. What is more, Mitchell’s definition can easily 

coexist with a set of more diverse relationships between the visual and verbal 

entailed by literary intermediality. It can also be expanded to contain Elizabeth 

Bergmann Loizeaux’s reconceptualization of the social structure of ekphrasis 

as well as the study of the materiality and “textual consciousness” that mark 

ekphrasis and image-text. Mitchell’s definition of imagetext and the 

image/text problematics is one of the key concepts in the analysis of the 

interactions between word and image that occur when the two are present side 

by side in Walcott’s and Jensma’s work. It helps explicate the particularly 

complex intermedial relations that obtain in artist’s books while also offering 

a framework for comparison into how ekphrasis is a part of them. 

To sum up this section, in my dissertation I operate with a slightly expanded 

and more complicated version of Heffernan’s classic definition of ekphrasis 

as “the verbal representation of visual representation. I aim, however, to see 

the relationship between the verbal and visual beyond the paragonal in order 

to accommodate the complexity of image-textual relations in the work of the 

poets I analyse. In line with Irina O. Rajewski, Gabriele Rippl and Birgit 

Neumann, I understand ekphrasis as an inherently intermedial rapport, as a 

fundamental interaction between the verbal and the visual that attempts to 

connect the two media, despite manifestations of antagonism and strife. 

Intermediality itself entails a more diverse range of interaction in ekphrastic 

poetry than the male-female gaze confrontation indicated by Heffernan. While 

Heffernan mentions the situation of ekphrasis as an “ekphrastic encounter” 

and Mitchell uses the terms “ekphrastic relation”, I prefer “ekphrastic rapport” 

since I believe it showcases a more agentive interaction of the verbal and the 

visual within ekphrastic and image-textual situations.  

Most importantly ekphrasis and image-text are useful tools for what I shall 

provisionally call visual poetic memory, namely an occasion for exploring the 

cultural memory of various painters and paintings, and for creating a space 
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where important aesthetic and political issues are processed. In contrast to a 

number of more self-enclosed lyrical definitions of ekphrasis in the 20th 

century, my use of ekphrasis follows that of Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux, 

where ekphrasis is understood as a social practice, an interactive rapport 

between the verbal and the visual where each can act as an agentive element, 

rather than an always paragonal confrontation. Ekphrasis’ ability to express 

historical conditions is further explored by Gabriele Rippl and Birgit 

Neumann in their understanding of postcolonial ekphrasis as a means to bring 

together aesthetic and political concerns within the intermedial rapport of 

ekphrasis.I follow a number of other critics such as Irina Rajewski, Gabriele 

Rippl, Birgit Neumann (and Lars Ellerström) to define ekphrasis as an 

intermedial rapport. The presence of image-text further underlines the need 

for charting the intermedial properties entailed by verbal visual relations. 

 As far as I’m concerned, ekphrasis is a lyric process that entails various 

sets of concerns, starting from material, intermedial and art historical themes, 

and moving towards social, political, transcultural and transnational 

dimensions – and maybe even phenomenological concerns. The analyses in 

my dissertation point towards all of these aspects in various combinations 

where these elements are more or less of note. 
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Chapter 1 “You’ll Know If I Can Get Them 

True”: Seamus Heaney and the Expansions of 

Ekphrasis in North and Station Island 

 

They seem hundreds of years away. Brueghel, 

You’ll know if I can get them true. 

They kneel under the hedge in a half-circle 

Behind a windbreak wind is breaking through. 

They are the seed cutters. The tuck and frill 

Of leaf-sprout is on the seed potatoes 

Buried under that straw. With time to kill, 

They are taking their time. Each sharp knife goes 

Lazily halving each root that falls apart 

In the palm of the hand: a milky gleam,  

And, at the centre, a dark watermark. 

Oh, calendar customs! Under the broom 

Yellowing over them, compose the frieze 

With all of us there, our anonymities. (“The Seed Cutters” North xi) 

 

The second poem in the diptych “Mossbawn”, “The Seed Cutters” opens Se-

amus Heaney’s volume North (1975) with an ekphrastic nod towards Pieter 

Breughel the Elder’s six painting sequence Months of the Year (1565) and 

with an ardent wish to preserve the peaceful status quo of timeless agricultural 

work against the background of the intensifying Northern Irish Troubles. This 

poem shows one of the modalities of Heaney’s ekphrastic work which will be 

analysed at length in this chapter, namely the ways in which apparently peace-

ful pastoral scenes are infiltrated by a sense of coming danger which cannot 

be avoided – a danger marked in small apparently innocuous details. 

Breughel’s Months of the Year is a set of five extant paintings (believed to 

be six originally), panoramas of village life each representing particular sets 

of seasonal activities unfolding over roughly two months each. They depict 

agricultural tasks such as hay-making or reaping, and leisurely enterprises 

such as hunting, ice-skating or dancing. Their surprising details, their photo-

realism and various Easter eggs dotting the seasonal vistas are elements that 

set the paintings apart in art history. As Heaney’s poem indicates as well, the 

paintings are also noteworthy for the feeling of timelessness that they exude 
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by virtue of their portrayal of “calendar customs” whose yearly recurrence 

undergirds a cyclical, predictable temporality. Even if the tools, clothes and 

food of the characters are period and place-specific in Breughel’s canvases, 

the anthropological view of village life is the painterly element ultimately ex-

ported into Heaney’s poem. This bird’s eye view permits Breughel’s peasants 

to turn into modern day Ulster farming folk going about their business. If their 

agricultural horizon of expectation, and the minute details of their tasks are 

captured accurately, the speaker conditions, then this contemporary frieze will 

come to resemble Breughel’s own approach to timeless agricultural tasks 

(“You’ll know if I can get them true”). The poem captures the Flemish Re-

naissance master in spirit, but it does not enact a typical ekphrasis whereby an 

art object is contemplated. Rather it interrogates Breughel’s aesthetic at a the-

matic level attempting to capture a moment of peace amidst the intensifying 

Troubles of the early 1970s.  

Moreover, the scene where potatoes are being prepared for planting does 

not echo a particular Breughel painting, instead the Months of the Year paint-

ings are recalled by virtue of the poem’s subject, namely by describing an 

agricultural practice specific to a particular time of the year, and summing it 

up under the mention of “calendar customs” at the end. This type of thematic 

ekphrastic hook dealing with subject matter and visual syntax, rather than with 

the contents of an image in particular, can also be noted in Heaney’s “Summer 

1969” and “An Artist” – the poems that make the object of the present chapter. 

The status of Breughel’s paintings in this poem is that of emblems shaping 

the poet’s understanding and visual cultural memory repertoire in relation to 

agricultural activity – as cultural frames of vision and reading. The poem en-

acts a “notional ekphrasis” – a description of a non-existent or imaginary art 

object8 – in the style of Breughel and fills in an imagined art-historical gap. 

The seeding time that Heaney’s poem evokes takes place in late spring as in-

dicated by the yellowing broom in the last lines of the poem; the broom flow-

ers in the months of April and May. The late spring panel in Breughel’s sea-

sonal paintings is precisely the one missing from the series Months of the Year 

– Heaney is then writing a poem that interweaves this bold attempt at notional 

ekphrasis imaginging Breughel’s missing Late Spring painting with a realistic 

and detailed poem-picture of contemporary potato-planting in Ulster. 

The implicit comparison with Breughel takes place in the verbal detail of 

the potato-cutting scene, as well as in Heaney’s technique of zooming in closer 

and closer onto the activity, and breaking it down into particular vignettes that 

re-create the delightful detective experience of looking at a Breughel painting. 

The first image of the poem depicts the huddle of the workers working un-

der a hedge – which indicates a Northern Irish scene – protected by an inef-

fective windbreak. Next, the speaker comments on the appearance of the seed 

                                                      
8 Notional ekphrasis is the poetic description of imaginary art objects, rather than particular 

existent or known artifacts. It is a notion coined by John Hollander in The Gazer’s Spirit (7) 
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potatoes, ready, covered in “the tuck and frill of leaf-sprout” peeking from 

under the straw. The seed cutters seem to relish the timeless activity – “lazily 

halving each root” “taking their time”, but the idiomatic “time to kill” inserts 

a small level of violence into the verse. In the same manner as in his poems 

“Linen Town” or “The Wool Trade” where a dangerous detail disturbs a 

peaceful panoramic scene, and in a move that echoes Auden’s “Musée des 

Beaux Arts”, a closer examination of the idyllic scene reveals a detail that 

forecasts danger. Indeed, in the line following “time to kill”, a sharp knife 

enters the picture. Heaney’s strategy here echoes the foreboding moment in 

“Summer 1969” where danger insinuates itself into a scene of domestic bliss 

via an association between “gleaming fish bellies” and the victims of the Guar-

dia Civil. The knife appears innocuous as the potatoes are halved, and as they 

separate into distinct hemispheres in the palm of the hand. Yet in the political 

climate of the early seventies, the idea of a root being halved and falling apart 

carries with it the echo of sectarianism operating to divide loyalties in Ulster. 

It brings with it images of the border separation between Ulster and the Re-

public of Ireland and its accompanying tensions. This is especially relevant, 

since Heaney’s North, in the poems following the emblems of peace in “Moss-

bawn”, is a complex, head-on exploration of the roots and tropes that lead to 

atavism and sectarian violence in the far-away past and troubled present of 

Northern Ireland.  

The comparison with Brueghel, as mentioned above, needs to be under-

stood as one that takes into account both the panoramic view offered by the 

Flemish master’s style and the vital importance of details and micro-narratives 

that have fascinated his viewers century after century. At this point in Hea-

ney’s poem, small details open up an alternative scenario disturbing the idyllic 

view. 

Cutting the potatoes reveals a milky gleam, an inviting metaphor for fertil-

ity, but also a dark watermark – an omen forecasting a troubling future. The 

“dark watermark” joins the repertoire of violence implied by a literal reading 

of “time to kill”, as well as the presence of the sharp knife. Since the knife is 

cutting seed-potatoes which will sprout and yield a crop, the whole poem is 

somewhat future-oriented – despite Heaney’s opening exhortation that the 

readers should imagine the contemporary farmers as peasants in Breughel’s 

paintings hundreds of years in the past. Ekphrasis can be seen here as a tool 

for shifting temporalities towards the past, and mediating the violent jerk back 

towards the present and future. Given the violent details, the future is forecast 

under the sign of the dark watermark. It seems as if cracks are appearing in 

the idyllic, timeless image, just as one notes various small side-dramas, mur-

ders or dangers in Brueghel’s apparently conventional paintings of seasonal 

activities.  

In order to preserve the panoramic effect, but to stop the further insinua-

tions of danger and violence, the speaker urges the painter to immortalize the 

scene (“compose the frieze”) in order to preserve the mood implied by the 
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cyclical and timeless calendar customs, a time that allows the peasants and the 

speaker to remain anonymous, and thus at peace. The poem captures the last 

moment of calm before the storm, just as in “Linen Town” the speaker invites 

the audience to savour a print of Belfast in “one of the last afternoons/of rea-

sonable light” before the execution of the leaders of the 1798 Rebellion and 

the beginning of the end for Ulster Catholics. Even though the stances and 

activities of the Ulster peasants are similar to those characters from hundreds 

of years ago, the opening of the poem makes it clear that this is still a stub-

bornly contemporary scene. 

Through its challenge for Breughel to observe this visual representation, 

and thus creating a timeless visual artifact, “The Seed Cutters” attempts to 

delay the inevitable. Sectarian violence is about to unfold and be closely ex-

amined in North, both in its present form in the volume’s second part, and in 

its various past iterations explored in the first part, throughout the history of 

the British Isles and beyond. 

References to Brueghel are shown to both evoke historical consciousness, 

as the details of the idyllic image turn sour and ominous, and to identify an 

alternative strategy to stop history in its tracks by clinging to an image of peace 

in the face of impending catastrophe. The desire for timelessness proves un-

tenable as the farmers are about enter the present of conflict. They are, indeed, 

of the present time, and thus vulnerable to the forces of the Troubles’ riven 

reality. In many ways, the desire for recognition by Breughel dramatizes the 

contrast between “ekphrastic hope” – the wished-for possibility of the verbal 

to evoke the visual, and “ekphrastic indifference”, or the failure of words to 

“sight”. Should the ekphrastic gamble succeed, this emblem of peace will en-

dure as a utopian wish to immortalize the moment before the massacre.  

Even though, in “The Seed Cutters”, Heaney is attempting to avoid the vi-

olent outcomes of the Troubles, in other ekphrastic poems of the volume, he 

is dissecting the values and circumstances that lead to conflict and desperately 

searching for a voice commensurate with the times. Playing with an ambiva-

lent set of icons of timelessness and with the pressures exerted by present cir-

cumstances, the poem illustrates only a small fraction of the various poetic 

answers that Heaney provides to questions about how to negotiate a historical 

consciousness for the present, and what kind of historical responsibility is ap-

propriate for a poet composing under troubled times.  

Heaney’s multi-faceted positions and answers framed with recourse to vis-

ual memory in the form of ekphrasis are explored in this chapter. As a taster, 

“The Seed Cutters” shows the importance of deep scrutiny of Heaney’s rea-

soned answers to conflict, even where it is not easily readable or available. By 

virtue of its use of ekphrasis and thematic evocation, the poem offers a small 

example of the kind of reading matrices of ekphrasis, history and visuality that 

will be applied further on. 

Detailing and diversifying the problems illustrated by the poet’s visual and 

verbal engagement with Brueghel above, in this chapter, I will explore two 
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distinct ways in which Seamus Heaney employs visual memory in order to 

think through historical responsibility and historical consciousness in two dif-

ferent periods: the first phase is the beginning of the 1970s, during the early 

phases of the Northern Irish Troubles as depicted in the ekphrastic poem 

“Summer 1969” from North (1975); the second happens against the back-

ground of intensifying violence and incarceration in the early to mid-1980s. 

In this second part, I explore Heaney’s shifting lyrical strategies in the poems 

“An Artist” and “The Old Icons” from the “Sweeney Redivivus” cycle in Sta-

tion Island (1984). From a memory studies standpoint, this chapter will reflect 

on the multi-faceted strategies that make ekphrastic poetry a rich tool for ex-

ploring historical responsibility by reflecting on the impact of the (art histori-

cal) past on present circumstances.  

Furthermore, if ekphrasis is understood in a wider sense as a pictorial 

memory process (instead of a reflection on an art object in particular), one 

could sketch a type of memory studies investigation that does not fully focus 

on the re-mediation of events as discrete historical moments that then serve as 

models for future historical comparisons; rather, it would offer an exploratory 

approach that attempts to understand the impact of artistic style or signature 

within the construction of poetic-cum-historical thought of figures such as Se-

amus Heaney (or Derek Walcott, in the following chapter). This chapter ex-

pands on my previous work where I have attempted to read ekphrasis in Hea-

ney’s poetry with Astrid Erll’s concept of “re-mediation” as indicative of a 

multidirectional comparison useful for a Derridean “working through”. I am 

testing my developing understanding of ekphrasis as pictorial memory tech-

nique that encompasses meditations on style, signature and process, against 

James Heffernan’s well-known definition of ekphrasis as the description of a 

specific artwork or museum/curated collection of artistic objects. As discussed 

in the introduction, Heffernan defines ekphrasis as “the verbal representation 

of visual representation” (Heffernan, Museum of Words 3), and as standing in 

contrast to pictorialism and iconicity which aim to represent natural objects 

and artifacts rather than works of representational art. Meanwhile, for Heffer-

nan ekphrasis must itself be representational: “to use the medium of represen-

tation to represent another” (Heffernan, Museum of Words 4). As is obvious 

from the first example above, ekphrastic references can represent a wider set 

of thematic concerns with, for instance, thematic unity and pictorial technique; 

these further frame ekphrasis in complex intermedial ways. 

Consequently, Heffernan’s definition presents a rather limited understand-

ing of medium, ekphrasis and “intermediality” as indicated in the work on 

ekphrasis undertaken by literary media studies scholars such as Lars Eller-

ström, Gabriele Rippl and Irina Rajewski. For instance, vocabulary describing 

traits of visual art, artistic technique and signature (all part of art criticism) 

seep into the evocation of the visual medium within a textual milieu. This as-

sessment, in turn, strengthens the presence of the visual medium within the 

textual universe. Coupled with my understanding of ekphrastic practices as a 
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form of visual memory where the past is used for illuminating present pur-

poses – in this case civil war –, Heaney’s work suggests a more dynamic re-

lationship entailed by ekphrastic rapports if they are conceived as inherently 

intermedial, rather than paragonal. The paragonal struggle is still undeniably 

a part of the aesthetic confrontation between media, but I believe accounts of 

competition and appropriation need to be supplemented with accounts of col-

laboration, translation and collusion of different media – a point that W.J.T. 

Mitchell also explores in Picture Theory. I will develop this argument further 

in the following chapters on Derek Walcott and Wopko Jensma. Heaney’s 

changing ekphrastic strategies and various identifications of visual exemplars9 

from North to Station Island are cases in point for a wider understanding of 

the ekphrastic rapport as they move from clearer ekphrastic attribution of spe-

cific Goya paintings in “Summer 1969”, to more open-ended and less refer-

ential meditations on vocation, voice and the weight of the past in a poem 

riffing off Cezanne’s perfectionist technique, “An Artist”. 

In the first section of the chapter, I will explore the way the ekphrases of a 

number of Goya paintings operate as complex visual memory triggers through 

which Heaney scrutinizes the possibility of a more active and revolutionary 

stance assumed in relation to the Northern Irish Troubles. The poem “Summer 

1969” recalls a visit to Madrid initially presented as a momentary reprieve 

from the escalating violence in Northern Ireland. Slowly, however, this escape 

becomes untenable: news from home and various comparative tacks between 

post-Civil War Spain and Northern Irish life, an evocation of Lorca’s revolu-

tionary poetry, as well as the interaction with a number of poignant Goya 

paintings in the Prado Museum, all force the speaker to confront its position 

vis-à-vis the ongoing sectarian conflict with renewed aesthetic power. Goya 

and Lorca are seen in the poem as poetic exemplars, choosing political action 

and aesthetic confrontation to address adversity. Earlier, I have analysed 

“Summer 1969” as an example of ekphrastic poetry that operates via a re-

mediating multidirectional comparison between present-day Northern Ireland 

and Goya’s Spain (Zirra, The Troubled Workings of Multidirectionality: 

Reading Seamus Heaney’s Intertextualities 63–90). In this dissertation, I wish 

to expand this reading and angle it more towards understanding Heaney’s his-

torical thinking in light of newer readings of the poem by Eugene O’Brien and 

Neil Corcoran; I also intend to meditate more critically on how history is de-

picted via ekphrasis in the poem with the help of Walter Benjamin’s concept 

of “constellation” outlined in his essay “Theses on the Philosophy of History”. 

After some introductory remarks about Heaney’s complex relationship to the 

visual arts, I will consider the place of “Summer 1969” within the volume 

                                                      
9 I borrow the term “exemplar” from Neil Corcoran’s essay “Examples of Heaney: Seamus 

Heaney and the Art of Exemplary” in Poets of Modern Ireland where he follows a number of 

literary figures and cultural figures that serve as models for Heaney’s poetic practice at various 

points in his career. (Corcoran, Poets of Modern Ireland 95–120) 
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North and its position in the “Singing School” cycle, before proceeding with 

a close reading of the poem.  My analysis will seek to re-constitute the way in 

which historical and political responsibilities are intertwined in the poem by 

using ekphrasis as visual memory. 

In the second part of the chapter, I analyse visual memory in the poetic 

diptych “An Artist” and “The Old Icons” from Heaney’s volume 1984 Station 

Island. Heaney’s answers to how historical consciousness impinges on poetic 

practice and what defines the responsibility of the poet towards responding to 

history have changed somewhat from North to Station Island. In essence, the 

poems of Station Island start off from a personal understanding of historical 

pressures and move towards public and cultural consciousness. I reflect on 

these changes in attitude in the introductory remarks of the second part. In this 

section, I further explain the need to conceive of ekphrasis as pictorial and 

iconic, dealing with the memory of artistic process. Via a more conventional 

form of traumatic ekphrasis in “The Old Icons”, and a process-oriented ek-

phrastic rapport in “An Artist”, the poems illustrate the tension built into in 

the “Sweeney Redivivus” cycle, or “the quarrel between free creative imagi-

nation and the constraints of religious, political and domestic obligation” 

(Heaney Sweeney Astray, vi).  

I first situate the poems in the overall design of Station Island and 

“Sweeney Redivivus”. Next, I sketch Heaney’s difficult political position and 

views in this period in order to explain the tone of the “Sweeney Redivivus” 

cycle. In the following sections, I outline the tension between the personal and 

the cultural assessment of conscience in the volume, then argue that this ten-

sion shifts the directionality of the poems and implicitly the purpose of the 

ekphrastic poems discussed. Finally, after a discussion of the visual traits of 

the volume and their focus, I delve into the close reading of the poems. In “An 

Artist” I follow the way in which Heaney examines Cézanne’s technique and 

character via ekphrases that operate at the intersection between personal ad-

miration and interpretation, and a concern for historical and art historical po-

sitioning. The ekphrasis in “An Artist” is focused on technique, series of paint-

ings and on the painter’s fortitude of character as an exemplary figure that 

influences Heaney/Sweeney’s ideal lyrical practice. The poem encourages an 

inward view of lyrical work, undisturbed by external validation and fully ded-

icated to unearthing the substance of things. On the other hand, “The Old 

Icons” shows that an inwardly turned lyrical practice ignorant of political and 

propaganda images is illusory. The poem practices a sort of toxic ekphrasis 

revealing a series of images of Catholic persecution and revolutionary defeat 

across history that prove impossible to jettison in lyrical practice. Hea-

ney/Sweeney examines in an ekphrastic sequence the insistent and tainted ma-

terial culture shaping his understanding of Irish Catholicism in Ireland, and he 

self-reflexively commits to resisting their symbolic power. Heaney outlines 

an approach to memory that is focused on trauma in “The Old Icons”, on the 

recurrence of strongly symbolic images of a traumatic past, at the same time 
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as he rejects it implicitly for creating a closed-off response that can only per-

petuate the raging civil conflict in Northern Ireland. Before delving into the 

ekphrastic set-up of North, a few words on Heaney’s long-standing interest in 

ekphrasis and visuality. 

I “A Dark Watermark”: Goya, Ekphrasis and Historical 

Responsibility in North 

Heaney and the Visual 

 

Heaney’s appetite for visuality is often noted by critics (Vendler, Seamus 

Heaney 101; Corcoran, The Poetry of Seamus Heaney 134; Parker 207). His 

penchant for ekphrastic description and thinking through objects as part of 

visual memory has been commented on much less. My own 2013 MA disser-

tation discusses ekphrasis in Heaney’s work as a way of doing cultural 

memory under divisive sectarian pressures, while a later account by Eugene 

O’Brien (2014) reads ekphrasis psychoanalytically as Heaney’s way of enun-

ciating Genettian “significant description” to access the unconscious and a sort 

of Lacanian “Real” (“A Shabby Old Couple: Seamus Heaney’s Ekphrastic 

Imperative” 215). Most recently, Neil Corcoran’s survey of Irish ekphrastic 

poetry from “Yeats to Heaney” (2012) maps the significant breadth of Hea-

ney’s collaborations with visual arts professionals across his career, but also 

the way in which ekphrasis “aids a motion characteristic of Heaney’s oeuvre 

as it develops: returning on itself in order to move further forward” (“Modern 

Irish Poetry and The Visual Arts: Yeats to Heaney” 265). Despite the rather 

limited occurrence of the standard stand-alone ekphrastic poetic reflection on 

single artistic objects noted both by O’Brien and Corcoran(“A Shabby Old 

Couple: Seamus Heaney’s Ekphrastic Imperative” 216; “Modern Irish Poetry 

and The Visual Arts: Yeats to Heaney” 263), Heaney employs ekphrastic se-

quences – namely a series of poems whose main focus is visual art or other 

considerations related to visuality in almost all his volumes – most notably in 

North; Station Island; The Haw Lantern; The Spirit Level10. In an article that 

arose out of my dissertation research, I also analyse the relation between visual 

memory and materiality in Heaney’s object poem cycle Shelf Life in Station 

Island. In this cycle, several remembered or found objects resist attempts to 

be read as elements of cultural memory; instead, their material shape proves 

                                                      
10 Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux explains that ekphrastic sequence is a series of poems whose 

main focus is visual art or visuality (Bergmann Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the 

Visual Arts 22) 
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more resilient and abstruse than the limits of the intertextual poetic imagina-

tion (Zirra, “Shelf Lives: Nonhuman Agency and Seamus Heaney’s Vibrant 

Memory Objects” 458–73).  

Further, Neil Corcoran notes Heaney’s tendencies “to conflate the visual 

and the poetic, or to reconfigure artwork in poetic terms” (Modern 263) and 

his “inventively exploratory” knack for “the inherited genre” of ekphrasis 

(263). Eugene O’Brien considers Heaney’s ventures into ekphrastic territory 

as often being “a form of trans-cultural juxtaposition” (“A Shabby Old 

Couple: Seamus Heaney’s Ekphrastic Imperative” 217). But both critics iden-

tify North as a flash-point of extreme ekphrastic intensity in Heaney’s career, 

and both read the Northern archaeological poems and the bog body poems as 

peculiarly ekphrastic (Corcoran, “Modern Irish Poetry and The Visual Arts: 

Yeats to Heaney” 264; O’Brien, “A Shabby Old Couple: Seamus Heaney’s 

Ekphrastic Imperative” 229–33). In my MA dissertation account, I also sug-

gest that the bog poems and the archaeological poems should be understood 

as showcasing the intermediality of ekphrasis as cultural memory given their 

emphasis on museal objects in the archeological poems, and the re-mediation 

of images in P.V. Glob’s book, The Bog People (Zirra, The Troubled Workings 

of Multidirectionality: Reading Seamus Heaney’s Intertextualities 85).  

In contrast to the bog body poems and the archaeological poems, “Summer 

1969” is a more conventional ekphrastic poem in its meditation on Goya’s 

paintings in the Prado. What makes it unconventional, however, is the con-

junction between ekphrasis and thinking through sectarian conflict on several 

levels using the conjunction between recent events and Goya’s paintings – it 

is the aesthetic encounter that yields political and historical thought. Curi-

ously, neither Corcoran, nor O’Brien mention Station Island as another vol-

ume where the intensity of visual encounters and ekphrastic thinking is sig-

nificantly augmented, throughout its three parts. In contrast, I think Station 

Island is particurly concerned with the intersection between visuality, materi-

ality and historical positioning. I will discuss this in more detail in the second 

part of the chapter, where I argue for a more detailed reading of the figure of 

Sweeney, and Heaney’s changing aesthetic strategies to assume historical re-

sponsibility. For now, let us return to “Summer 1969” and its position in the 

design of North. 

“Summer 1969” and the conceptual design of North 

 

“Summer 1969” belongs to the final poetic cycle, “Singing School” in the sec-

ond part of North. In its comparisons between post-Civil War Spain and 

Northern Ireland, between Goya’s Black Paintings and Heaney’s own North-

ern hoard investigations and bog poems, this poem scrutinizes the role of art 

in the thickets of civil war. The configuration involving Goya, Lorca, and the 

Northern hoard emblems (recognizable from his previous poems in North), 
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allow Heaney to approach the conflict in Northern Ireland in a less roundabout 

way. Goya and Lorca are interpreted as poetic exemplars, choosing political 

action and aesthetic confrontation to address adversity. Seen in the context of 

other poems in the “Singing School” cycle, however, the potent comparisons 

of “Summer 1969” can only offer a brief glimmer of hope, since Heaney does 

not ultimately adopt Goya or Lorca as poetic alter egos, rather choosing a re-

strained self-identification as a Mandelstamian imprisoned “inner émigré”, 

and an arboreal starving wood-kerne (in a reference to Edmund Spenser’s 

chronicle of Irish defeated soldiers driven to starvation) in “Exposure”: “I am 

neither internee, nor informer/An inner émigré, grown long haired/And 

thoughtful; a wood-kerne/Escaped from the massacre/ Taking protective col-

ouring/From bole and bark, feeling/Every wind that blows” (Heaney, North 

68). 

The rather more explicit approach to the events of the Troubles in “Summer 

1969” is in keeping with the design of the second part of North. In contrast to 

the first part’s metaphoric attempts at excavating Northern mythologies and 

crafting creative comparisons that move away from the myopic pull of atavism 

and sectarian thinking, the second part of North is populated with poems that 

are more polemic in tone.11 The poems in part one stand in stark contrast with 

the second part where poems are “more directly responsive to the Northern 

present, rather than to its past” (Corcoran, The Poetry of Seamus Heaney 55), 

but they also depict the relationship between “poetry and public life” intently 

(The Poetry of Seamus Heaney 68). I would also qualify Corcoran’s statement 

by specifying that the poems of the first part draw more genealogical parallels 

between past and present in their search for Yeatsian “befitting emblems of 

adversity” (Vendler, Seamus Heaney 42), while the poems in the second part 

scrutinize the present more insistently, using the past as a more active mode 

of writing. Using the past as an active mode of investigation is more close in 

character to Benjamin’s idea of revolutionary time spelled out in “Theses on 

the Philosophy of History”.  

Heaney stresses the topicality of the more personal poems of the second 

part and considers them “a second movement of the volume” – “they weren’t 

just occasional, they’re integral to the book and help underwrite its title. They 

come out of the ‘matter of the North’ of Ireland.” (Heaney qtd in O’Driscoll 

179). Despite the polemic voice of the second part, for Heaney, a poetic strat-

egy of journalistic response is felt to be trivializing, unsatisfying and dishon-

est. He outlines this case in “Whatever You Say Say Nothing”, a landmark 

poem of North’s second part, and a biting critique of the clichés of reporting 

on the Northern Irish conflict. All things considered, North is a search for 

                                                      
11 Helen Vendler calls the first part of North “mythopoetic” and cites Heaney’s ambition to find 

“symbols adequate to our predicament” in the bog poems and Northern etymology poems 

which precede the polemic second part (42). These Yeatsian “befitting emblems of adversity” 

(Vendler 42) 
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more pensive, seasoned responses to the conflict, rather than a vehicle for di-

rect reporting.  

In a way, the poems of the second part of North also justify Heaney’s 1972 

decision to resign from his post at Queen Mary University, to move out of 

Belfast to Glanmore cottage in the Republic of Ireland in order to focus on his 

writing and keep his family safe. They are also a pointed response to the ad-

monishments by critics and fellow poets to modify his restrained and intro-

verted approach to the unfolding Troubles, and to address the conflict more 

head-on. As concerns critical admonishments, the mythopoetic part of North 

was not particularly well received either: Blake Morrison accused Heaney of 

failing to answer the call for Northern Irish “war poets”, while Edna Longley 

and David Lloyd consider his bog poems impotent aestheticizations of vio-

lence that subordinate politics and ethics to aesthetics, and shamelessly pro-

mote a nationalist agenda (qtd in O’Brien, Seamus Heaney and the Place of 

Writing 73). The second part of North is, however, less vulnerable to this kind 

of critique. It is Heaney’s more direct exploration of poetry and politics and 

an answer to his unwillingness to fully take on board the role of war poet – a 

committment which he views as ethically suspect. Elsewhere, I have argued 

that far from being escapist fantasies, the poems of North activate the past in 

the service of an ethically responsible present voice (The Troubled Workings 

of Multidirectionality: Reading Seamus Heaney’s Intertextualities 125–40). 

Additionally, the distance afforded by other memorial contexts, hard-to-read 

archaeological and aesthetic objects, and (especially in North) the intermedial 

possibilities of visual immediacy that poems such as “Summer 1969” explore, 

in fact trigger a series of active responses to conflict, creating greater imme-

diacy in employing comparative resources from the past. 

The memory work of the poems in North is therefore a series of necessary 

ruptures in the fabric of what Heaney critically calls “the famous//Northern 

reticence/the tight gag of place” in “Whatever You Say Say Nothing” (North 

54). From a crouched, tense position, they weigh in on the issue of finding a 

revolutionary voice that is fully responsible amidst violent wreckage. In con-

tradistinction to the sectarian tunnel vision that the Northern Irish poet des-

pises, Helen Vendler calls Heaney’s outlook in North a kind of binocular view 

of past and present that opens up discussions rather than clamping them down 

(Seamus Heaney 44). Despite being wished for ardently in “Summer 1969”, 

and despite the excavations for exemplars in the first part of the volume, a 

clear revolutionary poetic voice is ultimately out of reach in North. Instead, 

“Singing School” and the other poems of the second part showcase paralysis 

and indecision in the face of the magnetic pulls of the Troubles. They culmi-

nate in the Ovid-like voice of “Exposure”, in the pessimism of futile impris-

onment of the revolutionary speaker in “The Unacknowledged Legislator’s 

Dream”, and in the recurrent traumatic episode of seeing a bomb explode next 

to an internee camp in “Whatever You Say Say Nothing”.  In contradistinction 
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to “Summer 1969” where the possibility of responsible political action is en-

tertained, in the closing poem “Exposure” the speaker indicts his own creative 

activities as abusive aestheticizations of conflict that ultimately remove him 

from the thick of things and into a mental thicket. Heaney depicts his own 

position as a defensive and melancholic one that paints him out of step with 

history: “Who, blowing up these sparks/For their meagre heat, have 

missed/The once-in-a-lifetime portent, /The comet’s pulsing rose” (Heaney 

North, 68). 

Yet, despite this cascade of variously curated lyrical paralysis in the “Sing-

ing School” sequence, it is notable that political action is only tangible within 

the binocular visions in North, whether in the soon-to-be unpacked hypothet-

ical comparison of Goya and Lorca seizing the day and assuming political 

positions in “Summer 1969”, or in the choice of not revenging the death of 

Gunnar from Njal’s Saga in “Funeral Rites”. This binocular vision is also pre-

sent in the comparison between the injustice of the Windeby girl’s sacrificial 

adultery death and the tarring and feathering of Irish girls consorting with 

British troops after WWI. Ekphrasis and intertextual memorial processes are 

more than momentary reprieves from the pull of place for Heaney, they also 

create constellations of possibility, the potential of political action. 

To return to the poem at hand, “Summer 1969” is the fourth poem in “Sing-

ing School”, a series of 6 vignettes detailing tense encounters with either un-

sympathetic Protestant alterity (Vendler 83) in “The Ministry of Fear”, “A 

Constable Calls” and “Orange Drums, Tyrone, 1966”, or confrontations with 

lyrical paralysis in the face of conflict “Exposure”, “Summer 1969” and “The 

Ministry of Fear”. Corcoran describes “Singing School” as exploring “some 

of the conditioning cultural circumstances of the poet’s own biography, cul-

minating in “Exposure”, a classic modern poem on a poet’s anxiety about the 

place and function of his own art in relation to an ideal of civic responsibility” 

(The Poetry of Seamus Heaney 79). The ideal of civic responsibility is doubly 

outlined in both “6. Exposure” and “4. Summer 1969” (as one follows the 

other, the overlapping themes are more visibly identifiable). The stunted ars 

poetica “5. Fosterage” also spells out an inherited sense of historical respon-

sibility by describing an encounter with the fellow writer, Michael McLaverty 

who stresses independence of mind, quoting the Wallace Stevens maxim “De-

scription is revelation” as a commitment to the times (Heaney, North 66). 

McLaverty also “discern[s] the lineaments of patience” as the essential quality 

of a contemporary writer.  Yet, “Summer 1969” offers more violent revela-

tions of political unrest and reaches out to articulate some kind of historical 

consciousness. 

The RUC and the Guardia Civil 
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“Summer 1969” starts out in medias res, with two parallel scenes echoing each 

other – one, set in the thick of the intensifying sectarian conflict during the 

Belfast riots of August 1969, the other, the scene of a family vacation in Ma-

drid at the time of the Belfast and Derry riots. The Madrid vacation is pre-

sented as an ironic and far-fetched comparison from the get-go: 

While the Constabulary covered the mob  

Firing into the Falls, I was suffering  

Only the bullying sun of Madrid. (Heaney, North 64) 

Constabulary here refers to the Royal Ulster Constabulary, the largely 

Protestant Northern Irish police force, and the incident that Heaney refers to 

is known as the Belfast riots of 196912.  On the night of August 14 to August 

15 1969, after a Catholic civil rights protest march, the RUC (believing that it 

was being attacked by the IRA) responded with a brute display of firepower 

against nationalist forces and civilians by opening machine gun fire on the 

Divis Flats housing area of the Falls neighbourhood in west Belfast. This led 

to extensive rioting on the Catholic side and the eventual deployment of the 

British army in support of the police13. Heaney sets up the asymmetric nature 

of the conflict by showing the machine gun fire of the Constabulary as “cov-

ering the mob” – zooming in on a moment where the sheer quantity of the 

Catholic marchers is no match for the armoured and heavily armed police. 

Instead of being on the barricades in Belfast, the poet caricaturizes his own 

lack of implication and disconnect as: “I was suffering only the bullying sun 

of Madrid”. The savagely caricatural comparison between the two locations 

continues as the “bullying sun”, juxtaposed to the firing rounds of the Con-

stabulary in the Divis flats shootings, creates a “casserole heat” in the Spanish 

flat.  

In his analysis of Heaney’s ekphrastic strategies, Eugene O’Brien points 

out that the poet “values the imagining of the ordinary, the diurnal, the mun-

dane, as a way of getting in touch with significant issues, or what we may term 

aspects of the Lacanian Real.” (“A Shabby Old Couple: Seamus Heaney’s 

Ekphrastic Imperative” 217). In assent with O’Brien, one could also see that 

the power of “Summer 1969” lies in the conjunction of the caricatural and the 

mundane settings of the family holiday, on the one hand, with the rioting mul-

                                                      
12 Helen Vendler identifies this poem as referring to the riot that came to be known as “The 

Battle of the Bogside” in Derry which had occurred two days later in August (Vendler 51), but 

the Falls is a Belfast neighbourhood and it is reasonable to suppose that the incident Heaney 

refers is the earlier Belfast riot. 
13 This is documented extensively on CAIN – the Northern Irish database compiling historical 

information on the events and background of the Troubles - 

http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/events/troops/index.html 
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titude and the Goya paintings, on the other hand. In Heaney’s work, these oc-

cur as part of the same continuum of reflection on the “real thing” – maybe 

not even a Lacanian real, but more a low-mimetic confrontation with the his-

torical moment here.  

The jokey-guilty comparison continues as the poet presents himself as 

“sweating” his way through the life of Joyce – a notoriously independently-

minded figure in what regards the Irish Question of his time – writing about 

political conflict from a distance during his Triestine exile: 

Each afternoon in the casserole heat  

Of the flat, as I sweated my way through 

The life of Joyce, stinks in the fishmarket 

Rose like the reek off a flax-dam, (Heaney, North 64) 

In an interview with Dennis O’Driscoll, Heaney recalls that during his time in 

Madrid, he felt a “sense of undefined accountability” insinuating itself into his 

daily life while he was pondering the violence back home (O’Driscoll 182). 

He felt “implicated in the politics […], but without any real appetite for the 

political role” (182). As I argued elsewhere, in “Summer 1969” there is a 

strong multidirectional memory rapport between Northern Ireland and Spain 

in the poem (Zirra, The Troubled Workings of Multidirectionality: Reading 

Seamus Heaney’s Intertextualities 69). At this juncture, however, I wonder 

whether multidirectionality is a term precise enough to describe the compara-

tive thrust of the poem. It is within this uneven comparative rapport between 

the ennui of Spain, and the intensifying violence in Ulster that accountability 

is defined and examined as a possible way out of political paralysis. Walter 

Benjamin’s term constellation, which I will discuss below seems to capture 

both the intensity of the comparative rapport, and its fleeting character more 

accurately. 

The parallel gains more prominence thanks to the descriptive detail of the 

stench: the Spanish fish-market recalls one of Heaney’s most sacred home-

places, the rotting flax-dams of Mossbawn evoked repeatedly in Death of a 

Naturalist (the title poem, especially) and in Wintering Out. The olfactory im-

agery of the fish-market turned flax-dam, gets auditory and visual dimensions 

as the air becomes “a canyon rivering in Spanish” and there is a dynamic sense 

of people moving in the street below and in the windows: 

 At night on the balcony, gules of wine, 

 A sense of children in their dark corners, 

 Old women in black shawls near open windows, 

 The air a canyon rivering in Spanish. (Heaney, North 64) 

The children safely in bed (“in their dark corners”) are purposely set in con-

trast to the first official child casualty of the Troubles, killed in the Divis Flats 
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attack – a nine-year old child who was lying in bed at the time of the machine 

gun attack14. The safety of the Heaney children and the conviviality of wine 

on the balcony stand as painful parallels to the neighbourhood victims of the 

Divis Flats events. Yet, this apparent safety in the Madrid summer is also 

quickly shown to be illusory. The paranoid spectre of abusive police authority 

disturbs the holiday peace as: 

We talked our way home over starlit plains  

Where the patent leather of the Guardia Civil 

Gleamed like fish-bellies in flax-poisoned waters. (Heaney, North 64) 

The scene of happy holiday-making and its earlier preposterous parallel turn 

sour as the Francoist Guardia Civil police appears. Despite its idyllic presen-

tation, Spain was still a dictatorship in 1969. The patent leather of the Guardia 

Civil uniforms is an unpleasant sight to the Northern Irish poet strolling along 

in the Spanish night. This is implied by the surface of the benevolent home-

place with its flax-dam pools becoming populated with dead fish. The dead 

fish could be extrapolated to be victims of police violence placed in an analo-

gous position to the mob covered by machine gun fire. The presence of the 

Guardia Civil is also a bridge to the next short stanza of the poem where Fed-

erico Garcia Lorca is invoked as a figure of revolutionary responsibility.  

‘Go back,’ one said, ‘try to touch the people.’ 

Another conjured Lorca from his hill. 

We sat through death-counts and bullfight reports 

On the television, celebrities 

Arrived from where the real thing still happened. (North 64) 

In the folllowing cinquain – a form that Heaney uses frequently in North – an 

unidentified voice, one would suppose a sympathetic convivial Spanish voice 

on the balcony – exhorts the speaker to assume a kind of messianic poetic role 

“try to touch the people”. Direct popular engagement, however, is repeatedly 

rejected by Heaney in North, so one must assume that it is not an entirely 

viable solution here either. In the following line, Lorca acts as a more middle-

voiced figure of political responsibility: active, committed, but not populist. 

In the interview with O’Driscoll, Heaney identifies Lorca as a poetic exemplar 

for his generation; he describes him as:  

a “poet under pressure” […] caught between the impulse to show solidarity with 

the people and a wariness of party lines. Lorca was a victim figure, I suppose, 

the poet as free spirit, committed to the cause of liberation; left-leaning but not 

                                                      
14 See CAIN Sutton Death Index for more details on the victims of the Belfast riots. 

http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/sutton/chron/1969.html 
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propagandist, yet in the end enough of a taunt to the reactionary right to be 

conceived of as the enemy. (O’Driscoll 182) 

The Lorca figure in the poem should be read therefore as a kind of aspirational 

counterpart to the impotent wood-kerne figure of “Exposure” and, a palpable 

antithesis to the caricatural speaker being bullied by the sun. Lorca’s position 

of informed political responsibility and risk-taking is one that Heaney cannot 

articulate as a plain-spoken value in North without suspecting himself of ex-

tremism and of stoking the fire of tribal atavism in the Troubles. There is also 

a subtle connection between Lorca and the Guardia Civil here: the Spanish 

poet is thought to have been assassinated by the Francoist police. This murder 

could be alluded to by the threatening simile of the dead fish bellies on the 

Guardia Civil uniforms. Lorca’s controversial death is thought to have been 

an assassination by the Guardia Civil on account of a number of poems that 

criticized police brutality in the early Franco regime (Zirra, The Troubled 

Workings of Multidirectionality: Reading Seamus Heaney’s Intertextualities 

69).  

Furthermore, abusive authority such as the one implied in the Guardia 

Civil/RUC/Lorca references is a common-place theme in the “Singing 

School” cycle; thus, it must be read in the light of these other companion 

pieces. Several of the poems detail ethically complex encounters through rec-

ollected moments of tense threatening contact with mostly Irish Protestant dis-

ciplinarian forces. As mentioned above, Heaney abandons more metaphorical, 

genealogical cultural memory work, to transmit a more pro-active stance to-

wards his own recollected past. These oppressive figures of authority appear 

as remembered pressure points where the speaker is belittled or patronized: 

the policemen reading young Heaney’s letters at a roadblock stop in “The 

Ministry of Fear”, the local constable-cum-tax collector in “A Constable 

Calls” that inventories the family’s crops to the last line of seedlings, or, fi-

nally, the Royal Ulster Constabulary police force shooting at demonstrators in 

“Summer 1969”. Besides the policemen, abusive authority rears its ugly head 

in the figure of the rigid unsympathetic schoolmaster belittling Catholic young 

boarders in “The Ministry of Fear”, and it is embodied by the assailing UVF15 

marching drummer who serves as an imaginary catalyst to divisive hatred and 

rivalry. “Singing School” is ultimately a set of poems of encounter, maybe 

less open-ended and exploratory than the bog poems or the Northern mythical 

excavations, but equally poignant in its interrogations of threatening alterity 

and its slow-paced meditations on the role of art under pressure, of the North-

ern Irish educational milieux, enduring friendship and exilic subjectivity. 

However, despite the biographic, or “‘notes on the author’ by the author” 

                                                      
15 The Ulster Volunteer force was a paramilitary organization whose marches against the IRA 

and the other Catholic organizations stoked the fire of conflict in the years between the Trou-

bles. 
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(O’Driscoll 179) recollections of “Singing School”, it is in the moment of aes-

thetic encounter with Goya that this assailing alterity can be somewhat ac-

tively transcended, and Heaney, by means of ekphrasis, can speak more freely 

without the tinge of sarcasm of “Whatever You Say Say Nothing”. 

In the middle cinquain of “Summer 1969”, after the allusion to Lorca as a 

revolutionary poet and the poisonous Guardia Civil in the shadows, the com-

parison between Northern Ireland and Spain continues apace: Belfast death 

counts become abstract counterparts to bullfight reports (where the bull or tor-

eador are sacrificed). The directionality of this encounter is however qualified 

by the ireality of the Spanish scenes and the heightened sense of danger in the 

Northern Irish leg of the comparison. There is pointed sarcasm in Heaney’s 

re-hash of journalistic language in his reference to celebrities travelling “from 

where the real thing still happened” – and a hint of self-irony, since the poet 

was often on the radio commenting on the Troubles in the period when he was 

writing North from his cottage in Co. Wicklow. Spain as the immediate lived 

reality of the poetic moment seems like a cardboard fantasy in this context, 

despite its threatening notes sounded by the Guardia Civil and the murder of 

Lorca.  

The Stained Cape of History 

 

Yet, in marked contrast to the sarcastic tone of reportage, the full impact of 

the rioting is felt most strongly, in “binocular” fashion, by the lyrical I in the 

following stanzas relating to a visit to the Prado. Heaney finds in Goya’s paint-

ings a filter through which he can understand the impact of adversity and vio-

lence, and respond adequately to the Troubles:  

I retreated to the cool of the Prado. 

Goya’s ‘Shootings of the Third of May’ 

Covered a wall – the thrown up arms 

And spasm of the rebel, the helmeted  

And knapsacked military, the efficient  

Rake of the fusillade. (Heaney North 64) 

The speaker makes a tactical “retreat to the museum” - away from the barrage 

of news from home, the bullying sun and the scenes of rioting. The military 

language of “retreat” provides continuity with the rest of the poem, while the 

Prado Palace acts as a transnational lieu de mémoire consolidating past riot 

images (the anti-Napoleonic revolt of the 3rd of May and the Belfast riots). 

The Spain–Northern Ireland comparison seems to lose some of its caricatural 

dimensions, becoming more specific – the gunfire and the victims become 

more palpable at the sight of the first Goya painting, The Shootings of the 

Third of May, or Tres de Mayo 1808 en Madrid. In my previous writing, I 
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argued that Heaney’s visit to the Prado is also constructed along the lines of 

Heffernan’s suggestion that ekphrasis in the twentieth century gradually be-

comes “a museum of words” evoking the real-life experience of museum-go-

ing and becoming more architectural in scope (Zirra, The Troubled Workings 

of Multidirectionality: Reading Seamus Heaney’s Intertextualities 70–71). In 

addition, it makes museum-going a historically anchored experience in keep-

ing with Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux’s observations on the necessity of the-

orizing ekphrasis as a way of reading into history (Bergmann Loizeaux, 

Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 21). The museum, for a number 

of poets in my dissertation constitutes a privileged locus of thought in the en-

counter with masterpieces. Yet, for Heaney, the museum does not provide 

mental respite. 

It ultimately proves to not be a protected strategic position for Heaney after 

all, but, on the contrary, a site of confrontation with the present via the past – 

Goya’s paintings should be understood as visual memorial triggers that be-

come receivers for the “music of what happens” in the embattled present (Hea-

ney Field Work 51) – Heaney’s later formulation of inhabiting the lyrical mo-

ment. Goya’s paintings are reactive and instructive for the floundering lyrical 

I. He finds them “overwhelming” in scale and intention in the “supercharged 

and ominous mood” of the torrid weather (O’Driscoll 183). In response to a 

question from O’Driscoll about whether his impetus for choosing Goya as an 

exemplar in “Summer 1969” was specifically connected to the Spanish 

painter’s tendency to “confront political violence head-on”, the Northern Irish 

poet is confidently affirmative: “damn right it was” (182). Heaney points out 

in regards to his visit to the Prado that the purpose of it was not a premeditated 

confrontation with the present and past as such: “I wasn’t there to study ex-

amples of art in a time of violence, I was there just to look, to be in the pres-

ence of masterworks that stood their ground, and in a way, steadied you and 

settled you.” (O’Driscoll 182). However, Heaney continues, the Goya paint-

ings had an opposite destabilizing effect:  

[T]he so-called “black paintings” had the force of terrible events. Visionary ca-

tastrophe – the scarlet blood in the picture of Saturn devouring his children, the 

levitation of the witches in the picture of the witches’ Sabbath. All that dread 

mixed with the slightly panicked, slightly exhilarated mood of the summer as 

things came to a head in Derry and Belfast. (182-3) 

The power of the images therefore reconfigures the constellation between the 

cultural memory of Goya’s paintings and the current events unfolding during 

the Troubles. 

One could read Heaney’s memory process in “Summer 1969” through Wal-

ter Benjamin’s description of the constellation necessary for a historical ma-

terialist view of history in “Theses on the Philosophy of History”: 
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To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it “the way it really 

was” (Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at the moment 

of danger. Historical materialism wishes to retain that image of the past which 

unexpectedly appears to man singled out by history at a moment of danger. The 

danger affects both the content of the tradition and its receivers. (255) 

The danger that Benjamin perceives is the threat that the ruling classes will 

reconfigure history as a positivistic view of progress, instead of the chains of 

catastrophes and revolutionary flashes of agency that a historical materialist 

should attend to. In the same way, the past appears singled out by history and 

juxtaposed to the Divis Flats riots in the first ekphrastic evocation of the poem. 

The image of the Belfast riots recurs traumatically juxtaposed to the first 

painting by Goya evoked in “Summer 1969”, The Shootings of the Third of 

May. Goya’s painting presents the surrender and execution of the Spanish re-

bels resisting the Napoleonic army’s occupation at the Battle of the Medina 

del Rio Seco. In this painting, the surrendering rebels about to be executed by 

the French firing squad are carefully humanised – their facial expressions are 

individualized and their suffering is apparent. The procession of Spanish re-

bels moving from the far right side of the painting to the center left is painted 

in lighter colours, their clothes more distinctly represented. The bodies of two 

rebels who have been already executed are lying at the feet of the end of the 

line of the surrendering procession; the look on their faces, despite their 

bloody repose, are beatified in typical Catholic martyrdom fashion – an image 

that must have appealed to Heaney as a religious recognition moment. The 

rebel in the center-left quarter of the foreground is presented as a Jesus figure 

in front of the firing squad – his outstretched arms and his posture suggest 

imminent sacrifice and daring, while his white shirt shines through in relation 

to the dark grays of the guns and of the French military. The French army can 

be seen stretching from the lower right part of the foreground towards the left. 

Their backs are turned from the viewer, their faces are not visible, and their 

heads are hidden by the hoods and gear. Their stiff postures, guns pointed at 

the rebel procession create the illusion of an orderly, military sameness. The 

same “knapsacked” back is multiplied hundredfold alongside the thin barrels 

of their guns trained on the rebels. Given this lack of empathy with the army, 

it is obviously clear where Goya’s (but also Heaney’s allegiance) lies at the 

moment. 

In Heaney’s poem, the image of the Constabulary firing at the Divis Flats 

area shadows his ekphrastic interpellation of the Goya painting – this imagistic 

analogy is most transparently indicated by the description of the painting that 

“covered a wall” in the museum just as the RUC fire covered the Catholic 

mob. The military in Heaney’s ekphrastic interpellation of the Goya painting, 

just like the RUC in the first stanza, is not individualized. In the poem, the 

collective effect of the guns and the knapsacks becomes apparent – a model 

of military technology as an efficient act of killing. The superior firepower of 
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the RUC and the attack on civilians and marchers alike are echoed back from 

the Goya painting with added aesthetic intensity. Vendler describes the preoc-

cupation with injustice of the painting evoked in the poem as: “This is murder 

under the cover of military order, as the Napoleonic troops execute ‘traitors’. 

Northern Ireland knows about this, but so do other countries” (Seamus Heaney 

51). 

Heaney describes seeing Goya’s The Shootings of the Third of May as over-

whelming in scale and terribly affecting in its depiction of military firepower, 

“having the force of a fusillade” (O’Driscoll 183). He also significantly iden-

tifies the painting in an interview as not merely juxtaposed with the events of 

the Belfast riot, but also being “a Bloody Sunday avant la lettre” (O’Driscoll 

183). The two events and the mention of the larger Derry riots in August 1969 

in the same breath gives a larger, multidirectional, significance of the Goya 

paintings in respect to the Northern Irish narrative. 

Otherwise, in  “Summer 1969”, Heaney carefully eschews discussing the 

specifically Catholic pietà iconography offered by the two bodies lying on the 

ground16, and focuses instead on a more measured (and thus responsible) con-

figuration of the conflict as a civil war situation where both sides are indicted 

in the ekphrastic enfolding of the two following paintings, Saturn Devouring 

his Son and Duel with Cudgels. It is relevant to note the differences between 

the ekphrastic decription of The Shootings of the Third of May and the com-

ments on the Belfast riots in the first stanza. The order in which the imagistic 

elements are presented is the main point of difference: in the first one, the 

RUC is visible first, then its object – the mob being shot at,[this word is the 

perspective of the forces “covering” it]  then the area, “the Falls” is invoked, 

and, finally, its sinister effects; In the Goya painting, the eye travels ekphras-

tically from the single character within the grouping – the “spasm of the re-

bel”, to the “helmeted and knapsacked military”, and finally to the impression 

of the “fusillade”. The ekphrasis and the initial image of the riots present dif-

ferent angles of conflict. The “spasm of the rebel” in the painting is a signifi-

cant detail here, since Lorca and Goya are used as models for engaging with 

political violence head-on in the poem. Heaney reflectively focuses on Goya’s 

example, so that the victims can be individualized. This stands in stark oppo-

sition to the abstraction of the news report and the ironic lack of engagement 

at the beginning. 

As an aside, at the start of the Troubles, Helen Vendler notes that Heaney 

tends not to individualize the victims (and perpetrators) he describes (Vendler, 

Seamus Heaney 34–35)17. The “undefined accountability” that the poet felt in 

                                                      
16 I expand on this point in my MA dissertation 
17 Cases in point are the poems gesturing towards social categories of navvies and bricklayers 

“Navvy” “The Demobbed Bricklayer”, or the murdered Catholic brothers in “The Tollund 

Man”, or the tarred and feathered Irish women punished for their collaborationism in “Punish-

ment” 
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Madrid is not yet a duty towards one’s own dead; this is why Goya’s painting 

is helpful as a trigger of displacement: the poetic discourse moves from the 

stunned abstraction of political anger, and into the more individualized “rebel” 

figure. Where North deals with a bloodied archaeology of sectarian violence 

stretching across centuries, it is only later in Field Work and in Station Island 

where the victims of the Troubles are elegized and mourned (Vendler, Seamus 

Heaney 34-5;50;59)18.  

O’Brien too reads the Goya paintings as being instructive occasions of ex-

periencing the impact of violence without abstraction: “The violence is terrific 

and superreal and beyond the norms of television reportage; Goya is able to 

probe the real of violence in these images” (“A Shabby Old Couple: Seamus 

Heaney’s Ekphrastic Imperative” 233). It is also apparent from O’Brien’s ob-

servations that the Troubles are intermedially available to Heaney in this 

poem, since his meditation shows the more affecting power of ekphrasis ver-

sus the numbing power of the television reportage junket. 

Surely enough, the tumult of the fusillade is played off by the Goya’s Black 

Paintings in one of the adjoining rooms in the Prado. Helen Vendler considers 

that the paintings are presented in climactic order, but I would also argue the 

order of the paintings in the space of the museum also presents an important 

curatorial element in the poem(Vendler, Seamus Heaney 51). The room con-

taining the Third of May is the first in a series of three successive rooms con-

taining Goya’s most important work on the ground floor of the Prado Palace. 

The Black Paintings are exhibited, in fact, two rooms away from the Third of 

May in a succession as one walks through the gallery. The poem then creates 

the impression of strolling through a museum and being struck by the aura and 

the affective landscape under which the paintings are exhibited. The Black 

Paintings are a set of large frenzied works on various enigmatic subjects not 

meant for public consumption. They were painted originally directly on 

Goya’s living room walls in the Quinta del Sordo, and later transferred onto 

canvas and hung in an impressive rotunda in the Prado: 

In the next room,  

His nightmares, grafted to the palace wall – 

Dark cyclones, hosting, breaking; Saturn 

Jewelled in the blood of his own children; 

Gigantic Chaos turning his brute hips 

Over the world. Also that holmgang 

Where two berserks club each other to death 

For honour’s sake, greaved in a bog and sinking. (64-65) 

The mood of the “black paintings” is identified by Heaney as overwhelming 

in their destructive violence – paintings that need to be affixed to the gallery 

                                                      
18 There are a number of interpretations of Heaney and mourning the dead of the Troubles 

amongst which Jahan Ramazani’s account in The Modern Elegy: from Hardy to Heaney 
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wall: “his nightmares, grafted to the palace wall –/Dark cyclones, hosting, 

breaking”. “Grafted” plastically suggests a “skin graft” as if the wall paintings 

removed from their original place have now scarified into their new host, the 

museum. The climactic order that Vendler sees in the succession of paintings 

might also be chronological, as is usually the case with older museums – the 

Prado is clearly invoked and the exhibition room is localized which suggests 

a particularly emphasis on the museum-going experience, just as earlier, the 

flat in Madrid was also delimited by its “casserole heat” and a kind of synaes-

thetic localization involving the fish market.  This set of observations strength-

ens Heffernan’s and Bergmann Loizeaux’s observations that ekphrastic de-

scriptions are often framed by a kind of experiential moment of the museum 

as a prime site for cultural memory investigation.  Given the affect that the 

Black Paintings evoke, one would expect for the next paintings to do the same 

work as the Third of May painting in terms of their energy that singles them 

out, however, the poem turns to a more mythical and thus timeless mood. Just 

like in the Breughel poem, Goya’s subsequent paintings evoke a type of cy-

clical violence occurring ad infinitum, and thus incompatible with the flash of 

a revolutionary moment where time stands still and articulates with other rous-

ing moments that Benjamin recommends for a responsible historiographical 

practice. Heaney’s flash of historical consciousness is threatened and enclosed 

by more prosaic thoughts on violence as a revenant. This poem seems drama-

tise the travails of conscience, flitting in between a confrontative voice that 

assumes a kind of revolutionary responsibility of the poet and the disillusioned 

voice of the wood-kerne missing the “once-in-a-life portent, the comet’s puls-

ing rose” whose paralysis is North’s closing movement. 

The following ekphrastic sequence evokes the mood of the room without 

referring to any identifiable Goya piece, but rather presenting the series of 

paintings as an ensemble. This challenges my earlier understanding (and Hef-

fernan’s) of ekphrasis as the re-mediation of specific paintings. Like in “The 

Seed Cutters”, the cultural memory remediation at work here is much more 

art historical, pointing towards stylistic features, the chronology and signature 

elements of Goya’s oeuvre, rather than being reflections on individual paint-

ings as “events” being re-purposed multidirectionally.  

After the ensemble considerations, Heaney alludes to one of Goya’s most 

famous late works in the Prado, Saturn Devouring his Sons (1819-1823). The 

painting draws on the myth of Saturn who upon hearing a prophecy that one 

of his children will murder him decides to kill them himself and eat them. 

Goya’s representation of Saturn is that of an old man of athletic build with 

terrible piercing eyes squatting on his haunches while holding a headless na-

ked body in his hands. One of the hands, or the neck – this is unclear from the 

angle – is sticking out of the giant’s mouth; The tones of the painting muted 

browns, dark and lighter grays, ochre yellows and murky whites make the 

blood trickling down from the mouth of Saturn and unto the sacrificed body 
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stand out in powerful contrast to the rest of the scene. The posture of the giant 

is dynamic and frightening; the frame seems to not be able to contain him.  

Heaney’s ekphrasis occurs in two short flashes separated by semicolons 

and broken up by enjambments suggesting shock: “Saturn/ Jewelled in the 

blood of his own children;/Gigantic Chaos, turning his brute hips/Over the 

world”. As compared to the previous ekphrastic section evoking the Shoot-

ings, the style of allusion is less precise, the sketched details are brief and 

much less descriptive, perhaps on account of the high cultural visibility of this 

painting. The significant contrasting detail of the Goya painting, the blood 

trickling down from Saturn’s mouth is presented by Heaney as a terrifying 

decoration – a move which echoes the bejewelled presentation of another rev-

enant of North, the bog queen (Heaney, North 25).  

The scale of the Goya paintings that Heaney has remarked upon is felt 

again, where Saturn’s open hips are seen as encompassing the world – and all 

creation. Essentially Saturn’s consumption of his own children is a way of 

making time stand still, delaying the prophecy of Saturn’s death – and, in this 

sense Jupiter’s eventual survival is also the beginning of time flowing – the 

modern world. Heaney’s reading of Saturn’s violence is timeless, and there-

fore, not constellational, in the same way in which the Neolithic bog bodies 

are preserved as eternal and foundational murder victims. Set side by side with 

Heaney’s evolving thought on the Troubles, Saturn devouring its own children 

is an analogue to the myth of the aisling, Mother Ireland or Cathleen ni Houli-

han who tempts young Irishmen into a perpetual heroic sacrifice defending an 

anticolonial cause. The non-reproductive stance of Saturn could then serve as 

another one of Heaney’s cautions against unthinking partisanship – a position 

that leads to perpetual slaughter. Goya’s painting here serves a rather ambig-

uous allegorical purpose; it heightens the terrible force of events that the pre-

viously evoked painting had established – the realistic comparison of Shoot-

ings of the Third of May and the unfolding Belfast riots is pushed into gaining 

a mythical dimension (like in the poems of the first part). In my previous anal-

ysis of “Summer 1969”, I argue that this ekphrastic depiction of Saturn could 

also be read as a counterpart to the earth-bound Antaeus from “Antaeus and 

Hercules” and “Antaeus”, and to the hacked “Bog Queen” rising from the dark 

in the first part of North (Zirra 79). The violence of the image and the lack of 

futurity presupposed by the paternal Saturnine cannibalism, I have previously 

interpreted as summing up “all the mythical and archaeological explorations 

of North which had sought to explore the subtle and potent dangers of sym-

bolic violence and oppositional thinking taking over art and politics” in North-

ern Ireland (Zirra 79).  

The next ekphrastic moment is a more mundane exploration of the myth of 

the eternal return. It rides on the coat-tails of the shocking narrative of infan-

ticide in the previous painting, but it represents and indicts sectarian violence 

across the ages by alluding to Goya’s image Duel with Cudgels (1820-1823). 
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This closing ekphrastic reflection also brings together the major modes of his-

tory-writing present in North, the mythical dimension, the Northern histories 

of atavism and the archaeological and ekphrastic themes of the bog body ex-

plorations. Goya’s painting is an image of two figures locked in a mêlée with 

sticks; this fight happens against the background of rolling hills. Their feet are 

hidden by the long grass in the foreground, one of the men’s faces is shown 

from a half-profile stance, since the figure in the foreground is facing its spar-

ring partner. The fighters seem evenly matched and the painting has a very 

dynamic, but also timeless feel to it. Heaney catches on to this quality of eter-

nal strife in the painting. He describes the fighters as “berserkers”: Helen 

Vendler points out that this is Old Norse name for “bear shirt”, the vestment 

worn by Scandinavian frenzied warriors. Goya’s duel is “that holmgang”, 

where holmgang is the Danish word for a fight with rules, usually an honour 

contest (which would explain Heaney’s formulation “for honour’s sake”). The 

fighters are sinking into a bog, Heaney’s most fertile poetic ground enfolding 

in poems in Door into the Dark, Wintering Out and North. The Scandinavian 

words allude to Heaney’s northern archaeological explorations in the first part 

of the volume, but also to the Germanic and Scandinavian etymological motifs 

in “Belderg”, “Funeral Rites”, “North” and “Trial Pieces: Viking Dublin” that 

bring together logos and violence as entwined traditions in the North of Eu-

rope. The critique of the violence and futility of sectarian violence reaches a 

climax here, where Heaney can more or less show, via a past exemplar that 

sectarian violence ultimately breeds more violence and death. Here history is 

shown to be again continuous, evolving by similarity, rather than singularity. 

History is configured here as myth and therefore in a bourgeois fashion, sug-

gesting an immutable order of things acting as the foundation of society. The 

Benjaminian constellational thinking of Tres de Mayo is foreclosed by this 

immutability of myth.  

It is significant however, that this critique occurs at a point where the forces 

confronting each other are more or less evenly matched, rather than in the 

asymmetric display of brute force that characterised the Shootings painting 

and the covertly elegiac image of the victims of the Divis flats shootings. This 

suggests a view of history where complicitiy, mutual implication in the vio-

lence with which both sides conduct the conflict is a more fertile ethical posi-

tion than the perpetual one-up-manship and finger wagging that sectarian 

forces are engaging in. I also want to note here that although Vendler reads 

the images as being presented in climactic order, they also range remarkably 

from specific to abstract – from a historical event clarified in constellation 

with its painterly counterpart to a more generalized meditation on foundational 

violence, professing complicity as a way out of the vicious circle. 

Finally, this last painting evoked also has a personal memory dimension 

superposed to the collective and mythical memory levels. O’Brien explains 

that in an interview, Heaney recalls associating Duel with Cudgels with a trau-

matic childhood recollection of a violent fight  
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I’ll never forget that fear and danger. It was the unprepared nature of the fight 

and the fury of it that was so scaresome. Battle fury, I suppose (…) Ever since 

I saw Goya’s “black painting” of the two berserkers beating the hell out of each 

other, clubs and coat-tails flying, I’ve associated it with this afternoon. It’s like 

a dream to me still. The descent of the angel of violence. (Heaney qtd in “A 

Shabby Old Couple: Seamus Heaney’s Ekphrastic Imperative” 224) 

O’Brien notes that the power of the Goya painting in the poem is not that it 

represents violence, but that it concentrates the “‘emotional effect’ of the sense 

of fear and danger” in the recollection associated (“A Shabby Old Couple: 

Seamus Heaney’s Ekphrastic Imperative” 224). For O’Brien the recollection 

of the affect and its cathexis to the painting is the “real power of the aesthetic, 

not just the ornamental description that can be achieved through television 

images.”  I agree with O’Brien and I would also add that the real power of the 

visual memory elements represented by Goya’s paintings in “Summer 1969” 

is also an ethical stance: they effect a rousing into historical consciousness. 

The paintings give the sense of “undefined accountability” of poetry to its 

times, a sharper definition by comparative means. This poem mobilizes a com-

plex aesthetic landscape where an exhortation to historical consciousness and 

a search for an ethical stance for poetry is imbued with the spectacular power 

of Goya’s paintings where the personal affect and response to sectarian vio-

lence gains new visual memory dimensions.  

Here Benjamin’s concept of constellation and its resistance to a simplified 

historical causality seems more helpful than the rather open-ended multidirec-

tionality I have previously employed. The association between disparate his-

torical moments and contexts allows Heaney to glimpse the possibility of eth-

ically responsible political thought as a constellation with the events depicted 

in Tres de Mayo: 

Historicism contents itself with establishing a causal connection between vari-

ous moments in history. But no fact that is a cause is for that very reason his-

torical. It became historical posthumously, as it were, through events that may 

be separated from it by thousands of years. A historian who takes this as his 

point of departure stops telling the sequence of events like the beads of a rosary. 

Instead, he grasps the constellation which his own era has formed with a defi-

nite earlier one. Thus he establishes a conception of the present as the “time of 

the now” which is shot through with chips Messianic time. (Benjamin 256) 

In the end of the poem, Goya’s value as a poetic exemplar who can walk the 

fine line between engagement and partisanship is extolled. The creative con-

centration necessary to confront history head-on is what Heaney values, but 

cannot attain. Goya is represented in the guise of a toreador dancing with the 

charging bull of history, endangered and frenzied like the earlier berserkers, 

but ultimately true to his heart: 
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He painted with his fists and elbows, flourished 

The stained cape of his heart as history charged.  

(Heaney, North 65) 

In the same O’Driscoll interview mentioned earlier, Heaney recalls going to 

the corridas in Madrid and being transfixed by the mesmeric collective spec-

tacle despite its brutality and gore: “There was something hypnotic about the 

cloak-work, something even vaguely Satanic about that black crumpled-horn 

killing cap on the matador’s head – when it was over, you asked yourself 

‘Where was I?’, then back you went like a sleepwalker for a second time” 

(183). This immersive violent trance observed in the same space as Goya’s 

style and of the ekphrastic meditations on his paintings is a stance that the 

besieged Heaney in his tireless search of an adequate response to the sectarian 

predicament can only observe but not access. The ability to be in the historical 

moment is also paradoxically a kind of creative trance that is not possible from 

the crumpled state the poet finds himself in in the subsequent poem of paral-

ysis, “Exposure”.  

In relation to ekphrasis, one also needs to note how after the conventional 

ekphrasis as individual description of artworks, the aesthetic thought about 

Goya turns to a kind of art historical memory. Like in the earlier moment 

where the mood of the black-paintings in the room of the Prado, one remarks 

the processes associated with ekphrasis – it often leads to an art historical po-

etic assessment of the artist’s work and political commitment. 

In contradistinction to the closing failure of “Exposure”, the poem preced-

ing it, “Summer 1969” reveals a road not taken, a kind of aesthetic autonomy 

that is simultaneously revolutionary and responsible for daring to assume a 

stance – no matter how qualified and volatile. The impotence of “Exposure” 

still looms large in the closing of North, but “Summer 1969”, at least weighs 

and opens up the possibility of the active participation in history glibly visible 

in this translated comparison with Goya and Lorca.  

Benjamin’s constellation is slightly different from Heaney’s perceived 

threat. The Third of May painting reveals a constellation, a shock of the past 

becoming activated and potent – like Benjamin’s time arresting. The ekphrasis 

of Saturn and the holmgang paintings, meanwhile, brings back the narrative 

of inescapble historicism – a history where catastrophe will inevitably follow 

catastrophe in a continuous loop that denies historical agency. “Summer 

1969” is in some sense an objection to the consensus culture “the tight gag of 

place” that Heaney sees forming in nationalist and loyalist circles in the 1970s 

– a kind of violence that breeds more violence and separation. The flashing 

memorial moment is legible in the twinned “constellating” images of the Bel-

fast riots and The Shooting of the Third of May, but also in the more foreboding 

art historical parallels with Goya’s Black Paintings. Benjamin understands the 

task of the responsible historian as a “blasting open the continuum of history” 
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(261), claiming the time of writing history as a present that can no longer be 

seen as a transition, but as a time where clocks stop:  

Universal history has no theoretical armature. Its method is additive; it musters 

a mass of data to fill the homogeneous empty time. Materialistic historiography, 

on the other hand is based on a constructive principle. Thinking involves not 

only the flow of thoughts, but their arrest as well. Where thinking suddenly 

stops in a configuration pregnant with tensions, it gives the configuration a 

shock, by which it crystallizes into a monad (Benjamin 262–63) 

In this particular sense, we can further understand Heaney’s “Summer 1969” 

as an exercise in crafting a methodology for historical thinking that aims to 

stop time “in a configuration pregnant with tensions” where history is not yet 

crystallized as a pattern of events emerging posthumously, but enfolding un-

der the very poet’s eyes. His attempt in the poem is to confront history head-

on at its point of articulation with other revolutionary moments of the past 

constellating in the moment of danger – where the display of brute force 

against civillians in the Belfast and Derry riots articulates with the execution 

of the Spanish rebels by Napoleon’s army. In this mood, it is maybe possible 

to reinterpret the desire to keep the peace expressed by Heaney in “The Seed 

Cutters” as something more similar to the revolutionary thinking in “Summer 

1969”. Mayhaps ekphrasis in North also flashes at moments of pregnant dan-

ger, when it becomes imperative to find a way to respond actively to history. 

And rather than “composing the frieze” that safeguards the anonymity of the 

poet and his community in an immemorial past, it sharpens the focus on them 

by arresting thought and outlining the lineaments of historical thinking in the 

lyric mode (as Bergmann Loizeaux also seems to indicate, albeit with less 

concern towards the ethics of history). Like the Breughel comparison, Goya’s 

work indeed sharpens Heaney’s thought and provides both an example of ac-

tive confrontation with “the music of what happens” and a series of warnings 

of the excesses that arise when history is conceived in a mythic mode with 

foundational violence as a precept.  

 In this part of the chapter, I followed Heaney’s developing thoughts on re-

sponding to the Troubles by exploring the theme of ekphrasis in relation to 

historical responsibility and historical consciousness in “Summer 1969”. With 

the help of Benjamin’s concept of constellation, one comes to understand the 

directionality of comparisons between contemporary violent events in Belfast 

and Derry where the use of force against civilians articulates with the force of 

terrible events as depicted in Goya’s Shootings of the Third of May. This paint-

ing prompts a visceral response, an invitation to understand the ethics of nar-

rating history in a conflict. In parallel, the poem explores two other paintings 

by Goya and their thematisation of foundational violence via ekphrasis that 

amounts to art historical commetary. Focusing on the recurrence of mythical 

violence however, leads to impotence in the face of history repeating itself in 
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contemporary Northern Ireland – a stance less felicitous in North, but fre-

quently thematised. The poem ends on a note of hope that the exemplary 

power of Goya and Lorca’s head-on confrontations with history in their visual 

art and poetic practices, respectively might counteract the paralysis experi-

enced by the speaker. In what concerns, ekphrasis, I have noted its ability to 

curate historical thinking, as well as the way in which it can operate in se-

quence to identify an art historical theme or signature style, rather than only 

offer commentary on an isolated art object. This carries with it implications 

that widen the framing of the intermedial processes that occur around or with 

ekphrasis, as well as underscore both its ethical and aesthetic functions. In 

what follows, I will reflect more closely on the pairing between ekphrasis and 

aesthetic strategies in Station Island. 

II “At Full Tilt”: Ekphrasis, Self-Reflexivity and Process 

Memory in Station Island 

 

In this part of the chapter I will explore the impact of visual arts in the form 

of ekphrasis and its associated practices in two poems from “Sweeney Redi-

vivus”, the final poetic cycle in Heaney’s volume Station Island (1984). I con-

tinue to outline Heaney’s historical thinking whose evolution requires slightly 

different angles and conceptual apparatuses than the Benjaminian constella-

tion. The two poems to be analysed are more concerned with the ontological 

dimensions of memory as it obtains at the intersection between poetry and the 

visual arts; they articulate historical responsibility in the interstices between 

personal and political allegiances, rather than as a constellation of dangerous 

present moments with equally turbulent past counterparts. 

From a methodological point of view, this analysis continues on the heels 

of my previous discussion that more careful attention needs to be paid to the 

framing of ekphrasis, or to practices that are considered as more peripherally 

ekphrastic such as the evocation of style, the impact of painting ensembles and 

that of the museum since these, in my view, participate in the framing of poetic 

visual memory.  The evocation of style as memory has been discussed less in 

the literature, but the museum and the collection are keystones in the work of 

Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux and James Heffernan which could be easily 

connected to the concept of memory(Heffernan, Museum of Words 4; 

Bergmann Loizeaux, Twentieth-Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 21)19. Bir-

git Neumann has also suggested based on Mary Lou Emery’s reading of the 

relationship between Caribbean poetry and the visual arts that postcolonial 

                                                      
19 In my introduction there is a larger discussion about the theory of ekphrasis and a critique of 

remediation as the main discussion of literary visuality in Memory Studies. Here I am just re-

capitulating some observations. 
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ekphrasis might be considered a tool for cultural memory(Neumann, 

“Intermedial Negotiations: Postcolonial Literatures” 515). Gabriele Rippl, Ir-

ina Rajewski and Dagmar Brunow have argued for a more intermedial ap-

proach to ekphrasis rather than a focus on its remediation power (Rippl, 

Handbook of Intermediality. Literature-Image-Sound-Music; Rajewsky; 

Brunow). Heaney’s poetry in Station Island continues to speak to all of these 

observations and further nuances the theoretical toolbox necessary to assess 

the relation between the visual and verbal amidst a postcolonial conflict such 

as the Troubles. 

 Besides offering an account of the ways in which media work in competi-

tion and collusion with each other, an intermedial ekphrasis also takes more 

seriously the inherent properties and framing of various media interactions. 

This type of more inclusive ekphrasis, I argue, moves away from my previous 

reading in my MA dissertation where it was defined as the remediation of 

specific images, or “visual events” in North. It would instead allow me to re-

flect on more process- and ontologically-oriented visual memory practices 

where the material and art-historical dimension of lyric memory are high-

lighted. The focus on ontological memory processes does not preclude Hea-

ney’s political positioning in regards to imprisonment without trial, the hun-

ger-strikers and the dirty protests marking the 1980s unfolding of the Trou-

bles. Station Island starts its exploration of historical responsibility and ethics 

from a more personal lyrical repository than that phrased in the poems of 

North. It is focused on finding a distinctive voice that is both “adept and dia-

lect” (Heaney, Station Island 35, “Making Strange”), equal parts responsible 

by its careful delineation of his attachments, origins, and obligations, and in-

dependent, buoyant and joyous in finding this balance.  In contradistinction, 

North was a more content-based exploration: crouched, imaginative and 

threatened the earlier volume was mainly concerned with hewing the initial 

tools and emblems necessary to weather uncertain and violent times.  

In relation to Heaney’s oeuvre, I will show that, in contrast with the hard 

to grapple with political responsibility under troubled times of “Summer 

1969” and the general paralysis in North, the Sweeney poems “An Artist” and 

“The Old Icons” attain a kind of freedom from public constraint that ultimately 

promises to yield a more earnest and creative response to current historical 

circumstances. “An Artist” and “The The Old Icons” succeed each other in 

the final sequence of the volume “Sweeney Redivivus”. They are voiced under 

the persona of the Middle Irish king Sweeney cursed to turn into a bird - the 

protagonist of the epic Sweeney Astray, which Heaney had finished translating 

in 1983.  
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The creative freedom expressed in “An Artist” is hard-won since it occurs 

after a long confrontation with the past in the “Station Island”20 cycle and a set 

of ethical lyrical vignettes in the first part of the collection that point towards 

complicity and the weight of current historical conditions. The freedom is ra-

ther partial since, in the subsequent poem, “The Old Icons”, it is shown to be 

always tethered to a kind of residual visual memory that grounds and qualifies 

Sweeney’s/Heaney’s flight. “The Old Icons” is a gallery of ekphrases repre-

senting fossilized nationalist21 images that interrupt the flight of imagination 

in the poem opposite and enact a characteristically self-critical move of do-

mestic attachment. In a way, “The Old Icons” echoes a Benjaminian “angel of 

history” position where the past is seen as an endless collection of images of 

catastrophe building upon one another.  

However, the mask of Sweeney and his flight do imply a limited kind of 

transcendence, not an eternal return, a kind of cautious evolution of voice. “An 

Artist” takes the figure of the French painter Cézanne as a poetic exemplar 

and reads his insistent technique as the much-needed intensity and drive that 

make artistic vocation remarkable – Heaney’s Cézanne is a figure not per-

turbed by external factors who avoids flattery and puts his trust in the discov-

ery afforded by incessant work. The emphasis on process in “An Artist” is a 

characteristic theme in Station Island, where it underscores the connection be-

tween materiality and memory. As Neil Corcoran has shown, Heaney’s exem-

plars fulfil different roles throughout his career, but the Sweenified figures of 

Cézanne and Czesław Miłosz in “The Master” are also, to some extent, cutting 

off the cord of exemplariness (Poets of Modern Ireland 95–96). In the Goya 

and Lorca of North, Heaney embraces the idea of the exemplar in more ear-

nestness. In contradistinction, for Corcoran, Station Island is both: 

a fulfilment of the art of the exemplary and a farewell to it, since in the volume’s 

first two parts, the poet makes himself penitentially available to instruction, and 

then, in its final section (“Sweeney Redivivus”), discovers a way of finally fly-

ing free of all exemplars and instructors, becoming suddenly, fiercely and ex-

hilaratedly his own master, authority and guide (Poets of Modern Ireland 106) 

I want to qualify Corcoran’s assessment slightly in this chapter section by ob-

serving the central role that visuality plays in the rapport with exemplars in 

Station Island. Two of the three encounters with exemplariness in the final 

                                                      
20 It must be clarified here that Station Island is both the name of the volume from 1984, and of 

a cycle of dialogic-confessional poems where the speaker embarks on a Northern Irish pilgrim-

age to Station Island on Lough Derg. I will henceforth refer to the collection according to MLA 

conventions as Station Island and the cycle of poems as “Station Island”.  
21 I use “nationalist/unionist” in the Northern Irish sense, where nationalists are Catholic sup-

porters of a union between the Republic of Ireland and the Ulster counties. “Loyalist” generally 

designates the descendants of the Anglo-Irish Protestants whose position is that Northern Ire-

land should continue to be governed by Great Britain. 
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section are not just facilitated by instructive artistic figures22, but are also, os-

tensibly, meditations on visual art. One occurs in “An Artist”, while the other 

is a more abstract moment in the last poem of the collection “On the Road”’, 

where Heaney/Sweeney is contemplating an early cave painting of a deer 

drinking water in the Lascaux caves; this cave painting serves as an example 

of penitential persistence and what Heaney calls “crediting poetry”. It is sig-

nificantly not manned by a Virgil-like figure as the Joyce or William Carleton 

of the dialogues in “Station Island”. Furthermore, literary visuality itself 

seems to be the driving force at various cross-roads of Station Island, a fact 

briefly noted by Helen Vendler, but left rather underdeveloped (Vendler, 

Seamus Heaney 101). I will attempt to offer a more wide-ranging survey of 

the visual practices of the volume in the opening remarks to this sub-chap-

ter/case study. 

Opposite the desirable discipline of Cézanne, “The Old Icons” deals with 

the other end of the spectrum of Sweeney’s epic – the lament of residual do-

mestic attachment turned toxic. Icons are supposed to be exemplary represen-

tations of faith and its idiosyncratic conventions, but for the Heaney/Sweeney 

figure, they prove traumatic and restrictive, although filled with meaning. A 

series of ekphrastic moments describe three poisonous images that spell out 

the speaker’s inescapable attachment to a history of strife, betrayal, outlawing 

of religious faith and death sentences of “patriotic” activists. The images are 

not textually defined, but their medium is clearly marked which makes them 

eventually legible to Heaney critics. At an immediate level, they are transpar-

ent enough to be read as nationalist icons that persist in the mind’s eye even 

after the lyrical flight inspired by Sweeney. “The Old Icons” reinstates a kind 

of forceful visual memory that is inescapable for the contemporary (lapsed) 

Catholic Northern Irish poet and qualifies the artistic freedom offered by the 

Cézanne poem.  

In the following sections, I will argue that the two poems need to be read 

as a diptych of artistic freedom and responsibility whose tensions are emblem-

atic of the entire volume. In the introduction to Sweneey Astray, Heaney offers 

an assessment of Sweeney as “a figure of the artist, displaced, guilty, assuag-

ing himself by his utterance”. “[I]t is possible”, he continues, “to read the work 

as an aspect of the quarrel between free creative imagination and the con-

straints of religious, political and domestic obligation” (Sweeney Astray vi). 

This mode of tension is rendered via ekphrasis fomented by the cultural 

memory of Heaney’s Cézanne, and by its counterweight, the homegrown im-

ages of the minority Catholic population in the North of Ireland. Cultural 

memory in “The Old Icons” is strong precisely in this erasure that the idea of 

                                                      
22 The “object poems” are also to some extent exemplary materials, although not about visual 

art per se, their materiality is a function of a type of artistic looking that Heaney practices in 

Station Island. 
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the iconic presupposes – this lack of specificity makes the pull of the myth 

and its violence stronger for its vagueness.  

 It seems to me that Heaney builds towards a more honest, direct and 

personal confrontation with the past than in previous volumes, precisely be-

cause of the dramatic tension that obtains between the position of aesthetic 

autonomy expressed in the inward-turn of the lyric in the Sweeney poems and 

the direct contrast to the political and domestic memorial dues paid in “The 

Old Icons”; “The Old Icons” and “An Artist” continue the themes of the dia-

logues with the dead in “Station Island” and the monastic/ethical meditations 

of part one. In order to make this kind of argument, however, a more global 

appraisal of the volume’s various strands and their political import is needed. 

A brief note on the role of looking and of visual imagery, personal and cultural 

memory, and ekphrasis in the volume will then frame the subsequent discus-

sion of “An Artist” and “The Old Icons”. Finally, I will proceed to analysing 

ekphrastic techniques and their implications in Heaney’s re-assessment of po-

etic and historic responsibility in the poems and in the volume at large. 

Aesthetics and Politics 

 

Station Island is a rather peculiar volume in Heaney’s oeuvre: its architecture 

is more tightly controlled than the already quite impressive sequences of North 

(1975) or Field Work (1979); Heaney self-consciously assumes a record num-

ber of alter egos and personas to sound out personal and political issues, and 

he dramatizes a kind of break-through of conscience in “Sweeney Redivivus” 

and in the final sections of the “Station Island” cycle. On account of this tight 

architectural design, the autonomous and unfettered voice that emerges in 

“Sweeney Redivivus” cannot be easily grasped without a careful mapping of 

the pressures and weights of the other parts of the book impinging upon the 

lyrical freedom interlude of the last cycle. One must also clarify the complex 

political allegiances that the poet was battling with in this period. 

Vitally, the figure of Sweeney occurs in all the three parts of the collection, 

underscoring its intricate plotting. He first appears in the metamorphosis poem 

“King of the Ditchbacks” where the speaker having translated and investigated 

the “dark morse” of Buile Suibhne, and questioning various uncanny 

presences in his domestic writerly existence finds himself changed into 

Sweeney the bird before the beginning of the “Station Island” sequence: “they 

dressed my head in a fishnet/and plaited leafy twigs through meshes//so my 

vision was a bird at the heart of a thicket/and I spoke as I moved/like a voice 

from a shaking bush” (Station Island 57). This metamorphosis is a first taste 

of the note of exile and artistic freedom of Station Island that will reappear in 

the final section. In part one of “Station Island”, Sweeney appears as a com-

posite being: a kind of impish creature haunting moments of intimacy like its 

uncanny analogue interrogated in “King of the Ditchbacks”, and as a more 
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concrete memory of Simon Sweeney, a neighbouring tinker and traveller 

whose mysterious activities as “old Sabbath breaker” and “cutter of hedge” 

single him out in the rural community. Sweeney warns the pilgrim lyrical I, 

about to embark on the collective rite of the Lough Derg station to “stay clear 

of all processions” (Station Island 63). Finally, the “Sweeney Redivivus” cy-

cle where in a succession of 20 original poems adopting the persona of 

Sweeney – more or less obliquely – Heaney acquires a sort of bird’s eye view 

that allows him to voice some of his most daring critique of the Irish literary 

world in “The Scribes” and “The First Flight”, to re-assess with biting irony 

some of his earlier pastoral and too “saccharine” poetry in “The Old King-

dom”, “In The Beech” and “Sweney’s Returns”, and to enjoy several more or 

less untethered lyrical flights of fancy in “The First Flight”, “On the Road”, 

“Unwinding”, “Drifting Off”. Heaney explains the mood of the “Sweeney 

Redivivus” poems as being “at full tilt”: “I felt ‘up and away’ as one of the 

poems has it. At full tilt. Reckless and accurate and entirely Sweenified, as 

capable of muck-racking as of self-mockery. The poetry was in the persona” 

(O’Driscoll 262). This combination of delight, self-mockery, anger and muck-

racking is precisely what animates “An Artist” and “The Old Icons”. Corcoran 

remarks that the persona of Sweeney should be understood as an “objective 

correlative” or a Yeatsian mask since there are few explicit points of congru-

ence between the Sweeney of Buile Suibhne and the composite creature of 

Heaney/Sweeney in “Sweeney Redivivus” (Corcoran, The Poetry of Seamus 

Heaney 128). Instead, the Station Island Sweeney should be understood as: 

“the name for a personality, a different self, a congruence of impulses, a mask 

antithetical to much that the name ‘Seamus Heaney’ has meant in his previous 

books” (The Poetry of Seamus Heaney 128). 

This momentary “anti-self or parallel self” (Corcoran, The Poetry of 

Seamus Heaney 111) can only be attained after bludgeoning through a serious 

blockage occasioned by the weight of the political situation in Northern Ire-

land, and the subsequent need to find an alternate poetic strategy to cohabit 

with the times. In an O’Driscoll interview, Heaney outlines the motivation 

behind the volume as the necessity of transcending a blockage, a desire to 

revisit his past poetic strategies, and the stringent need to confront the North-

ern situation from his Irish Republic vantage point:  

I needed to butt my way through a blockage, a pile-up of hampering stuff, eve-

rything that had gathered up inside me because of the way I was both in and out 

of the Northern Ireland situation. I wasn’t actively involved, yet I felt dragged 

into and put upon by it […] to have it out with myself, to clear the head if, not 

the decks. (O’Driscoll 235) 

In the same interview, Heaney overwrites an earlier declaration about a desire 

to write poetry that “escapes the trappings of the historical moment” or trans-

cends the times, with a more modest and attainable goal: that of “surviving or 
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cohabiting” with the historical moment (O’Driscoll 237). Station Island 

springs precisely from this desire of finding a cohabitation strategy. Whereas 

in North, the urgency lay in finding a more public voice to confront the times, 

in Station Island this search turns personal and poly-vocal, but it is still filtered 

through significant cultural tropes and figures that are far-removed from the 

personal (Sweeney included). Heaney characterises this period of his creation 

as a confrontation between the self and the subject matter of Northern Ireland 

which he finds encapsulated in a quote by Czesław Miłosz (used in “Away 

from it All” in part one of Station Island): “I was stretched between contem-

plation of a motionless point and the command to participate actively in his-

tory (O’Driscoll 260). The “Sweeney Redivivus” poems are also a product of 

this stretching. 

Despite his sensation of a lack of direct political involvement expressed 

above, it must be noted that Heaney’s artistic output of the period included 

several politically-minded projects aimed at thinking through the Troubles, 

including numerous radio interviews on the Northern Irish question, an essay 

that engages, amongst other topics with Dante’s ruthless critiques of faction-

alism “Envies and Identifications” in a direct parallel with the Northern Irish 

situation, as well as a collaboration with Brian Friel and Stephen Rea’s Field 

Day Theatre. The Derry-based Field Day Theatre was set up to “raise the level 

of the debate over critical issues of culture and identity, politics and art 

throughout Ireland” (Parker 177). The project can be gleaned from Friel’s 

1980 flagship play Translations, an attempt to expose the divide between the 

Anglo-Irish and the Gaelic-speaking Catholics as a problem of mis-translation 

and obscurantism, as well as egomaniacal myth-making. The Gaelic pre-

Christian symbolism employed by Friel would have also appealed to Heaney, 

whose translation and adaptation of the 10th-century epic poem Buile Suibhne 

(or Sweeney Astray) could be read as responding to the same critical gambit. 

The Irish king cursed to turn into a bird by St. Ronan at the battle of Moira 

(637 AD) for refusing to adopt Christianity repeatedly shows disdain for fac-

tionalism and laments the betraying noblemen whose petty squabbles and 

power plays forced him into cruel air-borne exile (Hart 144–45). In his intro-

duction to Sweeney Astray mentioned above, Heaney also traces a timid link 

between Sweeney and the current situation in Ulster: “It is equally possible, 

in a more opportunistic spirit to dwell upon Sweeney’s easy sense of cultural 

affinity with both western Scotland and southern Ireland as exemplary for all 

men and women in contemporary Ulster.” (Heaney, Sweeney Astray vi). 

Therefore, it is under this note of comparison, criticism of the political, and 

qualified lyric freedom that one must understand what Neil Corcoran calls the 

“mask of Sweeney” in the “Sweeney Redivivus” poems.  

It must also be noted that the locatedness and problematic of image/text in 

Sweeney Astray and the “Sweeney Redivivus” cycle are important factors in 

Heaney’s thought on the allure and lyrical quality of the Sweeney figure. A 

case in point is the introduction to his later photographic collaboration with 
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the nature photographer Rachel Giese, Sweeney’s Flight. Sweeney’s Flight is 

an image/text book project where photographs from Sweeney’s “original 

kingdom of Dal-Arie” in Co. Antrim and other parts of Ulster (Heaney and 

Giese vii) that he is likely to have crossed in his “migrant solitude” (“King of 

the Ditchbacks” Heaney, Station Island 58)23. In the introduction, Heaney ex-

presses reservations about the problematic relation between text and image:  

I always shied away from the combination of speechless photograph and word-

logged verse: I think I felt that in these cases (to be extreme about it) the pho-

tograph was absolute and the text a pretext. This was more a hesitation than a 

conviction: all I can say is that I tended to foresee a misalliance of some sort 

between the impersonal, instantaneous thereness of a picture on one side of the 

page and the personal, time-stretching pleas of the verse on the other. (Heaney 

and Giese viii)  

Further he stresses the ultimately located relationship of the Sweeney lyrics 

that make him a “a mouthpiece for the common, primary sensations which 

everybody experiences in the natural world” which sometimes conflicts with 

the impersonal character of photography (Heaney and Giese viii). Giese’s 

photography, however changed his mind about the misalliance and proved to 

be the “right person who had arrived at the right place” (Heaney and Giese 

ix). Her idea of associating Ulster places and vegetation with her personal rec-

ollections of lyrical descriptions in Sweeney Astray in her photographic prac-

tice proved to be the stimulus for Heaney to trust the association between text 

and image, as well as his own personal affinities with Sweeney. Heaney’s se-

lections from the epic are a largely personal affair and are not focused directly 

on the visual. They “skim off certain favourite lines” and “moments of defini-

tion and intensity” that can be presented as “lyric poems in their own right” 

(Heaney and Giese ix–x). In conjunction to Rachel Giese’s own personal id-

iom, the imagistic and textual strategies in the book operate in what W.J.T. 

Mitchell calls “vigorously independent” modes of expression that ultimately 

converge towards the same cause (Blake’s Composite Art 4) – representing 

the lyrical and visual richness of Sweeney’s flight. This later collaborative 

project, I believe, reveals the complex relationship between the visual and the 

verbal in Heaney’s work, namely the interest of the poet in matching the visual 

and the verbal in a compatible idiom, free from missaliance. In the introduc-

tion, Heaney justifies his choice to open the collection with a reprint of his 

first Sweeney poem in Station Island, “King of the Ditchbacks”. As mentioned 

above, the poem dramatizes a metamorphosis of the lyrical I into Sweeney. 

The central moment of metamorphosis is a change of vision. This altered vi-

sion (from which the other Sweeney poems stem) strengthens the connection 

between this later visual reappraisal and the various modes of poetic address 

                                                      
23 I will occassionally use the shortened reference SI for Heaney’s Station Island from here 

onwards to make it easier to identify the poems I am referring to parenthetically. 
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in the poems of Station Island. One can trace this concern with the visual in 

an anachronistic way as well, and understand Heaney’s articulation of the loc-

ative with the imagistic components as crucial to the “Sweeney Redivivus” 

cycle, but also as one of the distinctive features of Station Island. 

Personal to Political: Visuality in Station Island 

 

Station Island was written during the early 1980s, at the same time as the 

“dirty protests” at the Maze and Long Kesh prisons and the subsequent hunger 

strikes. In the O’Driscoll interview, Heaney explains that his generalized an-

ger at the British administration of the conflict and pity towards the hunger-

strikers was complicated by his disapproval of the provisional IRA’s terrorist 

tactics in this period and the sacrificial propaganda aspect of the prison pro-

tests (259–60). He explains that even though he was on the verge of dedicating 

“Station Island” to the hunger-strikers, and he felt deep sympathy for the fam-

ilies of two of the victims whom he knew fairly well, he could not support the 

escalations of violence of the IRA whose “self-image as liberators” was no 

longer effective for him (O’Driscoll 259). In the same breath Heaney criticizes 

the ignorance and perversity of Margaret Thatcher’s disavowal of the political 

in her declarations regarding the bombings and assassination attempts of the 

1980s on both sides of the civil war; and, he takes several jabs at the loyalist 

abuses of the RUC echoing those already heard in “Summer 1969” 

(O’Driscoll 259–60). Commenting on an uncomfortable encounter where a 

Sinn Féin spokesman urged him to speak on behalf of the “dirty protest” pris-

oners and to pull rank with his own people, Heaney explains that he was un-

willing to be “commanded” into political consciousness and muses that: “I 

was highly aware of the propaganda aspect of the hunger strikes and cautious 

about being enlisted. There was realpolitik at work, but at the same time, you 

knew you were witnessing something of a sacred drama”(O’Driscoll 259).24 

Although there is only one overt reference to a hunger striker in the volume, 

in part IX of “Station Island” – an encounter with Francis Hughes of Bellaghy, 

a family acquaintance of the Heaneys – they loom as potent presences 

                                                      
24 Heaney’s attitude towards this particular political predicament can be gleaned under the man-

tle of Sweeney in the “The First Flight” where the cursed Irish king characterises it as: “It was 

more sleepwalk/then spasm/yet that was a time when the times/were also in spasm -//the ties 

and the knots running through us split open/down the lines of the grain” (102). This political 

spasm, where neighbour turned against neighbour - a frequent theme in Heaney’s work – cul-

minated in the critics’ accusation of Heaney aestheticizing suffering and the conflict in the 

Northern Irish reviews of North. Sweeney responds to them, in “The First Flight” with a re-

newed penchant for the truth found in aesthetic freedom: “I was mired in attachment/until they 

began to pronounce me/feeder off battlefields//so I mastered new rungs of the air/to survey out 

of reach/their bonfires on hills/their hosting//and fasting.” (103). 
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throughout the volume. Michael Parker astutely notes that allusions to the hun-

ger-strikers and the internees abound in the volume via martial images, tropes 

of imprisonment and betrayal, references to compounds and policing that oc-

cur in a number of poems (Parker 180). These include two “Sweeney Redivi-

vus” lyrics, “The First Flight” and “The Old Icons” (which will be analysed 

in the following sections). As we have seen in the ekphrasis of the Goya paint-

ings, Heaney’s discussions of the Troubles generally tend to the allusive, ra-

ther than journalistic, in the more general sense – proposing creative confron-

tations, plurivocality and changing optics to reach beyond the “tight gag of 

place”.  

The poems in Station Island also espouse a different trajectory between the 

personal and political than the ones explored in North and Wintering Out. 

Whereas in North the poetic technique started from the sketching of seemingly 

unrelated cultural universes, worked its way through comparison and personal 

memory, while in the end arriving at an additive ethical moment that braided 

the personal and the political within a strong weave of cultural memory, the 

trajectory is slightly different in Station Island and Field Work. Rather, the 

poems of these middle collections start from the personal – either a personal 

memory or an acquaintance as in the elegies of Field Work, or the childhood 

memories of tinkers, maiden aunts, adult readings and sexual passion, as well 

as the youth pilgrimages to Lough Derg in “Station Island”. These personal 

nuggets are then augmented by pluri-vocal and multifaceted cultural or polit-

ical comparisons, often arriving at personally and culturally significant de-

nouements. In other words, the poems of Station Island and Field Work make 

peace with the idea of very personal involvement in the politically turbulent 

times, and are more easily able to describe agency and intimacy.  

On account of this change in tone, the value of visuality in these volumes 

is also changing – it is not necessarily an external trigger for comparison, but 

it gains a meditative edge that makes the comparisons more exploratory and 

open-ended than before. As I have mentioned in the first part of the chapter, 

Helen Vendler also traces a shift from more generalized alterities (either soci-

ological or drawn from uncomfortable encounters – such as in “Singing 

School”) in Wintering Out and North to alter egos which seem to dominate 

Station Island and Field Work (Vendler, Seamus Heaney 78). Vendler also 

observes a movement towards allegory that is then fully explored in Heaney’s 

next volume The Haw Lantern (Seamus Heaney 100). Allegory can be briefly 

observed in some parts of “Sweeney Redivivus”, and especially in “The Old 

Icons”. 

Asked about the confessional value of some of the poems in Station Island, 

Heaney defines them as being first and foremost re-appraisals of conscience: 

“I think [the book] was more like an examination of conscience than a confes-

sion. A kind of inner courtroom, as dramatic as it was confessional. It was 

written, sure enough, to release an inner pressure. But it was also set up so that 

different voices could speak and different weights lifted.” (O’Driscoll 234). 
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Corcoran also notices the various registers and voices speaking in the volume: 

lyric exercises in the individual lyrics of the first section, narrative in the dia-

logues of the “Station Island” cycle, and dramatic in the Sweeney poems(The 

Poetry of Seamus Heaney 111). While the first part contains personal memo-

ries and more or less abstract poems disposed like an exploratory meditative 

rosary recounting significant memories, ethical dilemmas and filtering cul-

tural echoes in preparation for the descent into the underground in the encoun-

ters with poets, neighbours and victims of the Troubles in second part, “Sta-

tion Island”, the third cycle, “Sweeney Redivivus” has a purgatorial and aspi-

rational character that carries over: 

 I always had a hope that I’d get as free as Sweeney, and that I could inhabit his 

voice or have his voice inhabit me. Sweeney’s flight had a similar purgatorial 

element, but in the end it carried him to where he could tell his story freely and 

thoroughly. When I started “Station Island”, I was after that freedom and thor-

oughness. (O’Driscoll 236) 

Indeed, the “Sweeney” poems have a curious freshness of perspective that has 

stumped and fascinated his major critics. Corcoran points out that it was not 

universally liked on account of its obscure association and too close identifi-

cation between the Heaney/Sweeney figures (“Modern Irish Poetry and The 

Visual Arts: Yeats to Heaney” 108–09). As mentioned above, Heaney speak-

ing with the voice of the apostate king-turned-bird Sweeney returns to older 

themes with renewed clarity and spite. Helen Vendler similarly considers that 

only after the “long sustained [narrative] work of “Station Island” (Seamus 

Heaney 99), Heaney could have adopted his most “successful alter ego” 

(Seamus Heaney 92), Sweeney, whose abstraction from personal testimony 

clears the way for his subsequent allegorical work. This clarity, however, 

would have been impossible without the memorial re-examination that occurs 

in the dialogues with the dead of “Station Island”. It leads to what Vendler 

calls Heaney’s tendency towards “second thoughts”, or the retrospective reas-

sessment of his previous themes in fiercely self-critical de-mystifying poems 

of “Sweeney Redivivus”, “In Beech”, “The First Kingdom” etc.  

The retrospective reassessment of previous themes that leads to the change 

in directionality of Heaney’s poems is, in places, driven by a changing optics 

that is expressed also in a number of poems that skirt the line between pictorial 

and iconic where “looking”, “perspective”, “vision” (both in the abstract and 

in the proper sense) are often keystone actions. A pictorial point of view is 

often implicit in visual rapports such as the frequent object contemplation tied 

to personal and cultural memory in the volume. With the exception of Helen 

Vendler who briefly reads a number of “Sweeney Redivivus” poems as aes-

thetic meditations driven by visual contemplation (Seamus Heaney 99–101), 

very few critics comment on the intense visual rapports that play out in Station 

Island. This is curious since pictorial vocabularies and occasionally ekphrastic 
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allusions seem to be a central concern, not just in “Sweeney Redivivus”, but 

in the first part of the collection as well. Part of this meditative practice, visu-

ality and a non-religious form of contemplation in conjunction to a Hea-

neysque topographic imaginary play a significant role in Heaney’s short lyrics 

“Sheelagh Na Gig”, “Remembering Malibu”, “Sandstone Keepsake”, “A Bat 

on the Road”, “Away from it All”, “Making Strange” or the “Shelf Life” se-

quence. A more conventional ekphrastic reference in “Remembering Malibu” 

mentions Mondriaan’s early work in a comparison between the unfamiliarity 

of the Pacific Ocean and the familiar Atlantic. “Sheelagh Na Gig” also de-

scribes an artwork, this time the cornerstone of a Gaelic church that becomes 

animate and advises the speaker of the poem to exercise his powers of obser-

vation more closely in order to understand the figures surrounding it. “Stone 

from Delphi” is a notional ekphrastic poem where an oracular voice stems 

from an artefact. “The Birthplace” describes Thomas Hardy’s desk and house 

in registers usually reserved for artistic or devotional objects. Additionally, 

“King of the Ditchbacks”, the “Shelf Life” cycle and “Making Strange” all 

describe moments of altered vision based around ethical quandaries and rec-

ollections. 

Moreover, in the “Station Island” cycle, several objects and memorial land-

scapes trigger confessional encounters. Thomas Hardy’s house, a toy grotto 

and a cup trigger experiences of transfigurations and poetic trespass on hal-

lowed ground – all are based around personal memories – one evoking a dead 

aunt and the other the youthful trips to Patrick’s Purgatory or Lough Derg, but 

set into skilled dialogue with cultural memory intertext such as Dante’s trip 

through the Inferno and Shakespeare’s Hamlet and a Rolling Stones song.  

While these examples are not full-blown ekphrases, they do showcase a 

penchant for visuality and the way that Heaney follows Michael McLaverty’s 

Stevensian injunction in “Fosterage” that persisting in “description [as] reve-

lation” is an essential element to poetic practice. Markedly, in Station Island 

as opposed to North the curiosity about objects is not necessarily about their 

ability to provide stable images for the Troubles, but lies in the capacity of the 

visual to destabilize, to be broken apart, to be made significant for both cul-

tural and personal purposes. These visual rapports, however directly impact 

the ekphrastic mood of the two “Sweeney Redivivus” poems that I analyse 

below.  

“Working as the only thing that worked”: Ekphrasis, Theme and Process in 

“An Artist” 

 

The ekphrastic sections of “Sweeney Redivivus” are slightly different in tone 

from “Summer 1969” and “The Seed-Cutters” in North – they are more intent 

on highlighting the materiality of visual depictions, and the process of artistic 
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production. This might be owing to moving away from the strategy in North 

from political to personal, and adopting an opposite direction, from personal 

opening towards the political. While “Summer 1969” was an attempt to un-

derstand the constellation of historical time in Goya’s The Third of May with 

the Divis Flats riots, and contrast it with the eternal return of violence in the 

Black Paintings, “An Artist” operates neither with timelessness, nor with rev-

olutionary time, but with an internal open-ended and personal temporality of 

an artist’s evolution. “An Artist” describes the process of artistic creation self-

reflexively by scrutinizing medium, technique and theme, while “The Old 

Icons” specifies different techniques of painting in the images evoked. “The 

Old Icons” uses the features of each technique and medium to progressively 

add more facets to the foundational images of Irish Catholicism with each vis-

ual representation mentioned.  

The ekphrastic segments are also not necessarily overt comparisons be-

tween the situations described and the Troubles – there is a subversive char-

acter to them, as they start from personal and move towards public dimensions 

of artistic representation. In “An Artist”, the ekphrasis hides an implicit com-

parison to the situation in Northern Ireland – the comparison is filtered through 

what Corcoran calls the “objective correlative” of the Sweeney mask assumed 

in the cycle (“Modern Irish Poetry and The Visual Arts: Yeats to Heaney” 

108). Heaney is searching for a strategy to deal with the times and protect 

himself from the pull external influence in order to arrive at a personal under-

standing of his role under this phase of the Troubles. Engagement with the 

times is a bit more explicit in “The Old Icons” where old nationalist/Catholic 

images are presented as “persistent if outworn” (Heaney, North 5), but clearly 

not outgrown in present times. The domestic attachments expressed by the 

Sweenified Heaney are symptoms of being “dragged into, and put upon” by 

the Troubles(Heaney qtd in O’Driscoll 235). This kind of conflict is in keeping 

with the more general structure of feeling in Station Island expressed in the 

striving to be “adept, and be dialect” (Station Island 35) – the above-men-

tioned search for a level of internal self-mastery that is both locally attuned to 

political reality, and able to sustain a rich and responsible poetic idiolect. The 

inward to outward movement in Station Island is then a strategy opposite to 

the “bole and bark” exposure of North, where external events impinge upon 

consciousness, rather than the other way around.  

 “An Artist” the starts out as a declaration of a positive persistence – a cre-

ative anger and determination that feeds the self-discipline of creative minds. 

This can be lumped under the rubric of taking flight and the reign of “free 

creative imagination” in the Sweeney poems: 

I love the thought of his anger. 

His obstinacy against the rock, his coercion 

of the substance from green apples. (Station Island 116) 
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The delineation of Cézanne’s courage echoes (perhaps unconsciously), the 

image of Goya’s creative process in “Summer 1969” who “painted with his 

fists and elbows” (Heaney, North 65). This is the kind of sacrificial identifi-

cation with artistic intensity that Michael Parker views “the relish of force and 

vigour” (207). Unlike Goya, however, Cézanne’s search as evoked by the 

Sweenified Heaney is more internal and maybe more lyrical. It is an obstinacy 

directed against the world, instead of an exposure to the historical torrent. It is 

also more turned towards ontological processes of visual memory as Heaney 

understands Cézanne’s repeated attempts at sketching still lives as a “coercion 

of … substance”, rather than a confrontation with the times. The resistance of 

the rock to be painted as depicted in the poem articulates with the various 

poems about stones, solidity and substance in part 1 of SI. Persistence and 

artistic rigour are also doubled by a kind of stubborn mimeticism and trans-

figuration necessary for the creation of images that capture the essence of 

things – Cézanne’s virtuosity allows him to inhabit an animal pelt in order to 

understand, in this instance, the substance of another, perhaps less self-con-

scious being: 

The way he was a dog barking 

At the image of himself barking; 

And his hatred of his own embrace 

of working as the only thing that worked – 

the vulgarity of expecting ever 

gratitude or admiration, which 

would mean a stealing from him. (Station Island 116) 

He is transformed into a dog who barks at the representation of the artist as a 

dog. Michael Parker reads Heaney’s understanding of Cézanne as a “celebra-

tion of the bond between abstract and concrete” whose obstinacy is “braced 

by a determination to face and outface self, to see and reach beyond limits” 

(Parker 207). The determination to face and outface the self can be noted 

throughout SI, especially in the poems opening the collection.  Helen Vendler 

also observes that Cézanne is the exemplary figure in “Sweeney Redivivus”: 

“the mentor figure of ‘Sweeney Redivivus’ is Cézanne (‘An Artist’), whose 

spare art – with its modernist resistance to both the luxurious chiaroscuro of 

Renaissance painting and the opulent trompe l’oeil of conventional still-life – 

stands, in Heaney’s eyes, as an ideal” (Seamus Heaney 101). Within the 

poem’s ekphrastic unfolding, Cézanne emerges as a personal example of ar-

tistic persistence, dedication and of moral fortitude, the qualities that Heaney 

searches for throughout the volume. In this sense, despite the general readiness 

to let go of exemplars, Cézanne is an actual exemplar whose inspiring quality 

is precisely his “striking out” on his own, letting go other exemplars. Parker 

also notes that Cézanne’s appeal lies in his evolution and freewill: “another 

Group man who finally chose to go solo” (207). 
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In the poem’s opening, the ekphrastic rapport is triggered by the recollec-

tion of creative passion viewed as anger. The first ekphrastic hook turns on 

the art historical remark that Cézanne repeatedly returned to his themes with 

a stubborn perfectionism. “His obstinacy against the rock” refers to a number 

of paintings executed between 1885 and 1906 where he painted one of his 

favourite landscape motifs, the view of Montagne Sainte Victoire visible from 

his home in Aix-en-Provence under several different angles and seasons. “The 

rock” is the protruding top of the mountain present in all of the Mont Sainte 

Victoire paintings. The condensed ekphrastic reference is oriented towards the 

process of creating art, rather than a slow analysis of a work in particular. It 

refers to a series of paintings, not one specific work. This trait of ekphrasis 

presenting a sequence or a series is also noted by Elizabeth Bergmann 

Loizeaux, but not developed at length (Bergmann Loizeaux, Twentieth-

Century Poetry and the Visual Arts 20). By noting a theme or series, the poem 

opens up towards a larger swathe of art historical visual memory and under-

lines the diverse configurations that can be labelled ekphrastic. As we shall 

see in chapter 3, Jensma’s ekphrastic hooks often evoke motifs that define 

painting series, rather than slow analyses of singular masterpieces.  

In keeping with my remarks above, it is significant to note that the poem 

starts from the personal level, from Heaney’s appreciation and then evolves 

into an art historical tone: “I love the thought of his anger” opens up the poem 

as an emotive private space first before moving into the art historical terrain 

where artistic technique exemplifies this creative angry force. At an even more 

personal level, Heaney confesses to O’Driscoll that Cézanne is one of the art-

ists he actively seeks in museums and that Mont Sainte Victoire holds personal 

significance: “‘I love the thought of his anger’, as I say in the poem. Sitting 

there sur le motif, his grumpy contrary old back turned on us as he faces the 

humpy countervailing mountain. The first time I went to London I came back 

with a Cézanne print of Mont Sainte-Victoire. The first art book, I bought for 

myself was about Cézanne.” (O’Driscoll 262). In Heaney’s formulation, we 

see Cézanne as a contrary old man, an analogue of Sweeney’s refusal and ex-

ile. The ekphrastically evoked Cézanne faces the mountain in his artistic 

search without opening the ekphrastic triangle towards the audience25, creating 

a feeling of obscurity and intimacy. 

The more abstract point that Heaney outlines in the poem is that Cézanne’s 

perfectionism required arduous repetition where each iteration attempts to 

move towards the substance of the object or view depicted.  The same effect 

of stubborn reiteration can be noted in Cézanne’s numerous still lives with 

apples, essential elements that recur across his oeuvre: “his coercion of the 

                                                      
25 As mentioned in the introduction, Loizeaux picks up and develops Mitchell’s idea of the 

ekphrastic triangle, a set of relationships obtaining between the poet writing the ekphrasis, work 

of art, or the artist addressed by ekphrasis, and the viewing/reading audience. 
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substance from green apples”(Heaney, Station Island 116). Heaney under-

stands Cézanne’s insistence on the task at hand as an ontological curiosity, a 

way to reach for the substantive subject as a strategy for artistic creation. This 

devotion to the creative anger is also akin to Sweeney’s intense lyrical por-

traits of his kingdom of Dal Arie – the same areas and lyrical pairings that 

Rachel Giese depicts in her pictures of Sweeney’s home places. Cézanne’s 

isolation and insistence on repetition is, however, not conditioned by banish-

ment – as is the case with the voice of Sweeney nostalgically reconstituting 

his love for the land. It is a function of his closeness to the subject.  

The second stanza starts with another art historical meditation. This refers 

to Cézanne’s self-reflexive intensity. Like in method acting, Heaney notes that 

Cézanne’s artistic process involves the experiential imagining of beings rep-

resented by adopting a sort of imitative regimen that parallels the self with the 

being, in this case a dog: “The way he was a dog barking/at the image of him-

self barking” (116). In the O’Driscoll interview mentioned above, Heaney 

mentions that he was reading Rilke’s letters about Cézanne and that some of 

the words in the poems are lifted from them (262). Following Heaney’s clue, 

the dog probably refers to Rilke’s own ekphrastic analysis of Cézanne’s Self-

Portrait with A Rose Background (1875): 

The object of the Self-portrait with rose background, is here intelligible in itself, 

and words so ill-adapted to render pictorial data, before the subject represented, 

with which their real terrain begins, would prove correspondingly suitable for 

describing what is there. It is a man who presents himself with his profile turned 

forward at forty-five degrees towards the right, engaged in the act of looking. 

His thick dark hair has fallen down unto his nape above his ears, so that the 

outline of his skull appears completely bare. It is drawn with extreme confi-

dence, hard and yet round, its prominent forehead a single piece, and its solidity 

is to be noted even where, merging into form and surface, it becomes only the 

outermost of a thousand features. The solid structure of this skull pushed for-

ward from within becomes even more pronounced in the corners of its eye sock-

ets; yet it drops from there as if every single feature were hanging from it, ren-

dering with incredible assurance and yet reducing it in the most primitive way 

the expression of wild astonishment into which children and country folk can 

lose themselves: only that the expressionless stupidity of his stooping has been 

replaced by the animal concentration which keeps a constant objective vigi-

lance in his eyes, unfazed by any blinking. How great and incorruptible was 

that objectivity of his gaze, is confirmed almost movingly by the circumstance 

that he reproduced himself without explaining his expression in any way or 

appearing superior, with the fidelity and objectively-interested involvement of 

a dog seeing itself in a mirror and thinking: “there's a dog there too.” (Rilke qtd 

in Fimiani 113–14) 

The first part of Rilke’s ekphrasis in the letter is relevant to the final stanza of 

the poem, where the forehead of Cézanne becomes and important signifier. 

Rilke’s description of the “prominent forehead, a single piece, and its solidity 
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to be noted … merging into form and surface … the outermost of a thousand 

features” merges with Heaney’s description in the O’Driscoll interview 

quoted above where Cézanne is imagined as a grumpy old man turned towards 

his “humpy” landscape, intent on his fortitude and discipline: 

The way his fortitude held and hardened 

because he did what he knew. 

His forehead like a hurled boule 

travelling unpainted space 

behind the apple and behind the mountain. (Heaney Station Island, 116) 

Meanwhile, the end of Rilke’s ekphrastic reading of Cézanne’s technique in 

the letter identifies Heaney’s more enigmatic formulation “he was a dog bark-

ing/at the image of himself barking”. Filtered through the admiring commen-

tary of the German poet, Heaney’s assessment refers to “an animal concentra-

tion” so intense it turns into an objectivity characterised by a complete lack of 

superiority, self-interest and self-consciousness. Heaney’s evocation of the 

Cézanne’s fortitude can be seen to parallel the letter at this point as well. For 

Rilke (and Heaney by extension), Cézanne’s self-portrait is egalitarian and 

realistic to a fault, bringing his objectification to an extreme: “with the fidelity 

and objectively-interested involvement of a dog seeing itself in a mirror and 

thinking: “there’s a there dog too”. Heaney’s formulation of the “dog bark-

ing…at the image of himself barking” implies a kind of objectivity and lack 

of self-consciousness phrased almost as an out-of-body experience – as the 

ability to see oneself from an angle, from the outside. This particular type of 

perspective can be connected to the vantage point of Sweeney, whose avian 

exile enables him to see his home, his people, and his own past behaviour from 

up above. Such an untethered voice as Cézanne’s stemming from discipline, 

repetition and concentration illustrates the meaning of Heaney’s declaration 

that while writing the Sweeney poems he felt “up an away”, writing “at full 

tilt, reckless and accurate and entirely Sweenified” (O’Driscoll 262).   

In Heaney’s reading of Cézanne, repetition is interpreted as a way of fur-

thering virtue -  a desire to assume one’s role in the painting, and explore other 

subjectivities such as those of dogs with the same intensity that the poem 

opens on; “the way he was a dog barking/at the image of himself barking” is 

a self-reflection at once of freedom, and of inhabitation of another subjectiv-

ity. Heaney’s fascination with Cézanne might have to do with the demystifi-

cation/revelation of the process of painting that can be noted in the French 

painter’s penchant for virtuous repetition; this, in turn, makes visible the var-

ious framing devices and small differences that hone the artist’s skill even 

further.  

Moreover, Heaney admires Cézanne’s persistence because it adds up to a 

species of monastic devotion to the art, where the body becomes immaterial 

for an instant: “And his hatred of his own embrace” – a kind of prohibition of 
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self-soothing happens here in the space between painting and obsession. This 

disallowing of personal comforts implies an open-ended creative process that 

recurs: “of working as the only thing that works” (116). It is only by continu-

ing the artistic travails that one can arrive to the kind of historical conscience-

clearing that Heaney desires in SI. This line implies that there are no easy 

answers to the question about the kind of art required under present times, but 

that it is only through continuous, un-self-interested poetic and visual art ex-

plorations that an aesthetic solution to the political conundrums might present 

itself.  

In the O’Driscoll interview, Heaney briefly explains his admiration for Cé-

zanne in the same terms as in the poem and with a conspiratorial wink to the 

dog symbol:  

What I love is the doggedness, the courage to face into the job, the generation 

of what Hopkins would have called “self-yeast” – but in a positive sense: the 

miller gristing his own mill. This may or may not be the Cézanne known to the 

art critics and historians, but he’s the one I’ve lived with, the one rewarded with 

those incontrovertible paintings, so steady in themselves they steady you and 

the world – and you in the world.” (262) 

What is compelling about Heaney’s formulation here is the portrait of the Cé-

zanne as a self-conscious personal interpretation of the art historical figure. In 

this interview, he clarifies the function of Cézanne in his poetic thinking. Even 

though this poem dramatizes a sort of flight of conscience and call to aesthetic 

autonomy, paradoxically the role of the “incontrovertible paintings” is to pro-

vide a kind of stable understanding of the self and the world (“steady you and 

the world”) and the position of the poet within the world. This steadying func-

tion is the assurance that adopting this attitude of doggedness and devotion to 

one’s work, a “courage to face into the job” will eventually provide the an-

swers needed.  

Even though Heaney’s poem is tinged with art historical judgements, these 

start from a reconstituted personal exemplar, the view of Cézanne outlined 

above. Heaney underscores both the fictionality of the interpretation and the 

sense in which the poem constructs itself as an ode to personal discipline and 

prolific artistic output. In delineating personal admiration, Heaney self-reflex-

ively explores his own poetic strategies and finds them wanting. 

The moment of Station Island, we have seen above, marked for Heaney a 

difficult crossroads where he continuously reconsiders the role of a poet and 

of poetry amidst the unfolding Troubles. No longer content to craft archaeo-

logical metaphors as emblems of adversity, Station Island became a way to 

actively confront the glut of historical circumstances and craft a strategy of 

poetic survival – a squaring off with the times. In this sense, “An Artist” offers 

no strict answers, but sketches out the strategy for survival in turbulent polit-

ical times – keeping poetic lines open and workable until answers present 
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themselves. Yet, as opposed to North where Heaney adopted more public per-

sonas and symbols, Station Island presents a series of lessons culled from the 

poet’s inner life and experience poised towards a series of public realities. In 

the same way, the poem starts with personal enjoyment and continues towards 

more art historical/biographical observations about Cézanne mediated doubly 

through an erudite thematic style of ekphrasis, and through Rilke’s letter about 

the transfixing power of Self Portrait With a Rose Background. The ekphrasis 

of “An Artist” involves a deepening of the self, rather than a public reflection 

on accurate comparisons. This deepening also has public implications, despite 

the inner focus. 

In this sense, Heaney admires Cézanne for his focus and his refusal of ex-

ternal validation or admiration. While beset by public realities and currents, 

Cézanne kept his own path considering the admiration of others “vulgar” and 

unwanted – “the vulgarity of expecting ever, gratitude or admiration” (116). 

Inspired doubly by Sweeney and Cézanne, in the “Sweeney Redivivus” cycle 

Heaney’s need for external validation is momentarily suppressed allowing for 

a momentary deepening of his lyrical project. As Vendler astutely notes, 

“Through Cézanne, Heaney warns himself away, not only through aesthetic 

lapses but also from the moral lapse of attention to the opinion of others. Cé-

zanne licenses the justified anger of the artist against whatever would corrupt 

art” (Seamus Heaney 101). As opposed to the public history roles assumed by 

Heaney’s Goya and Lorca, Cézanne is a more self-sufficient, monastic figure 

whose appeal for Heaney/Sweeney comes from his fruitful and ceaseless mi-

metic struggle with the self in the service of artistic creation, rather than a 

generalized, rather aimless public struggle with history. Paradoxically, it is 

partly through this recourse to the cultural memory of Cézanne’s style in con-

junction with the Sweeney mask, that Heaney can later deliver daring indict-

ments to his critics, re-appraise his previous pastoral poems and attain a bird’s 

eye view of the political quagmire of Northern Ireland. 

Heaney aspires to the kind of discipline and fortitude that Cézanne applied 

to his art – where work built on the knowledge of the process attained in the 

insistent themes returning to be perfected little by little throughout his life: 

“the way his fortitude held and hardened/because he did what he knew” (116). 

“An Artist” is then a self-reflexive invitation for Heaney/Sweeney to hone his 

art in Troubled times and continuously perfect his poetic craft in expectation 

for a breakthrough. The poem here echoes the final section of “Sweeney Red-

ivivus”, “On the Road” which invites the author to a similar repeated action 

via a metaphor mixing prehistoric cave art and a meditation that Heaney traces 

to the Chinese I-Ching (book of changes is a literal translation of I-Ching) 

(Alcobia-Murphy 213). In the poem, bird-Sweeney escapes into the deepest 

chamber of a cave and contemplates a picture of a deer:  

There a drinking deer 

is cut into rock …. 
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the incised outline  

curves to a strained 

expectant muzzle 

and a nostril flared 

 

at a dried up source. 

For my book of changes  

I would meditate 

that stone-faced vigil 

 

until the long dumbfounded 

spirit broke cover 

to raise a dust 

in the font of exhaustion. (Heaney Station Island 121) 

Similarly, the Sweenified lyrical I is tireless in its concentration, a religious 

fervour without the adherence to the Catholic religion proposed by Ronan’s 

psalter. The vision is consciously assumed as Eastern/Buddhist in its religious 

phrasing, thus confounding Sweeney’s acceptance of Catholicism suggested 

by the legend. “An Artist” performs the same type of “stone-faced vigil” mod-

elled on Cézanne’s own process of “working as the only thing that worked”. 

In a bid for understanding the Sweeney poems and co-terminous, the final 

scene in the cycle also entails a flight and the long-winded effort of working 

through in the form of prayer or medtation until some partial transcendence is 

attained: “the long dumbfounded spirit broke cover”. This transcendence, as 

always in Heaney, is modest and temporary, but it does imply a kind of “full 

tilt” where conscience and historical presence meet in the presence of visual 

art represented by the deer drinking as an aide de mémoire.  Again the memory 

implied by this closing poem of “Sweeney Redivivus” is of an ontological 

bent, and it is concerned with the materiality of art and the kind of imaginary 

it can conjure in the poetic universe. As an aside, this short example of prayer 

directed towards a visual emblem also underscores a point that will be devel-

oped further in this chapter and in chapter two, namely the connection between 

ekphrastic writing, visual memory and religion. 

To return to “An Artist”, the poem ends in medias res – as it started – show-

ing that the focus of the ekphrasis is in a sense the endless time frame involved 

in artistic work and re-work (“working as the only thing that worked”). He 

ironizes the forehead and top baldness that Cézanne includes in his self-por-

traits “his forehead like a hurled boule” (Heaney, Station Island 116). The 

prominent, heavy forehead moves in arc with the precision and grace of throw-

ing a boule in the sand. The act of throwing a boule also involves a moment 

of pensive concentration as the player sights the cochon, a metaphor which 

seamlessly connects the verse above and the previous two stanzas by virtue of 

this implication. 
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In this final scene, Heaney imagines the French painter at work, attempting 

to deliver on his obsessive subjects (“the apple” and “the mountain”). One 

does not see the painter’s face or intention, but merely the persistence of work 

– hidden behind his canvasses that are interpellated once more – his forehead 

moves from work to more work “travelling unpainted space”. The unpainted 

space enforces the need and mood of an open-ended artistic process necessary 

for the kind of poetic work Heaney wishes for himself in this particular in-

stance.  The “unpainted space” also underscores the idea of the coming mate-

rial shape of the work of art and of its endless material proliferation in Cé-

zanne’s search for perfection.  

As we have seen above, Heaney is echoing Rilke’s own iconic ekphrastic 

description of Self Portrait with a Rose Background – the forehead of the old 

Cézanne is a commonplace. It becomes a lieu de memoire referring to another 

related interpretation of the French artist’s work. The poem ends on a note of 

potentiality, discipline, fortitude and moral attachment to one’s art, away from 

the madding crowd of voices that explicitly asked Heaney to become a “war 

poet” that we have explored in North. In this sense, “An Artist” offers pre-

cisely the kind of desired aesthetic freedom that Heaney envied Sweeney for 

– even if this is a momentary state of balance and focus. 

To conclude, on a slightly methodological note, ekphrasis in this poem is 

thematic and art historical, more intent on techniques of representation that 

Heaney ascribes to Cézanne, than directly commenting on certain works of art 

– although specific works of art are mentioned and interpellated more or less 

indirectly. The poem focuses on poetic and visual art as being in process, it is 

a future-oriented style of ekphrasis, cognizant of Cézanne’s themes and med-

itating on the attitudes and philosophie behind his excellent visual work. This 

kind of discussion of the ontology of visual representation in the style of a 

certain artist, I believe, should be included in accounts of ekphrasis, when 

viewed from an intermedial vantage point. This poem is clearly travelling the 

“painted” space between the image and the process of representation, and thus 

evoking other media ekphrastically – however, its thematic angling would 

only qualify it as tangentially ekphrastic, or not at all were one to employ a 

restricted Heffernanian definition of the verbal-visual relation entailed by ek-

phrasis. The process-view of ekphrasis deepens the connection between ek-

phrasis as aesthetic commentary and the inter-relatedness of the arts that 

seems to offer an answer to Heaney’s burning questions about his role in the 

current political climate. Nevertheless, this momentary promise of aesthetic 

autonomy and isolated, focused work is not a completely satisfying answer to 

Heaney and Sweeney’s twinned dilemmas. 
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“A Register of Dear-Bought Treacheries”: Compelling Traumatic Images of 

Catholic Persecution in The Old Icons 

 

The disciplined search (followed by the promise of aesthetic autonomy) ex-

pressed in “An Artist” is weighed down by the following poem in the diptych, 

“The Old Icons”. In “The Old Icons”, the Heaney/Sweeney figure describes 

three inescapable images that represent the pull of Catholic nationalist iden-

tity. Parker also reads the poem in a similar tone: “In contrast to the openness 

of Cézanne’s visions, he presents what he sees now as the confining iconogra-

phy o Republicanism and Catholicism” (207). These snapshots are an etching 

of an imprisoned patriot, an oleograph representing religious persecution dur-

ing the Penal Laws and an image of betrayal of unspecified visual medium. 

They, in turn, showcase a kind of fossilized, but still immediate visual memory 

recurring in contemporary Catholic images of martyrdom. Like a punctum, 

the images rupture the fabric of monk-like isolation that the Cézanne poem 

had built up, but also reinsert a more conventional historical consciousness 

within the Sweeney mask. The images are presented as icons, an allusion to 

their potent symbolic power, on the one hand, and their adherence to a kind of 

toxic tradition of victimisation that has animated the identitarian narrative of 

Catholics in Northern Ireland across the centuries, on the other hand. Narra-

tives of Catholic and Protestant victimization and martyrdom intensified dur-

ing the Troubles and were widely used in the representations of the hunger-

strikers on murals in Belfast and Derry, as well as trotted out at rallies and 

marches (Vannais 133; Rolston 7–8). Throughout his career, Heaney has crit-

icized narratives of propaganda hinging on victimisation and a visceral instead 

of an intellectual response to the tensions between the Protestants and the 

Catholics in Northern Ireland. 

Moreover, Heaney’s disapproving position towards certain tenets of con-

temporary Catholicism can also be glimpsed in the following poem of the se-

quence, “In Illo Tempore”, a poem about loss of faith and the “herding of 

myopic angers” (Parker 208; Corcoran, The Poetry of Seamus Heaney 132). 

In “The Old Icons” the “pull the of domestic attachment” to Catholicism and 

the nationalist cause occurs in three recognizable visual motifs: the wrongly 

imprisoned patriot, the marginalized priest and the betrayal of a common 

cause. The images themselves are rather unspecific/universalizing suggesting 

a primacy of the symbolic over the aesthetic qualities of the images. My initial 

impression was that the poem employs a sort of notional ekphrasis on account 

of their illegibility and their iconic status which might erase historical speci-

ficity. The suggestion of notional ekphrasis is also significant here since it 

makes the artifacts open-ended, and hence the visual memory is also affected 

by the longue durée of intense circulation of Catholic emblems. Despite their 

generalizing feel, at least two of the images are existing visual memory arte-
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facts and identifiable works with significant circulation in Irish popular cul-

ture. It turns out, however, that these images are also part of Heaney’s personal 

iconic repertoire of Irish Catholic culture. The suggestion of notional ekphra-

sis tends to pertain more to the style of description that the poem proposes, 

despite the identifiable images. Vendler also notes that the images are 

shrouded in a sort of anonymity that might indicate familiarity, rather than 

strangeness: “but the poet leaves them anonymous, perhaps letting his Irish 

audience’s presumed familiarity with them obviate any need for naming. For 

other readers, the anonymity of the poems makes the poem a wholly inward 

one, in which the poet’s abbreviated description denotes his long acquaintance 

with these ‘The Old Icons of his youth’” (The Ocean, The Bird, and the 

Scholar 350). 

The poem opens with a rhetorical question: “Why, when it was all over, did 

I hold on to them?” (Heaney Station Island 117).  Picking up from the Cézanne 

piece which ends on an uplifting note, singing the praises of productive crea-

tive isolation, “The Old Icons” is the pull-back, a reinstatement of the umbil-

ical cord that connects the poet to society and history. “Them” refers to the 

icons in the title, while “all over” suggests a melancholic attachment to the 

past that these sacred images represent. Like clearing debris left over after 

moving house, these icons persist in the inventory of shared images of Catho-

lic resistance in Northern Ireland and in the rest of the British Isles. Even 

though, Heaney had reservations about the IRA’s image as revolutionary and 

liberating during the hunger-strikes, he does acknowledge and sympathize 

with the long history of persecution and disenfranchisement of the Catholics 

both in Ireland in particular, and in the British Isles more generally. Vendler 

also suggests that the icons are chosen for their continuity aspect:  

The poet cannot throw the old icons away because they are not outdated: eve-

rything has altered but nothing has changed. Heaney here forsakes group ano-

nymities not for archetypes, as in the case of the bog people, for avatars. Yes-

terday, Robert Emmet, today Bobby Sands; yesterday the huddled crowd at 

mass, today the huddled crowd at the civil rights march; yesterday “neat-cuffs” 

…today – who? (Seamus Heaney 104) 

In this sense, Heaney understands the current political stalemate as a problem 

of continuity – just as Goya’s Black Paintings were seen as the right avatars 

for contemporary sacrificial violence. Moreover, as mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, he views the hunger-strikes as a sacred drama where the victims are 

instrumentalized as zealots to the national cause. On account of the unsta-

ble/hard to identify referents of the images, this lack of rhetorical specificity 

creates an imagististic longue durée spanning various iterations of visual 

memory that mark the Catholic imagination in Ireland.  

The most visible detail by which the images could be identified has to do 

with the medium of the images. The first one is an etching possibly indicating 
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an eighteenth-century, or early twentieth-century provenance based on its 

common occurrence and uses.  The second one is an oleograph, a fairly cheap 

colorizing photographic technique characteristic of the first half of the twen-

tieth century. The medium of the final image is unspecified which suggests a 

more universalizing timeline – a connection between the old icons and the 

new. 

A patriot with folded arms in a shaft of light: 

the barred cell window and his sentenced face 

are the only bright spots in the little etching. (Station Island 117) 

The first image is an etching of a resigned “patriot” expecting execution in his 

prison cell26. The political guise of this “icon” stands in contradistinction with 

the isolation from external circumstances recommended in “An Artist. The 

image’s political import is suggested by the word “patriot”. Using “patriot” 

here involves a partisan voice and identifies the imprisonment and execution 

as tragic and unfair. Read in an Irish setting, it carries an implication of na-

tionalist (and thus mostly Catholic) cause of attaining an independence for 

Ireland (and Ulster). The mention of imprisonment could also be a nod to the 

hunger-strikers at Long Kesh (as also remarked by Parker)(180), marking a 

continuity between the past and present in the poem.  

The general lack of specificity of the poem leaves it open to interpretation. 

In historical perspective, mayhaps “patriot” suggests the name adopted by the 

end-of-the-eighteenth-century United Irishmen Association, an interfaith ini-

tiative by Catholics, Methodists and Presbyterians campaigning for republi-

canism and an independent Ireland. Inspired by the ideals of the French revo-

lution, they organized an unsuccessful rebellion against British rule in 179827. 

                                                      
26 The first icon echoes Heaney’s image of the imprisoned poet in “The Unacknowledged Leg-

islator’s Dream” in the second part of North – the poem, referring to Shelley’s famous dictum 

about poets, recounts a dream where a poet heroically tries and fails to break into the Bastille, 

cheered on by his fellow revolutionaries. Ultimately, the captured poet is told by the prison 

commander that it is an honour to capture a poet, and that actually being imprisoned will keep 

him safer than being a part of the rabble-rousing crowd. 
27 This image might be read as another transnational reference and point towards the large num-

ber of visual representations of the 18th-century French Revolution. Heaney has engaged with 

the French Revolution in a previous poem in North, “The Unacknowledged Legislator’s 

Dream”. The poem’s title is a reference to Percy Bysshe Shelley, a poet deeply influenced by 

the French Revolution himself. In the poem, printed in the more overtly political second section 

of North, the speaker identifies with a revolutionary figure breaking into the Bastille and being 

caught. In an ironic twist that can be read as a painful confession of impotence and isolation, 

the prison commander remarks that it is an honour to imprison a poet, and that being behind 

bars will ensure the poet’s safety away from the rabble-rousing crowd. One can therefore un-

derstand this first vignette of “The Old Icons” as a continuation of the dream poem in subject. 

Another connection to a kind of revolutionary consciousness occurring in the more politically 
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A majority of the Anglican Protestants in Ireland (loyalists) fought on the side 

of the British Crown, so the conflict can be said to be sectarian in character. 

The insurgents were also aided by a French intervention, but their actions were 

thwarted by high level spies that infiltrated the Leinster Provincial Committee, 

one of the main conspirating associations. These spies revealed the plans of 

the revolutionaries to British authorities at nearly every step, providing lists 

of names and proposed actions. The aftermath of 1798 led to the Act of Union 

(1800) legislating the Union of Ireland and Great Britain. The United Irishmen 

are thus the first modern revolutionary attempt at Irish independence. 

Etchings were widely popular media in the eighteenth century, so one could 

date the picture in this particular way. But even the mention of the image being 

an etching could technically destabilize a clear-cut reading of its temporal 

placement. After their invention and development in the eigteenth century, 

etchings rose in popularity anew as newspaper illustrations at the turn of the 

twentieth.28 They were a style widely used by pamphleteers, starting from the 

suffragette movement, to the anti-empire protesters and the new Methodist 

church factions etc. Since etchings were portable, cheap to print and decora-

tive, they were commonplace in the visual material culture of Catholics in 

Northern Ireland throughout the 20th-century. The size of the etching (small) 

also suggests a small domestic image animating political position and a kind 

of propagandistic consciousness of martyrdom in the home. Many of the mu-

rals in the nationalist parts of Belfast and Derry, resurrect old prints and news-

paper images reanimating a message of martyrdom. In addition, the hunger-

strikers were also memorialized on murals under this selfsame rhetoric of mar-

tyrdom and ultimate loyalty. Despite Heaney’s dislike for the IRA propaganda 

and martyr-worship, there is a lot of sympathy towards the victims of sectarian 

violence in his work from this period. At this particular point in time, during 

the Bobby Sands hunger-strikes, the image of the prisoner alone in its cell 

being convicted for his patriotic views was fairly popular. It would also be in 

line with the Heaney interview where he discusses “the sacred drama” that 

one felt he was witnessing during the hunger-strikes without being sympa-

thetic to the IRA propaganda. This image therefore bridges past and present 

seamlessly, but also somewhat disapprovingly, mistrusting the force of an im-

age in a propagandistic manner that stokes the fires of the Troubles.  

Heaney himself clarifies the provenance of the first image in his essay 

“Place, Pastness, Poems: A Tryptich” published in Salmagundi one year after 

Station Island; it was revised as “Sense of the Past” in Ulster Local Studies in 

the same year29(Heaney, “Place, Pastness, Poems: A Triptych”; Heaney, “A 

                                                      
engaged second part of North, may hark back to Goya’s Third of May and the poet’s admiration 

for Goya’s brave confrontations with “history charging”. 
28 See a succinct history of etching in Griffiths, Prints and Printmaking (56–70) 
29 Couldn’t find the original Ulster Local Studies essay but it is reprinted in History Ireland 

with illustrations 
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Sense of the Past”). The image is a representation of a leader of the United 

Irishmen. In the first version, he claims this image is a memorable icon of 

Theobald Wolfe Tone, the main leader of the United Irishmen printed in the 

Wolfe Tone Annual in the late 1940s. Tone fled to France and organized an 

unsuccessful naval invasion and committed suicide in an Irish prison (Hobbs 

41). Heaney describes the impact of images of Wolfe Tone with vocabulary 

similar to the one used in the poem: 

He was to come up again, this time as an illustration of in an old Wolfe Tone 

Annual that I came across sometime in the late forties; now he was dressed in 

an open shirt and dark breeches, his arms folded, staring into a shaft of light 

that struck into his prison cell from a high barred window. Again, this image of 

a noble nature stoically enduring had a deeply formative effect on my notion of 

the United Irishmen, the 1798 rebellion and the whole tradition of Irish separa-

tism. I do not mean that I closed my mind to other notions but it offered a dream 

against which all future learning took place. (Heaney, “Place, Pastness, Poems: 

A Triptych” 35) 

In the subsequent redacted version “A Sense of the Past”, the character in the 

etching proves to be misremembered. It appears that, in fact, the etching de-

picted another of the leaders of the United Irishmen, Robert Emmett (indeed 

printed in 1948 in the Wolfe Tone Annual, Dawn of Emmet’s Last Day on 

Earth) and reproduced in the History Ireland magazine shortened. 

Fig. 2 Dawn of Robert Emmet’s Last Day on Earth, Wolfe Tone Annual, 1948 

Image courtesy of “History in Ireland”, https://www.historyireland.com/20th-cen-

tury-contemporary-history/the-sense-of-the-past-by-seamus-heaney/ 

In this sense, one also sees the lack of specificity of images and the ways icons 

have particular power as universalizing images since they are misinterpreted 

based on their symbolic power, rather than textual identity. The appeal of the 

icons and their persistence is shown to colour Heaney’s images of Ireland’s 

history and the proposed narrative. The images in the poem are thus dream 

notions that shape subsequent learning. The fact that the image represents a 

defeat of the revolution resonates with Heaney’s previous poem in North, 
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“The Unacknowledged Legislator’s Dream” that also presents a French revo-

lutionary expecting execution or at least life imprisonment.  

It is significant that Heaney expresses sympathy with this patriot – in light 

of the continuity Vendler posits, this then extends to Bobby Sands and the 

hunger-strikers as single imprisoned individuals, rather than under a group 

image as martyrs for the cause. But the implications of martyrdom as the 

wrong rhetorical trope still exist and poison Sweeney’s attempt at leaving be-

hind the “pull of domestic attachment”: the poem’s opening suggests that 

these images are toxic, that holding on to them is not desirable. 

 Further in the essay quoted, Heaney remarks that the image of Wolfe Tone 

as a dignified noble patriot proved hard to shake when he encountered a his-

torical source that denied both Tone’s noble appearance and his pleasant ex-

hortatory tone of voice. This formulation echoes the melancholic opening of 

the poem, the fact that despite the flight of “An Artist” these potent images of 

Catholicism in Ireland cannot be jettisoned entirely. 

John Hobbs also remarks that Heaney’s admiration for the United Irishmen 

was both influenced by his childhood images of the rebellion, but also by the 

fact that they provided a less sectarian ideal than the Easter Rising of 1918, a 

more moderate political position:  

the Rebellion of 1798 had other attractions for the poet as a rural Northerner. 

The lofty political ideals of the French Revolution excited both Protestant and 

Catholic merchants and intellectuals throughout Ireland. Heaney saw it as a 

model of citizens cooperating across the sectarian divide. The 18th Century in 

Ireland was a period of progress and cultural achievement. For Heaney it had 

some of the appeal it had for Yeats with whom he shares a nostalgia for the 

traditional. […] Indeed, one reason the Rebellion engaged Heaney's imagina-

tion was the heavy involvement of countrymen, while the Rising was an urban 

event. Though most of the battles were fought in the south, the poet's northern 

territory was actively involved. The non-sectarian, rural, idealistic Rebellion 

was against the British rule that ended in the South in 1921, but still continues 

in the North. (Hobbs 38) 

The United Irishmen provided an image of desired independence less depend-

ent on partisanship, therefore this particular moment has the ability to constel-

late with the current political stalemate. The locatedness of the event is rele-

vant to Heaney’s exploration of conscience in relation to images of founda-

tional violence, but it also speaks to the site-specificity of Sweeney’s flight 

that tacitly limits the scope of this poetic cycle. 

Identifying the image as an etching implies a stylistic judgment. Etchings 

employ a particular style of shading where there is a strong interplay between 

black lines, negative white space and shading. In etchings the image’s focus 

is always in the spaces where white is predominant, since it allows the eye to 

observe the outlines of the image and gradually read the various shades of gray 

and black in the image. Heaney makes particular use of the light in the etching 
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to underscore the symbolic power of the image “the barred cell window and 

his sentenced face/are the only bright spots in the etching” (Heaney, Station 

Island 117). The power of this particular image lies in the delineation of hope-

lessness (the barred cell window), and a kind of ennobling suffering that 

shapes Catholic allegiance in this particular situation. It is this rhetorical force 

of the exterior that proves hard to jettison for the liberated Heaney/Sweeney 

of the previous poem. Vendler remarks that Heaney’s use of light and colour 

is also very strategic in this poem:  

Heaney’s visual focus has never been sharper. In the second stanza, “light”, 

“window”, and “bright” put a shaft of illumination into each line, while in the 

third stanza, the two antithetical spots of red – the priest’s red vestments and 

the redcoats – point up to the ideological contrast as the menacing present tense 

of visual art keeps the soldiers toiling closer and the lookout perpetually com-

ing. (Seamus Heaney 104) 

Indeed, Heaney’s visual astuteness extends to a careful use of colour that also 

suggests a temporal progression, from black and white lithographs, to an 

equally iconic oleograph. 

The second image, an “an oleograph of snowy hills” presents an illegal 

mass held under the Penal Laws: 

An oleograph of snowy hills, the outlawed 

priest’s red vestments, with the redcoats toiling closer 

and the lookout coming like a fox across the gaps. (Station Island 117) 

The Penal Laws were legislation passed by the British Crown between 1695 

and 1728 (modelled after the persecution of Protestants in France) meant to 

forbid Catholic worship and voting rights. They legislated the exclusion of 

Catholics from education, landowning and inheritance, as well as their right 

to public gatherings (O’Donnelly 121). Given that the first image is concerned 

with Catholic persecution of the leaders of the United Irishmen, it is not sur-

prising that Heaney selects another set of historical circumstances where being 

a Catholic was problematic in Ireland. The image mentioned here is a widely 

circulating postcard first printed in the 1930s entitled Mass in Ireland’s Penal 

Days. The image shows a congregation of people dressed in green and brown 

shivering at a cave’s entrance. It puts particular emphasis on female and chil-

dren depicted in the foreground huddled around the entrance to a cave where 

a priest in red and white vestments is officiating mass using a stone as a make-

shift altar. It is set in winter, thus “snowy hills”. In the distance, on the left 

side of the postcard one sees soldiers in red uniforms marching forward, and, 

in the middle left part, two men on the lookout appear to be running to alert 

the congregation of the impending arrival of the soldiers. Following Vendler’s 

observations above, Heaney moves from the black and white etching and takes 

stock of the possibilities of the newer medium (the colorized oleograph) to 
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outline both the risks of being a religious outlaw marked by the priest’s vest-

ments, and the punitive element implied by the soldiers (the redcoats toiling 

closer) about to sight the vulnerable Catholic congregation practicing in 

breach of the Penal Laws. The characters keeping lookout are also re-colorized 

by Heaney’s fancy since they are associated with the rusty red pelt of foxes: 

“the lookout coming like a fox across the gaps”. The lookout is also associated 

here with the grace of a fox, and supposed efficiency. The danger and drama 

in this postcard is palpable, the sense of danger in practicing one’s own faith, 

the disparity between the women and children in the congregation, compared 

to the fire power of the army. In more ways than one, this simple propaganda 

image echoes Heaney’s reading of Goya’s Tres de Mayo – one notes the same 

desperate sense of resistance, unmatched to the fire power of the army. The 

same distribution of sympathy towards the mostly unarmed civilians (the look-

outs have rifles). Despite its constellational rousing characer, it is also equally 

easy to see how this kind of image becomes a simplified picture of the rela-

tions between Catholics and Protestants in contemporary Northern Ireland. 

The mismatch of forces makes it a particularly plaintive partisan moment 

which can turn from nostalgic to toxic under the Troubles.  

The postcard is a very recognizable image for the Catholics of Northern 

Ireland, it circulated cross border in the 1930s and 1940s. It was most likely 

printed in the Republic of Ireland. In an article about the visual archeology of 

the Penal Laws, Donnelly mentions that the origins of the initial drawing are 

not clear, but the caption on the postcard is a quote lifted from the Pope’s 

message at the First Eucharistic Congress in Dublin in 1932 (the first major 

Catholic congress after the formation of the Irish Free State): “Arouse their 

spirits so forgetful of the mass rock, they shall faithfully cherish devotion Eu-

charist as a standard of their faith, and as a defence against errors” 

(O’Donnelly 128–29). One can then suppose that the postcard was printed as 

a memento of the Pope’s visit, and in a Northern Irish context it came to sym-

bolize the continued victimization of Catholics in Ulster. In fact, Donnelly 

notes the postcard’s endurance and resurgence during The Troubles, roughly 

in the same time period Station Island: 

And so this image of the Penal Times in Ireland has become iconic, an emblem 

of a Catholic people who perceived themselves to have been deprived of all 

social justice but who still remained loyal to their religion to the point of death. 

And it is an icon that refuses to be decommissioned. In 1987 a new edition of 

the print was issued in Belfast, while the image has also been displayed on ban-

ners belonging to the Ancient Order of Hibernians (Jarman, 1999, p. 18). Most 

strikingly, however, the image is portrayed on a wall mural on Ardoyne Ave-

nue, Belfast, in the heart of this staunchly Republican enclave. (O’Donnelly 

130) 

Donnelly, like Heaney, underlines the symbolic value and the narrative power 

of such an image under the conditions of a sectarian conflict. He too, sees its 
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historical endurance as a sticky or iconic object – a part of material culture 

that shapes the memory of the Penal Laws in a note of tragedy that becomes 

particularly strong under the Troubles. 

In the same essay mentioned above, “Place, Pastness, Poems: A Triptych”, 

Heaney also outlines his personal experience of this iconic image of Catholic 

Ireland. He swoops on its visual impact and the kind of fairy tale narrative it 

engenders. The image of Mass Rock, as the postcard is known colloquially is 

mentioned right before the extract quoted above about the potency of Wolfe 

Tone’s representation. Both these images are presented under the label of 

“those images and objects which signify common loyalties and are recognized 

as emblems of a symbolic past which also claims to be the historical past. 

These guarantee our own way of feeling about ourselves as a group and as 

such have a potent influence upon our everyday attitudes.” (Heaney, “Place, 

Pastness, Poems: A Triptych” 35). Heaney seizes on the power of these images 

to claim authenticity, a historical past narrated with clear lines of good and 

evil, heroes and villains. He recognizes the importance of these images to the 

consolidation of a group identity and immediate attitudes towards political 

happenings. He goes on to outline the kind of irresistible narrative that this 

image held for him:   

I am thinking, for example, of a picture dear to the Irish Catholic heart in years 

gone by. This was an oleograph of the outlawed priest in red vestments, raising 

the host above a massrock in a secluded corner of the hills. The hills are covered 

in snow, the congregation huddles around in shawls and frieze coats under a 

frosty sky, a band of redcoats is coming into view over a distant crest and in 

between, a man is running wild over ditches to alert the congregation. Nothing 

I have learned or could ever learn about penal laws against Catholics in eight-

eenth century Ireland could altogether displace the emotional drama of that pic-

ture. The century will remain in some corner of the mind technicolour, panicky, 

humble and heroic. (Heaney, “Place, Pastness, Poems: A Triptych” 35) 

As we shall see in Walcott’s work, certain images are so rich and sticky that 

they stand for the representation of an entire century. Even if Heaney’s assess-

ment is here self-ironic rhetoric: “technicolour, panicky, humble and heroic”. 

Panicky and technicolour are in some sense ironic adjectives that do not ele-

vate this to a story of victimization, but a story of humble courage. As usual, 

Heaney is not a poet of grand narratives and heroic pomp. He sympathizes 

with the human quality of historical exploration, rather than aiming at roman-

ticized superhumans. 

Interestingly, Heaney describes the images in the essay in more or less the 

same terms as in the poem (as was the case with the patriot image) – they are 

part of a general repository of images of Catholics in Northern Ireland, but 

they are also part of the personal material culture that weaves an emotional 

interpretation of history, the poet’s memory objects. “The Old Icons” sug-

gests, however, from its opening lines that such simplified views of history, 
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even though powerful, need to be questioned and possibly abandoned for a 

productive confrontation with the times. For Heaney, then, understanding his-

tory in a traumatic key does not seem to be a productive idea. The ekphrasis 

of “The Old Icons” is sparse and selective, using medium to move back and 

forth in historical time, but underlining that the transfixing power of the im-

ages and their victimizing narrative need not be followed uncritically. Ekphra-

sis here, as we shall see in Walcott becomes an indirect tool of criticism of 

toxic ideologies related to Catholicism in Northern Ireland. This poem, there-

fore, serves as a clearing of the decks, a critique of tempting simplified con-

figurations of history that lead to excesses. 

Instead of opening constellational articulations, the images in “The Old 

Icons” cloud the mind more by offering compelling simplified narratives, ra-

ther than opening up lyric subjectivity to a more embattled and doubting rep-

resentation of history. In other places, ekphrasis aids with this opening up or 

offers a consoling screen or relay station for more responsible historical con-

sciousness, but here the ekphrasis is loaded and toxic – a minefield for the air-

borne Sweeney.  

Not only are the images toxic and nostalgic, but they provide a configura-

tion of historical thought as melancholia, precisely the opposite of Benjamin-

ian constellational model. As we have already seen this kind of melancholic 

exploration inevitably leads to creative paralysis, and is not an end that Hea-

ney desires in his poetic practice. The view espoused by “The Old Icons” sug-

gests a conception of melancholia in the Freudian sense, a trauma that is not 

confronted and thus becomes unproductive, and continuously re-enacted ad 

infinitum. Continuing along the lines of Freud’s distinction and adding Der-

rida’s emphasis on the open-endedness of mourning as a process, “An Artist” 

with its emphasis on process and discipline in artistic practice of “working as 

the only thing that work[s]” would take the shape of “working through”, the 

more productive counterpart of coping with trauma.“The Old Icons”, like “Ex-

posure” dramatizes the contents of a traumatic stalemate, a point especially 

apparent in the last image: 

And the old committee of sedition-mongers, 

so well turned out in their clasped brogues and waistcoats, 

the legend of their names an informer’s list 

 

prepared by neat-cuffs, third from left, at rear, 

more compelling than the rest of them,  

pivoting an action that was his rack 

 

and others’ ruin, the very rhythm of his name  

a register of dear-bought treacheries 

grown transparent now, and inestimable. (Station Island 117) 
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While in the first picture one sees the defeated revolutionary individual await-

ing their fate in a somewhat ennobled pose, the last picture showcases the 

hopelessness of a non-sectarian plot of liberation returning to the failed rebel-

lion of 1798. As Vendler expressed it earlier, for Heaney, everything has al-

tered and nothing has changed and “in the Northern Irish scene, there has al-

ways been a patriot, always a huddled Catholic minority, always a traitor. The 

poet cannot throw away the icons because they are not outdated”(Seamus 

Heaney 103–04). The image evoked here, like the frieze in “The Seed Cut-

ters”, presents a moment of calm before the storm, a group portrait taken be-

fore the unfurling of turbulent times. In many ways it parallels the Last Supper 

– “the old committee of sedition-mongers”, and one apostle, Thomas, who, by 

sundown will betray Jesus to the Romans “pivoting an action that was his 

rack/and others’ ruin”. The “sedition-mongers” are according to Vendler and 

Hobbs a group portrait of the United Irishmen before the 1798 rebellion(The 

Ocean, The Bird, and the Scholar 351; Hobbs 42). While Vendler names the 

spy as Leonard McNally, the lawyer of Tone and Emmet who was also affili-

ated with the Crown, Hobbs identifies the traitor more credibly as Thomas 

Reynolds, a silk merchant and the brother in law of Tone who consistently 

betrayed the Leinster Provincial Directory, where the main leaders of the re-

bellion organized most revolutionary action. I tend to side with Hobbs for two 

reasons. One is that Heaney marks the spy as “the very rhythm of his name a 

register of dear-bought treacheries” – the reference to doubting Thomas who 

had betrayed Jesus Christ, as well as the possibly unconscious Last Supper 

iconography. The second reason is that Hobbs traces the origin of the picture, 

as an existing engraving. In 1969, Heaney reviewed an illustrated history com-

memorating the patriots of 1789, The Year of Liberty by Thomas Packham 

(“Delirium of the Brave” review The Listener, Nov 27, 1969). Hobbs observes 

that on pages 45 and 46, Packham draws a detailed verbal portrait of the Lein-

ster Provincial directory. This description zooms in on Thomas Reynolds in 

particular, the third from the left in Heaney’s poem. (Hobbs 43). “The legend 

of their names, an informer’s list” echoes a contemporary colour etching of 

the United Irishmen circulating as a pamphlet after their defeat naming all of 

the conspirators in a prolonged legend disposed orderly in columns under the 

image itself. This is another way to evoke the medium, although it is subtler 

than actually naming the medium as in the two images above. 

The ekphrasis points out the idealized/heroic depiction of the Leinster Di-

rectory depicted in fancy clothes (that also suggest their distinction). The 

frame of the picture with the names is also mentioned ekphrastically – there 

also to recall the strategies of the informer who betrayed the entire committee. 

Like in the previous depictions, the frame and the material traits of visual cul-

ture seem important in this poem. They collectively create an effet de reél to 

complement the otherwise anonymizing images that in the end turn “transpar-

ent, inestimable”. The traitor is identified also by his clothes, exaggeratedly 

clean cuffs to contrast with his future dirty work. In a way, this painting also 
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showcases the potential of this moment to go right. The traitor is pondering 

his actions, as Heaney expresses it elsewhere in a poem meditating on another 

United Irishmen leader (Robert Emmet) – taking “a last turn in the/tang of 

possibility” in the poem “Linen Town” (Heaney, Wintering Out 28). For 

Vendler too, this final icon represents the very chain of causation identified 

by the verb pivoting: the patriot turns informer, this affects the rest of the pa-

triots whose political designs are defeated and eventually, his betrayal is re-

vealed, made transparent by history, and inestimable by time (Vendler, The 

Ocean, The Bird, and the Scholar 351).  

Finally, Vendler makes the connection between this poem and the Sweeney 

character. Though not directly evoked in this poem, it connects to an episode 

in Sweeney Astray where, before the fated battle of Moira, Sweeney (in human 

form) betrays an agreement ratified by his warriors which leads to their defeat, 

and subsequently to Sweeney’s curse (Vendler, The Ocean, The Bird, and the 

Scholar 351). There is no explanation in the poem for Sweeney’s betrayal 

other than his general tendency of not siding with groups and crowds (351). 

What might follow from this is also a sort of revelation of the dark side of not 

being a “Group man” (Parker 207), a kind of self-interest that might be too 

entangled to be eliminated from the earlier view of Cézanne as a self-sufficient 

artist. This diptych then could dramatize precisely what Vendler calls Hea-

ney’s “second thoughts” – a way of returning and re-examining earlier mo-

ments from different angles to cotton on to what is missing or disconsidered. 

The two poems, “An Artist” and “The Old Icons” both hold uneasy posi-

tions in regards to the kind of historical consciousness necessary to confront/to 

survive as a poet under the Troubles. In contradistinction to “Summer 1969” 

where a strategy of confronting history head-on is sketched (even if not fol-

lowed through in “Exposure”, the two poems in “Sweeney Redidivivus” offer 

more open-ended and personal thoughts on the role of art in conflict. “An Art-

ist” uses of extreme self-reflexivity, character description of an exemplar and 

an inward focus on technique to sketch a kind of clipped and earth-bound ar-

tistic sublime, while “The Old Icons” demystifies material culture and various 

homegrown images of Catholicism in Northern Ireland that are both compel-

ling and toxic. In both instances, ekphrasis acts as an exploratory tool – in an 

“An Artist” it is an exploration of aesthetic and historical conscience via the 

example of Cézanne, while in “The Old Icons” ekphrasis helps to delve into 

images into Catholic persecution that poison the poet’s conscience by trau-

matically recurring, while at the same time their transfixing power is ques-

tioned behind the “reckless and accurate” mask of Sweeney. While in “An 

Artist” visual memory is phrased as being future oriented, a loaded search for 

a poetic voice commensurate with the historical circumstances is expected to 

yield building on example, “The Old Icons” shows the power of the past to 

traumatically stunt the voice of Sweeney. The pull of the past seems inescap-

able, but the opening of the poem, “when it was all over” shows that the poem 

is spoken from an angle of limited transcendence, or from Sweeney in flight. 
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The images are kept because they present a compelling narrative, but they are 

explored in some sense as part of an exorcism. By description and by spelling 

out their compelling traumatic content, mayhaps it will be neutralized or 

“worked through” by proximity with the Cézanne poem that explores this 

more productive traumatic motion.  

Conclusions 

 

To conclude, in this chapter I have explored a number of answers spelled out 

by means of ekphrasis and art historical meditations that Heaney finds to the 

question of crafting an appropriate historical consciousness and conscience 

for his lyrical poetry under the Troubles in the volumes North and Station 

Island. I close-read individual poems and traced the formations that interpel-

late painters and art historical issues by means of ekphrasis. I have also inte-

grated my readings within the complex lyrical architecture of the two volumes. 

To this extent, I have argued that visuality and visual memory play a compre-

hensive role in how historical issues are discussed in both volumes. They take 

different forms based on the directionality that characterise the lyrical voices 

in-built in the volumes, one going from public history to personal engagement 

in North, and a reversed polarity occuring in Station Island. Ekphrasis and its 

framing concerns play an important role in how historical thinking is phrased 

in these two volumes, and the way in which media impinge and are woven 

within the literary text indicate that ekphrasis needs to be understood as both 

an intermedial process and a species of historical thinking.   

In the first half of the chapter, I have analysed the way in which historical 

responsibility is phrased in relation to paintings by Goya “Summer 1969”. 

This reading refines a previous one in my MA dissertation where I had used 

Michael Rothberg’s concept of multidirectional memory to explain the man-

ner in which the parallel between Spain and Ireland operates. In my current 

reading, I argue that multidirectionality does not have enough explanatory 

power into how historical thought is phrased in the poem. I focus instead on 

how historical consciousness and responsibility can be qualified in Heaney’s 

developing understanding using Walter Benjamin’s “constellation”, a concept 

whereby revolutionary moments in whose midst confrontation with historical 

forces is exemplary tend to articulate with one another across centuries and 

national borders under circumstances understood as dangerous. In Heaney’s 

case, a constellation appears between Goya’s painting The Shootings of the 

Third of May depicting an execution of civilians by Napoleonic armies and 

the violent moment at the beginning of the Troubles known as the Belfast riots 

in 1969. This parallel rouses the speaker into action and allows him to glimpse 

a way of phrasing responsible history in lyrical thought by taking the example 

of Goya and Lorca. Responsible history, however, is only available as an iso-

lated moment, a flash of hope, since other forms of historical narrative also 
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based around ekphrasis impinge on the revolutionary moment. Myths of ines-

capable foundational violence and an image of monstruous interruption of re-

productive futurity are articulated with recourse to two of Goya’s Black Paint-

ings, Duel with Cudgels and Saturn Devouring his Sons. These modes of nar-

rating history, I show, lead to paralysis in North. I trace the poem’s develop-

ment from public history, to a caricature of personal experience, and back to 

a more public confrontation with historical circumstances. Despite some of 

the ekphrastic examples which are not constellational, the moment of constel-

lation in “Summer 1969” is an unchararacteristically hopeful consideration of 

the possibility of writing history from a responsible position. In this section, 

ekphrasis captures the constellational tendency between Goya’s depiction of 

The Shootings and Heaney’s imagining of the RUC opening fire on civilians 

in Belfast, leading the way for responsible historical thought. Equally so, ek-

phrasis can explore less productive stances on historical thought, it can also 

reflect certain obsessions with timeless violence and a conflict that has been 

playing out for centuries, and will eventually lead to mutual destruction, also 

filtered through ekphrastic commentary on Goya’s canvases.  

Understanding ekphrasis intermedially, also entails, I have shown, a con-

ception of the term that can include framing devices such as pictorialism. 

Thus, I have noted extensively that ekphrastic thinking in “Summer 1969” 

does not only operate on a one-to-one level with certain paintings, but a num-

ber of the visual memory observations are phrased thematically and art-his-

torically interpellating the work, the moods and circumstances of Goya, more 

generally. Interpellating Goya ekphrastically is also tightly connected with the 

experience of seeing the paintings in the Prado Palace, therefore ekphrasis re-

flects a museum flanêrie:  the order in which the Goya paintings are invoked 

is intimately connected with the way they are exhibited in the Prado. This fol-

lows Heffernan’s observation that 20th-century ekphrasis is often filtered 

through museums, but also Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux’s addition that this 

also indicates an association between ekphrasis and historical thinking. In 

Heaney’s North, ekphrasis seems to toe the line between an approach to his-

tory in a desperate but confrontative mood “painting with … fists and elbows, 

floursh[ing]/the cape of his heart, as history charge[s]” – the constellative 

mood –, and understanding the present conflict in a binocular fashion, tele-

scoping foundational violence all the way to a Vikings’ holmgang and Goya’s 

mysterious Duel with Cudgels, eventually resulting into a complete reproduc-

tive standstill (as foretold by Saturn Devouring his Sons) and poetic paralysis 

(as dramatised in “Exposure”). Ekphrasis is thus a flexible exploratory tool in 

relation to phrasing historical (ir)responsibility. 

In the second part of the chapter, I focused on Heaney’s changing tactics 

with regards to thinking historically and the role of visual memory from North 

to Station Island. The gears shift slightly from an appraisal of public history 

using comparative archaeological explorations of the past, towards a sort of 

responsible self-anthropology that may eventually provide an answer to the 
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right note of historical consciousness and conscience for the present. I argued 

that the trajectory of lyric investigation changes from personal to political in 

Station Island, and outlined Heaney’s political views in the period as they are 

obliquely reflected in the collection. In the first close-reading, I focused on 

how Cézanne operates as an important example of curating historical thought 

within an open-ended aesthetic practice that will (hopefully) eventually yield 

the answers needed in “An Artist”. In this poem, ekphrasis is used to interpel-

late paintings by Cézanne thematically, and as part of Heaney’s reading of the 

French painter’s exemplary aesthetic precepts and philosophies. This is not a 

poem concerned with the contemplation of a singular art object, but a reflec-

tion on how Cézanne’s stubborn insistence on following and re-painting cer-

tain personal motifs and themes, such as a bowl of apples or the numerous 

views of Montagne Sainte Victoire in order to understand their essence even-

tually yields spectacular results. The thematic uniformity and insistence, hon-

esty towards oneself, and refusal of outside influence or appraisal responds to 

Heaney’s own insistence sur le motif in Station Island until “the spirit breaks 

cover” to find the right person-to-cultural note to respond to the Troubles in 

the 1980s. This thematic insistence and perfectionism is also manifested in his 

adoption of the mask of Sweeney in the final sequence of the volume, occur-

ring after his translation of the medieval Irish epic. 

In “An Artist” ekphrasis is not used to refer to a certain painting, but to a 

set of motifs which are part of an auteur’s oeuvre – in this way ekphrastic 

evocation comes to reflect on the process of producing visual art, and by ex-

tension, to the analogous project of crafting a poetic practice. In this poem, 

ekphrastic reflection responds to ontological curiosities about the role of 

memory in lyric and visual practice. This configuration of ekphrasis and the 

ontologies of memory is a rather underexplored topic within ekphrastic schol-

arship. Even though a pheonomenological approach to ekphrasis such as that 

of Anne Keefe has been helpful to map its foundational connection to artes 

poeticae, the connection between this mode of thinking and memorial practice 

is not made explicit. In this sense, an important thing to note is that, although 

on the surface, this poem appears to not deal with political realities of Northern 

Ireland, it is very clearly implicated in trying to produce an appropriate tone 

for lyric poetry under the circumstances of the hunger-strikes and the propa-

ganda of the IRA. Its stance of exploring aesthetic autonomy under the mask 

of Sweeney can be seen as creating a counter-discourse in response to some 

Heaney’s critics in the period, including a heckling Sinn Fein politician. 

In the following section of the chapter, I analyse the second poem in the 

“Sweeney Redivivus” diptych, namely “The Old Icons” – a lyric that is printed 

opposite “An Artist”. “The Old Icons” forms a counter-point to the moment 

of aesthetic autonomy taking place in the former. Also voiced from the per-

spective of Sweeney, this poem is dedicated to re-hashing loaded moments in 

the history of Catholic persecutions and re-assessing these icons as damaging 

and traumatic, but endlessly compelling images. Historical responsibility and 
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consciousness in this particular poem means exploring these images closely, 

but ultimately letting them go and recognizing their toxic character. A distinc-

tive feature of ekphrasis in this poem is that it uses different terms for painting 

techniques such as “etching” and “oleograph” to evoke their archival value 

within a narrative of cyclical history and foundational violence. I unpack the 

way in which these images are personal relics that have shaped Heaney’s al-

legiances in his youth, but I also analyse the way in which they operate in the 

embattled presence of internment without trial and the martyrdom of Bobby 

Sands. The status of the images as artifacts pertaining to Irish Catholic mate-

rial culture captures both their ubiquity as objects circulating in service of a 

particular view of identity phrased as victimization, and in their questionable, 

simplified representations of the sectarian conflict in Northern Ireland. One 

side observation that will be further supported by upcoming chapters is the 

connection between visual representations, ekphrastic description and reli-

gion: the three images are connected by their common narrative of Catholi-

cism in Ireland – in this sense, the long tradition between religion and visual 

representation is relevant here.  

My analysis focuses on the traumatic narrative woven around these images 

and their value as compelling icons that are hard to abandon for the speaker. I 

see the images as operating under Freud’s view of traumatic melancholia – 

namely a position where the traumatic events are not confronted, and instead 

resurface through endless repetition. In contrast, “An Artist” with its open-

ended temporalities of Cézanne’s perfectionism offers a strategy of working 

through – an active confrontation with a difficult past whose answers are not 

yet set, but forecast as eventually reaching an appropriate conclusion when the 

historical substance is “coerced” via lyrical practice. 
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Chapter 2 Dürer with Dreadlocks: Visual 

Memory as Problematic Inheritance in Derek 

Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound 

 In a sugar factory yard labourers gather 

to the smell of wet earth and newly greased 

 

machines in the breathing sunrise, as their 

ochre pot hounds forage, not at the Feast 

 

of Levi, but for scraps of garbage. None has  

the arched white grace of a whippet 

 

or wolfhound. The yard, in the widening sun, 

has a pool of molasses. Ochre dogs sip it.  

 

There are no Negroes in the pantheon 

of bleached albino marbles that were painted 

 

with the garish taste of an Asiatic sun,  

but in generous frescoes he grows acquainted  

 

with hounds and turbanned Moors at the edge of a feast. 

(Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 37) 

The couplets above illustrate a number of leitmotifs that mark Derek Walcott’s 

pointed explorations of European visual art in his 2001 book, Tiepolo’s 

Hound. A typical Caribbean scene at a sugar factory is unfavourably compared 

with a Renaissance masterpiece by Paolo Veronese, Feast in the House of Levi 

(1573). In contrast to the characters populating Feast in the House of Levi, the 

yard labourers are not the select circle of apostles jostling at the sides of Jesus. 

The labourers are nourished by a different kind of worship in a “postcolonial 

pastoral” setting where the wet earth and the newly greased machines gleam 

in the sunrise instead of the interior with colonnades and lavish food in Vero-

nese’s painting (Casteel, Second Arrivals: Landscape and Belonging in 

Contemporary Writing of the Americas)30. In lieu of the white dog that the 

speaker is searching for throughout the book, the dogs in this scene are dusty 

                                                      
30 From here onwards I will refer to Casteel’s book as Second Arrivals 
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“ochre pot hounds”. Instead of the delicious leftovers from the banquet that 

the animals will suppposedly feast on, the yard dogs “forage…but on scraps 

of garbage”. The ochre hounds drink from a pool of molasses instead of nuz-

zling “the forest of hose” or lapping wine pouring from the “gaping goblets of 

the guests” (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 8).  

At first blush, the comparison seems to indicate a postcolonial inferiority 

complex where the Renaissance painting is assumed to be superior because of 

its Old World pedigree whereas the New World setting of the poetic image is 

not considered a worthy interlocutor in the discussion of high art. However, 

in a characteristic gesture of Walcottian wit, the scene is set into productive 

(though subtle) dialogue with the 16th-century Italian masterpiece. The poetic 

scene, in fact, revisualises Feast in the House of Levi and translates it to a 

Caribbean locale. The yard labourers are like apostles in the factory with their 

appreciation of the wet dirt and the greasy machines they operate, the pot 

hounds eating leftover garbage stand in the guise of the various animals and 

marginal figures present on the sides of the banquet, while the shining pool of 

molasses takes the role of the plentiful wine and food. Walcott presents a 

moveable feast, inspired from local realities and connects it to what is under-

stood as profoundly European visual memory in the form of the Veronese 

painting. What is more, the pool of molasses, the sunrise and the greasy ma-

chines follow one of Walcott’s main objectives in this book and throughout 

his career, that of representing Caribbean reality in literature and visual art.  

This particular type of translocal translation and revisualization dominates 

Tiepolo’s Hound, both in the illustrations and in the many postcolonial ek-

phrases that populate the book (Neumann, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 447). 

The scene of comparison above and the couplets that follow it also embody 

a complementary concern of Tiepolo’s Hound, namely the scant or absent por-

trayals of races other than white Caucasian in works of art. These are then 

considered to be the exemplary foundations of art history. While Western art 

history is taught in colonial locales and becomes a part of the identity of pe-

ripheral subjects of empire, the realities of everyday life in the former colonies 

do not quite fit the assumptions in-built in these masterpieces. The ill-fit trig-

gers what Gayatri Spivak calls a “double-bind” situation – a literary “binary 

in which two subject positions can simultaneously oppose and yet construct 

one another” (Spivak qtd in Gairola). In Tiepolo’s Hound this double bind is 

simultaneously a performance of the inferiority complex presented in the 

scene above, and a critique of the insidious inherited values that come with a 

colonial education in visuality. In the context of a postcolonial consciousness, 

these values become highly problematic while also needing to be understood 

as leaving an indelible mark on the postcolonial visual imaginary. Walcott’s 

contrapuntal readings of this problematic but rich and inspiring visual inher-

itance is a major theme in Tiepolo’s Hound and will be analysed at length in 

the current chapter. 
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To gather the threads of my own digressive capsule analysis, in this chapter 

I will analyse the various ways in which Derek Walcott addresses the problem 

of visual inheritance in Tiepolo’s Hound. I understand the act of claiming, 

mapping and translocating/translating Western visual inheritance to a Carib-

bean locale as a counter-memorial act of calibration (Rigney). Walcott’s rela-

tion to tradition will be explored in conjunction with Neil Lazarus’ concept 

(derived from Adorno) of “hating tradition properly”. In the first part of the 

chapter, “Marginality in the Museum”, I will focus on instances where the 

authority of museums is dismantled in a decolonial act via verbal and visual 

strategies. I read instances of postcolonial ekphrasis and art historical dis-

course both in the Pissarro narrative and in an episode recounting Walcott’s 

own heritage and visual art education. In this part of the chapter I understand 

Walcott’s interrogation of museums and canonical representations of art his-

tory alongside a set of contemporary curatorial practices aimed at decolo-

nizing museum collections: a movement that aims to interrogate representa-

tions of race, intellectual property and restitution in contemporary museums. 

I argue that Tiepolo’s Hound supports and illustrates such decolonizing mu-

seum initiatives. 

The second part of my chapter, “Moors on the Margins”, focuses more 

closely on Walcott’s more affirmative memory work that follows the act of 

decolonizing the museum. In the poem, figures that can substitute the limited 

presence of non-white characters in art history, as well as an alternate history 

of Impressionism via Pissaro are conjured through contrapuntal reading strat-

egies in a European tour de force of visual art that ranges from the Renaissance 

to Impressionism and Post-Impressionism, with a detour through 19th-century 

Realism. I call his gestures of reading visual memory against the grain, repar-

ative readings. Reparative reading episodes include the presentation of Im-

pressionism as a revolutionary movement where light and nature were hailed 

as principal subjects, a preoccupation traced back imaginatively to Pissarro’s 

comparative experience of the particulars of Caribbean and European light. In 

this way, Pissarro’s previous marginality becomes an asset to the movement. 

Moreover, a number of the illustrations in Tiepolo’s Hound also imitate and 

transpose masterpieces in natural environs and Caribbean locales, a feature 

that one can interpret via the illustrations’ paratexts and via a number of “syn-

copated” ekphrases that join text and image together. Other paintings that are 

not interpellated ekphrastically present distinctive characters, such as fisher-

men, and landscapes from St. Lucia and Trinidad. Read against Walcott’s ac-

count of Impressionism and French light, these illustrations also act as coun-

ter-memorial foils to Eurocentric art histories, albeit doing so in a subtler and 

less tangible manner.  

Another set of reparative readings have to do with a type of supplementary 

memory that makes up for the invisibility of race in the European visual 

memory canon. The speaker’s revelation that Moors can act as stand-ins for 

the sparse representations of race in Western art history will be analysed. An 
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inventory of their presence in paintings by Tiepolo and other contemporaries 

produces a moment of rich identification on the basis of shared marginality. 

The figure of Gauguin also appears as the main painter opening the gates of 

imperial art history to Caribbean painters, “applicants from the colonies”. A 

section on self-portraiture and self-representation analyses Walcott’s detailed 

engagement with Gauguin. 

Finally, in the last part of the chapter, I expand the example of the Moors 

to other elements of marginality this time connected to alternative histories of 

faith and its artistic representation. Here Rastafarians, Catholics, Jews and 

Protestant artistic depictions “jostle for space in the old cathedral” against the 

background of various meditations that compare artistic vocation with reli-

gious ecstasy and a confrontation with art historical dogmatism. Religion also 

appears as problematic inheritance decolonized and diversified via Walcott’s 

own examples of Caribbean syncretism.  

Walcott presents the problem of inheritance in Tiepolo’s Hound by weav-

ing two main narrative strands throughout the long poem. The first is a fic-

tionalized verse biography of Camille Pissarro’s Caribbean origin in relation 

to his Parisian career and his foundational role in Impressionism. The other is 

the speaker’s personal quest of visual art recollections to identify an “epi-

phanic detail” that triggered his understanding of an epoch. Significantly for 

the scene above, this detail is a miraculous rosy light shaft on the thigh of a 

painted dog dimly remembered as occurring in a Renaissance painting, possi-

bly Feast in the House of Levi: “I remember// being stunned as I studied the 

exact expanse/of a Renaissance feast, the art of seeing.// Then I caught a slash 

of pink on the inner thigh/of a white hound entering the cave of a table//so 

exact in its lucency at The Feast of Levi/I felt my heart halt” (Walcott, 

Tiepolo’s Hound 7). This enchanting discovery is significant since it offers 

revelatory understanding of the spirit of the Italian Renaissance: “a miracle 

[that] leaves//its frame, and one epiphanic detail/illuminates an entire epoch” 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 8). Expressions of religious veneration of canonical paint-

ings and the connection between artistic vocation and religious worship are 

another theme I will explore in the last part of the chapter.  

Furthermore, the narrative arc of Pissarro’s career and the speaker’s quest 

are repeatedly joined together by two hounds, an unnoticed black mongrel in 

end of 19th-century St. Thomas, and the revelatory white wolfhound in a 16th 

century painting. In fact, the sugar factory scene illustrates precisely this tem-

poral interweaving. It interrupts the narrative flow of an episode imagining a 

young Camille Pissarro’s first visit to the Louvre. The newly-arrived Danish-

Caribbean immigrant feels violently attacked by a set of personified European 

masterpieces who reject his plight for an artistic belonging to metropolitan art: 

“museums demean him. Island boy. The eye/ of a crazed duke pursues him up 

the stairs of the Louvre” (Tiepolo’s Hound 34). In the couplets following the 

digressive quote above, the personified paintings forbid access and claim ex-
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clusive ownership over Western visual art: “Make your own master-

pieces/don’t copy ours/nor join in an arc the wolfhound and this beast/in a 

hovel’s shade, outside brass-studded doors” (Tiepolo’s Hound 37).      

The paintings disprove the claims of inheritance and participatory possibil-

ities in metropolitan discourse of the colonized subject, Pissarro, the “island 

boy”. In an act of reparative reading, the narrative of Pissarro’s alternative 

solution to claiming the metropolis is shown to be his catalyst in joining the 

explorations of nature in the Impressionist current. Nature is set up as a foil to 

the threatening masterpieces in the museum, as the “drained” Pissarro watches 

the “dusk [igniting] the Louvre” and experiences a moment of belonging in 

the evening light: “Trees burn//to ash, but he is their citizen. His/the bracing, 

incandescent cafés/…the pallor of daybreak on a frightened canvas” 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 35).  

Moments claiming alternative modes of inheritance such as Pissarro’s are 

also peppered throughout the narrative thread voiced by the poem’s speaker. 

Walcott’s main strategy of claiming inheritance is to take visual memory arti-

facts, such as paintings by Cézanne and Dürer and translate them into a natural 

setting. This act happens through various ekphrastic allusions, and also, sim-

ultaneously, by means of the accompanying watercolour illustrations. He 

shows that despite the histrionic declarations of ownership of the personified 

paintings in the Louvre, visual memory actually gains in its translation to the 

Caribbean. These gains and losses of postcolonial translations (and, implicitly, 

adaptations) of visual cultural memory that Ann Rigney calls processes of 

“calibration” are also sizeable concerns in the subfield of memory studies that 

deals with circulation (“The Dynamics of Cultural Memory: Texts Between 

Morphing and Monumentality” 351). Calibration is a way of reflecting on ca-

nonical works, in this case paintings, and to activate their potential in the pub-

lic sphere. Walcott’s act of reading visual art in a different locale and discuss-

ing it in terms of problematic inheritance illustrates such a postcolonial cali-

bration.  

Moreover, the contemporary Caribbean scene of digression that interrupts 

Pissarro’s experience in the Louvre creates imagined kinship between the im-

migrant painter’s rejection in the Louvre and the lyrical I’s post/colonial infe-

riority complexes. The sugar factory interlude fending off the attack of the 

masterpieces is anachronistically placed in contemporary Caribbean scenery 

far removed from the claustrophobic space of the Louvre as experienced by 

Pissarro. In an act that Walcott calls “triangulation”, this change of voice im-

plies historical continuity between Pissarro’s experience as an “island boy” 

and the disenchantment of non-recognition experienced by the lyrical I in front 

of Renaissance masterpieces.  
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While the verses quoted above dramatize the lack of representation of ex-

tra-European realities, in a contrapuntal gesture31, it also revisualises Feast in 

the House of Levi claiming it as visual inheritance. The movement from mu-

seum (in the case of the Veronese painting, this is more precisely the Venetian 

Academy) to open space also decolonizes the idea and debunks the “memory 

regime” of the museum (Radstone and Hodgkin 1–4). Postcolonial calibration 

in Walcott’s case, then becomes a counter-memorial act recuperating archives 

and decolonizing regimes of memory perpetuated in Western museums. Wal-

cott’s writing seems to be divorcing masterpieces from the “aura of the origi-

nal” and indeed render them moveable/translatable. This is further exempli-

fied later on in the section where I explore the problematic relationship be-

tween the forbidding restrictions placed on visual memory in museums and 

the act of decolonizing masterpieces and transposing them to peripheral open 

settings in Walcott’s work. Meditations on the circulation of mass-market art 

albums from the center to the periphery open up the masterpieces for interpre-

tation, but also foster the inferiority complexes expressed above. 

More significantly, Walcott’s act of decolonizing the museum brings into 

focus previously unnoticed representations of race in one of the long poem’s 

crucial reparative readings. There might not be any “Negroes in the pan-

theon/of bleached albino marbles”, but alternative constructions of race and 

difference become visible if one considers other types of marginality depicted 

in Renaissance paintings. In Tiepolo’s Hound Walcott’s strategy to address 

this problematic inheritance is to do a type of counter-memorial work that 

identifies other marginal figures such as the “hounds and turbanned moors”. 

This focus on marginality and race defamiliarizes and provincializes European 

art, and eventually offers a contextual alternative to counteract the hegemonic 

whiteness of art history.  

Eventually, Walcott reads Feast in the House of Levi as a work of art also 

marked by controversy for its representations of marginality and race:  

 
Dominis Canae, the rechristened beast 

 

Why at the House of Levi, though, unless 

in all the autumnal riot of the house, 

 

Sephardic guests in silvery coined Venice 

were welcome then, and a few turbanned Moors? (Tiepolo’s Hound 121) 

Veronese’s painting was indeed originally meant as a Last Supper. Because 

of its unorthodox inclusion of Moorish, Sephardic Jewish characters, dwarves 

                                                      
31 I borrow and adapt Edward Said’s concept of “contrapuntal reading” – a strategy of reading 

a canonical text (here a painting) against the grain to expose its silences and omissions in order 

to produce a counter-canonical/counter-memorial account exposing its colonial constructions. 

See (Said 80–97) 
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and animals, the Inquisition considered it an inappropriate description of such 

a sacred subject. The name of the painting was subsequently changed to a dif-

ferent Biblical episode. This is significant, since in the long poem, Walcott 

crafts a genealogical comparison between Moors and marginal black charac-

ters in visual art history. He also follows the lesser known history of Sephardic 

Jews in the Caribbean, especially in chapter I – detailing Pissarro’s heritage 

and life in St. Thomas – and XVII – where he deals with the Dreyfus affair. 

In a counter-memorial and decolonial guise, the lack of racial diversity in Re-

naissance painting is made up for by the presence of Moors on the margins of 

various paintings by Tiepolo and Veronese and by the ghostly presence of the 

Jews in the Caribbean.  Before diving into the analysis per se, a few method-

ological and contextual considerations that justify the choice of this book and 

sketch its peculiar publishing trajectory. 

Tiepolo’s Hound: Methodology & Visual Considerations 

 

On a methodological level, I have chosen this book in particular from Wal-

cott’s oeuvre concerned with the visual arts because of its productive quarrel 

with European art history on two battlefronts: on the verbal front via the kind 

of extended art historical ekphrasis that we have already encountered in Hea-

ney’s poetry, but angled here towards postcolonial discussions of inheritance; 

and, on the visual front, the illustrations support the postcolonial critique ex-

pressed by the text. More importantly, the illustrations also perform the gap 

of representation that Walcott deplores throughout Tiepolo’s Hound. On the 

visual side, I remark that the illustrations create more than incidental connec-

tions to the text as might be assumed at the first glance. They are part of a 

fairly loose associative form of image-text that play various roles in the econ-

omy of the book. At times they reinforce the postcolonial critique expressed 

by ekphrasis by transporting European masterpieces into a Caribbean milieu, 

as is the case of Doctrine (Tiepolo’s Hound 92) and Domino Players 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 106). Sometimes, they act as supplemental and contrapuntal 

elements to the main discussions by filling the lack of art historical represen-

tation of the Caribbean that makes the object of a number of the sections. This 

is the case of Breakers, Becune Point, Gros Islet Church, Horses at Savannah 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 162;98;128). The images, however, are never wholly inde-

pendent from the text although they operate in a distinct artistic idiom. In other 

words, the images play an integral part in the reparative reading of the alter-

native history/counter-memorial project that Walcott proposes in Tiepolo’s 

Hound. 

A few notes on the background of the illustrations in Tiepolo’s Hound and 

its publication history should be made at this textual junction. I also find it 

necessary to expand on Walcott’s long-standing interest in the visual arts for 
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a better contextual understanding of the shape of this book. Finally, in the last 

section of the introduction, I outline how this particular configuration of visual 

memory perceived as problematic postcolonial inheritance also answers to 

concerns of mediality and circulation in memory studies. 

One of the peculiarities of Tiepolo’s Hound is that, unlike most visual-ver-

bal poetic projects, the paintings illustrating it pre-date the volume. They were 

painted roughly between 1986-1999 and were originally selected to showcase 

a retrospective of Walcott’s work as a painter. The 1996 contract with Farrar, 

Straus and Giroux initially stipulated that as-of-yet untitled Tiepolo’s Hound 

was to be “a book of about a hundred Walcott paintings which Walcott [and 

Sigrid Nama, his partner] said he would introduce with a ten-page essay” 

(King 598). The project of a Walcott art album eventually changed gears as 

the poet decided to revisit an older project of producing a biography of a num-

ber of Impressionist and Post-Impressionist artists while reflecting on his own 

development as a painter (de Lima 188). Walcott’s paintings therefore have 

served as primary catalysts in the genesis of the book. According to de Lima, 

“Walcott paints now as part of his process of focusing on a theme or an idea” 

(188). A red thread running throughout my analysis of Tiepolo’s Hound is that 

the paintings are, in fact, an intrinsic part of the visual counter-memorial work 

of the volume. The crucial role of the visual-verbal rapport is also made clear 

by the circumstances under which the volume emerged.  

Before taking its present shape, larger sections of the work in progress were 

read out to accompany two exhibitions of paintings and poetry by Walcott 

(King 608;618). In his description of the exhibition context, Bruce King ex-

plains that in this period, Walcott was particularly interested in reading his 

poems alongside his paintings: “What Walcott especially liked now was to 

exhibit his paintings for sale along with giving a reading” (617). The first such 

occasion was a 1997 symposium and art exhibition in Saint Louis dedicated 

to the encounter between verbal and visual crafts, “The Dual Muse: The 

Writer as Artist, The Artist as Writer” (7-9 November 1997) (608). The cata-

logue of the exhibition featured a number of Walcott’s paintings and his poetry 

printed alongside translated book-art by Thom Phillips and illustrated poetry 

by Breyten Breytenbach. In the opening panel, organized by William Gass, 

Walcott read from his “new poem in progress which was meant to introduce 

his own art work”, the future Tiepolo’s Hound (608). His respondent on the 

panel was the South African avant-garde poet and painter, Breyten Brey-

tenbach. Walcott’s reading was “treated as a lecture or essay”, as was Brey-

tenbach’s (608). Another exhibition closely connected to Tiepolo’s Hound 

took place in November 1998 at the State University New York-Albany. It 

was a retrospective called “Island Light: Paintings and Oils by Derek Walcott 

and Donald Hinkson”. It contained several of the Caribbean scenes that Wal-

cott would later reprint in Tiepolo’s Hound. The exhibition was accompanied 

by one of Walcott’s essays from the early 90s on the Caribbean art of Hinkson 

(Walcott, “Jackie Hinkson”) and by an extensive reading expounding on the 
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idea of “island light” from the manuscript of the long poem (Levin and van 

Sickle 46)(King 617–18).   

Following this exhibition, several of Walcott’s readings and seminars in 

Parma and Milan meant to promote Tiepolo’s Hound contained discussions 

about light specific to the Caribbean and Pissarro’s palimpsestic choice of an-

other light, that of France. In the interviews associated with this Italian tour 

and in subsequent discussions with scholars between 2000 and 2001, he re-

peatedly broaches topics pertaining to the connection between visual arts and 

poetry, their strategic differences and similarities (Handley, “Triangulation 

and the Aesthetics of Temporality in Derek Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound” 241; 

Loreto 92). Some of the paintings, the ones depicting the Savannah in Port of 

Spain were painted while Walcott was writing the “Trinidad Hotel poems in 

Fortunate Traveller” (de Lima 188), while the earlier ones were exhibited in 

one-man shows at the Art Creators Gallery in Port of Spain (1986), and at the 

Artsibit Gallery in St. Lucia (1988). 

Publication History & Illustrations 

 

On the book market side, however, the illustrations proved to be slightly worse 

for wear (possibly afflicted by the copyright and scarcity conditions of livres 

d’artistes). Tiepolo’s Hound was first published in 2000 by Farrar, Straus and 

Giroux. It came out in two editions, a limited hardback version printed on high 

quality album paper aimed at scholars, libraries and collectors (200 of these 

contained Walcott’s autograph), and a paperback edition meant for larger con-

sumption and printed on lower quality glossy paper. Both editions contain 26 

lush reproductions of watercolours and oils painted by Walcott along the 

years. Each painting is laid out as if in an art album, on a separate leaf with 

identifying details, year of production, size, medium and private or museum 

collection on the back leaf. A coloured reproduction of Preparing the Net 

(1999) is printed on the front cover, and a photo of Walcott at his easel appears 

on the back cover. The American edition was followed in the same year by a 

hardback Faber and Faber British release for the European market in a similar 

format, and an illustrated paperback version. A trade paperback version with 

no illustrations was printed in 2001 by Faber and Faber, while the Farrar, 

Straus and Giroux edition was reissued in its illustrated form, in hardback. 

Given the high cost of printing quality illustrations, the original print runs and 

the reprints for the illustrated books were relatively small compared to other 

Walcott volumes. Thus, by 2006, when I first read Tiepolo’s Hound, the illus-

trated versions were only available second-hand. The 2005 translation, Il 

Levriero di Tiepolo by Edizioni Adelphi contains only one reproduction on 

the cover, Gauguin’s Studio (1985). The French translation for Editions 

Rocher’s collection “Anatolia” contains no interleaved visuals except for the 

cover, the photo of Walcott printed on the back cover of the American edition. 
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In 2014, the book was digitized by Farrar, Straus and Giroux and it is now 

available for purchase as an e-book. The illustrations of the e-book, however, 

were reprinted in grayscale. This is a puzzling occurrence since throughout 

the book, the absence of the amber and violet tones of Caribbean light from 

art history is decried. The colour oversight is frankly glaring, since illustra-

tions of Tiepolo’s Hound are meant to counter-balance this historical void. 

Walcott’s engagement with the visual arts is also materialized in more 

hands-on endeavours. His paintings have been exhibited in a number of 

shows, besides the ones mentioned above, mostly in the Caribbean, but also 

in the US. He has produced an impressive number of essays on the art of Car-

ibbean and North American artists, and his story boards, costumes and char-

acter sketches several for plays have been reprinted in Bruce King’s biography 

of Walcott as well as Robert Hamner’s Critical Perspectives of Derek Walcott 

(Hamner; King). Moreover, Tiepolo’s Hound is not exactly Walcott’s only 

visual-verbal endeavour. In 1983, he published Caribbean Poems: The Car-

ibbean Poems of Derek Walcott and the Art of Romare Bearden, an artist’s 

book pairing Walcott’s poems from earlier volumes (including a large selec-

tion from Another Life) with the collages and watercolours of St. Martin by 

the famous African American colourist living in the Caribbean, Romare 

Bearden (Walcott and Bearden). The book was printed in 2000 copies with a 

loose insert by Bearden in 275 of them. It is now an extremely rare book. Most 

recently, right before his death, the poet embarked on another artists’ book 

project, a back-and-forth verbal/art-historical and visual dialogue with a Scot-

tish-Caribbean artist and good friend, Peter Doig in Morning, Paramin (2016) 

(Walcott and Doig). 

Furthermore, the book that makes the object of my chapter is not Walcott’s 

first verbal brush with the visual arts. Commenting on the spiritual predeces-

sor of Tiepolo’s Hound, Another Life – Walcott’s first full-length verse auto-

biographical attempt –  Edward Baugh points out that throughout his career, 

the poet has been preoccupied with the relationship between art, life and real-

ity, “the idea for example that we are driven by desire to make life over into 

art” (“Painters and Painting” 242). Indeed, references to painters and photog-

raphers, to art as vocation, and to various compensatory strategies of artistic 

representation can be found in volumes as early as The Gulf (1970), Another 

Life (1973), The Star Apple Kingdom (1979), but also in the later phase of his 

career in Midsummer (1984), Omeros (1990) and The Prodigal (2005) 

(Walcott, Collected Poems 1948-1984; Walcott, Another Life). Another Life 

is particularly notable since, it deals with the continuum, as well as the differ-

ences between the visual and the verbal arts. The series of poems in Another 

Life detail Walcott’s early education as a painter alongside his mentor, a land-

scape artist named Henry Simmons, and his good friend, the painter Dunstan 

St. Omer. In a very similar strategy to that of Tiepolo’s Hound, Walcott brings 

the artistic efforts of his two West Indian companions in dialogue with Re-

naissance masters such as Giotto or Rembrandt, or post Impressionists such 
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as Van Gogh and Gauguin. In a theatrical moment of the book, the two young 

men solemnly swear to dedicate themselves fully to painting and mapping 

every remote corner of their island so that it can enter into a kind of official/ar-

tistic cultural memory circulation. This project of mapping St. Lucia (in words 

rather than in coloured tints) is one that Walcott has never relinquished as it 

trickles through all of his subsequent works. The moment of painterly devo-

tion to St. Lucia is also rehearsed in Tiepolo’s Hound, as we shall see in the 

chapter. 

 The images of Tiepolo’s Hound follow precisely the injunction to map St. 

Lucia both in words and in paint. However, here Walcott expands this duty to 

representing the Caribbean at large, dealing St. Thomas and Trinidad, espe-

cially Port of Spain and Charlotte Amalie. In contradistinction to Another Life, 

the illustrations of Tiepolo’s Hound add another level of material and medial 

complexity to the mission of painting the Caribbean. Tiepolo’s Hound is also 

a more explicit project of postcolonial critique in its attempts to actively equal-

ize the playing field between the West and the West Indies. The main differ-

ence between Tiepolo’s Hound and Another Life, however, lies in the counter-

memorial offensive mounted by Walcott in the later book. In Another Life, 

comparisons with European masters are more hopeful and affirmative identity 

performances, whereas in Tiepolo’s Hound the comparisons tend to be more 

critical, stressing the double bind of postcolonial inheritance. TH aims to po-

lemically decolonize Eurocentric models of art history and museums, and to 

make visible Caribbean presences and responses to Western art, in addition to 

its purely representative role. This long poem is, thus, perhaps a better site to 

explore the transnational critical spaces fomented through a postcolonial view 

on European visual memory in its more critical, decolonizing guise, than the 

more locally-rooted, Another Life. 

Walcott’s problems of inheritance are readable via an adaptation of Ann 

Rigney’s concept of “calibrator” – a term that originally refers to the transna-

tional circulation and adaptation of canonical books: 

Canonical literary “monuments” also have a specific role to play as a bench-

mark for reflecting critically on dominant memorial practices. Indeed, revision-

ing canonical texts … represents an important memorial practice, especially 

within the framework of a postmodern literary culture where originality is 

sought in the re-writing of earlier texts rather than in novelty as such (“The 

Dynamics of Cultural Memory: Texts Between Morphing and Monumentality” 

351) 

In my chapter, however, “calibration” is stretched to encompass the transna-

tional transfer of other forms of art, namely canonical paintings. Interwoven 

with Walcott’s visual and verbal transpositions of paintings from one locale 

to another, a strand of Tiepolo’s Hound is dedicated to meditations on the 

scarcity of art albums encountered during Walcott’s artistic education in the 
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Caribbean, and on the inequality of cultural access of peripheral postcolonial 

subjects. Scarcity of art creates an obsession with what Walter Benjamin calls 

the “aura of the original” (221). Walcott’s meditations on the scarcity of art 

albums versus the desired aura of the original show the limits of calibration 

by adding more practical considerations into what adaptation requires. I see 

my chapter as contributing to this debate on circulation and the uneven topog-

raphies of cultural memory32 by focusing on the heft of European originals 

secured in museums, but also on their unbearable lightness as canonical fig-

ures available for adaptation and transposition because of their iconic status. 

This contrast between the heaviness of an imperial tradition and its moveabil-

ity illustrates the problem of postcolonial inheritance in Tiepolo’s Hound. 

Speaking in disciplinary terms, besides its hefty relevance to the growing 

scholarship on postcolonialism and counter-memorial “calibration”, Walcott’s 

text also contributes to the study of memory and mediality. It illustrates the 

intimate contact between lyric poetry and visual memory in a postcolonial set-

ting, a seldomly explored configuration in memory studies. Tiepolo’s Hound 

serves as a complement to the key terms defining the transfer of memory con-

tent from one context to another, namely Astrid Erll’s “re-mediation” and 

“pre-mediation”. My analysis follows Dagmar Brunow’s suggestion that the 

definition of “re-mediation” as proposed by Erll requires a more media-studies 

oriented elaboration of intermediality. By reflecting on ekphrasis as interme-

dial in my previous chapter, and by including an analysis of the role of the 

illustrations in Tiepolo’s Hound in relation to the textual re-mediation of mas-

terpieces, I aim to participate in this discussion by adding the intermedial com-

plexity of the visual/verbal rapport. Erll’s concept is mainly focused on the 

adaptation of content from one medium to another, whereas my observations 

on the medial make-up of Tiepolo’s Hound deal with an artefact where the 

visual and the verbal occur simultaneously, in multimodal fashion, working 

alongside each other but in distinct medium-specific ways. The complex tan-

gles of multimodal relations encapsulated in Walcott’s work and my attempt 

to map their intensity suggests that ekphrasis and its visual counterparts need 

to be expanded towards more intermedial horizons. For my understanding of 

ekphrasis as an inherently intermedial process, I draw on scholarship by Irina 

Rajewski and Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux as outlined in the introduction. 

As I have briefly noted in my chapter on Heaney’s own exploration of the 

visual arts, one also notes the art historical vocabulary, the knowing sensuous-

ness of the painting process and the intense use of iconic elements in Walcott’s 

ekphrastic and visual practices. 

Walcott’s illustrated book, as already mentioned, can be considered what 

Jean Khalfa identifies as a livre d’artiste, namely a species of experimental 

books usually put together by visual artists (occasionally in collaboration with 

                                                      
32 This coinage belongs to a panel organized by Ann Rigney, Rosanne Kennedy and Michael 

Rothberg at the 2017 ACLA, “Topographies of Memory in an Uneven World”. 
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authors) to underscore the synergy between the visual and the textual. The 

livres d’artistes are inherently multimodal manifestations whose traffic be-

tween the verbal and the visual takes many forms of directionality and con-

centrations of each mode of communication. Walcott’s book sets a higher 

value on the poetic text than on the visual dimension of his illustrations, but, 

as we shall see later in Jensma’s work this proportion can be very different. 

Although the visual arts and museums are part of the larger debates in memory 

studies, poetic livres d’artiste are rather underexplored as study objects since 

they cannot be easily slotted into either literature or visual art. This makes 

studying Tiepolo’s Hound acquire a new urgency predicated on its de facto 

scarcity as an illustrated book, but also one whose exegeses are more system-

atic since Walcott himself has a much higher visibility on the book market, 

than a marginal, but cult figure such as Jensma, whose oeuvre is largely unex-

plored. 

I “No Negroes in the Pantheon of Bleached Albino 

Marbles”: Marginality in the Museum 

 

An important way in which the double bind of visual memory operates in 

Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound lies in his dramatization of the various paradoxes 

affecting claims of inheritance and belonging of the colonial (Pissarro) and 

postcolonial subject (the narrating speaker) in the metropolitan imaginary of 

art history. As seen above, narratives of rejection and exclusion aimed towards 

provincial painters are phrased in imagined encounters with snooty master-

pieces residing in European museums. These narratives are then counter-bal-

anced by postcolonial re-calibrations that involve revisualization, relocation 

and finding counter-memorial alternatives in the long poem. In this section, I 

will focus more specifically on instances of Eurocentric marginalization and 

thwarted inheritance that happen within the confines of the museum. Wal-

cott’s subtle strategies of changing the optics in these encounters with Euro-

pean masterpieces point towards an attempt at decolonizing Western art his-

tories and charting the uneven distribution of visual memory. In addition to 

Spivak’s double bind that clearly illustrates the ambivalences and ambiguities 

of a postcolonial relationship to art history, Ann Rigney’s concept of counter-

memory and calibrator will be useful here, as well as Neil Lazarus’ more sub-

versive strategy of “hating tradition properly”, a critical move that involves an 

intimate knowledge of Western traditions that are then weaponized in the ser-

vice of postcolonial critique. 
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Losing it in the Louvre 

 

Pissarro’s first visit to the Louvre and Versailles in Book 2 goes through such 

motions: first, there is the metropolitan rejection and disenfranchisement ex-

perienced by the colonial subject on their arrival from the periphery, and sec-

ond, the subtle subsequent counter-claim to inheritance via visual memory 

calibration that occurs despite the museum’s constraints and denial of the right 

to inheritance. The counter-memorial claim is effected with the metropolis’ 

own weapons for exclusion, the masterpieces in the museum which become 

embroiled in the problematic of postcolonial inheritance.  

Similarly to Walcott’s critique of Eurocentric art histories, Neil Lazarus 

argues that in order to foster politically engaged thinking about contemporary 

cultural and intellectual practice, postcolonial intellectuals must learn to “hate 

tradition properly” (Lazarus 3). Following Adorno’s maxim in Minima 

Moralia that “One must have tradition in oneself, to hate it properly”, Lazarus 

indicates that intellectuals must also “disavow [tradition] in the right way, 

even when they are belatedly exposed to it” (2). Lazarus outlines the need to 

use precisely traditions’ own weapons for an effective cultural critique: 

Adorno insists upon the indispensability of “tradition” not for its vaunted civi-

lizational attributes but because he believes that it is only from the ground of 

this tradition that the thoroughgoing, preservative yet emancipatory critique of 

its social conditions of possibility can be staged (3).   

Moreover, the task of the critic/intellectual for Adorno and Lazarus is to use 

the cultural privilege amassed in the process of acquiring the matrix of tradi-

tion “against culture, to defetishize culture by way of puncturing its elitist 

pretensions” (Lazarus 3). This muscular postcolonial critique that uses cul-

tural privilege to defetishize culture is very similar to Walcott’s own conceits 

of criticizing Eurocentric traditions of visuality by using the masterpieces 

themselves as mouthpieces. Beyond Lazarus’ rather abstract thinking with 

Adorno, Tiepolo’s Hound provides number of examples where rejection on 

the basis of marginality encodes the baggage of the rejecting tradition, and 

ultimately results in a firmer claim to cultural inheritance as well as a shift in 

perspective. 

The narrative of Pissarro’s rejection starts out as the shock of visual and 

auditory incommensurability between Paris and St. Thomas. While walking 

down the alleys of Versailles, quietly imagining that the babble of nereid and 

dolphin fountains as echoing the sounds of the Atlantic he had just left behind, 

“their gurgling spigots fill[ing] his memory” (Tiepolo’s Hound 34), the young 

Pissarro is struck by their manifest otherness:  

Memory that strains to recognize which Quarter, 

its map of veins? He’s lost. Where’s this place? In 
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awe of the mesmeric lure of water, 

the nereids in their tinkling, shell-lipped basin, 

 

he hears the same noise in the chuckling bilge 

of anchored schooners. No, no, not the same! (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 34) 

The same force of memory that created the fantasy of comparison joining St. 

Thomas and Versailles also makes Pissarro temporarily lost in the labyrinth 

of topiary. His imagination was wrong, the waters in the Versailles are not 

akin with those in the “chuckling bilge” of the schooners in the St. Thomas 

wharves; the dolphin and nereid fountains belong to Versailles, and they do 

not echo a bright-coloured elsewhere. Yet, as in the opening reading, the pos-

sibility for comparison occurs in the same breath as incommensurability, or 

better yet non-identity is uttered: e.g. “Not at the Feast of Levi” vs. “he hears 

the same noise in the chuckling bilge/of anchored schooners. No, no, not the 

same!”.  

This declaration of non-identity undermines Pissarro’s claims to metropol-

itan belonging, but the manifest comparison subtly reinstates it. Similar to the 

denial of kinship between the sugar factory and Veronese’s Feast in my open-

ing capsule reading, the subtle reinstating of comparison and inheritance oc-

curs by means of art objects re-contextualized and re-calibrated: the various 

mythical metal dolphins in the fountains of Apollo and Neptune in the Ver-

sailles gardens are twinned with those jumping behind Pissarro’s schooner de-

parting from St. Thomas. Despite their painful effect on Pissarro’s immigrant 

subjectivity, these moments of repeated denial of kinship in Tiepolo’s Hound 

are, in fact visual reaffirmations of the possibility of comparison and analogy. 

Forcing the logic of comparison is one of the key tenets of Walcott’s brand of 

postcolonial visual education for painters in the Caribbean. He calls for the 

ability to “balanc[e] both worlds”(Tiepolo’s Hound 33) – that of learned/in-

herited European visual regimes and the manifest world of Caribbean land-

scapes. In this remote instance, in Paris, the otherness of the metropole and its 

incommensurability are foregrounded at more length in a prolonged inhospi-

table push of European seats of beauty and good taste such as Venice, Ver-

sailles, or the Louvre. 

After the rejection felt in the Versailles gardens, Pissarro visits the Louvre, 

the absolute seat of art historical authority. This results in an even stronger 

blow to his hopes of contributing to the great traditions on the continent: 

This metropolitan mutter spelt privilege, 

each noun in Paris echoed with its fame.  

 

Museums demean him. Island boy. The eye 

of a crazed duke pursues him up the stairs 
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of the Louvre to halt at this couplet as I 

did for the grazing hound. At night he hears 

 

a litany of great names, Goya, Velázquez, 

but marbles turn their heads away from him, 

… 

and, as he drifts and mutters aimlessly, 

jealousy pierces him, until he freezes  

 

before the gold heat of a Tiepolo sky, 

down tiring colonnades of masterpieces. (Tiepolo’s Hound 34–35) 

The museum rejects Pissarro on account of his unsavoury origins in a parody 

of Parisian disdain towards the rest of provincial France. As a colonial subject, 

hailing from across the sea, Pissarro does not qualify to participate in metro-

politan art:  he does not have the good breeding and fame required - even 

nouns echo with their own fame in Paris. He is surveyed and found wanting 

by the crazed eye of a duke. While his subconscious is dedicated to the higher 

calling of being an artist and a “litany of great names” of painters haunts his 

dreams, the personified posh works of art encountered in the Parisian museum 

do not give him the time of day: “marbles turn their heads away from him” 

(Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 35). Young Pissarro is left wandering aimlessly 

through the Louvre, staring down “tiring colonnades of masterpieces” 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 35). As the endless supply of masterpieces overwhelms and 

snubs him repeatedly, he finds himself filled with unspeakable jealousy to-

wards tradition, time is arrested and he is transfixed against the “gold heat of 

a Tiepolo sky” (Tiepolo’s Hound 35). This time freeze in the fabulous heat 

emanating from the Tiepolo painting serves as another realization of exclusion 

coming on the heels of the inhospitable reception in the Versailles gardens:  

None, none are his! Gold helmets, cuirasses,  

hard, burnished halberds in the wrinkling murk 

 

of vanished forests whose warriors were as 

dead as the huge frames that embalmed their work; (Tiepolo’s Hound 35) 

Overcome by jealousy and fatigue at the profusion of masterpieces, Pissarro’s 

claim to European visual memory inheritance appears null and void: “None, 

none are his!”. In this section, the appreciation of European art is spelled out 

as being dependent property and kinship, rather than conveying the border-

crossing aesthetic delight that brought Pissarro to Paris. Pissarro’s devastating 

realization in the museum is that he cannot claim any right or kinship with 

these works given his provincial origins. Despite Walcott’s subtle reclaim of 

the metropolitan space, a postcolonial inferiority complex is at play here. The 
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masterpieces are shown as putting up their own resistance in martial vocabu-

lary. The expansive allusion to medieval technologies of war in the lances, 

helmets, halberds and cuirasses is also an ekphrastic hook to Paolo Uccello’s 

Battle of San Romano (1435-1460)– the vanished forest and the warriors echo 

the vanishing perspective in the painting. The reference to Uccello also echoes 

an earlier moment of denied comparison that spelled out an inferiority com-

plex:  

Paintings so far from life fermenting around us! 

The skeletal, scabrous mongrels foraging garbage … 

 

then turn to a sepia page,  

… from a formal battle with banners, 

 

the carnival lances of Uccello’s pawing horses, 

 

to the chivalric panoply of tossing green bananas 

and the prongs of the ginger lily… (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 12) 

Given the recurrence of Uccello, one can safely read this instance of ekphras-

tic allusion in the same key: the manifestly incommensurable becoming pre-

cisely commensurable. The earlier chivalric panoply of green bananas, can, in 

fact, be measured against the lances and halberds of the medieval painting, 

and thus it is claimable as postcolonial problematic inheritance. In Tiepolo’s 

Hound, Walcott uses repetitive ekphrastic hooks as long-memoried signposts 

in the narrative. As the allusions to paintings recur, they create an additive 

ekphrastic baggage in the long poem. Thus, the earlier ekphrasis of Battle of 

San Romano making the depiction commensurate contextualizes and subverts 

the showy profession of incommensurability and dispossession of the paint-

ings in the Louvre. 

The offensive in the Louvre is mounted by dead masterpieces which hold 

some sort of canonical necropower as representatives of tradition and harbour-

ers of privilege. They retain a right to act as personified gatekeepers towards 

Pissarro. The young painter is then further assailed by a whole range of em-

balmed, yet authoritative works ranging from baroque sculptural anatomical 

realism to the “gnawing darkness as the light leaves the flesh” in Rembrandt’s 

self-portraits, until he leaves the museum drained and fearful. The master-

works illustrate the double bind here, they fascinate Pissarro with their unbe-

lievable craft and keep him in their thrall, but also spell out the thick mesh of 

exclusion and rejection that applies to him as a marginal subject.  

More generally, for Walcott, the mesh of inferiority and religious venera-

tion of tradition is fomented by strict curatorial strategies inside museums. In 

Omeros, while strolling through the Fine Arts Museum in Boston, the lyrical 

I remarks: Art has surrendered/ to History with its whiff of formaldehyde” 

(Walcott, Omeros 182). The heft of the frames embalming the dead warriors 
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of the Louvre, the paintings “affixed to the palace walls” (to borrow from 

Heaney’s Goya), the formal strategies of display by author, period, collection 

and medium suppress creativity and surrender art to a kind of static positivistic 

thinking that reinforces hierarchies of snobbery. Handley explains that in Tie-

polo’s Hound, Walcott remains uninterested in outlining capital “H” history, 

but is rather intent on investigating the hierarchies of power that underwrite 

this grand narrative:  

What Walcott means by this term [“History”] is a discourse that establishes 

patrimonial claims of inheritance, that aligns cultural figures and geographical 

areas in relationships of center and margin, authority and dependence, by means 

of affiliation and chronology. (Handley, New World Poetics Nature and the 

Adamic Imagination of Whitman, Neruda, and Walcott 321)33 

This patrimonial mode of writing memory discourages the main creative drive 

of Tiepolo’s Hound, namely identifying the epiphanic detail that opens up an 

age and makes it manifest to the admiring art student from the colonies, spark-

ing the quest of the lyrical I. As we have seen above, in the sugar factory yard 

episode, the epiphanic detail enlivens the work of art, sets it apart as a mirac-

ulous event and brings it out of the embalmed medium of the museum; this, 

in turn, makes it transportable through re-calibration to other locales such as 

the Caribbean. Museums like the Louvre or the National Gallery in Tiepolo’s 

Hound are equally seats of learning and delight but also disseminators of im-

perial discourse. The rigid ways of seeing imposed by colonial forms of gov-

ernmentality and education on the colonial subject create an effect of disen-

franchisement and a series of inferiority complexes, as the one dramatized in 

the Louvre. At the same time, however, museums are necessary places for 

experiencing the visual traditions to be “hated properly”.  

Understood as enforcers of patrimonial claims, museums have carceral 

powers of discipline and punishment, but they are also, equally, loci of artistic 

delight. In a later episode, Walcott connects Pissarro’s visit to the Louvre more 

generally to the plight of the postcolonial painter learning about visual tradi-

tions from overseas. Here, visual memory masterpieces are personified as the 

bearers of imperialising discourse, but their long-distance enforcers are art al-

bums “museum missals”; these paradoxically open up the world of art to “ap-

plicants from the colonies”, create narratives of inheritance and participation, 

as well as enforce specific hierarchies of value and regimes of vision: 

…though our inheritance 

as acolytes was in the printed masterpieces 

 

of museum missals, coloured pages of Cézanne’s 

gross ecstasies, his massive awkward figures, these 

                                                      
33 From here onwards I will refer to Handley’s book as New World Poetics 
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in Phaidon’s series opened the gates of an empire 

to applicants from its provinces and islands, 

 

in the old argument that the great works we admire 

 civilise and colonise us, they chain our hands  

 

invisibly. Museums seen as magnetic prisons 

for the gifted exile, the self-diminishing ceiling 

 

of a baroque glory more humbling than the sun’s 

predictable blue, till the exile sits, reeling 

 

with astonishment, in the tints of Tiepolo’s sky, 

in the yellowing linen of a still life by Chardin. (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 57–

58) 

In this fragment, however, it is art albums that act as representatives of muse-

ums at the periphery. Their role is to make the strictures and structures of tra-

dition visible to the margins, but also, in contrast to museums, they open up 

the gates of the artistic empire and allow for an illusion of participation. What 

is more, by virtue of the portability and adaptability of print matter, the repro-

ductions in art albums suggest commensurability and comparison instead of 

the musty whiff of formaldehyde where art surrenders to its historical condi-

tions. Earlier in the book, the lyrical I remembers the crucial role of mass mar-

ket art albums in his artistic education as an opening, not as a restriction: 

“Fragile little booklets, reproductions in monochrome,/ RENOIR, DÜRER, 

several Renaissance masters/were our mobile museum, the back yards of 

home/were the squares of Italy, its piazzas our thick pastures” (Tiepolo’s 

Hound 14). Art albums allow for an imaginative metamorphosis, and mayhaps 

such a comment on the fertile imprint of print culture on learning art history 

is a self-reflexive affirmation about the role of Walcott’s own illustrated pro-

ject Tiepolo’s Hound – a wish for portability and intelligibility. Reproduc-

tions, tracing and copying, as we shall see in the following sections are also 

crucial pawns in Walcott’s project of decolonizing art history with its own 

tools. 

Museums are not clear-cut prisons either. They regulate behaviour and cu-

rate tradition in an exclusionary way, but they also facilitate the creative en-

counter with the hyper-real details that make masterpieces “masterpiece”: “the 

self-diminishing ceiling/of a baroque glory more humbling than the sun’s/pre-

dictable blue” (Tiepolo’s Hound 58). The material presence of such hyper-real 

details when one encounters the “aura of the original” brings with it fleeting 

instances of universalising and democratising visions of art – the very ones 

formerly denied by rigid traditional discourse. The epiphanic detail arises on 
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contact with the work and opens up a shared imaginary of art transcending 

museums or art albums: 

 in that stroke of light that catches a hound’s thigh, 

 the paint is all that counts, no guilt, no pardon, 

 

 no history, but the sense of narrative time 

 annihilated in the devotion of the acolyte, 

 

 as undeniable as instinct, the brushstroke’s rhyme 

 and page and canvas know one empire only: light. (Tiepolo’s Hound 58) 

A brand of beatific contemplation of masterpieces by the museum-goer makes 

time and history irrelevant (“no history, but the sense of narrative time/anni-

hilated in the devotion of the acolyte”), leaving space for a visual and verbal 

sublime: “and page and canvas know one empire only: light” (58). Light is, in 

fact, the great equalizer in Tiepolo’s Hound: “Light on the wharves of Char-

lotte Amalie, /light on the sparkling straits of Sicily, //or where the exact light 

down a brick alley/translates de Hooch into a brilliant lie” (58). In Paola 

Loreto’s view, in Tiepolo’s Hound: 

Light is the central metaphor of the poem, where it unfolds in a complex and 

rigorous design, which provides the final formulation and the clearest exempli-

fication of Walcott’s aesthetic of the island artist. The treatment of the image 

of light in Tiepolo’s Hound shows all the modes of application of the core of 

that aesthetic, which is the universal value of the poet’s expression of his indi-

vidual experience. (Loreto 91) 

The moment of unmitigated contact is facilitated by museums, but the aes-

thetic of light becomes a force in the long poem when it is taken outside of the 

musty location and into a natural environment where light has real complexity 

– the wharves, the straits, the alley. This philosophy of light, a complement to 

Walcott’s “metaphor” (Loreto 92) is also what makes the Impressionist move-

ment so central to this exploration of tradition in relation to the Caribbean 

artist. 

In fact, most of the counter-memorial work whereby masterpieces are re-

calibrated in Walcott’s critique of tradition does not occur inside museums, 

but outside it. The repeated act of taking paintings out in the open, or envis-

aging a work of art in comparison to a natural milieu is the gambit of Walcott’s 

Tiepolo’s Hound (e.g. “shrouds/of settling canvas, as afternoon de-

scended/past the cobalt wall of the sea to a faint/vermilion and orange, and the 

sky overhead/ripened to a Tiepolo ceiling”(Tiepolo’s Hound 18).  

The moment of terror in the Louvre is no exception to this. Pissarro’s de-

liverance significantly occurs after exiting the Louvre and taking stock of his 

real inheritance, the bright exterior, nature, the city and his duty to painting it: 
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“Drained, he waits/on a bench for confidence to return//as dusk ignites the 

Louvre and the gates/of immense clouds close./Trees burn to ash, but he is 

their citizen. His/ the bracing, incandescent cafés,/ the rhyme of his stroll re-

peating Paris, Paris/the pallor of daybreak on a frightened canvas” (Tiepolo’s 

Hound 36). While the martial masterpieces in the museum make it clear that 

he does not have a claim to the tradition stored in the museum, once outside 

the natural expanse of Paris is shown to be “his”, rather than the conventional 

treasure trove inside the Louvre. 

Visual and Verbal Claims 

 

The counter-claim to visual inheritance is undertaken both verbally and visu-

ally – with the help of a syncopated ekphrasis coupled with the illustration 

opposite the Louvre fragment. In the second part of canto VI, after Pissarro’s 

escape from the Louvre, the masterpieces tell Pissarro, and the poem’s speaker 

that “There are no Negroes in the pantheon/of bleached albino marbles that 

were painted/with the garish taste of an Asiatic sun” (37). They continue with 

an injunction against the claim to inheritance: “Make your own masterpieces, 

don’t copy ours,/nor join in an arc the wolfhound and this beast/in a hovel’s 

shade, outside brass-studded doors” (Tiepolo’s Hound 37). Yet, the illustra-

tion opposite the first part of the canto, English Garden, Stratford-on-Avon 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 34) does precisely this kind of joining work. It imitates a 

classical sculpture and places it in a brightly lit elsewhere, outside the brass-

studded doors of the museum. The illustration depicts a small white statue of 

a woman possibly in marble, against the backdrop of an overgrown English 

garden. The garden’s vegetation contrasts markedly in its overgrown lushness 

with the heavily landscaped bushes in the Versailles garden, “the incredible 

topiary of Versailles” (34). The statue is placed opposite a dainty garden din-

ing set whose white corrugated iron chairs suggest a kind of sunlit domesticity, 

a plein air setting instead of a performance of elevated diction.  

Erickson remarks that the Stratford watercolour could symbolize Walcott’s 

deferral to the authority of yet another source of canonical power closer to the 

Caribbean imperial centre in the form of its evocation of Shakespeare’s home 

turf (Erickson 226). The statue is read by Erickson as “reminiscent of Venus 

de Milo”, a sculpture famously associated with the Louvre. The statue’s white-

ness, the critic remarks, also echoes the marbles that haughtily turn away from 

Pissarro in the Louvre episode. Marble, moreover, represents pondus, the sub-

stance of authority in Tiepolo’s Hound. In the fragment that sparks the lyrical 

I’s quest, the revelatory moment occurs in the interiors of “[the] Metropoli-

tan’s marble authority”; the snubbing sculptures in the Louvre as also “mar-

bles” – “naked deities barely treading grass” and “goddesses borne upward, 

backward bending” (Tiepolo’s Hound 35), while the harsh light of tradition in 

the “pantheon” of the Louvre is made out of “bleached albino marbles” 
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(Tiepolo’s Hound 35). Walcott’s painting then, surrounded by vegetation is 

not presented in the formal guise of the eternal marbled masterpieces – placing 

it opposite a scene where tradition is shown to be abusive to the island immi-

grant Pissarro subverts the pathos of the rejecting masterpieces. Despite the 

marble’s durability and heaviness, Walcott’s landscape does not leave the im-

pression of immobility and embalmed authority, but depicts a kind of lazy, 

everyday meeting between art and nature. As an imitation of a classical or 

neoclassical sculpture in a non-descript English back yard, it is doing precisely 

what the Louvre artworks forbade Pissarro from a visual perspective. It is act-

ing cleverly in concert with the sugar factory yard scene moving Feast in the 

House of Levi to the Caribbean, recalibrating/revisualising Venus de Milo 

from France to England. The yard is purposely different from the museum 

setting, the vegetation and the garden display gives it an open and informal 

character – there is a small pot, or a watering can hanging nonchalantly from 

a hook, the flower beds are untrimmed, and creepers are surrounding the statue 

in an almost pastoral guise. 

   By virtue of its chosen medium, a watercolour with delicate tinted shadows, 

the marble softens and the painting has a certain vivacity also suggested by 

the half-turned statue that seems to be in motion. The image acts as counter-

point to the text that describes the dead and embalmed warriors in the Louvre 

and, in a syncopated manner, it speaks to the later meditations on the rejection 

of the subject matters of the Impressionists by the Parisian academy. The term 

syncopated points out the complexity of Walcott’s visual strategy and is a bor-

rowing from W.J.T. Mitchell’s reading of Northrop Frye’s musings on the 

long-distance visual/textual strategies in Blake’s illuminated books: 

In Blake’s longer books he employs a technique of maintaining the independ-

ence of design from text which Northrop Frye has called “syncopation” – the 

placement of a design at a considerable distance from its best textual reference 

point. In general, however, this sort of syncopation is achieved not by physical 

distance but by the introduction of iconographic disparities which complicate 

and attenuate our equations of text and design. […] These disparities produce a 

metaphorical richness which multiplies the independent complexities of text 

and design: conversation becomes copulation, immolation becomes flight, sin-

gle conversion becomes catalyst for mass resurrection. (Mitchell, Blake’s 

Composite Art 10) 

This syncopated connection between ekphrasis, art work and illustration be-

comes even more glaring in my later analysis of the connection between Al-

brecht Dürer’s Four Apostles and two black Rastafarians preaching to black 

tourists on a Caribbean beach. 

The complexity of Walcott’s visual strategy is further underscored by the 

fact that this painting is one of the few illustrations that are not purposefully 
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set in the Caribbean. A majority of the illustrations follow the proposed mis-

sion of Another Life, that of documenting the islands’ every nook and cranny 

in paint. Erickson, amongst others, eloquently notes their teleology: 

It is as though the paintings know the outcome long before the poetic text is 

ready to reach this conclusion. While the verse traces its long European trajec-

tory, the paintings never leave home. Collectively, the paintings quietly convey 

the impression of an unassuming, but solid and enduring Caribbean connection 

by providing a detailed visual foundation. (225) 

This comprehensive visual foundation acts as an outside complement to the 

interiors of the museums, and as a constant member of the comparison be-

tween European and Caribbean nature. In fact, in the textual counterpart of 

Tiepolo’s Hound, the poet prefers to imagine artworks out in the open as living 

organisms involved in exchanges where nature becomes art and viceversa: he 

sees “Tiepolo ceilings” in Caribbean sunsets (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 18), 

or detects traces of “island light” in Pissarro’s Pontoise canvases (Walcott, 

Tiepolo’s Hound 53). This can be seen as a more meticulous choice if one 

reads the Caribbean setting and colour palette of the illustrations in tandem 

with the lengthy discussions on Impressionist regional and place specificity in 

Book 3 and 4. Walcott also reverses the directionality of postcolonial power-

struggles by reading some Pissarro canvases as bringing traces of the yet un-

painted Caribbean light into his canvasses and by extolling the regionalist 

quality of his (and Cézanne’s paintings) of the nature in Pontoise34. Sarah 

Casteel also notes that Walcott’s work is producing a postcolonial answer to 

the European model of the pastoral, one that is anchored directly in the effort 

of painting and preserving Caribbean nature – and a real commitment to “a 

contemplative aesthetics of the everyday” as well as a postcolonial sense of 

place which is inflected via local natural landscapes (Second Arrivals 44–45). 

Casteel also sees Walcott’s own paintings as enforcing these proposed norms 

of postcolonial pastoral vision, since the specificity of Caribbean nature is de-

picted front and center in most of the illustrations. 

Moreover, given the discourse of securitization that the Louvre master-

pieces seem to suggest, the gesture of moving the artworks away from the 

museum either by changing their setting as in the Domino Players (106) 

(where Walcott transposes Cézanne’s Card Players from a provincial French 

taverne to a Caribbean bar), or, as in the example above, populating an English 

garden in Stratford-upon-Avon with a marble statue supposedly imported 

from the Louvre or Versailles, already indicates a counter-memorial and coun-

ter-canonical critique. Additionally, Birgit Neumann remarks that read 

                                                      
34 See (Handley, New World Poetics Nature and the Adamic Imagination of Whitman, Neruda, 

and Walcott 337–41) for a better discussion of regionalism in Pissarro’s work 
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through Walcott’s lens, Pissarro’s Impressionism acts as a challenge to Euro-

centric views of art history:  

Thriving on transcultural connectivity, Pissarro’s own paintings hybridize Eu-

ropean sceneries and open up a creatively invented third space in which fixed, 

Eurocentric topographies are unsettled and their instable connections to Carib-

bean spaces are revealed. (“Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 457)  

In Tiepolo’s Hound, as I shall continue to demonstrate throughout the chapter, 

some of the paintings act jointly with the ekphrastic text in “imagetext” con-

figurations to provide counter-memorial critiques of colonial regimes of vi-

sion, weaponizing visual memory that has been previously used to advance 

Eurocentric ideas about art. As discussed in the introduction, imagetexts are 

defined by Mitchell as the way in which the textual and the visual support 

each other mutually without being easily collapsed into one another and keep-

ing to the distinct affordances of each separate medium: “[Blake’s] composite 

art is, to some extent, not an indissoluble unity, but an interaction between two 

vigorously independent modes of expression” (Mitchell, Blake’s Composite 

Art 3). Some of Walcott’s illustrations like English Garden or Doctrine act in 

this more synthetic manner as imagetexts, while most others serve as Carib-

bean complements to the text of the long poem in various forms of the “im-

age/text problematic”. Mitchell defines and maps the structures and spectra 

within which words and images relate to each other under the label of the 

“image/text problematic” – a term that is meant to also interrogate their “link-

ages to power, value, and human interest” (Mitchell, Picture Theory 5). 

Most critics acknowledge that the illustrations are important foils to the text 

of Tiepolo’s Hound, yet their positions on the question of whether the illustra-

tions do semiotic work in concert with the text vary to some extent. For in-

stance, Paula Burnett does not view the paintings as illustrative of the text, but 

rather more like a parallel identity project: “The paintings are not just decora-

tive. Though they don't illustrate the poem in any direct sense, they are crucial 

to its meaning.” (Paula Burnett). Handley, conversely sees them as occasion-

ally tangential, but also derivative from the text of the poem: “The paintings 

have varied levels of relevance to the passages that surround them, but, gen-

erally speaking, their connection to Walcott’s poetic language is loose; they 

are never entirely independent of his metaphorical work, and they are never 

mere visual illustrations of the text.”(Handley, New World Poetics 346). Neu-

mann also reads the paintings as “only loosely and associatively related to the 

poetic text” and therefore marking their aesthetic difference, rather than their 

relation. Closer to my own view, Sarah Fulford and Clara Rosa de Lima un-

derstand Walcott’s process as one where he “tends to paint as a way of explor-

ing issues that find a way into his poetry, and viceversa” (Fulford 14; de Lima 

188). I argue here that the connection between the text and the illustrations is 

not merely associative, but occasionally approaches the mode of imagetext 
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described by Mitchell. Mitchell’s image/text problematic is also a useful way 

to map the various linkages that the images have with the text in their more 

“associative” connections. 

Neumann also makes a very convincing case for ekphrasis in Tiepolo’s 

Hound to be understood as an intermedial and postcolonial process. Interme-

diality, she notes, “thrives on the unpredictable encounter with (visual, semi-

otic, cultural) otherness, which is projected onto the text and presented as a 

supplement that is both desired and feared” (“Postcolonial Ekphrasis and 

Counter-Visions in Derek Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound - Contacts, Contests 

and Translations” 452). The book’s ekphrastic intermediality, the acts of trans-

lation of European paintings into Caribbean settings and the Caribbean-set 

watercolours as supplement to the European locales of the book only partially 

explain the relationship between words and images in Tiepolo’s Hound. The 

materiality of the images and Walcott’s long discussions about the production 

of visual culture are also another way in which the illustrations are curated. 

Last, but not least, my argument in this chapter parly hinges on a reading of 

the images as part of a set of more systematic critical positions effected both 

visually and verbally, another way of doing the reparative reading necessary 

to decolonize the museum, for instance. As seen above, one can indeed read 

Walcott’s Stratford-upon-Avon illustration as a foil to the Louvre master-

pieces, taking marble arts out of the salon and museum and returning them to 

nature. This type of visual verbal reversal of directionality and re-calibration 

breaks the injunction of tradition and counteracts the discourse of exclusion – 

the re-located illustration as well as Walcott’s vignette in the sugar factory 

yard are acts of reparative readings. 

Pissarro’s Sojourn 

 

Finally, to understand the dramatic effect of the excluding masterpieces in the 

Louvre in my reading above, this later episode must be contextualized in light 

of the narratives of inheritance and vocation that determine Pissarro’s sojourn 

to Paris (in Walcott’s imagined biography). At the end of Book 1, Pissarro’s 

dramatic choice to leave St. Thomas for Paris is shown as a desire to partici-

pate in the higher calling of Art alongside its other practitioners active in the 

metropolis.  The young Pissarro (in Walcott’s vision) is motivated by a need 

to belong to an overarching and participative world of metropolitan art that 

knows no boundaries and disregards geographic origins – a world impossible 

to access from his West Indian location:  

What would have been his future had he stayed? 

 He was Art’s subject as much as any empire’s, 

 

he had no more choice than the ship that steered 
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with its black chimneys and volcanic fires (Tiepolo’s Hound 29) 

Pissarro’s sojourn towards a brighter Parisian future is counterbalanced with 

an ekphrastic hook to J.M.W. Turner’s The Fighting Téméraire tugged to her 

last Berth to be Broken Up (1838). The Fighting Téméraire was the ship fa-

mously used by the British navy to win the Battle of Trafalgar and its retire-

ment symbolizes the end of a glorious era(Handley, “Triangulation and the 

Aesthetics of Temporality in Derek Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound” 236). The 

young painter is shown leaving towards an energetic future, while paradoxi-

cally, Turner’s ship is being dismembered and presented sailing into a final 

sunset. The contrast alludes to the classical motif of the interlaced Eros and 

Thanatos, vitality and death. The Eros and Thanatos motif further add to the 

participatory illusion of the universalizing cosmopolitanism of Art with a cap-

ital A. Here again, Walcott overlays the scene of Pissarro’s immigration in an 

act of calibration via Turner’s masterpiece. 

 Framed by this vocabulary of vocation, pictorial comparison and inden-

tured servitude to art’s higher calling, Pissarro’s choice of a mainstream paint-

ing career in the metropolis, over a much-feared Caribbean obscurity seems 

inevitable. Walcott implies that were he to stay in St. Thomas where time is 

at a paradisiacal standstill, Pissarro would be robbed of a future. The lure of 

Europe is a promise of participating in its long history and traditions and so, 

the ennui of the “edenic” and timeless New World is traded for the ticking 

historical time and the breeding of the Old one. In Europe, he imagines, artistic 

endeavour flows more readily since it is building on visible and rehearsed tra-

ditions and canons: 

 The Old World lay ahead, the New receding,  

 its primal edens soon exhaust their use, 

 

 the Old is subtler, varied, with more breeding, 

 given its history what should he choose. (Tiepolo’s Hound 30) 

“Breeding” is an important word here, a problem of peerage, and, thus, bio-

logical inheritance, and social mobility by association. It is precisely the rea-

son that the “marbles” in the Louvre turn away from Pissarro, the privilege of 

peerage. Breeding also brings into the narrative a foreboding restriction of bi-

ological selection, if one recalls the stark contrast between Tiepolo or Vero-

nese’s whippet hound and the Caribbean mongrels foraging in the factory 

yard. Pissarro’s inevitable choice is infused here with the imperial vocabulary 

of racial purity that leads in part to the Eurocentric exclusion of the master-

pieces. This in turn makes the claim to European visual inheritance risky, alt-

hough desirable from the very beginning. In further critical assessments, Wal-

cott decries the erasure of race from European painting and turns discourses 

of racial purity on their head. 
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 Throughout Tiepolo’s Hound (especially in Book 1 and 2), Pissarro’s 

departure is presented as a sacrificial rejection of Caribbean landscapes and 

his more local inheritance, both at a practical and at a metaphorical level. In 

an imagined collective murmur, the fishermen in the Charlotte Amalie market 

caution him about abandoning his roots: “‘We know you is going/We is your 

roots. Without us you weak’” (Tiepolo’s Hound 28). Being propositioned 

again by a chorus of islander voices to turn back from the departed ship’s 

“gangplank”, be anointed in sea spray and become “in obscure St. Thomas/our 

Giotto, our Jerome, our rock-hidden hermit”(Tiepolo’s Hound 28), Pissarro 

refuses the role of local hero. Again, ideas of fame and dedication to art are 

filtered through the prism of European tradition – Giotto, who famously broke 

with the tradition of his time and painted everything from life in his native 

Florence, and St. Jerome who produced one of the first translations of the Bi-

ble into vulgate Latin while in isolation in a desert near Colchis. Both associ-

ations here reinforce the importance of devotion to locality, natural environ-

ment, and empirical observation, all of which Pissarro rejects. He leaves the 

lush “familiar obscurity” (Tiepolo’s Hound 29) in the new World, for “unfa-

miliar fame” in urban Europe (Tiepolo’s Hound 29). Refusing his island in-

heritance, his uncle’s shop on the wharf, the small sugar factory, “the fish 

scales in the market” swaying his soul (Tiepolo’s Hound 29), he sails off to 

claim his larger European inheritance: “a longing for the centre/for the portals 

of gilt frames his gift could enter/like a museum door” (Tiepolo’s Hound 24).  

Book 1 of TH ends with advice to Pissarro to find his own calling and voice 

in Europe by participating freely in metropolitan artistic traditions. France, for 

the young Pissarro, is an articulation of identity, rather than a loss of it:  

 France will translate him, he will find his voice 

  in its hoarse lindens, a boulevard’s sentence, 

 

 couplets of silvery aspens whispering “Pontoise”, 

     its roads opening like an inheritance. (Tiepolo’s Hound 30) 

Pontoise, the home-place of the Impressionists is claimed as inheritance – the 

logos of France is where Pissarro’s identity crystalises in translation and he 

finds a home for his evolving palette combining the silvery colours of Pontoise 

with the light of the islands. In a similar guise to the later episode in the Louvre 

following this canto, Pissarro’s claim to inheritance is angled towards an ex-

terior – whether the trees of Pontoise or the boulevards of Paris – these two, 

of course, being not-so-specific allusions to Pissarro’s painting subjects. The 

claim to inheritance is thus undertaken in other spaces than the stuffy muse-

ums with their whiff of formaldehyde. While the nature in Pontoise and Paris 

is welcoming towards Pissarro and his budding Impressionism, the snobbery 

and curation of tradition inside museums adds to the impression that belonging 
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is not possible. Thus, this snobbery must be stamped out as a systematic pro-

ject of Tiepolo’s Hound: tradition will then be hated properly enough and the 

field will be equalized. 

Tracing Predecessors 

 

Discussions of breeding and privilege, claims to belonging and the desire to 

participate in European (and Eurocentric) traditions are an important part of 

Walcott’s interpretation of Pissarro, but they are also rehearsed in the 

speaker’s autobiographic musings about his own paternal inheritance. Taking 

stock of his father’s paintings and interest in art history, the poet-persona un-

dertakes an exercise in affiliative memory:  

 From my father’s cabinet I trace his predecessors, 

 In a small blue book: The English Topographical Draughtsmen, 

 

 his pencil studies, delicately firm as theirs, 

 the lyrical, light precision of these craftsmen,  

 Girtin, Sandby, and Cotman, Peter de Wint 

            …. 

 His own work was a double portrait, a cherished oval 

  

of his wife in oil, his own face, with a soft frown 

that seemed to clarify the gentle evil 

 

of an early death. A fine sketch of a cow, 

a copy of Millet’s The Gleaners, Turner’s 

 

The Fighting Téméraire 

… more than a learner’s 

skill in them, more than mimicry, a gift. (Tiepolo’s Hound 11) 

Inheritance plays a double role here – it signifies inherited respect and curios-

ity about art historical traditions, and an actual inventory of material bequests 

that Walcott has inherited from his father, a keen amateur painter. Walcott 

presents his “ticking clerk’s” father’s paintings and sketches as skilled, rather 

than amateurish (“more than mimicry, a gift”). They exhibit a creative mi-

metic engagement similar to the one that Walcott has expounded on favoura-

bly in his well-known 1974 essay, “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry”. 

Commenting on V.S. Naipaul’s maxim that “Nothing has ever been created in 

the Caribbean, and nothing will ever be created” (qtd in Hamner 54), Walcott 

questions with prescience and polemic grace this dismissive damnation of is-

land life. Instead he proposes a historical understanding of Caribbean cultural 

practices that is not based around an elusive purity of origin, but on adaptation 

and collage as innovative virtues – a stalwart value of Walcott’s career. He 
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exemplifies the surprising performance of cultural syncretism by reading Car-

nival as an artistic form born out of the suppression of African drumming and 

group chanting, but becoming a substantive form of innovation out of scarcity:  

the calypso emerged as a sense of mimicry, of patterning its form both on satire 

and self-satire. The impromptu elements of the calypso, like the improvisation 

and invention of steelband music, supersedes its traditional origins, that is, the 

steeldrum supersedes the attempt to copy melody from the xylophone and the 

drum, the calypso supersedes its ancient ritual forms in group chanting. From 

the viewpoint of history, these forms originated in imitation if you want, and 

ended in invention. (qtd in Hamner 55)  

For Walcott therefore the use of mimicry in the fragment above pertains to a 

highly generative and hybridizing sense of the word. A certain imitative ap-

prenticeship like the one espoused by the lyrical I in the many moments of 

contemplation in Tiepolo’s Hound is seen as a necessary base for creation. 

Moreover, Walcott’s attitude towards creation is an act of learning, rather than 

one of divine inspiration sketched on a tabula rasa. For instance, in the opening 

of the canto outlining the quest for the hound, contemplating the light on the 

hound’s thigh is first and foremost a learning moment: “stunned as a I stud-

ied”(Tiepolo’s Hound 7). This type of creative apprenticeship seems to re-

hearse the values of tradition with extreme devotion, while at the same time, 

transforming it into a tool for critique. Walcott constantly seems more inter-

ested in tracing affiliative lines that map the impact of cultural colonization, 

but also carefully underlines the différance entailed in imitation in the Carib-

bean. 

 One also notes how ideas of cultural inheritance concentrated in sketching 

the paternity of the poet-persona’s vocation as an intergenerational dialogue 

on the imprint of art history are mediated through material inheritance. Given 

his early death, Warwick Walcott’s paintings and books and his group of 

friends are touted as a major influence on the younger Walcott’s choice of 

vocation. There is a double act of affiliation at work in the fragment above, on 

the one hand a declaration of familial inheritance with the dead father’s influ-

ence as defining the son’s future vocation, and a practice-based material affil-

iation that the poet-persona is participating in through the act of copying and 

tracing. “I trace his predecessors” (Tiepolo’s Hound 11) can be read simulta-

neously as a detective mapping of influences, but also as the physical act of 

copying the outline of drawings in preparation for a reproduction. As shown 

above, the idea of reproduction is significantly marked as a creative outlet in 

Walcott’s oeuvre.  

Shortly thereafter, this fiction of genteel peripheral talent and paternal af-

filiation is beset by doubt and riven by enforced colonial hierarchies. Warwick 

Walcott’s skill is deemed inferior to that of the painters situated in the centre; 

His careful sketches are automatically relegated to a negative understanding 
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of colonial mimickry, rather than Walcott’s more generous essayistic assess-

ment: 

 …A peasant sows 

 

his seeds with a scything motion, the lark’s good news 

     is beyond his hearing, striding these humped furrows 

 

 a clod trampling clods in sabots, his wooden shoes 

 riding the troughs of ploughed soil, these boots 

  

my father drew from Millet. These distant landscapes 

which his devotion copied, did they despise the roots 

 

and roofs of his island as inferior shapes 

in the ministry of apprenticeship? (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 12–13) 

Personified paintings like those in the Louvre representing a Eurocentric 

worldview mount an offensive against colonial copies yet again. Dramatized 

as absentee landlords, they encode imported artistic value judgements that rel-

egate the sources of Caribbean imagination to inferior positions. Walcott sen-

ior is in a way the opposite of Pissarro, choosing island obscurity in lieu of 

metropolitan fame – he is here a kind of cautionary tale of what location means 

for the fostering of talent. Despite the regional specificity, socialism and rural 

realism of Millet, Warwick Walcott’s copy and his son’s many regional adap-

tations in Tiepolo’s Hound are rejected as derivative and non-authentic by the 

ventriloquized canonical paintings: “These distant landscapes/which his de-

votion copied, did they despise the roots//and roofs of his islands as inferior 

shapes…? (Tiepolo’s Hound 12). This uneven comparison is later echoed in 

the apparent contrast between the ochre pot hounds foraging from the gutter 

and Veronese’s Feast in the House of Levi. Commensurability in the declara-

tive sense is a function of privilege in the rigid discourses of Eurocentric tra-

dition. The interdict of copying dramatizes the difference between inside and 

outside – between the accepted masters in the museum and the Caribbean ap-

prentices. However, despite the memory ownership injunction, the anti-canon-

ical narrative of Tiepolo’s Hound is involved in a project that produces and 

activates reproductions as generative alternative loci for a more democratic art 

history. The reproductions catalysing artistic vocation within imperial and 

postimperial settings travel by means of inherited and shared art albums and 

are often brought up in moments where Caribbean nature is shown to imitate 

art in several island ekphrases that meditate on the influence of reproduction 

on ex-centric positions. Walcott systematically tries to dispel the canonical 

aura of the originals, while keeping the sublime experience of art in the mix. 

Moreover, Walcott the younger also mounts a subtle visual-verbal counter-

offensive to the assailing masterpieces in the many rural island scenes that 
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illustrate the book as well as in the numerous textual comparisons between 

European and Caribbean natural settings. For instance, the perspective, the 

intent concentration and the colour palette of the fishermen at work in Baiting 

the Hook (62) and St. Lucian Fishermen (76), as well as the setting and real-

istic detail in Preparing the Nets (68) create hybrid Caribbean-Milletian fish-

ermen characters seen at work. While being set clearly in the Caribbean, these 

paintings revision the theme of The Gleaners bathed in what Walcott has 

called an “island light”, the quality of light specific to his and Donald Hink-

son’s paintings (Levin and van Sickle 46). Additionally, Preparing the Nets is 

one of the most striking visuals in Tiepolo’s Hound and the one chosen for its 

first edition cover. Hence it should perhaps be seen as exemplifying Walcott’s 

visual strategy in Tiepolo’s Hound.   

The procedure of visual reference and counter-memorial painting would 

have not been possible without the use of The Gleaners as a cultural memory 

calibrator for new postcolonial visions of art history, but equally, one could 

not read Preparing the Nets, through its implied comparison with Millet with-

out the help of the embattling/embattled ekphrastic text describing Warwick 

Walcott’s engagement with the painting. In this respect, the text and image 

work as complements, rather than independent compositions. 

In the Warwick Walcott episode, colonized imagination is beautifully 

phrased as religious dedication to a painterly sublime brought about by the 

contemplation of masterpieces, “these landscapes that his devotion copied’ 

within the “ministry of apprenticeship”. The ecstatic blindness of venerating 

the canonical richness of such antecedents seems to gloss over the colonial 

hierarchies encoded within the masterpieces. Yet, like in the Pissarro-Louvre 

museum encounter, in Walcott’s imagined filial exchange this exclusionary 

authority becomes manifest. The colonized gaze is shown to be again a ques-

tion of inheritance, property and the right to participate in European memory 

as a non-European. The weaponized personified paintings, Millet’s The 

Gleaners and Turner’s The Fighting Téméraire reinforce ideas about copy-

right restrictions and the Eurocentric rejection of the formerly colonized, but 

also act as more flexible lieux de mémoire where Walcott starts his contesta-

tion of Eurocentric ideas of memory ownership. Besides reinforcing the pain-

ful narratives of visual memory ownership, they act as postcolonial memory 

calibrators – becoming “unwilling” actors in narratives of counter-memorial 

power and anti-racist discourse. The patronising discourse of inferiority is 

shown to be ultimately ineffective in the face of Warwick Walcott’s skill: 

Learning 

 

did not betray his race if he copied a warship’s 

final berth, a cinder in a Turner sunset burning, 

any more than the clouds that hid the lark’s trill-trill (Tiepolo’s Hound 14) 
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The discussion here is one of racial passing in drawing, concealing the traces 

of race in Warwick Walcott’s imitation does not ultimately make a difference 

in the “empire of Art”. This act of tracing, if one pays close attention, is also 

a claim to visual agency over the canon by virtue of mastery: there is no way 

of knowing race by style of drawing, there is no exclusion on the page – as 

opposed to the museum’s labelling and forbidding memory regimes35. As ex-

plained above, this view is reinforced in the volume where the democratising 

force of print is often extolled in contrast with the magnetic prisons of muse-

ums. 

A brand of engaged and immersive learning seems fundamental to the con-

struction of visual memory in Tiepolo’s Hound, but it is sometimes doubled 

by a kind of imagined equalizing of the playing field in the relationship be-

tween Caribbean and European painters. Handley defines this process in Wal-

cott’s terms as “triangulation”: 

Triangulation is a spatial order used in surveying to be able to delimit a location 

by means of measuring its distance from two distinct spots. Triangulation not 

only confirms the distance by means of two witnesses, but it also spatially 

places the three locations on a similar plane, allowing us to use any two of the 

points to determine the location of the third. No single location, then, exists 

without relation to the other two, and hence there is no center nor margin, only 

relation. (Handley, “Triangulation and the Aesthetics of Temporality in Derek 

Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound” 237) 

According to Handley, triangulation is one Walcott’s strategies of performing 

a reparative imaginative practice in the visual arts which lies at the basis of 

Tiepolo’s Hound’s relationship with history. In a striking passage Warwick 

Walcott is thus joined in his admiration of Turner’s Fighting Téméraire by 

Monet and Pissarro: 

Triangulation: in his drawing room, 

my father copies The Fighting Téméraire. 

  

He [Pissarro] and Monet admire the radiant doom 

of the original; all three men revere 

  

the crusted barge, its funnel bannering fire, 

its torch guiding the three-master on 

 

to sink in the infernal asphalt of an empire  

turning more spectral, like the mastodon. (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 76) 

                                                      
35 Stefan Helgesson notes that this observation is akin to W.E.B. Dubois’ argument about the 

racialisation of culture in The Souls of Black Folk. 
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Triangulation, according to Handley, is a type of ekphrastic spatial seeing – 

adopting the spatial dimension from its reference to the visual arts – that points 

towards Walcott’s aesthetic of temporality as something that “frees the aes-

thetic imagination from the chronological constraints of History” 

(“Triangulation and the Aesthetics of Temporality in Derek Walcott’s 

Tiepolo’s Hound” 236). Cultural memory for Walcott is always a counter-

memorial endeavour that goes beyond a confrontational mode, but creates a 

freeing aesthetic encounter that can, on the page at least, allow for art to be-

come a discourse of a higher order than progressive models of history. Con-

trary to Handley’s claim that triangulation is a way of compressing art histor-

ical time towards an adamic imagination of the Caribbean, however, I contend 

that Walcott’s models of temporality are predicated on intertemporal ex-

changes that are not easily swayed directionally towards the Caribbean or to-

wards Europe. Placing Warwick Walcott in the company of the two painters 

exiled by the Franco-Prussian war to London viewing the retirement of the 

British ship that future marks the twilight of the British empire is a remarkable 

feat of aesthetic pleasure where three subjects are learning the beauty of decay. 

The illustration opposite, St. Lucian Fishermen (76) supports this three-way 

encounter on an equalized field: it depicts three fishermen taking a pot of del-

icate fish out of a boat – one of them wearing a colonial hat, all are intent on 

their work, all sharing and touching the platter of fish in collaborative gestures. 

This is one of the paintings that could derive its perspective and reference from 

Millet’s The Gleaners which would, in its turn, set it into dialogue visually 

with the previous fragment where Warwick’s father’s copies of Millet and 

Turner were dramatically rejected. The triangulation episode, in conjunction 

with the illustration create a benevolent counter-action to the earlier imagined 

rejection in the environment of collaborative learning and admiration of the 

three painters vis-à-vis Turner’s Fighting Téméraire (a painting participating 

in the visual offensive mounted against Warwick Walcott’s reproductions). 

This segment is thus another instance where postcolonial agency is claimed 

by means of ekphrastic allusion and transnational encounter. The paintings are 

calibrated differently and prove malleable and transportable materials of 

memory rather than the immobile hardened marbles that reject Pissaro’s 

claims to belonging.  
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II Moors on the Margins: Reparative Reading as Counter-

Memory 

 

In the first part of the chapter, I have focused on Walcott’s more critical 

assessments of Eurocentrism and the kind of narratives of inheritance that un-

dermine postcolonial inferiority complexes within museums. Walcott’s cri-

tique of Eurocentrism entails a visual and verbal assessment of the blind spots 

of museums rejecting the (post)colonial subject via claims of exclusivity and 

non-identity, and by providing various demonstrations of deep knowledge of 

art history reconfigured as angles where tradition is “hated” properly. Wal-

cott’s narratives of inferiority complexes and jilted inheritance are subtly sub-

verted by the images that re-calibrate, re-visualize and transfer well-known 

artworks such as Venus de Milo and The Gleaners by Millet to Caribbean en-

vironments. If one understands mimicry as a positive and fertile cultural prac-

tice, then Walcott’s re-visionings are effective tools for critique and reorien-

tation of an art history away from its Eurocentric precepts. The second part of 

the chapter will then select and expand on Walcott’s more affirmative decol-

onizing practices – what I have defined earlier on as Walcott’s counter-me-

morial activity, a series of reparative readings of art history. These readings 

are moments that Walcott seizes as possibilities for fertile cross-over between 

an imagined egalitarian art history where unfair colonial realities are acknowl-

edged and highlighted, and historical realities that could become starting 

points for a more ethical overhaul of art history. At these flash points, Walcott 

produces narratives of counter-memory – sometimes not entirely factual ones, 

or even counterfactual – subtly unearthing the subversive potential of various 

art historical moments. These moments constitute acts of reinterpretation of 

postcolonial cultural inheritance, rather than the suspicious readings aimed at 

debunking Eurocentrism that made up the focus of part I. Here Walcott at-

tempts to find temporary solutions and alternative paths to start the process of 

renewal of tradition. These solutions are often exercised with a small measure 

of hope and an even smaller measure of doubt mixed in the same sentence. I 

have selected three of these instances, one is Walcott’s alternative reading of 

impressionism and Pissarro’s role within the current, the second is the obser-

vation that Moors in paintings by Tiepolo and Veronese could serve as stand-

ins for the lack of persons of colour in European art history, and, the third is 

Walcott’s association between religion and art history where Moors, Jews and 

Rastafarians can all be seen as alternative articulations for a decolonized art 

history. 
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“A prism of broken glass flashed at the roots”: Walcott’s Impressionist 

Revolution 

 

The first moment where reparative reading can be seen at work is Walcott’s 

interpretation of the Impressionist movement as an embattled counter-offen-

sive to the rigours of academism in the Parisian Salon. Walcott’s case stresses 

the innovative strategies of the Impressionists by highlighting the artists’ de-

cision to abandon traditional models of reconstructed studio light in favour of 

a more scientific approach to natural light and its complexity as observed en 

plein d’air. After spending a few cantos of the book setting up Pissarro as the 

unlikely hero of the Impressionist movement – a young painter from the Dutch 

Antilles whose impact on the movement was shaped by his Caribbean up-

bringing and his status as a marginalized Jewish man from the colonies – Wal-

cott reads the entire enterprise of Impressionism as oppositional, revolutionary 

and anti-dogmatic: 

But what conviction was carried in a sketch, 

and patchy impasto surfaces with dim drawing? 

   

What authority granted the privilege  

of blurring, dissolving and ignoring form, outlawing 

 

detail of trees without Corot’s feathery grace? 

Physics had analysed light into particles floating 

 

and the Pointillist muse was Science; all space 

was a concentration of dots, picnickers boating 

  

on the summer Seine, dogs, parasols. Their refusers 

rejected this change of vision, of deities; theories 

 

instead of faith geometry, not God. Their accusers 

saw them as shallow heretics, unorthodox painters, 

  

using wriggles for tree trunks, charred twigs for figures, 

crooked horizons, shadows streaked with purple; 

 

they were Academy’s outcasts, its niggers 

from barbarous colonies, a contentious people! 

 

They followed impulse, with no concern for their craft,  

geese that lacked the concentration of swans, 

  

their brushstrokes wriggling necks. The Salon laughed 

as it locked them out. Sketches. Impressions. (Tiepolo’s Hound 44–45) 
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The plight of the Impressionists is presented as rebellious – as a conscious 

rejection of the dead light of studio paintings, as a questioning of authority, 

and an adoption of optics and the light prism as sources for inspiration instead 

of the more conventional studio light of Old Masters: “In those still lifes, 

where dying rings like crystal,/from glasses polished by a servant’s 

breath,//lay the sweet pain of the Impressionists” (Tiepolo’s Hound 44). Wal-

cott exaggerates the rejection of the Impressionists for dramatic effect con-

structing them as revolutionary figures consciously aiming to dislodge author-

ity. Impressionist trees are unlicensed by the Salon: “What authority granted 

the privilege/of blurring, dissolving, ignoring form, outlawing//detail of trees 

without Corot’s feathery grace” (Tiepolo’s Hound 44). As we have already 

seen in the examples taking place in the museum, Walcott debunks “museum” 

authority and demystifies its mechanisms. Here, similarly, authority is only 

mentioned to be subverted. The impressionist painting technique whereby 

light on tree trunks becomes a main subject instead of other spatial order ele-

ments; the minute realistic details of nature painting in the Barbizon school 

are replaced by stylized trembling brushstrokes. Ekphrasis is here used to 

characterise an artistic movement and their series of aesthetic choices - the 

wriggling trees and stippled light is a feature of impressionism in general, not 

merely of Pissarro or Monet. The fast pace of painting outside used by im-

pressionists is also evoked via ekphrasis; the sketch is the painting event, and 

the thickly applied paint is there to evoke this hurry to catch the light true: 

“But what conviction is carried in a sketch/and patchy impasto surfaces with 

dim drawing?”(Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 44). The fast changing forms creat-

ing the illusion of nature in motion are conjured in the ekphrastic hooks refer-

ring to the trees. By commenting on technique and the unifying qualities of 

impressionism, Walcott highlights the materiality of the process of painting 

and the shared sense of a movement. 

The revolutionary aspect of impressionist painting, in Walcott’s view, is 

the willing abandonment of form and detail in favour of a series of studies on 

the illusions created by prismatic light. Analysing Walcott’s interest in im-

pressionism and in the work of Pissarro, Handley makes some useful obser-

vations that clarify Walcott’s ekphrastic interpretation above: 

The impressionists generally did not worry about painting stories, allegorical or 

historical, or about producing painstakingly elaborated and self-contained com-

positions; they were happy to disrupt the expectations for local and stable color 

and for a finished, transparent appearance. Instead they found their art in the 

perception of light in their immediate environment and sought to expose the 

prismatic quality of light when closely observed through brief passing mo-

ments. This in turn meant that their art violated the painterly convention of fo-

cusing primarily on spatial organization and turned instead to temporality, the 

very medium that two-dimensional frozen images were supposed to be unable 

to capture. (“Triangulation and the Aesthetics of Temporality in Derek 

Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound” 244) 
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The ticking of time and its importance to impressionist technique is high-

lighted in the fragment above the one quoted. The main difference between 

Impressionism and “classic canvasses” is the lack of attention to realistic de-

tail: “vision was not the concentrated gaze/that took in every detail at a glance” 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 44) and the way in which the painter’s hand and intention 

are visible in the quick sketches of the impressionist artist’s in contrast to: 

“Time, petrified in ever classic canvas, denied the frailty of the painter’s 

hands” (Tiepolo’s Hound 44).  

Time’s arrest within triangulation as configured by Walcott represents yet 

another way of equalizing the playing field between the Caribbean’s timeless-

ness and the less savoury positivistic views of art history whose timeline re-

presses Caribbean presences:“Walcott insists however, that all art must be 

measured against Time, not History, which is to say it must be measured 

against the changing flux of its chief subject: the natural world” (Handley, 

New World Poetics 340). Walcott takes up the notion of time in impressionist 

technique as a subject in several subsequent explorations, but even in the lines 

quoted above, in his observation on Pointillism, space is stressed as a weirdly 

configured element of Impressionism: “all space was a concentration of dots” 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 44).  

In the fragment excerpted, Walcott alludes to the Salon des Refusés of 

1863, the beginning of the public success of impressionism. The Salon des 

Refusés traditionally showed work rejected by the critics of the Paris Salon. 

In 1863 it showcased work by Manet, Pissarro and Courbet. The “refused” 

painters protested their exclusion even writing to the Emperor Napoleon III. 

Even though the emperor supported the critics’ rejection, the letter set audi-

ences abuzz bringing these painters into the public eye. Large audiences inter-

ested in the fallout from the protest came to look at the paintings. It must be 

noted that although the Impressionists were considered scandalous, their role 

in art history is not so starkly revolutionary – Walcott is exaggerating for dra-

matic effect. 

  Reading impressionism in this slightly sensationalist tone, Walcott sets 

up the conflict of the rejected in religious terms; a contrast obtains between 

devotion to the dogmas of tradition represented by the Paris Salon, and the 

heretic interpretation of painting proposed by the Impressionists as “scien-

tific”. After showing their rejection of authority by stating out the precepts 

where forms were blurred, dissolved and ignored, he reconfigures the Impres-

sionists as heretics: “shallow heretics, unorthodox painters”, “heretical in their 

delight”, a group that follows “theories//instead of faith, geometry, not God” 

(Tiepolo’s Hound 44) and spends their time in cafés around Place de la Clichy 

“indulging this anarchist [Pissarro], arms flailing the air, who would burn the 

Louvre” (Tiepolo’s Hound 45). The old, the Salon of Paris is presented here 

as the orthodoxy of form, space and detail, while the Impressionists are “geese 

that lacked the concentration of swans” and have “heavy hands. […] Brushes 

in brute fists” (Tiepolo’s Hound 46). On account of their lack of talent, they 
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are rejected by the Salon: “The Salon laughed/as it locked them out./ Sketches. 

Impressions.” (Tiepolo’s Hound 45)  Walcott turns the ridicule into virtue, 

since this painful assessment of the Salon becomes ultimately the name of this 

later very distinguished artistic trend. An inheritance of rejection is turned into 

a valuable memory of strife. The position of heretic is further relished as Wal-

cott garners lots of sympathy for the other Impressionist painters portrayed in 

the following section (canto XVII, part 4). It must be noted, at this particular 

moment of the text, that Walcott’s ekphrases and appraisal of the Impression-

ist group is exclusively focused on male painters, ignoring the presence of 

female painters such as Berthe Morissot, Mary Cassatt or Marie 

Bracquemond. This omission, as well as Walcott’s consistent silence about 

female painters throughout Tiepolo’s Hound, perpetuates a constant imbal-

ance in art history where female painters are ignored and forgotten, and also, 

to some extent, the largely male and frequently criticized enterprise of post-

colonial critique36. In the case of the group picture, ekphrasis also showcases 

the blind spots of Walcott’s foci on the art historical within visual-verbal con-

figurations. A further area of investigation would also take into account the 

ways in which masculinities are constructed in the work of the three poets 

analysed here. 

To return to the text of Tiepolo’s Hound, the association between a reli-

gious language of devotion and painting is one of Walcott’s significant ek-

phrastic and image-textual strategies. Tiepolo’s Hound phrases dichotomies 

between insiders and outsiders in the art world, between dogma and flouting 

traditions, and between admiration and slavish imitation in religious terms - 

Art is phrased as a religious language without the institutional clout of actual 

religion, but functioning within the same mechanisms of power and represen-

tation. Pissarro’s contribution to Impressionism at the end of this canto is 

phrased as a renunciation to religion, perversely couched in religious lan-

guage: 

 The shul forbade any representation  

 of graven images, but Art is secular; 

 

 he wore his heresy with resignation,  

 an acolyte shedding his scapular. (Tiepolo’s Hound 46) 

The religious renunciation above echoes the similar discussion of art being the 

only empire that Pissarro bowed to – the fuel needed for him to leave the Car-

ibbean and search for fame in the Old World. The renunciation, despite its 

comparative claim to a Jewish world-picture (since it is the shul who rejects 

artistic representation), is still coded in Catholic terms such as “acolyte” a 

                                                      
36 See for instance the criticism of Négritude’s problematic gender imbalance by Omofolabo 

Ajayi and Emily Sheffield or Elleke Boehmer’s Stories of Women: Gender and Narrative in the 

Postcolonial Nation. 
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Latinate word for a lower order religious trainee, and “scapular”, the name of 

the long apron-like part of a Catholic priest’s or monk’s vestments. This is a 

significant clue as to Walcott’s strategy of association art and religious syn-

cretism as a visual strategy in the second part of Tiepolo’s Hound. 

 The fragment above describing the oppositional plight of the Impres-

sionists culminates with an extreme assessment of their marginalization by the 

Salon. The Impressionists are questionably presented in a heightened rhetoric 

of solidarity “they were the Academy’s outcasts, its niggers/from barbarous 

colonies, a contentious people” (Tiepolo’s Hound 46).  The Impressionists are 

assimilated to Pissarro and his island provenance “from the barbarous colo-

nies” that barred him from the Louvre earlier, as well as the lyrical I’s assess-

ment of the lack of representation for persons of colour in the Louvre. Yet 

here Walcott’s sympathy appears misplaced as the comparison moves across 

racial lines, equating marginalization on aesthetic grounds with racial margin-

alization. While Pissarro’s Jewish roots mark him as an alien in France (a point 

that Walcott expands on in the following cantos and in his discussion of the 

Dreyfus affair), casting a group of painters who were out of favour with Salon 

as “its niggers from barbarous colonies” seems far-fetched and filled with rhe-

torical air. While ekphrasis, as Mitchell defined it, can pinpoint race as a part 

of its rhetorical toolbox, it can also create racialized comparisons on very 

shaky grounds. 

I understand this comparison by Walcott as a way to exaggerate the shock 

value/the revolutionary input of a new style of painting, and also to expand 

the comparison from a European movement to a larger colonial history fraught 

with injustices and skin colour discrimination. It also expands on the earlier 

rejection experienced by Pissarro in Louvre. However, while Walcott imagi-

nes Pissarro’s position in France as liable to being marginalized and discrim-

inated, the questionable formulation collapses the entire Impressionist move-

ment (most of whom were French and predominantly middle class) into this 

position of colonial scapegoats. As far as I’m concerned this is a rather crass 

rhetorical exaggeration placed here in bad taste. 

What is more, in St. Thomas, where the colonial comparison makes more 

local sense, Pissarro was decisively not a marginalized subject. Walcott him-

self presents Pissorro’s status (and by comparison the speaker’s origin) as pe-

tite bourgeois. Sarah Casteel points out that as a Danish Jew, Pissarro was part 

of a makeshift colonial middle class who also profited from the slave trade 

and the exploitation of black indentured labourers subsequently (Calypso 

Jews: Jewishness in the Caribbean Literary Imagination 38–41). In fact, Wal-

cott observes later on, revising his earlier stance, that in Pissarro’s early can-

vasses, black characters are not granted full subjectivity, but are mere objects 

available for representation: “they were never his people, we were there to 

draw” (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 136). This pressured moment should be read 

against Walcott’s many professions of fictionality and fictionalization that oc-

cur in the book’s second half – including a moment where he undermines his 
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own account of Pissarro’s interest in the Caribbean (159). Walcott himself 

constantly questions and revisits the revolutionary aspect of Pissarro’s origin 

story in various gestures that stress the fictionality of his counter-memorial 

account. Therefore, naming the Impressionists the “niggers of the Academy” 

is a questionable formulation, even for Walcott whose main virtue as a writer 

lays in his ability of elegantly mapping various connections and contradictions 

of the postcolonial world. 

 Despite the weakness of comparison above, Walcott produces more fe-

licitous explorations of impressionism and its Caribbean “roots”. He fre-

quently collapses identification between Pissarro and the agenda of the entire 

Impressionist movement at various points in Tiepolo’s Hound revisiting vari-

ous original scenes of the current. One of the more fertile and notable moments 

is when Pissarro’s new colour palette is shown to be influenced by his Carib-

bean experience. Given that Pissarro is presented in the earlier scenes as one 

of the founding fathers of the current, mentioning that his palette bears the 

imprint of the “unpainted” Caribbean makes for a particularly hopeful repar-

ative reading. Here Walcott creates a counter-memorial narrative where Pis-

sarro’s island origins are in fact shaping Impressionism from within, just like 

(the largely unacknowledged) the imprint of West African abstraction deeply 

shaped painterly modernism and especially expressionism. Caribbean light is 

therefore what makes Pissarro’s palette Impressionist: 

 He paints in dialect, like an islander,  

 in a fresh France; when his swayed poplars tilt 

 

 you can catch an accent in their leaves, or under 

 his formal clouds a hill’s melodic lilt. 

 

 A prism of broken glass flashed at the roots 

 of an oracular oak seized by the light, 

 

 it lit the shadows and the radial shoots 

 of his iris. It charted his new palette. (Tiepolo’s Hound 53–54) 

In this fragment ekphrasis is shown again in an art historical mode comment-

ing on technique – verbal language and pictorial language are compared in a 

kind of synaesthetic moment where the audible effect of an accent is felt in 

the painter’s evolving palette. The accent one catches in Pissarro’s leaves is a 

detail that goes against the reading of Impressionism as a primarily French 

and thus European current.  This fragment also rehashes the importance of 

prismatic light and its effect on trees as a defining trait of Impressionism: “A 

prism of broken glass flashed at the roots/of an oracular oak seized by the 

light” (Tiepolo’s Hound 54). As mentioned above in the Loreto interview, and 

in Handley ones, for Walcott, painting is about light and “the theory of light, 

physical light” (Handley, “Triangulation and the Aesthetics of Temporality in 
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Derek Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound” 241). The fact that Pissarro’s prismatic 

light is a combination of the grey light of France (as discussed above) and the 

accent of Caribbean light makes the painter a convincing half-way figure for 

Walcott’s attempt at writing the Caribbean into art history: as part of Pissarro’s 

roots and as a defining part of the Impressionist “revolution”. Later on, Wal-

cott confesses the heightened fictionality that might have exaggerated the im-

pact of Pissarro’s origins on Impressionism, but the effect of this imaginary 

narrative of influence still maintains this reading as repairing inequalities of 

inheritance.  

Puzzling about the choice of Pissarro as an identificatory relay in Tiepolo’s 

Hound, Handley notes that it is on account of his aesthetics that posits an “awe 

of the ordinary” that Walcott has chosen this particular Impressionist as an 

exemplar (New World Poetics 335). Further on, he explicates this aesthetic of 

awe as influenced by the Barbizon school and consisting in a “dogged deter-

mination to pursue [a] faithfulness to immediate nature within a relatively 

small geographic space” (336) based on plein air observations of one’s own 

coin de terre. Handley’s interpretation of Pissarro’s mission smacks quite 

closely of Walcott and Dunstan St. Omer’s decision in Another Life to paint 

paint every nook and cranny of St. Lucia. In Handley words, “Walcott’s own 

frequent iteration of praise for the trees, beaches and ravines of his neighbour-

hood in Gros Islet bear some resemblance to Pissaro’s pointed devotion to 

provincialism” (New World Poetics 336). 

 Returning to the fragment that spells out the Impressionists as an oppo-

sitional and revolutionary force, one also notes that, in conjunction with the 

ekphrasis enacting a kind of counter-memory work for the artistic group, there 

is also a subtle image-textual articulation that obtains between the illustration 

and a painting by George Seurat. After declaring that the “Pointillist muse was 

science”, Walcott’s description ekphrastically interpellates Georges Seurat’s 

A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte (1884): “all space was 

a concentration of dots, picnickers boating/on the summer Seine, dogs, para-

sols” (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 45). Seurat’s painting is possibly the most 

well-known exponent of the neo-Impressionist art current. It depicts a lei-

surely afternoon where various affluent characters relax on the right bank of 

the Seine, on the island of La Grande Jatte. The distinctive technique that Seu-

rat used is Pointillisme, a particularly complex way of painting light by em-

ploying small dots of similar colours to create shapes, rather than swatches 

and brushstrokes. The small dots are meant to create and further diffuse the 

effects of light on silhouettes. Walcott’s ekphrastic interpellation is short and 

condensed, noting the characters picnicking, the canoes and sail boats on the 

river and the painted dogs – a category that Tiepolo’s Hound pays particular 

attention to. Seurat is thought to have paired this painting of affluent charac-

ters at leisure with an older painting where he depicts working class bathers 

on the Rive Gauche. This detail might have also been a factor in Walcott’s 
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visual re-visioning of Seurat’s painting in the watercolour opposite the ek-

phrastic description, Beach at Vieux Fort (1994). The technique is similar to 

that of Walcott’s other watercolours, the use of a yellowing light with partic-

ular detail on the vegetation. A large tree center left is shown in most detail. 

This tree represented on the page opposite also articulates with the poetic text 

where impressionist technique is described as the effect of light on trees. It 

also connects to Seurat’s painting where the sprawling branches of a tree part 

of a larger canopy fill the upper right side of the painting. Just like in Seurat’s 

painting, Beach at Vieux Fort is populated with a series of characters on the 

beach in various states of undress and up to various activities. One sees a num-

ber of boats, on the water – some simple fishing boats, a canoe, but also a 

yacht in the far left background. As opposed to the Seurat painting, Walcott’s 

characters seem to be of various social classes and colours. One sees a couple 

of white tourists walking along the water, several swim-suited young black 

characters in the right foreground, a black fisherman looking in the distance 

from one of the boats, and several women in patterned summer dresses on the 

left side under the large tree. Like Seurat’s, Walcott’s painting presents people 

at leisure, while the light in the picture, that of high afternoon gives the paint-

ing a dynamic outlook. Palm trees form a small canopy on the left side and 

there is a profusion of ochre, green and yellow grass in the foreground.  Wal-

cott’s painting echoes Seurat’s also by the way in which the characters are 

grouped and scattered: a couple on the beach, the three bathers sitting next to 

each other, two singular figures, the fisherman and the white tourist and the 

two groups of women in the shade of the large tree. The Caribbean location 

and the similarity of subject accompany Walcott’s affirmative reading of im-

pressionism, and so the painting itself participates in the text’s project: that of 

reading Pissarro’s impressionism as having the potential in theory to make the 

Caribbean visible – starting from a fertile intersection of intention and art his-

torical narration. The image illustrates the text via its re-visioning of Seurat, 

but also supplements the lack of a Caribbean perspective in European art his-

tory, allowing the mind to populate well-known canvasses with characters 

whose skin colour isn’t merely white. The mix of white and non-white char-

acters in Walcott’s painting can also serve as a relay to another related repar-

ative reading that Walcott enacts in the book. This is the discovery that Re-

naissance painting does depict some “not quite white” characters, the Moors 

in the work of Tiepolo and Veronese. 
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Moors on the Margins: Visualizing Race  

 

As mentioned above, Tiepolo’s Hound does more programmatic and affirma-

tive work in its relation to the European canon of art history. Other than just 

exposing the lack of colour and the securitization of masterpieces inside Eu-

rocentric discourse, Walcott also traces alternative figures throughout the 

canon of art history that put the verdict of the masterpieces in the Louvre that 

“there are no Negroes in the pantheon/of bleached albino marbles that were 

painted//with the garish taste of an Asiatic sun” (Tiepolo’s Hound 37) into 

serious question. One of Walcott’s valuable strategies of “hating tradition 

properly” is to rewrite and make visible parts of art history that might be suit-

ably reclaimed to make race, colour and religions other the Catholicism of the 

Renaissance visible and tangible. 

Erickson defines Walcott’s quest in Tiepolo’s Hound as a critical engage-

ment with race and with the Caribbean in particular: 

While echoing Joyce’s commitment “to forge in the smithy of my soul the un-

created conscience of my race,” Walcott reformulates this quest as his own pro-

ject “to elevate my race from its foul lair” (4.20.4; p. 128). Thus redirected, the 

word race is inflected with a specifically Caribbean resonance.” (Erickson 224).  

Despite Erickson’s assessment, Walcott’s writing on race in Tiepolo’s Hound 

is not limited to race as a particularly Caribbean construct. In his ekphrastic 

engagement with Moors, Walcott finds a relay figure that is useful for refram-

ing art history. He reclaims this position of marginality as something affirma-

tive (this is somewhat similar to his counter-reading of Warwick Walcott’s 

paintings as “more than mimicry”). The kind of emblems for racial diversity 

that the Moors represent are important widenings of Walcott’s agenda of re-

parative reading. This set of gestures that make racial economies apparent can 

be understood as counter-memorial. Rigney points out that literature is defined 

increasingly as promoting various discourses that can be considered opposi-

tional to mainstream understandings of various events:  

The idea that literature, along with the other arts, has a privileged role 

to play in giving voice to what has been overlooked in other forms of 

remembrance is a recurring theme (see Rigney, “Portable”). Indeed, literature 

and the other arts often appear specifically as a privileged medium of opposi-

tional memory, as a “counter-memorial” and critical force that undermines heg-

emonic views of the past (Hartman). This line of reasoning, reflecting the moral 

authority of writers even at the present day, is deeply rooted in the dominant 

tradition of twentieth-century criticism in which artistic value is correlated with 

the defamiliarization of received ideas and in which the close reading of indi-

vidual, highly-regarded texts is pitched towards showing how they subvert 

dominant views and envision alternatives (e.g., Bal and Crewe) (“The 
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Dynamics of Cultural Memory: Texts Between Morphing and Monumentality” 

348) 

In highlighting examples where the Moors disrupt the supposed whiteness of 

Renaissance paintings, Walcott undertakes precisely this kind of defamiliari-

zation work of counter-memory.  

 Besides the counter-memorial effect outlined by Rigney, ekphrasis and 

image-text themselves are defined by Mitchell as having the ability to make 

racial hierarchies apparent in visual culture37. Indeed, Walcott’s critique of the 

putative whiteness of Renaissance painting is phrased via ekphrasis. It is 

equally by ekphrastic analysis and commentary that one notices the hierar-

chies of race in paintings by Tiepolo and Veronese, Walcott painstakingly 

notes that non-white characters are repeatedly relegated to subservient, exoti-

cizing and marginal positions in the economies of the paintings analysed.  

Moreover, by performing repeated ekphrastic readings of race in notable 

paintings throughout the book, the poem itself becomes an archive for non-

white presences in European art history. Erickson also stresses this distinctive 

dimension of the book. In concert, the paintings of Tiepolo’s Hound mostly 

set in the Caribbean and depicting mostly black characters join this archival 

quest. In their turn, they act as affirmative action counterpoints to, for instance, 

Pissarro’s late 19th-century conventional, and thus objectifying representa-

tions of black Caribbean characters. Erickson notes that Walcott’s Caribbean 

paintings strive to redress the racial balance by including both white and non-

white characters. Despite the Caribbean mongrel whose blackness contrasts 

with the white wolfhound that the speaker is searching for, Walcott’s works:  

do not exclusively depict an isolated, self-contained black population. Drawing 

on the idea of mixture implied by the term mongrel, the paintings display a 

racially mixed culture that includes white figures, whose presence is partly ex-

plained by the economic reality of tourism. (Erickson 226) 

This particular counter-memorial project aiming to restore the balance be-

tween white and non-white characters finally culminates with Walcott’s own 

self-portrait, brush poised for painting, at his easel – and one, might suppose, 

about to right the wrongs perpetrated by the colonial gaze on the Caribbean 

(Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 154). In this sense, the remarkable presence of the 

Moors in Renaissance paintings acts as a gateway drug, it opens up the playing 

field for a more serious counter-history of racial presences throughout Euro-

pean painting. 

The Moors are first noted in the Louvre interlude. As counter-reaction to 

the rejection felt in the museum, the speaker “grows acquainted with hounds 

and turbanned Moors at the edge of feast” in Feast in the House of Levi 

                                                      
37 See the Introduction for a longer discussion of Mitchell’s image-text and hierarchies of race. 
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(Tiepolo’s Hound 37). The impact of Veronese’s painting is more wide-rang-

ing in the long poem as Walcott often comments on its history of being cen-

sored, on its messages and visual content (Tiepolo’s Hound 18; 45; 122). The 

Moors in Veronese’s painting become an emblem of marginality – North Af-

ricans in Southern Europe – through which other Africans and diasporic sub-

jects of colour can be illuminated in an act of reparative reading. Meditating 

on the presence of Moors in Feast in the House of Levi opens up a space to 

imagine race more deeply in European painting.  

This observation has further ramifications for noting the presence of non-

white characters in canonical masterworks; it highlights the need for an inven-

tory of racialized presences in art historical archives. Walcott observes that if 

Sephardic Jews and Moors were guests at Venetian soireés but went unre-

corded in history, then it is entirely possible that one of the wise men welcom-

ing Christ into the world was also darker skinned: 

Why at the House of Levi, though, unless 

in all the autumnal riot of the house, 

  

Sephardic guests in silvery coined Venice 

were welcome then, and a few turbanned Moors? 

 

Painting releases our benign surprise 

at a coal face, while we take a white hound 

 

for granted, but what if among the Three Magis 

in the rush manger one lifts a black hand? (Walcott 122) 

In the above fragment, Walcott presents the realization that one of the wise 

men is typically presumed to be black (according to interpretations of Western 

Christianity) with revelatory pathos. The fragment’s trajectory moves from 

the Sephardic Jews whose presence in the Caribbean Walcott has been noting 

throughout the first and second part of Tiepolo’s Hound, and it shifts back in 

time towards their Venetian counterparts depicted in Feast in the House of 

Levi; the eye then takes in the “turbanned Moors” towards the margins of the 

frame. Compounding the “not-quite-whiteness” of the Sephardic Jews with 

“greyness” of the Moors38 within Veronese’s painting (whose initial theme 

was that of the Last Supper), Walcott extrapolates further back in time to con-

sidering the racial composition of the Magi in the original site for the Christi-

anity of the New Testament, namely the birth of Jesus. Even though the Magi 

are not named in the Bible, in Medieval Christian interpretations (surviving 

into the Catholicism of the Renaissance) they are typically represented as be-

ing three named kings arriving from the East; they are the king of the Arabs 

                                                      
38 Walcott describes the Moors repeteadly as “grey” throughout the collection 
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(Balthazar), the king of the Persians (Melchior), and the king of India (Gas-

par). Gaspar is often represented as black in Renaissance and later church 

painting in Western Europe. Walcott notes this interpretation as a similar rev-

elation to that of the presence of the Moors in Feast in the House of Levi: If 

one looks more closely, with a postcolonial eye, it is possible to uncover fairly 

common representations of non-white characters in the visual canons of West-

ern Christianity. 

Noticing the “exotic” presences in Veronese’s Feast in the House of Levi 

and juxtaposing this observation with the surprise of encountering a black 

character conventionally employed in the nativity scene, Walcott cobbles to-

gether a counter-memorial mood, hating tradition by inverting its positivistic 

thrust. This historical re-framing of marginal characters by means of ekphrasis 

and illustration makes apparent the possibility that while black and “extra-

European” characters might have been bleached out from mainstream art his-

tories, their traces are scattered throughout the pictorial vocabulary of master-

pieces. Even if they are present merely as exotic elements in the painting – 

perpetuating abusive practices of reading difference in the Enlightenment -  by 

way of the Moorish presence, Walcott is destabilizing the supposed religious 

uniformity of Renaissance paintings. The sallower characters represent a fine 

line between Christianized “conversos” in Spain and Italy, and the establish-

ment of Muslim caliphates such as el-Andalus in the south of Europe. The 

presence of the Moors indirectly suggests this religious contact zone active 

between the 11th century and the 15th century.  

Handley compares Walcott’s approach to visual histories in Tiepolo’s 

Hound to Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea, in that it “demonstrates the subtle 

ways European faith in narrative truth relies on a suppression of colonial rela-

tions. Similarly, Walcott undermines the confidence in art history’s narrative 

of impressionism by highlighting the movement’s Caribbean origins”. (New 

World Poetics 340). In a cognate manner, here Walcott undermines ideas of 

Renaissance paintings as unified representations of European characters and 

agendas by reading them against the grain. It must be noted that “coal face” is 

also a subtle way of Caribbeanizing the fragment. Since it is as a subtle allu-

sion to Walcott’s more general poetic vocabulary in Omeros, where black fe-

male coal carriers slithering up the hills of St. Lucia are identified as his si-

lenced ancestors, the very same Caribbean roots abandoned by Pissarro’s de-

sertion to Europe. These women recur in Tiepolo’s Hound towards the end, 

where Walcott describes them as: “My Muses pass in their earth-rooted 

stride,/basket-balancing illiterate women, their load//an earthen vessel, its 

springs of joy inside/pliant shadows striding down a mountain road (Tiepolo’s 

Hound 36). 

The initial observation of the Moor in Feast in the House of Levi and the 

parallel search for the white hound sets the scene for another ekphrastic epiph-

any: namely, several of Giambattista Tiepolo’s paintings (a later Italian Re-

naissance painter heavily influenced by Veronese) contain figures of Moorish 
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origin in the background. These Moorish figures extend the juxtaposition be-

tween the absence of black characters in mainstream European art and the 

compensatory presence of the Moors as marginal characters. The surprising 

observation that Moors are often side characters in several of Tiepolo’s paint-

ings comes as an interesting (and multidirectional) revelation: namely that 

more attention needs to be paid to the micro-connections and complicated re-

lationships that obtain between the West and the (African) rest in visual arts. 

The Jews and the Moors, then become alternative figures that allow for 

thinking about the place of diverse racial presences within a visual tradition 

that has been read too much with an Eurocentric eye. Though marginal in these 

other paintings’ economy, the Moors are still a magnetic presence that opens 

up imaginative possibilities: 

I ravaged a volume on Tiepolo later. 

I was searching for myself now, and I found 

 

The Meeting of Antony and Cleopatra, 

I was that grey Moor clutching a wolfhound 

… 

…the pages turn their sails, this time: The Banquet 

 of Antony and Cleopatra. Here the Queen 

 

poises a pearl over a goblet; in the quiet, 

a Moor in a doublet and brown hound frame the scene. 

 

This was something I had not seen before, 

Since every figure lent the light perfection, 

 

that every hound had its attendant Moor 

restraining it with dutiful affection. (Tiepolo’s Hound 124–25) 

For the speaker, the Moors are figures to identify with (“I was searching for 

myself now”’; “I was that grey Moor clutching a wolfhound”), and essential 

ingredients in the painting of Tiepolo (“Since every figure lent the light per-

fection”). Note here the description of the sallow complexion of the North 

African as “grey”, a way to distinguish the figure as a relay for diverse repre-

sentation of skin colour in European mainstream art, but not a figure fully 

available for identification. Commenting on the greyness of the Moor, Fulford 

remarks that this colour scheme can be easily connected with the “grey twi-

light imagery” that appears in the sections of the poem dealing with Pissarro’s 

developing palette in Paris (19). Thus ekphrastic epithets connect various sec-

tions of the long poem in an economical manner.  

There is an implication that in order to understand the picture fully, the 

shadowy Moorish servants, the dogs, and the main characters, kings and 

queens all need to be taken in while contemplating the painting. The way in 

which Walcott’s text unfolds by magnifying certain details and reconfiguring 
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them as the central concern of an ekphrastic reading, also heightens the inter-

medial import of ekphrasis. These mentions of marginal figures is thus another 

manner of engaging with the material presence of a work of art. In this partic-

ular instance, the ekphrasis is also presented in a sort of cascade. Three paint-

ings are listed in one breath, briefly sketched as ekphrastic hooks to create the 

illusion of speed and pages turning, a “ravaging” through an album. Walcott 

makes the materiality of the book available as a sort of navigation/leafing 

through: “the pages turn their sails, this time”. He identifies the paintings by 

name as they would be in an art album – repeatedly making the ekphrasis art 

historical and curatorial. 

However, in the painting, the status of the Moors is that of servants, it is 

not the full-blown subjectivity desired by Walcott for his ancestors. This is 

part of the regrettable aporia that plagues colonial subjects from the Caribbean 

before the arrival of Gauguin (St. Paul, as Walcott refers to him) on the art 

scene. In the fragment above, the Moor belongs to the dog, not viceversa – 

though the servant is “restraining” the dog: “that every hound had its attendant 

Moor/restraining it with dutiful affection”. Like in the earlier discussions of 

museums being both prisons and places of devotion where education happens, 

the position of the Moor is that of a devoted vassal to their charges. The gram-

mar of the painting causes the hierarchies to become apparent, and appear in-

surmountable.  

 Walcott’s purposeful highlighting of the framing devices such as the 

Moors and hounds as central elements in the ekphrastic engagement with Tie-

polo’s painting, showcases the subversive potential of a critical reading of race 

in Renaissance masterworks. The poses and activities of Antony and Cleo-

patra are noted in passing to make the paintings recognizable and to pay a sort 

of affiliative debt, but it is the recurrence of the Moors and dogs that becomes 

significant in the speaker’s quest. The Moors are the dogs’ companions and 

thus inextricable from the economy of the paintings. Just like the dogs they 

are meant to add a note of, at once, familiarity (since they appear as vassals) 

and exoticism (as a show of power for the two main characters of the paint-

ings). Fulford also observes the subservient status of the Moor, but identifies 

a sort of ambivalence in his representation that seems to co-occur throughout 

the long poem:  

The white hound is a catalyst for the meeting of the two cultures: the Moor and 

the hound are inseparable; the Moor’s position is that of a slave, yet he under-

takes his occupation with “dutiful affection”; he is indoctrinated into a position 

of “dutiful” subservience like the hound he restrains. Yet Walcott refuses to 

simply dichotomise the relationship between the cultures, and the placing of the 

word “affection” beside “dutiful” expresses the mixed sentiments of the Moor, 

who seems to love the dog he restrains and is complaisant in his role of affec-

tion. (19) 
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Again, one notes the double bind that a lot of Walcott’s characters and ideas 

turn on in Tiepolo’s Hound – the fine nuances that obtain between affection, 

duty, veneration are at play in this particular reading. 

The Moors in the Tiepolo and Veronese paintings are a surprising find in 

the book’s economy since they are not directly the subjects of the speaker’s 

quest. They only become fully visible when the speaker ceremoniously ac-

cepts the futility of his quest and abandons the hope of finding the exact 

painted hound he is searching for. He reflects that the dog might have been a 

metaphor for his afflictions, a figment of the imagination rather than a real 

figure: “Was the white beast old age or only a long-wished/-for death, or 

simply the transparent soul?” (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 124). A personal 

ghost, rather than a cultural rush for representation. 

 Once the speaker realizes that his quest might be driven by a more psycho-

analytic impulse to inhabit old age, or to satisfy a sort of death-wish, or un-

derstand the elusive human soul, the Moors appear as relays for identification. 

The impetus of the quest changes quickly, as the mind’s eye zooms out from 

the white whippet hounds to these promising figures of Africans in pre-Re-

naissance Southern Europe. The Moors in Tiepolo and Veronese are domesti-

cated and Christianized, not presented as the fierce Muslim armies colonizing 

southern Europe. A certain amount of colonial mastery is implied in their de-

piction by Tiepolo; it castrates them and renders them silent and inoffensive. 

Walcott, however, returns to the double bind in perceiving the role of the 

Moors in his reading of Tiepolo’s Apelles Painting Campaspe and adds an-

other stronger dimension of identification. Continuing on his quest for the 

hound, but this time adding the identificatory parameter of Moors, Walcott 

comes upon a particularly striking depiction of an African: 

the rustling catalogue 

whispers Veronese, but here as contradiction, 

 

is another print! Apelles Painting Campaspe 

is this allegory Tiepolo has painted himself 

 

painting his costumed models, on the floor, what must be 

his mascot: a white lapdog revels in the wealth 

 

of Venetian light. Alexander sprawls in a chair. 

An admiring African peers from the canvas’s edge 

 

Where a bare-shouldered model, Campaspe with gold hair, 

sees her myth evolve. The Moor silent with privilege. 

 

If the frame is Time, with the usual saffron burning 

of his ceilings over which robed figures glide, 

 

we presume from the African’s posture that I too am learning 
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both skill and conversion watching from the painting’s side. (Tiepolo’s Hound 

129) 

Quoting Paul Kaplan’s explanation of Othello’s presence in Venice, Erickson 

notes that the representation of black retainers in Tiepolo’s painting is a tradi-

tion inherited from the earlier Veronese – the text here mimics leafing through 

art albums and the kind of comparisons that can arise: “the rustling catalogue/ 

whispers Veronese, but here as contradiction/is another print!”. This rustling 

of pages preventatively frames the ekphrasis giving it a stronger material di-

mension in this episode where research confirms the continued presence of 

Moorish servants. 

Apelles, the subject of Tiepolo’s painting is a legendary painter from An-

cient Greece whose skill was so great, he is thought to have inspired Horace’s 

maxim “ut pictura poesis” - the basis of interarts comparisons. The story as-

sociated with this theme, in particular, is that while painting a picture of Al-

exander the Great’s lover Campaspe as Aphrodite, Apelles fell in love with 

her. This classical subject was painted by a large number of Renaissance mas-

ters Flemish and Italian. Walcott describes Tiepolo’s painting by reading it as 

an allegorical self-portrait where the Italian artist represents himself as Apel-

les falling in love with the blonde and nubile Campaspe: “this allegory Tiepolo 

has painted himself/painting his costumed models”. There is a sense of a dou-

ble allegory – where Tiepolo presents himself under the guise of Apelles – a 

very flattering and powerful comparison – and, following it the “costumed 

models” taking the likelihood of powerful figures in Ancient Greece such as 

Alexander the Great and his influential lover. Fulford points out that, in a way, 

Tiepolo’s painting was a form of self-homage since Campaspe was painted 

with the face of the Italian painter’s wife (Fulford 18). Within this vocabulary 

of allegory and comparison, one also sees Walcott himself identifying as the 

African “peering from the canvas’ edge”, a doubly flattering comparison, 

where the Moor is invested with extended subjectivity, since he is configured 

as Apelles’ acolyte, but also by extension about to become a future painter 

invested with the power to further represent the world. 

In contradistinction to the high standing and status of the characters de-

picted, Walcott chooses to emphasise marginal figures, just like the Moors 

noted earlier. The first detail noted in the painting is the lapdog visible in the 

foreground lower right corner. It is significant that the dog is noted first, since 

it is part of the lyrical I’s quest – however, this white lapdog is far from the 

imagined grace of the elusive arching hound. Like in Feast in the House of 

Levi, Walcott reads the framing details of various paintings as central.  

Neumann comments on the centrality of the Moors ekphrastically interpel-

lated as “silent with privilege” as being not simply relays for identification, 

but also offering a canny way of evoking the limits of archival reconstruction, 

and even those of language in this evocation of figures from a distant art his-

torical past. The Moors simultaneously act as a historical loci of difference 
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opening up novel possibilities of identification and counter-historical claims, 

but they also embody an irretrievable archival paucity that cannot be easily 

recuperated with contemporary tools:  

Walcott’s aesthetics and politics of articulation, however, are far more 

complex. While his ekphrasis directs our gaze to those details of Tiepolo’s 

painting that might have escaped our attention and thereby invites us to 

acknowledge the painting’s strained relation to histories of colonial conquest, 

it is most relevant to note that it does not give voice to the peripheral Black 

figure. Notably, the “Moor” (Walcott 2000, 129), whose proximity to the 

“white lapdog” underlines his non-human status as a fashionable commodity, 

remains “silent with privilege” (Walcott 2000, 129). He does not disclose the 

unique knowledge that his marginal perspective grants him; this knowledge will 

forever remain a “silent cry” (Walcott 2000, 38). Thus pointing to the limits of 

language and the possible failures of postcolonial representation, Tiepolo’s 

Hound reminds us of the many gaps in the historical archive. But this loss might 

also be a new beginning since it invites readers to project themselves into the 

Moor’s position and let themselves be affected by his unspoken experiences. 

(“Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 461) 

This particular silent cry can be juxtaposed with the unpainted Caribbean that 

Pissarro left behind, a world of “insulted landscapes” and black characters 

whose subjectivity is not acknowledged. In Walcott’s own view, insulted land-

scapes are Caribbean vistas left out from art history because they are too un-

ruly, and do not conform to metropolitan expectations about the colonies; they 

are afflicted by an unfair colonizing visual logic according to Handley39. Even 

though one can appreciate Walcott’s many fine attempts at painting every 

nook and cranny of his islands, Pissarro’s road not taken and his failure to 

bring the same innovative approach to light to Caribbean nature still echo with 

the irretrievable loss of the counterfactual. 

The next detail noted via the ekphrastic evocation is Alexander the Great, 

presented not in a position of power, but at leisure sprawling in a chair, fol-

lowing the painting process closely. The Moor is presented as “an African 

peering from the canvas’ edge” learning from Apelles/Tiepolo “both skill and 

conversion watching from the painting’s side” (129). Walcott identifies with 

the African Moor interprets his posture as indicative of his desire to become 

an artist himself. Neumann notes again that Walcott significantly adds himself 

to the painting in a gesture of double identification, but that he is not merely 

taking the part of the African, but also that of Apelles/Tiepolo (462). 

Race, Self-Portraiture and the Moment of Gauguin 

 

                                                      
39 See Handley, New World Aesthethics, 322-324 
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On a more global level, Erickson identifies the predilection for self-portraiture 

and the representation of black characters in art history as the twinned motifs 

that structure Tiepolo’s Hound (230). He points out that Walcott’s poem be-

comes a register recording black presences in art history. Self-portraiture in-

volves a self-reflexive assessment of cultural inheritance, an act that stresses 

the cultural continuity between Tiepolo’s portrayal of the Moor and the painter 

and Walcott’s own self portrait in the position of a mixed race painter of the 

Caribbean.  

In the fragment describing Tiepolo’s Apelles both concerns identified by 

Erickson are brought together in the space of the same lyrical section (230). 

Walcott’s ekphrastic rapport describes the presence of the African in a Renais-

sance painting (a significant contribution to the data gathered), it articulates 

the identification with the Moor as a valid self-portrait of the lyrical I avant la 

lettre, and highlights the direct connection between the Moor and the painter 

allegorizing himself as another legendary painter. These successive gestures 

of cataloguing and identification are also framed in religious language – in the 

kind of tones of devotion and duty that Walcott discusses artistic education in 

Tiepolo’s Hound. Finally, Erickson also points out that there are two illustra-

tions in Walcott’s book that directly engage with the issue of self-portraiture, 

and that they should be read in connection to this moment of Moorish identi-

fication. One of them is Gauguin in Martinique (20), where the French painter 

is shown at his easel, paintbrush in the left hand with a thin halo drawn over 

his head, surrounded by his paintings and painting implements. A black 

woman in a colourful kerchief is tapping him on the shoulder. The other one 

is Walcott’s own self-portrait on page 154 – the Caribbean artist is also hold-

ing his paintbrush at the ready in his left hand, and his shiny, piercing green 

eyes are the most notable detail – the background is darkened on purpose to 

suggest a kind of temporal openness. Walcott’s portrait appears towards the 

end of the book and is meant to support its conclusion, just as Gauguin’s “self-

portrait” painted by Walcott is meant to outline the central questions of the 

book. Walcott’s trajectory is one that interrogates the art historical archive and 

evolves slowly from the Renaissance depiction of Moors understood as non-

white presences, to the moment of Impressionism whose Caribbean origins 

imply a certain engagement with the non-white, then moving on to Gauguin’s 

postimpressionist depictions of black women, and finally to placing himself 

as a mixed race man representing a reality whose racial diversity is a given. In 

order to better understand Walcott’s timeline of racial continuity, let us ex-

plore for a moment the context and framing of the two portraits of Gauguin, 

as well as Walcott’s self-portrait. The implications of representing race via 

ekphrasis and image-text in Tiepolo’s Hound will also become apparent in the 

process. 

Gauguin represents, in fact, an important precursor that Walcott looks up 

to in the question of affirming the presence of black characters and Caribbean 
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locales in art history. What Erickson calls “the moment of Gauguin” in Tie-

polo’s Hound is, in fact, made up of the two illustrations (Gauguin’s Studio 

on page 16, and Gauguin in Martinique, page 20), and an extended ekphrastic 

fragment that sets out Walcott’s search for more diverse representation in art 

history and motivates the counter-memorial efforts of recuperating Pissarro’s 

repressed Caribbean origin (Erickson 227–28). The verbal “moment” is a 

longer ekphrastic cascade sketching the (lack theoreof) representation of Car-

ibbean characters and nature across an art historical longue durée (Tiepolo’s 

Hound 16–17). The cascade of references stretches forward through time start-

ing from the occasional darker skinned characters found in the work of the 

Flemish master, Peter Paul Rubens, then mentioning 18th- and 19th-century 

exotic prints of nature in the colonies, the racial curiosities of the French sym-

bolist painter Puvis de Chavannes, and finally arriving to the moment of rev-

elatory significance and identity that marked the arrival of Gauguin onto the 

art scene. In this guise, Gauguin is amongst the first iconic painters of West 

Indian reality, serving as model to the Caribbean students about to become 

painters: the nature and characters in his paintings are therefore recognizable 

to the “applicants from [the empire’s] provinces and islands” (Tiepolo’s 

Hound 57). 

Gauguin’s “blessed” presence is built up rhetorically in Tiepolo’s Hound. 

The section of the book’s second canto (1.II.4) preceding the textual moment 

of Gauguin outlines with precision the manner in which mass market art al-

bums and their precious scarcity acted as “mobile museums” for the young 

imperial subjects learning about visual culture. As such, these albums aided 

in the creation composite realities hybridizing Caribbean locations with Euro-

pean painting elements, while also signalling their radical visual difference 

from that of lived reality in the Caribbean. The albums stress the material di-

mension of cultural inheritance that art history is perceived through at the mar-

gins of empire. 

For the young Walcott and his fellows, these foreign, but recognizable and 

desirable paintings represented another life, one disjunctive from the every-

day, since they were: “so far from life fermenting around us!/the skeletal, sca-

brous mongrels foraging garbage…” etc. (Tiepolo’s Hound 14). The “moment 

of Gauguin” in Canto III, however, brings these two disjunctive worlds to-

gether on the page: the officially-sanctioned universe of art history curated via 

art albums meets the as-of-yet unpainted world of Caribbean lived experience, 

the ferment surrounding the pupils. The exemplary French painter had de-

picted the indigenous characters and the nature of Tahiti and Martinique in a 

recognizable manner, and thus brought art remarkably close to home for the 

speaker and his fellows. In concert with the world of difference outlined in the 

previous canto, the strife for framing familiar environs as acceptable subjects 

for high art is sanctioned as legitimate by the example of Gaguin: 

Flattered by any masterful representation 
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of things we knew, from Rubens’s black faces 

 

 devoutly drawn, to the fountaining elation 

of feathery palms in an engraving’s stasis, 

 

we caught old prints in their sadness, an acceptance 

of vacancy in bent cotton figures 

 

through monochrome markets, a distant tense 

for a distant life, still in some ways ours. 

…. 

And what of the world, burning outside the library, 

the harbour’s cobalt, every hot iron roof,   

   

and its mongrel streets? 

…[we] 

loved the false pastorals of Puvis de Chavannes, 

 

until the light of redemption came with Gauguin, 

our creole painter of anses, mornes, and savannes,  

 

of olive hills, immortelles. He made us seek 

what we knew and loved: the burnished skins 

 

of pawpaws and women, a hill in Martinique. 

Our martyr. Unique. He died for our sins.  

 

He, Saint Paul, saw the colour of his Muse 

as a glowing ingot, her breasts were bronze 

 

under the palm of a breadfruit’s fleur-de-lys, 

his red road to Damascus through our mountains. (Tiepolo’s Hound 16–17) 

In order to underscore the importance of recognition and accurate representa-

tion, Walcott opens up the archive of art history. He moves from scarce shad-

ows of recognition and limited agency of coloured characters (“Flattered by 

any masterful representation”), to pointed exoticised pastoral images of plan-

tation life with scarce approximations to Caribbean nature (“fountaining ela-

tion of feathery palms/in an engraving’s stasis/…an acceptance of vacancy in 

bent cotton figures”; “false pastorals of Puvis de Chavannes”), and finally, he 

arrives to the fantastic opening and richness offered by Gauguin’s paintings 

of Tahiti and Martinique.  The elements of landscape that mark the original 

approach of Gauguin are identified by their French names: anses, mornes, sa-

vannes, immortelles. This would have reflected Gauguin’ s vocabulary, but it 

shows the creole character of the Caribbean itself, as well as Walcott’s iden-

tification of Gauguin as “our creole painter”. These names, although originally 
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French, have come to describe the discrete elements of landscape in Carib-

bean. By means of their creolization, they also curate an unwitting connection 

between the Caribbean and Europe; one that is not simply dependent on the 

directionality of colonization, but based on a more egalitarian twinning of 

landscapes and realities that inevitably provincializes the aura of the original. 

Naming disparate realities, these postcolonial landscapes stretch back from 

margin to the metropole, not only vice-versa.  

This moment, like many others in Tiepolo’s Hound, is a reckoning with 

visual cultural inheritance. It reassesses the relevance of various painters and 

art historical dogmas in order to create an affiliative visual memory that is 

both recuperative and critical. This effort is co-terminous with Walcott’s par-

allel project of crafting a “New World aesthetics”40 – one that is at the same 

time cognizant of Western imperialist regimes of vision, but also affirmative 

in drawing up a pre-history of Caribbean representations whose foundations 

can be further built upon. Gauguin’s revolutionary representation of the Car-

ibbean on its own terms (as characterised by Walcott) is one belonging to post-

Impressionism41, but it is also derived to some extent from Impressionist con-

cerns. Significantly, then Walcott’s rewriting of Impressionism as being tac-

itly influenced by Pisssarro’s unique Caribbean insight is also an exploration 

of the pre-history of legitimate representations of the Caribbean. Impression-

ism’s devotion to regionalism and provincialism that make up the thorough 

exploration of French coins de terre, and in particular, Pissarro’s brand of the 

“awe of the ordinary”, are then re-configured as essential ingredients feeding 

into Gauguin’s project of representing the Caribbean through a Walcottian 

brand of positive filiation. 

 Walcott presents Gauguin rather uncritically as a white saviour bringing 

the visual “light of redemption” to the Martinican indigenous population and 

landscapes he paints42, or as Fulford puts it, “a Caribbean Christ, who is able 

to say “Let there be light”, and so redeem European art with biblical intensity 

as he paints the other life and other light of Martinique”(22). The biblical 

presentation of Gauguin as a Jesus figure, and a saint also plays a part in Tie-

polo’s Hound’s consistent preoccupation with the connection between reli-

gious vocabulary and visual culture.  

Erickson also points out that Gauguin is the figure that defines the first 

book of Tiepolo’s Hound, one who “serves as an introductory figure that al-

lows Walcott to broach the poem’s key issues” (228). On top of that, he is also 

                                                      
40 Handley’s description of Walcott’s aesthetic strategy in Tiepolo’s Hound 
41 Gauguin’s representations of the Caribbean and Tahiti have their own blindspots and prob-

lems, especially in what concerns the objectification of female bodies as discussed by a number 

of critics, however Walcott seems unaware or unwilling to confront these here. 
42 Erickson also points out Walcott’s uncritical appreciation: “Simply appreciative, Walcott 

raises no critical questions about Gauguin’s exoticism, unless one hears a trace of irony in the 

sanctification of ‘Saint Paul’” (228). 
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represented visually in two of the poem’s more intricate illustrations. Gau-

guin’s importance stems, on the one hand, from his painting of local colour: 

the vegetation and light of Martinique and Tahiti that features consistently in 

his painting. This, in turn, validates the interest of painters from the Caribbean 

to consider the particularities of their surroundings legitimate subjects: “our 

creole painter of anses, mornes and savannes,/of olive hills, immortelles/He 

made us seek what we knew and loved” (17). On the other hand, his represen-

tation of indigenous characters of colour in subjective positions is a provoca-

tive acknowledgement of the margins of the empire as significant and central 

to the identity of the metropole (“the burnished skins/of pawpaws and 

women…/He, Saint Paul, saw the colour of his Muse/as a glowing ingot, her 

breasts were bronze” (17)). Erickson defines Gauguin’s importance to Walcott 

thus: “For Walcott, the crucial matter is that Gauguin actually painted the Car-

ibbean island of Martinique, and hence disrupted the automatic convention by 

which artistic power flows centripetally towards the European center to the 

detriment of the periphery” (228). Highlighting Gauguin’s role is another way 

of undertaking a reparative reading, this time by cherry-picking a positive ex-

ample closer to a just representation of the Caribbean. 

It should be noted in passing, that the image of the muse whose breasts are 

a glowing ingot, as well as some of the visual tropes associated with Gauguin 

in this hagiographic-ekphrastic description are recycled from Walcott’s poem 

about Gauguin in Midsummer (XIX). This further underscores the importance 

of Tiepolo’s Hound as an anthology comprising Walcott’s earlier thinking on 

visual art, or as Paula Loreto puts it, it is “the crowning of a poet’s quest”. 

Gauguin’s artistic career in this fragment is presented under the guise of a 

sweeping art historical claim zooming in on Gauguin’s thematic concerns with 

fruit, lush vegetation, textiles, as well as the centrality of black female char-

acters. As in Heaney’s “An Artist”, the ekphrasis is rather unspecific here. 

Yet, equally so, it is thematically evocative of Gauguin’s aesthetics. The lack 

of ekphrastic specificity is, however, complemented by the illustration on the 

opposite page, Gauguin’s Studio (1986), which further explores various tropes 

in the French painter’s oeuvre. To certain intents and purposes, it is a didactic 

collage. 

As both Erickson and Fulford note, this illustration is twinned with the 

“self-portrait”, Gauguin in Martinique (1991), occurring a few pages later. In 

addition, the two Gauguin paintings in Tiepolo’s Hound are part of a triptych 

about the life of the painter. The third element to the triptych is his 1986 wa-

tercolour The Death of Gauguin which was exhibited in a number of gallery 

shows in St. Lucia and the US – currently it is also adorning the cover of the 

critical collection The Art of Derek Walcott (ed. Stewart Brown). The triptych 

was painted in the late eighties when Walcott was planning to write a book on 

the lives of the Impressionists illustrated with his own paintings. This aban-

doned project eventually made its way into Tiepolo’s Hound and its fictional-

ized verse biography of Pissarro. 
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Gauguin’s Studio is a detailed pastel in the form of a large collage. It ap-

pears to be organized thematically, with certain elements reappearing and re-

peating in the morphology of the canvas – most likely an image through which 

Walcott is taking stock of Gauguin’s career and network of influence. The 

illustration is at the same time an homage to the French painter of the tropics, 

and a didactic visual interpellation whereby Gauguin’s interests, themes and 

associated painters are depicted.  In it, the figure of Gauguin is depicted three 

times – the first is a bust placed in foreground center part; he is wearing a blue 

shirt and clutching his palette to his chest; floating over the bust is a more 

stylized face, imitating probably the style, the palette of darker colours and 

contrasting touches of Gauguin’s own self-portraits. It is especially reminis-

cent of Self Portrait with A Hat (1893) and Self Potrait with the idol (1893). 

To the right of the floating head, the third Gauguin face is depicted in semi-

profile, with a bare muscular back and white loincloth. The face is turned to-

wards a painting of hills in progress. The depiction of the hills echoes the ek-

phrastic description on the page opposite (olive hills, anses, mornes). To the 

right of the semi-profile torso, one sees a cutaway scene of a hand with a brush 

lifted as if to paint seemingly emerging from a lush hilly landscape. The paint-

brush appears to be pointed at the blue-white sky stretching above the hills – 

symbolically, the hand emerges from the vegetation as if in an act of devotion 

and veneration towards it – making it as embedded as possible within the spe-

cifics of painting plein d’air.  

  Moving towards the lower left corner of the pastel, a big oval dish is 

filled with apples, pears, papayas (pawpaws) and other smaller red fruit. The 

fruit are most likely a reference to the profusion of mangoes, papayas and 

breadfruit that adorn Gauguin’s Tahiti and Martinique paintings, but also to 

his earlier Breton phase, where nature and agriculture played central roles. 

The image of the fruit connects the painting to the ekphrastic text where the 

burnished skins represent one of the treasure troves of the Caribbean. The dish 

of fruit is set down on a colourful carpet reminiscent of Gauguin’s fascination 

with textiles: whether in the embroidered dresses of Vahinas, or the coloured 

towels and batiks in his Martinique paintings, or the large tapestries used in 

his cloisonnism43 period. Walcott also alludes to the use of intricate textiles in 

post-Impressionism and late Impressionism in the illustration The Chess 

Player (1993) (56) and in the text opposite. The tenuous connection between 

Gauguin’s Studio and The Chess Player is also supported by the small post-

card of a tropical landscape displayed in the lowest left corner of the former – 

                                                      
43 Cloisonnism is a technique inspired by Chinese metalwork and used in the medieval period 

where enamelling is delimited by wires and glass particles to create bold colour patterns. As a 

postimpressionist technique, it involved separating a canvas into sections of pure vibrant colour 

delimited by dark coloured silhouettes with heavy black outlines. Use of perspective is also 

skewed, appearing caricaturesque or naïve. (A Sourcebook of Gauguin’s Followers, Preface, 

xi) 
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a gesture repeated in the latter illustration. The postcard itself might also al-

lude to Gauguin’s own fictlionalized travelogue Noa Noa started in letters and 

postcards to his estranged wife, Mette Gauguin. 

Above the fruit bowl, a prone darker skinned woman with jet black hair is 

laying on her stomach. Her arched back is central to the painting, but her pos-

terior is covered up by the silhouette of the painter in the blue shirt. As several 

critics have noted this element echoes one of Gauguin’s most well-known can-

vases, Manao Tupapau or Spirit of the Dead Watching (1892) (Erickson 228; 

Fulford 22; Neumann 459). Manao Tupapau is an enigmatic painting and 

Gauguin’s answer to Manet’s Olympia, depicting his native wife Teha’amana 

laying naked on her belly on a white bedsheet, a terrified expression on her 

face; she is laid against a violet background with sinuous shapes suggesting 

hills. Her buttocks are sketched with care, and a trace of red around her anus 

marks her sexual availability. This painting evokes Manet’s Olympia by virtue 

of the sexual availability of the prone figure, although it reverses the facial 

expression from one of daring on Manet’s nude character, to one of fear in 

Gauguin’s Tahitian answer. In Manet’s version, the nude has a black attendant 

who is bringing flowers, whereas in Gauguin’s painting an enigmatic woman 

– thought to be a spirit returned from the dead is lurking behind Teha’amana, 

clearly not in the position of an attendant or servant. The racial rapport is also 

changed, since Gauguin’s nude is dark-skinned and dark-haired, whereas 

Olympia is radiantly white and lighter haired. Walcott’s third version in Gau-

guin’s Studio, meant as an homage, “discreetly blocks our view of the lower 

body, the association with Gauguin’s image is sufficient to recall the brown 

figure’s sexual availability and subservience highlighted by the color-en-

hanced anus” (Erickson 228). The attendant appearing right above the prone 

woman in Walcott’s painting is also clearly not white – and she echoes Gau-

guin’s painting of his own mother, Aline Marie Chazal Tristán (1889) who 

was of Peruvian descent and thus mixed race. Gauguin’s mother was an im-

poverished noble woman, and thus, if indeed this is an echo of this early paint-

ing, she would not be placed in the role of a servant. The stance of the woman 

floating above the prone black woman also echoes Gauguin’s famous early 

portrait of his Danish wife Mette sewing, Potrait of Madame Gauguin (188-

1). Walcott’s painting stands therefore in a triangular rapport with Gauguin 

and Manet, inverting and redesigning not just sexualized depictions of women, 

but also re-mixing racial presences and class configurations.  

As a background to Walcott’s sanitization of Manao Tupapau, a painter 

with a boating hat is shown at work painting a nude white woman seen from 

the back. She holds a white towel and the painter seems to be painting outside 

in nature (Impressionist-style). This figure is not mentioned in Walcott criti-

cism, but I would argue that this is a depiction of Cézanne – the beard and hat 

style being a good tip-off towards his identity. Cézanne is well known for 

several paintings and drawings of women depicted after bathing, a theme 

known in French as baigneuses. Some of the impressionists such as Monet 
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and Dégas also produced nudes using this subject. Cézanne’s experimenta-

tions with lighter colours greatly influenced Gauguin, and the two men em-

ployed similar techniques of applying thicker and lighter colour to their can-

vasses, and making use of the developing abstraction and shifts in perspective 

that lead to Post-Impressionism. The style of lighting and the pastels also sug-

gest an homage to Cézanne’s careful technique of rendering light and move-

ment by placing progressively lighter thin lines around important details.  

Adding Cézanne to a painting that recapitulates Gauguin’s interests and 

influences also evokes a horizontal movement of affiliation. One could also 

interpret Gauguin as being a late part of the Impressionist movement (which 

he started out as), and thus connecting him further to Cézanne for instance44, 

and to Manet via the associations between Olympia and Manao Tupapau. 

While the ekphrastic cascade extends across a diachronic temporality – the 

picture is synchronic, evoking the complexity of relationships and themes that 

make up Gauguin’s pictorial career. The painting therefore operates at cross-

purpose with the text, the visual taking a related, but different tack to the ver-

bal. This division of labour further stresses the flexibility of image/text con-

figurations. 

Moreover, in the lower right half of the painting, a large white seated nude 

is shown. She is holding a piece of cloth across one of her thighs, and the 

colour palette is very similar to the nude in the upper left corner. The second 

woman has a similar hairstyle and the same prop, the white towel. This visual 

parallelism suggests a diagonal connection between the two nudes. The style, 

I argue, is similar to that of Cézanne’s baigneuses, although Walcott’s tech-

nique is cautious and insufficiently honed to provide a faithful copy. Com-

menting on his own painting technique, Walcott admits to the limitations of 

his modest art: “I just don’t have that bursting confidence of someone, you 

know…sloshing the paint around…I just don’t slosh, I pull…It’s all very 

Methodist” (qtd in de Lima 189). Cézanne’s confident style as described by 

Walcott in further ekphrastic sections of the book as sloshy, instinctive and 

iconic: “This was not Impressionism, but visible syntax/… a private grammar 

and brutal geometry” (TH 57). Much like Gauguin in the earlier ekphrastic 

sequence, Cézanne is identified as an opener of paths for young Caribbean 

painters:  

…though our inheritance  

as acolytes was in the printed masterpieces 

 

of museum missals, coloured pages of Cézanne’s 

gross ecstasies, his massive awkward figures, these  

 

in Phaidon’s series opened the gates of an empire 

                                                      
44 One could even read the red apples in the bowl as another allusion to one of Cézanne’s fa-

vourite themes – as we have seen in Heaney’s “An Artist” 
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to applicants from its provinces and islands (57, emphasis added) 

Similar to Gauguin, but in more ambivalent terms, Cézanne is presented as a 

saviour figure whose style invites the citizenship of artists from the Caribbean 

into the greater world of art history that colonizes their imagination, but allows 

them to share in its delights. Cézanne’s presence in Gauguin’s Studio is there-

fore not hard to explain given his importance in the book. His posture, beard 

and the boating hat further support this identification. 

 To return to the first Gauguin painting, the second larger bathing nude 

is clearly sexualized. Although not exactly a “massive awkward figure”, her 

silhouette is imposing in relation to the other elements of the collage, her 

breasts and pubis are visible, but her facial expression is not; her eyes are 

closed. Her presentation seems to stand in contrast to the prone black figure, 

with a piercing look, whose nipple is visible, but who is otherwise de-sexual-

ized. Nudes are objectifications of the female body, and Gauguin’s nudes are 

no exceptions to this problem. In fact, he has been criticized by a number of 

art critics for exoticising his subjects45. Here, however, in Walcott’s painting, 

it is the white female nudes who are coded as sexual objects (as is Gauguin’s 

back and the loincloth adorning his lower half). It can then be argued that in 

this painting, Walcott reverses the polarity of traditional objectifications of 

black characters. This would be in keeping with his two parallel projects in 

terms of race, the first being to trace non-white presences in art history, while 

the second, is to present non-white characters in positions that are not subser-

vient and fully agentive. 

This narrative of agentive empowerment chimes in with the ekphrastic con-

tinuation of Gauguin’s legacy where the applicants from the colonies are able 

to paint their own lived reality as a result of the Frenchman’s devotion to their 

landscape. After the long ekphrastic sequence extolling the merits of Gauguin, 

the two budding Caribbean painters (Walcott and St. Omer) swear to uphold 

the realities of their islands in paint, hence also taking an agentive tack in-

spired by Cézanne, Van Gogh and Gauguin: “This was the edge of manhood, 

this a boy’s/precocious vow, sowen over the capped tubes/like a braced regi-

ment, as his hand deploys/them to assault a barrack’s arching cubes” (17). 

Thus, Walcott places himself and St. Omer in a clearly affiliative tradition 

starting with Rubens and his skilled colonialist representations of persons of 

colour and ending with the wind under the wings offered by legitimate inspi-

rations to paint the Caribbean found in the work of the three Impression-

ist/post-Impressionist “saints”. 

This particular tack is clearly continued in Walcott’s “self-portrait” of Gau-

guin in Martinique (1991) occurring a few pages afterwards.  The self-portrait 

of Gauguin is one of the more accomplished illustrations of Tiepolo’s Hound. 

                                                      
45 See especially Griselda Pollock’s analysis of the painting in Avant-Garde Ambits: Gender 

and the Colour of Art History 
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Unlike the more “narrative” collage of Gauguin’s Studio, this oil painting de-

picts the interior of the artist’s studio in a rather more classical way. The paint-

ing is set up as a self-portrait in the studio. Gauguin, wearing a blue shirt is 

sitting by his easel with a paintbrush in his left hand hand and a halo over his 

head. The halo connects this painting to the ekphrastic text analysed above 

presenting Gauguin as St. Paul, the martyr of Martinique, but is also a visual 

allusion to Gauguin’s Self Portrait with Halo and Snake (1889), a well-known 

painting from his late Breton period. Self Portrait with Halo and Snake is di-

vided into two colour sections through the technique of cloisonnism. It shows 

a comically enlarged head of Gauguin against a red background, a halo over 

his head and a bough of apples. In the lower part of the painting, Gauguin’s 

hand is holding a snake overlaid with stylized yellow flowers against a sunset 

yellow background. This painting is meant to illustrate a temptation of Adam 

in the Garden of Eden, but in the ekphrastic text of Tiepolo’s Hound Walcott 

reinterprets this theme as the temptation of Christ. Right behind the head of 

Gauguin, in Walcott’s painting, there is large canvas depicting a black man on 

a white horse, which rehearses the motif of horse riders present in Gauguin’s 

later Martinique paintings. The landscape is clearly marked as tropical, most 

likely Martinican by Walcott’s own framing: the tones of violet, red and green 

tones of the nature surrounding the rider, as well as the violet hills are precisely 

the elements that define Caribbean landscape in various sections of the book 

whether in relation to Gauguin, or to Pissarro’s supposed tropical sensibility. 

Here again, the painted image serves to contextualize Gauguin within his 

own aesthetic philosophies, whereas the ekphrastic text merely points out 

themes useful to Walcott’s own project in TH. The image-text functions in a 

fairly complex manner in the two Gauguin illustrations – the text moving in 

one direction towards the longer investigation of Impressionism as a precursor 

to Gauguin’s revelatory landscapes, while the images linger somewhat slowly 

piecing together the aesthetic strategies and tropes of the painter’s work in 

their own context (and with Walcott’s own alterations).  

The standout trope in both paintings is the central representation of charac-

ters of colour. This image reinforces the ekphrastic text, and does what it can-

not do of its own accord – as Mitchell has put it “ekphrasis can cite, but it 

cannot sight” the black body. Gauguin’s Studio and Gauguin in Martinique 

make depiction of race a central preoccupation of the canvas. In Gauguin in 

Martinique, a brown woman wearing a colourful stripy turban (this element 

identifies her as a native from Martinique) is tapping the shoulder of the 

painter while looking towards the viewers with a determined, proud stare. The 

clothed woman is clearly in possession of full subjectivity with her command-

ing presence and strong grab. Erickson remarks about this painting and the 

one previously analysed that “Walcott tacitly revises and satinises Gauguin’s 

representation of dark women through the restoration of their decorum and 

propriety” (in contradistinction to the original Manao Tupapau) (228). He 
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continues: “Here the powerful, directive brown woman stands behind Gau-

guin with her hand on his left shoulder, her fingers seeming to point downward 

as though the red spot defines the artist’s nipple” (228). This positioning re-

verses the assessment later on in the book that brown characters in Pissarro’s 

painting were never fully subjective, but only available to be drawn. It sug-

gests that the woman in the painting had some say in her own representation - 

in Walcott’s own utopian reading of Gauguin. The woman is poised against a 

background of other small paintings – a famous portrait of Mette Gauguin 

sewing, suggesting a continuum of female influence in the French painter’s 

work between his wife and his native lovers.  

Underneath the sewing woman, there are two portraits, one of Cézanne – 

recognizable from his beard and boating hat. And one of Van Gogh, with 

whom Gauguin had a very complicated friendship, but whose influence on the 

latter is undeniable. Van Gogh is also an important figure in Walcott’s Another 

Life as Clara Rosa de Lima has demonstrated, where he compares the self-

appointed mission that and his fellow Dunstan St. Omer (Gregorias) set for 

themselves to paint every inlet of the Caribbean, as that between Van Gogh 

and Gauguin painting side by side in Arles. Van Gogh is also “sainted” along-

side Gauguin further in the ekphrastic fragment quoted above: 

Saint Paul, Saint Vincent, in the hallowed toil 

of crowning a wave, as green as our savannes 

 

shining with wind; pouring linseed oil 

and turpentine in cruses with scared hands. 

 

Precious, expensive in its metal cruse, 

and poured like secular, sacramental wine, 

 

I still smell linseed oil in the wild views 

of villages with the tang or turpentine. (17) 

What Walcott does here is to position the depiction of the Caribbean in a lan-

guage of hollowed out religious sacrament. Religious-like devotion signifies 

artistic vocation in lieu of religious fervour. This is an act that is repeated 

throughout Tiepolo’s Hound, and will be discussed in more detail in the fol-

lowing section. 

The visual positioning of Gauguin in Walcott’s oil painting is again di-

dactic and affiliative since his own networks, as well as thematic concerns are 

depicted. Surrounding the frame in the lower corner, one sees two breadfruits, 

open tempera tubes, a greenish potted plant, books and some more fruit adorn-

ing the corners of the atélier. The fruit echoes the ekphrastic text, where 

Teha’amana is depicted as having bronze breasts “under the palm of a bread-

fruit’s fleur-de-lys”(16). Walcott’s ekphrasis here mixes French symbols like 
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the fleur de lys with Caribbean nature as a part of the hybridized visual inher-

itance of a Caribbean painter. 

The black woman behind Gauguin seems to be in full control of herself and 

of Gauguin, but she is also placed at the side of the canvas like the African 

learning in the ekphrastic rapport established with Apelles Painting Cam-

paspe. Unlike Tiepolo’s painting, we cannot see Gauguin’s easel, and can just 

guess about his subject – possibly the woman standing at his back, just as in 

the Venetian master’s work, it was Campaspe who was the muse. It can then 

be supposed that the subject of the painting is this bronze muse whose “di-

rective” power suggests a more complex relation than that between muse as 

object of representation and painter as the masculine creator. Seen through the 

prism of ekphrasis and image-text, one can detect the subtle articulation be-

tween Gauguin’s self-portrait with the black woman “peering from the can-

vas’ edge” and Walcott’s description of the self-portrait situation in Tiepolo’s 

painting with the same configuration – male painter, female subject. The black 

subject is, however, enigmatic and powerful, not prone and naïve, but agen-

tive. 

Finally, to complete this re-assessment of subjectivity and race representa-

tion, towards the end of the book, Walcott presents his own self-portrait on 

page 154. Walcott is placed in the same position as Gauguin – poised behind 

his easel, facing right to left with a brush in his left hand. He is wearing blue 

clothes that echo those of Gauguin in the two illustrations, and a violet base-

ball cap. The most striking details of the painting are his hand poised to paint 

and his bright green eyes. In this painting, Walcott places himself in a fully 

subjective position as a creator of fictions and visual art, as one who can both 

represent and be represented. This image occurs towards the end of the narra-

tive: it is as if the theme of self-portraiture also comes to a conclusion46. Wal-

cott’s hand on the lower side of the painting appears to come out of the frame, 

as if breaking the fourth wall and bridging the gap between art and reality – a 

move that is repeatedly echoed in both directions in the book – whether it is 

the sky turning into a Tiepolo painting, or the painting of lances and banners 

by Ucello turning suddenly into a panoply of green bananas. What is particu-

larly interesting is the dark rectangle that frames Walcott – no allusion towards 

affiliation, or visual homage to any of his predecessors (although his stance 

echoes that of Gauguin). It is as if the history of his own visual art is left to be 

filled in by us his readers or successors, or maybe it is an allusion to the limits 

of archival exploration in order to represent non-white characters and Carib-

bean landscapes. In one of the concluding passages of the book occurring right 

before Walcott’s own self-portrait, Pissarro’s failure to contribute to this pro-

ject of painting race and Caribbean locales is voiced by the speaker, who hides 

“among white cotton Negroes”: “You could have been our pioneer. /Treach-

                                                      
46 Erickson also notes this duality 
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erous Gauguin judged you a second-rater./Yours could have been the archi-

pelago, where/ hues are primal, red trees, green shade, blue water” (142). Ow-

ing to Pissarro’s defection then, a lack of visual representation occurs in the 

Caribbean: “St. Thomas stays unpainted, every savannah/ trails its flame tree 

that fades. This is not fair.” (143). The absence of non-white characters and 

Caribbean locales are thus something that we will suppose Walcott is tasking 

himself to fill – as he indeed already has in the lush illustrations of Tiepolo’s 

Hound. 

While at work, redressing this treachery, he has also drawn a history of 

affiliation that “veins backwards” (142) towards the three Magi and the 

Moors, whose presence can to some extent serve as an identification relay 

until the light of redemption arrives to the late nineteenth century with Gau-

guin and, by extension the twentieth and Walcott. This vocabulary of redemp-

tion and devotion derived from religious sacraments applied to artistic voca-

tion and the veneration of masterpieces is a more wide-ranging feature of Tie-

polo’s Hound. 

III Dürer with Dreadlocks: Painting, Vocation, Religion 

 

One of the ways in which Walcott explores the complexities of visual 

memory in Tiepolo’s Hound is by associating it with a language of devotion 

and vocation. Walcott’s image-texts in the second half of the book comment 

on religious syncretism in the Caribbean, but also dramatize various contests 

between Catholicism, Methodism, Jewish faith and Rastafarianism. All these 

contests and fertile intersections between art and religious language are played 

out in the ekphrastic sections and the illustrations. The association between 

race and religion also becomes important at various junctures of the book. 

As we have seen in some of the examples above as recently as the sanctifi-

cation of Saint Vincent and Saint Paul, interactions with visual memory in the 

form of painting, style and technique are often couched in religious language 

in Walcott’s oueuvre. They range from contemplating a painterly sublime to 

comparing artistic apprenticeship to religious initiation. Religious vocabulary 

referring to artistic endeavour is relevant to this chapter for the way that it 

qualifies dogmatic inclusions and exclusions in visual art, but also for the his-

torical import of these long-standing associations between vision, local iden-

tity and colonialism that shape artistic practice in the Caribbean.  

 Catholic imagery in Tiepolo’s Hound also captures the postcolonial double 

bind in Walcott’s relationship with Western art history in its languages of de-

votion and admiration. In Tiepolo’s Hound, discourses of religion become po-

tent postcolonial (and implicitly transnational) lieux de mémoire in Walcott’s 

project of identifying various counter-memorial precedents. 
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Until now, surprisingly, the language of religion and its cultural slant has 

been rather neglected in Tiepolo’s Hound criticism. Notwithstanding, the fun-

damental connection between art and religion has been more prominent in 

scholarship on Walcott’s previous brushes with visual art in Another Life and 

Midsummer in the work of Clara Rosa de Lima, Edward Baugh and Rei Te-

rada. In an essay commenting on the presence of Van Gogh as a spiritual mas-

ter to Walcott in Another Life, Clara Rosa de Lima remarks that there is a 

parallel to be drawn between the poet’s early religious devotion and Van 

Gogh’s vocation as minister. This connection, de Lima explains, refers to Van 

Gogh’s almost socialist desire to minister to the poor which made him hugely 

unpopular with the more affluent members of his congregation, and alienated 

the peasants whom he wished to help since his upbringing did not give him 

the tools to communicate with them (178). Similarly, although he is de facto 

a middle-class Methodist Walcott’s art is often dedicated to a sort of “theatre 

of the poor”, and his rather eclectic religious ideas in early poetry have set him 

in conflict with St. Lucian priests. Walcott’s early interest in becoming a priest 

was also transferred into a dedication to becoming an artist: 

And just as Van Gogh’s religious vocation gave way to his vocation as a painter, 

so Walcott’s passionate religiosity as a boy was undermined by a growing com-

mitment to the role of the artist. The conversion from religious to an artistic 

vocation was traumatic for Walcott too. But if art replaced religion as the struc-

turing ethos to Walcott’s life, the commitment to “the people” which was fun-

damental to his faith and which indeed, put him at odds with the Church, was 

carried over into his artistic function, just as Van Gogh’s had been. (178) 

This remark about Another Life holds true in Tiepolo’s Hound which exhibits 

the same idea of painting locality with religious fervour. Yet, significantly, the 

latter book spends more time being at odds with European painting, than in 

depicting Caribbean scenes as self-sufficient. In this way, one should right-

fully see it as a sequel to the ambitions of the earlier book within a more de-

cidedly transnational imaginary. Tiepolo’s Hound reflects more on the possi-

ble frameworks of reading the Caribbean as agentive within a world system 

that is unequal in its strategies of visual representation. In this sense, Walcott’s 

more recent long-poem is less a book about personal recollection (despite the 

tension between personal vocation and collective mission that is frequently 

dramatized), but one that is concerned with cultural frameworks of reading the 

Caribbean. In spite of the final turn towards the Caribbean that marks the 

fourth book, to my mind, Tiepolo’s Hound is less genuinely about local recol-

lection. Instead, on a formal level, it seems more invested in understanding 

mechanisms of cultural memory and its regimes of inclusion and exclusion. 

This differs to the ambition that drives Another Life where Walcott tends 

to the preservation of the memory of his early visual explorations of St. Lucia. 

The preoccupation with religious structures and language in Tiepolo’s Hound, 
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is in this sense is both a way to remember Walcott’s turn from religious faith 

to art as vocation, but also a reflection on the alternative religious canons of 

visual memory that mark both European and Caribbean visual syntax. It is 

from within these meditations on dogma, norm and religion that Walcott’s 

reparative readings acquire their counter-memorial clout. 

 The implicit comparisons between religion and painting in Tiepolo’s 

Hound mark an attitude shuttling between ancestor worship of masterpieces 

and mapping hierarchies of inequality within them. As we have seen in previ-

ous sections, enumerations of past exemplars are cornerstone performances in 

Walcott’s method of showing his own mastery of art history, and they imply 

a constant appeal to authority while sketching specific canons of memory. Re-

ligious art such as that of the Renaissance is then both a locus of authority and 

validation, and a reading matrix that allows Caribbean realities to seep into 

masterpieces and viceversa. 

Exemplars are often part of a hagiographical discourse in Tiepolo’s Hound, 

outlining the sacred note of Walcott’s own cultural memory canon.  Yet the 

sublime is always, paradoxically, a partial delight in Walcott’s admiration. As 

seen in the triangulation of Warwick Walcott, Monet and Pissarro, these ex-

emplary figures and paintings are also Walcott’s loci of manifesting poetic 

agency; most enumerations ultimately serve as catalysts to creating hybridiz-

ing imagery that subverts authority and provides reparative alternatives to the 

lack of representation. 

In related acts of memory, Walcott reads the religious discourse in Renais-

sance paintings with a discerning eye. The poet’s references to Renaissance 

painters in past poems have been mapped by several critics who tend to view 

them as occasions where he reflects on the role of the artist in society and 

occasionally rather self-indulgent art historical meditations (Burnett, Hand-

ley). Clara Rosa de Lima, for instance, indicates that the references to Renais-

sance masters are used similarly to the poet’s baroque literary allusions in or-

der to: “give authority to an image, to point to a way of seeing, to claim that 

culture as legitimately his own” (182). This is consistent to the way in which 

visual memory seems to operate in Tiepolo’s Hound – either as an appeal to 

authority, or as an invitation to deconstruct and reframe historical events in 

order to claim agentive participation of his space and perspective in the larger 

narratives of the world (or both simultaneously). In a sense, Walcott’s rela-

tionship to Renaissance masters dramatizes both the critical mood decolo-

nizing museums and visual inheritance that I have mapped in the first part of 

the chapter, and provides ample space for reparative readings when Walcott 

seizes on relevant details that might act as wedges to pry open conventional 

assumptions about art history. Edward Baugh, in a seminal article on Another 

Life identifies the Renaissance as a pivotal period shaping Walcott’s painterly 

language from an early age: “In the Renaissance he found a supreme example 

of a great age defined by its art, so to speak, the idea that it is the art that brings 

the age to fullest self-awareness, that ‘signs’ the epoch” (Baugh, “Painters and 
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Painting in Another Life” 240). The art historical epiphanies are phrased in 

language associated with the religious sublime, a trait that permeates various 

encounters with masterpieces in Tiepolo’s Hound.  

At a thematic level, in order to stress the intimate association between reli-

gion and artistic expression, and the double bind produced by it, Walcott com-

pares museums to churches and churches to museums repeatedly in Tiepolo’s 

Hound. Museum-going is seen as religious practice and as part of the dogmatic 

function of artistic canons shaped in museum encounters. This is often dis-

cussed in terms of Renaissance Catholic art and the canons of representation 

in the works of Tiepolo, Veronese and Giotto. Dogmatic disobedience is often 

dramatized in their “postcolonial pastoral” transposition to the Caribbean. 

Walcott is presenting Pissarro’s non-dogmatism in paradoxical language: art 

is called a secular discourse pitted against the Jewish seat of learning, but Pis-

sarro’s ostensibly “secular” choice is read as “heresy”, his renunciation is 

Catholic - the scapular here signifies a renunciation of Catholicism rather than 

Jewish secularism: “The shul forbade any representation/of graven images, 

but Art is secular;/he wore his heresy with resignation,/an acolyte shedding 

his scapular” (Tiepolo’s Hound 46). For Walcott, in Tiepolo’s Hound, reli-

gious difference in relation to the visual arts is a battleground at various tem-

poral junctures. 

A standout account of Walcott’s religious thought is outlined in Sarah 

Philips Casteel’s Calypso Jews where Pissarro’s position as a lapsed Sephar-

dic Jew in the Caribbean is contextualized historically. Casteel first maps the 

history of Sephardim in the Caribbean and contends that the role of Sephardic 

literary characters in contemporary Antillean literature seems to be a way to 

encourage a “connective outlook” – whether to understand the legacy and co-

lonial complicitous behaviour of Southern European Jewish traders or to con-

nect the traumas of slavery and Jewish expulsion by the Inquisition. Casteel 

identifies the function of the Sephardic motif in Tiepolo’s Hound as Walcott’s 

exploration of “both the identificatory possibilities that the Sephardic story 

presents and the limits of the Black-Jewish analogy” (Casteel, Calypso Jews: 

Jewishness in the Caribbean Literary Imagination 30).  

From the very beginning, Casteel shows, that Walcott constructs Pissarro 

as the double of the poet’s persona – from the above-mentioned loss of faith, 

to the fiction of returning to an approximate Old World motherland (35-36): 

“In a strongly identificatory move, Walcott presents Pissarro as an ‘island art-

ist’, countering traditional art historical readings that the neglect both his Car-

ibbean upbringing and his Jewishness.” (Casteel, Calypso Jews: Jewishness 

in the Caribbean Literary Imagination 37). Because of this identificatory con-

struction, Walcott can present Pissarro as a central figure in the Impressionist 

movement countering the stale tendencies of French academism. In cantoes 6 

and 7, after defining his early abstract tendencies as a form of liquid “doubt” 

derived from relinquishing his St. Thomas religious upbringing, Pissarro is 

presented as a counter-canonical figure struggling against contemporary tastes 
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and norms of academism that value clarity and a sort of interior-based photo-

realism. Counter-canonical struggle in the book is overlaid with a plot of reli-

gious difference and diversity. 

Such preoccupation with the church’s vocabulary in a constant analogy to 

Walcott’s assessment of his visual inheritance is also supported visually in the 

book’s illustrations. These invite further reflections on religious infrastructure 

and life in the Caribbean: two different perspectives on a church in Gros Islet 

are depicted (98; 118), a priory in Gros Islet (122), and two Rastafarian figures 

that appear to be preaching to tourists suggestively titled Doctrine (93). The 

two church buildings in Gros Islet are also inserted during a series of scenes 

in the long poem where Walcott is visiting a number of basilicas in Venice 

looking for frescoes by either Veronese or Tiepolo which might contain the 

white hound. Visually then, the two St. Lucian churches are juxtaposed with 

Venetian basilicas, performing a subtle visual affiliation – unsupported di-

rectly by the text opposite. In the text facing the illustration Gros Islet Church 

(1999), Venice is admired for its beauty “beyond nature in its artifice”: “riding 

on her own scum, bejewelled Venice, studded with tributary gems, a radiant 

whore/steeped in the secular luxury of vice,/incalculable pearls in her bright 

hair”(118). The illustration shows a large church in the surrounded by tall 

palm trees and lush vegetation. In the bottom left side of the painting one sees 

a large rusted barrel and on the right side, there is a large amount of garbage 

as well as a cinderblock hut. While Venice is seen as an expensive locale 

where nature is not the main dish, the Caribbean church is by contrast a part 

of the lush landscape – the garbage both connecting to the descriptive text and 

marking the deep differences between Venice with its pedigree basilicas dec-

orated by Tiepolo and the West Indian church whose majestic stature is sur-

rounded by the mundane of daily life. This is a similar procedure to the non-

identity moment in the sugar factory yard – there is an implicit comparison, 

but also a scene that resists comparison visually by means of its radical differ-

ence. 

Additionally, the frequent mention of the Synagogue of Peace and Loving 

Deeds in St. Thomas, the cathedral in Port of Spain and the Venetian basilicas 

housing Tiepolo and Veronese paintings further underscore the connection be-

tween a life of art and the dedication required to a life of the cloth. They also 

open the book to a rooted transnationalism in the implicit comparison.  

Baugh observes that Walcott’s frequent coupling between religious senti-

ment and art constitutes a sort of transference of the devotional language of 

his Methodist education to his teenage ambition (depicted in Another Life) of 

becoming a painter indentured to Caribbean nature alongside Henry Sim-

monds and Dunstan St. Omer (Baugh, Painters 241). In an essay on his 

schooling and the limited freedom of promising St. Lucians from his genera-

tion, Walcott explains that the coterie of his father’s friends who influenced 

his choice of becoming an artist were a collection of religious outsiders to 

some extent: 
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Their existence, since most of them were from a religious minority, Anglican, 

Methodist or lapsed Catholic, had a defensive, doomed frailty in that steamy 

narrow-minded climate. Perhaps because of this, they believed in the “better 

things of life” with a defiant intensity, which drew them closely together. Their 

efforts, since the pattern would be repeated for my brother and me, must have 

been secretely victimized. Their presentations were known as “The Anglican 

consette” (concert), or the “Methodist School”, or “Teacher Alix Concert” with 

all the vague implications of damnation […] All through adolescence I had ex-

perienced some of this mockery and persecution, even public damnation. The 

hell of others, of limbo and purgatory was something that, being an outsider I 

learned to envy. I learnt early that Methodists went to purgatory or hell, a Cath-

olic hell, only after some strenuous dispensation. I was thus, in boyhood, es-

tranged, not only from another God, but from the common life of the island. 

(Walcott, Leaving School 26-7) 

The lapsed Catholics as well as the choice of an alternative to the religion of 

the majority (Methodists, Anglicans) is thematically connected to Walcott’s 

meditations on outsider positions in Tiepolo’s Hound. Walcott’s fascination 

with the Renaissance masters is therefore tinged by this experience of ob-

servant marginality. This would explain his repeated discussions of the strange 

and marginal heterogeneous characters populating Veronese’s Feast in the 

House of Levi, the emblem of this book-length poem. 

Besides the distinctly Catholic imagery and rituals that dominate the reli-

gious discourse and visual inheritance of the Caribbean, religious syncretism 

and religious reformation are thematically important in the book. As men-

tioned in the example above, Pissarro’s Jewish background also does a form 

of archival work as it sketches forgotten histories of the presence of Sephardic 

Jews at the ends of empire and their relationship to the colonized black popu-

lation is discussed in the Pissarro-Walcott dualism that structures the book. In 

a book-length study on Another Life, Baugh also cautions critics not to take 

Walcott’s “Leaving School” assertion of exclusion from the common life of 

the island at face value, but to see the religious mixture of the community 

:“this exclusion should not be understood in the physical sense… Outwardly, 

at any rate, Catholic and Protestant mixed freely and religion did not create 

social barriers” (Baugh, Derek Walcott Memory as Vision: Another Life 6). 

Baugh also remarks on Walcott’s envy of ceremony and ritual of the Catholic 

Church, a baroque worship absent from his own Methodist education (Baugh, 

Derek Walcott Memory as Vision: Another Life 7). This envy of ritual might 

also explain Walcott’s admiration for Renaissance masters and their visual 

repertoires. The same Baugh remarks that not being Catholic and being part 

of the “brown bourgeoisie”, Walcott was offered a lot more creative freedom 

as well as an exclusive vantage point on St. Lucian life, as it was already hinted 

in the “Leaving School” quote above: “Being non-Catholic allowed him 

greater freedom as a writer than he might otherwise have had, in his choice of 
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subject-matter and the possibility of looking critically at the society. Not sur-

prisingly, the exercise of this freedom, however modest, got him into trouble 

with the Catholic establishment.” (Baugh, Derek Walcott Memory as Vision: 

Another Life 8) Baugh further details that Walcott’s somewhat eclectic ap-

proach to religion landed him several critical rebuttals of his poetry by St. 

Lucian priests in the beginning of this career. This slightly antagonistic rela-

tionship between Catholicism and Methodism in St. Lucia might also explain 

Walcott’s interest in a comparison between Protestant Reformation iconogra-

phy and contemporary Rastafarian presence in Tiepolo’s Hound. On the other 

hand, St. Lucia’s and the more general Carribbean syncretism might explain 

Walcott’s explorations of alternative religious identities at points of contact 

between Europe, Africa and the Caribbean – such as the Afro-Caribbean-

Moorish parallels in Book Three, and the deconstructed comparison between 

the poet persona’s heritage and that of the Sephardic Jew, Camille Pissarro. 

The religious diversity of the Caribbean as well as the existing regimes of 

memory that govern art historical ways of seeing in Walcott’s work can be 

exemplified in a suite that comprises an ekphrastic segment alluding to Al-

brecht Dürer’s painting Four Apostles, an illustration that revisualises it and 

comments on the pastoral colonization of nature in the Caribbean by Western 

canons. The ekphrasis contrasts (and implicitly compares) two Rastafarians 

“creating their own religion” in the Caribbean with one of the few emblematic 

images of the German Reformation painted by the German Lutheran Albrecht 

Dürer. The coupling between image and syncopated ekphrastic connection is 

particularly significant in this section since it exemplifies one of Walcott’s 

image-text credos as succinctly formulated by Handley: “Ekphrasis, for Wal-

cott, is aspiration for the union of word and image, which tends to portray the 

past and present as anachronistically simultaneous. Through ekphrasis he tri-

angulates his relationship to land and can explore the dualities of his world 

with greater subtlety and freedom” (Handley, New World Poetics 327).  Ek-

phrasis and image coming together in image-text configurations also place 

counter-canonical visual memory as a multimodal experience in the book. As 

I shall proceed to show, this unity is negotiated in a de-centered image-text 

commenting on the intimate connection between colonization, religious im-

print and dogmatic iconography from a visual and verbal vantage point. Wal-

cott puts together an unstable image-text formation where Dürer’s Four Apos-

tles, a revolutionary depiction of Lutheranism becomes hybridized and asso-

ciated with the revolutionary push of Rastafarians towards an Afrocentric un-

derstanding of the Caribbean, Dürer comes to wear dreadlocks for a short time. 

A few words on Dürer’s painting are needed in order to clarify the parallels 

that Walcott draws both visually and textually. 

Albrecht Dürer’s 1596 diptych, Four Apostles was seen as an especially 

revolutionary Protestant relic since it depicted Jesus’ four gospel writers in 

highly personalized, almost Baroque stances, going against Catholic canons 

of visual representations regarding this sacred theme. Dürer purposefully 
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placed St. Peter (the first Pope) in the background of one the panels in a ges-

ture meant to snub Rome and support the reforming propositions of Martin 

Luther (Gardner 506). Walcott’s illustration that revisualises it can be found 

on page 92: it shows two Rastafarian men interacting with white tourists in an 

island décor. At first blush, the illustration does not seem to be accompanied 

by ekphrastic commentary referring to Dürer’s painting. The title on the back 

of the page, Doctrine (1991), and the text on the page opposite, “poor as apos-

tles”, “shared communion”, “hallowed” create a kind of religious thematic 

unity between the two pieces and signal a light syncopation, but it is the image 

itself that calls for more striking intervisual parallels.  

The stance of the two Rastafarian figures in Walcott’s illustration can be 

easily compared with the left panel of Dürer’s Four Apostles. Their hand ges-

tures are similar to those of St. Peter and St. John in the German painting. The 

pink towel slung on the back of the man in the foreground echoes the long red 

cape enveloping St. John in Dürer’s painting. In this revisualised version, 

however, the light and colour schemes are radically changed from dark vibrant 

colours to muted pastels that suggest the island setting. The emphasis on “is-

land light” versus the “French” light in the Impressionist palette resurfaces 

repeatedly in the Pissarro narrative thread, therefore the choice of colours 

would appear to be intentional. As seen above, Walcott’s project of bringing 

the work of art out of the museum and into the open air is also significant here 

as the Rastafarian “apostles” are flanked by tourists, the beach and the sea; 

this stands in contrast with Dürer’s “indoors” diptych.  Dürer’s painting is 

being “provincialized” to use Dipesh Chakrabarty’s term and it is made to 

speak to a very different period whose revolution is termed in more ironic hues 

than the Reformation and Dürer’s support of it, as we shall presently see.  

The text opposite the illustration, although not directly ekphrastic, indicates 

a strong connection between colonial norms of vision, or colonial pastorals 

(as defined by Casteel) have taken over Antillean vision: 

The empire of naming colonized even the trees, 

referred our leaves to their originals; 

 

this was the blight on our minds, a speckled disease. 

In the convulsive olives of Van Gogh’s Arles, 

             

lime trees tried to be olives they could not become, 

not less real than reproductions in a book, 

 

but certainly less hallowed. Reality was riven 

by these reproductions, and that blight spread  

  

through every noun, even the names we were given 

the paintings we studied, the books we loved to read. 
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The gommier in flower did not mimic the dogwood 

or snow at the roots of a white cedar, or Queen Anne’s lace, 

... 

 they were like breadfruit, true to their sense of place. 

  

That tree! Bow to its dark green, motionless power, 

my love, its heart fragrant as baked bread. 

  

in shared communion, it makes us poor 

as apostles. In it our history is remembered. (Walcott, Tiepolo’s Hound 92–93) 

This passage encapsulates all the major concerns of Tiepolo’s Hound, the idea 

of commensurability, the religious language used to describe both an exclu-

sive approach – a rota learning recitation imposed by the “empire of naming”, 

the concern about intellectual property voiced in the first part, the access to 

reproductions rather than originals, as well as a decisive turn towards Carib-

bean nature as source of unfettered delight in poverty. One notes that both 

Catholicism represented by the word “communion” and Protestantism repre-

sented by the stricter doctrinal interpretation “poor as apostles” are present 

here to connect with the confrontation at work in the Dürer painting. 

Regional representations of nature in the Caribbean, are, as we have seen 

in many instances above, an ambition that the illustrations and ekphrastic sec-

tions of Tiepolo’s Hound strive for. While this fragment illustrates the “per-

ceptual and affective frictions arising from the impositions of canonical paint-

ings in the Caribbean” (Neumann 454), it also shows very clear the power of 

resistance symbolized by the breadfruit and the gommier in flower. In the 

painting of the “hallowed” Gauguin’s atelier, the green breadfruits are pre-

sented as prominent tools in the painter’s morphology of Martinique. Here 

again, nature is shown to be resistant to the strictures of a vision colonized by 

European art historical norms. Sarah Casteel also notes that the trajectories of 

nature in Walcott’s book take ever more unexpected turns: 

…throughout Tiepolo’s Hound, Walcott describes the profound effect – the 

“blight on our minds” – of the circulation of landscape imagery in the Caribbean 

islands, which alienates the colonial subject from his very physical surround-

ings and which elevates not only the metropolitan culture, but also metropolitan 

nature above its colonial counterpart …. In referring to the colonization of na-

ture, Walcott brings about a significant rapprochement of nature and history 

(Casteel, Second Arrivals 32) 

Yet, it is in this rapprochement that many of the illustrations of Caribbean 

nature in Tiepolo’s Hound operate as counter-memorial and contrapuntal oc-

casions.  

This brand of resistance stemming from local nature’s perceptual power in 

Walcott’s poem and the illustration of the Rastafarians opposite is further 
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framed in a more meaningful way by the ekphrastic text interpellating the im-

age occurring later in the book (on page 131). The illustration is then further 

framed in a syncopatic way by the ekphrastic comparison between Dürer’s 

Four Apostles and a group of Rastafarians. As we have seen throughout my 

analysis, the ekphrastic text and the illustration do not always occur in syn-

chronized or even close proximity to one another. Handley characterises the 

distance between the ekphrastic text and the image thus: “Some paintings have 

their references, it would seem, in other parts of the poem, creating a kind of 

stitched, pastiche effect in the relationship between the images and the 

words…[the text occurs] almost forty pages before we read a reference to Ras-

tafarian preachers, a delay that allows us to recall the image seen earlier” (New 

World Poetics 348). This type of visual-verbal holistic thematic is also a fea-

ture of Jensma’s poetic collections – ekphrasis and illustration can be seen as 

promoting thematic unity where they occur in disparate positions. 

The scene that ekphrastically interpellates Dürer’s Protestant painting adds 

temporal complexity to the image of the Rastafarians preaching on the beach: 

  Garnet-eyed and gazing towards Zion, 

 A settlement of Abyssinian apostles, 

 

 bearded as smoke, have founded a religion 

 based on the horizon, while the old one jostles 

 

 for space in the old cathedral.  

 .... 

 They have designed their faith, with leonine 

 locks, some shaggy with rust, till, in repose, 

 

 Banners and beards are one in their design, 

 figures not Veronese’s or Tiepolo’s. 

  

 They have not seen Dürer’s panels: Four Apostles, 

 Not the Moorish princes of the Renaissance, 

  

 they echo a blue altarpiece in their postures, 

 one turbanned soldier with a bamboo lance. 

  

 On the beach a young tourist with her head inclined 

 towards an infant she cradles in her arms 

 

 is a Fra Angelico in a blue wraparound, as the wind 

 begins the incantations of the pliable palms; 

 

 everywhere a craft confirming images 

 … 

 The mind raised on mirages 

 sees my father’s copy of storm gulls wheeling.  (Tiepolo’s Hound 131–32) 
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As we have seen, elsewhere, failures of comparison and the discovery that the 

Caribbean setting cannot be easily juxtaposed over European masterpieces or 

viceversa are peppered with postcolonial inferiority complexes and pointed 

criticism about the lack of representation of Africans in European visual art in 

earlier sections of the book. Yet, here this is not the case. The painting and its 

influence are acknowledged in an ambivalent way that stresses agentive revis-

ualization as both a creative and painful process. The “Abyssinian” apostles 

(identified via their ancient north-eastern African origins) do not have access 

to the art albums and European visual models that Walcott juxtaposes over 

them, hence highlighting the scarcity, inequality and the lack of impact of the 

paintings on this vignette. Clearly, the two Rastafarians cannot be equated 

with the apostles Dürer’s masterpiece, yet, in Walcott’s poetic scheme their 

depiction is influenced by the painting, suggesting that the uninformed rejec-

tion of European visual models on the Caribbean might deny a certain richness 

of interpretation that appears to be a postcolonial problem. What is more, de-

spite the rhetorical rejection of the similarity, the European cultural influences 

still creatively mold the poet’s gaze as he provincializes The Battle of San 

Romano by Uccello and one of the reclining tourists on the beach becomes the 

scene of an “Annunciation” by Fra Angelico in the following lines. 

In this particular scene, even as the paintings are revealed as being an ill fit 

in the Caribbean setting or not being accessible to the pan-African Rastafari-

ans (other than by the medium of the art book reproduction, as we have seen 

earlier), they are being repurposed in a different setting and in a scene of tour-

ism and commodification implying ease of access. While denying their avail-

ability Walcott is making them available by re-visualizing them in the illus-

tration and in the ekphrastic encounter (whose polemic rejection of these Eu-

ropean models is still heavily referential). By being invoked in an island scene 

under purplish-blue skies and wide beaches stretching in the foreground, the 

masterpieces of European art are “aired out” and removed from the “shackles” 

of the museum space by Walcott (whose admiration for the Impressionists in 

Tiepolo’s Hound is often phrased as an ode to their obsessive passions for 

painting en plein d’air). This airing out relies both on reproduction, as the final 

note of the tableau is a copy of a famous painting made by Walcott’s father, 

hence an availability that is divorced from the “aura” of the original and de-

pendent on remediation, and on the postcolonial circulation of these paintings 

from their frames inside museums envisaged by Walcott as spaces of rejection 

and normative memorial discourse, and into a world where they can be mobi-

lized to expose the complexities as well as the poverty at the margins of colo-

nial empires. The paintings enter a working memory that speaks of a postcolo-

nial present and highlight endemic poverty, commodification of “exotic” 

space, discourses of pan-Africanism and reactionary politics. It is also here 

that the paintings and Walcott’s panoramas can become agents of social 

change and mobilization by creating an artistic hub in the Caribbean in his 

constant effort of depicting nature as similar to European art and European art 
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as similar to Caribbean nature. Walcott’s own failed enterprise of creating a 

theatre co-operative and artistic meeting point at the Trinidad Theatre Work-

shop might also be revisited in this move of the open air museum. The traffic 

of the paintings then might not be transnational, but rather translocal between 

urban museums in London, Venice or Rome, villages close to Paris towards 

St. Lucian beaches and St. Thomas port towns rather than between Italy and 

England to Caribbean nations such as Saint Thomas and Saint Lucia.  

In contrast to the earlier interpellation where Gauguin is dubbed St. Paul 

and praised for allowing richness of identification and representational recog-

nition in his paintings of Tahiti and Martinique, the rejecting Rastafarians 

stand on their own, their agency for innovation is acknowledged, if not al-

lowed to completely reframe the complexity of Caribbean religious syncre-

tism. Their panache is admired even while criticized of their lack of complex-

ity and uncritical denial of European cultural models. They do not need to be 

sanctioned by canons, but are also paradoxically defined in Protestant vs. 

Catholic visual terms.  

In the canto that precedes the Rastafarian scene, there is further clarification 

about how the Rastafarian religious view is shoe-horned into a mostly Catho-

lic regime of vision. However, this previous canto delights in religious syn-

cretism and the hybrid model of vision that presents Virgin Mary as holding a 

cane sceptre and a calabash orb – thus utterly Caribbeanised by recourse to 

vegetation. In canto XXI, section two, Caribbean Catholic place-names pro-

pose translocal connections with their Italian and Spanish “originals”. Wal-

cott’s does not seem interested in recuperating an original, but merely in show-

ing that these colonial naming conventions have acquired deep local signifi-

cations that write back to Rome – are united under a more complex and diverse 

set of cultural mechanisms whose direction is not merely from center to col-

ony, but are considerably more multidirectional. In this section, there is a 

lengthy description of religious syncretism in the Caribbean played out 

through various scenes that highlight transnational connections of faith in a 

multidirectional manner. 

Santa Maria del Rosario, Sant’Alvise, 

Santa Maria della Visitatione, formal research 

 

Recites his [Tiepolo’s] ceilings in Italy, as faith raises the 

scaffold of Giambattista Tiepolo in an island church 

… 

Each reproduction, even in monochrome,  

fresco or ceiling in a pale ochre wash, 

 

made the world through its window one with Rome, 

her scepter a cane stalk, her orb a calabash. 

 

The cult and elevation of the Virgin 
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Through roiling, soundless cloud was not my own 

 

Upbringing, far less his, and yet conversion 

Of a kind came with the echoing  

 

cupolas, frescoes, banners and ceilings, the same 

ceremonies of Communion, Mass in Latin,  

 

even in the hovels with their struggling flame 

to the Madonna, and the throne she sat in. (Tiepolo’s Hound 129–30) 

There are several words that connect this latter section with the text opposite 

the Rastafarian illustration: “her canoes genuflecting for Communion/before 

the lace-fringed altar of a wave”; “Each reproduction even in monochrome” 

etc. The thrust of this “recitation” is the simultaneity of religious practice, the 

veneration of the Virgin in Catholicism occurs both in the Italian basilica 

painted by Tiepolo and in the “island church”. Here, finally, the playing 

ground of worship is equalized – the “cupolas, frescoes, banners and ceilings” 

of European locations are spectators to the “ceremonies of Communion”, 

“Mass in Latin”, just as much as those worshipping “in the hovels with their 

struggling flame”.  

The fragment then continues to bring together religious practices in the 

Caribbean under the calabash orb: the Synagogue of Blessing and Peace and 

Loving Deeds, and the black chapels are all united in a religious ecstasy of art 

and representation. Mimicry is seen here in a positive sense as opposed to the 

previous angrier scene where the requirements of the colonial pastoral are first 

laid out, then disrupted by the breadfruit tree. Baugh’s earlier comment on the 

proximity of worship and Walcott’s good vantage point on Catholic worship 

is here phrased in a unifying swathe by means of Tiepolo’s masterpieces that 

influence a more standard Renaissance logic that permeates Caribbean reli-

gious reinterpretations. This vision of peace and togetherness in visual com-

munion, however, is immediately disrupted by the scene that follows where 

the Rastafarians reject the visual inheritance that they are not a part of, and 

attempt to escape the colonized regimes of vision. They attempt to craft a new 

religion out of the old one, only to be shown that there is no possibility of a 

tabula rasa in the Caribbean via Walcott’s assessment of the scene. More so 

there is no escaping the visual double bind – a point illustrated by the acci-

dental imitation and revisualization of Dürer’s Four Apostles both from a vis-

ual and a verbal point of view. Here I depart from Handley’s interpretation 

that the Rastafarians revel in ignorance:  

Their ignorance of European art and their absolute originality is what he praises; 

they are, more to the point of the poem, “figures not Veronese’s or Tiepolo’s”. 

That is, they are not echoes, nor are they haunted by European spectres. 

(New World Poetics 348).  
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Handley sees only the tourist as being readable through the frame of master-

pieces such as Fra Angelico’s depiction of the Virgin. I, however, understand 

this moment of non-identity of the Rastafarians as being of the same meta-

phorical make-up as the sugar factory worker scene opening this chapter 

where Feast in the House of Levi becomes commensurable to the Caribbean 

scene. Furthermore, if one takes into account the earlier canto where Virgin 

Mary is outfitted with Caribbean natural finery, the tourist is also, by exten-

sion already outfitted into the local landscape. Visual inheritance is alchemi-

cally re-appropriated and relocated without re-introducing the inferiority com-

plex present in the museum and in the text detailing Pissarro’s defection. Here 

vision becomes postcolonial, rather than colonized – a mode of seeing that 

reveals the complexities and richness of a hybridizing culture where hierar-

chies are inverted, translated and remixed. Religious language both at a visual 

and at a textual level is thus another manner of exploring the double bind of 

visual culture as problematic cultural inheritance in Walcott’s work. 

 To conclude, this configuration of problematic cultural inheritance, reli-

gious language, hybridization and non-identity with European models is also 

summarized by Walcott in the closing stanzas of the long poem. Tiepolo’s 

Hound ends with a declaration of syncretism that mixes the language of reli-

gious devotion with a veneration of the natural landscape, a mention of multi-

faith presence and the imprint of European visual inheritance on Caribbean 

vision, as well as its strategic refusal – since the constellations remain un-

named in the villages:   

Let this page catch the last light on Becune Point, 

Lengthen the arched shadows of Charlotte Amalie, 

 

to a prayer’s curling smoke, and brass anoint 

the branched menorah of a frangipani, 

 

as the lights in the shacks bud orange across the Morne, 

and are pillared in the black harbour. Stars fly close  

 

as sparks, and the houses with bulb and lampion 

to the Virgin, Veronese’s or Tiepolo’s.  

… 

Then all the sorrows that lay heavily on us 

the repeated failures, the botched trepidations 

 

will pass like the lights on bridges at village corners 

where shadows crouch under pierced constellations 

 

whose names they have never learnt (Tiepolo’s Hound 163) 
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Conclusions 

  

Throughout this chapter on Tiepolo’s Hound, visual inheritance has proven an 

elastic analytic repository spanning ekphrasis, art historical commentary, 

book history and pedagogical illustration. It is assessed, critiqued and admired 

at various steps and employed in various configurations where ekphrasis and 

image-text act as tools for cultural memory, whether as counter-memorial ex-

plorations of the archive of art history, or as a way to expose the double bind 

endured by a postcolonial subject in their relation to the past. On a more con-

ceptual level for the dissertation, this chapter shows the particularly intimate 

relationship that obtains between ekphrasis, image-text and art history when 

they are reunited under the aegis of visual inheritance – a concept that, in its 

turn, acquires renewed importance if phrased as a vital element to the analysis 

of postcolonial visual economies. 

In the first part of this chapter, I have explored Walcott’s performances of 

“hating tradition properly”, namely his repeated critiques of the Eurocentric 

character of art historical traditions as fostered by museums and art albums. I 

show how Walcott sets up a number of comparisons and moments of non-

identity between Caribbean locales and European painting masterpieces and 

landscapes that qualify and make visible both the specificities of the Carib-

bean on its own terms, and the colonial and postcolonial economies within 

which its identity is shaped.  

I selected a number of instances of ekphrasis and image-text where the 

memory regimes of museums such as the Louvre or the Met are criticized by 

Walcott for their exclusive claims to ownership of artistic discourse, that in 

turn foments (post)colonial inferiority complexes both in the speaker, his fa-

ther, and in Camille Pissarro. I have shown how Walcott’s enumerative ek-

phrases, create a sort of additive effect where the weight of tradition impinges 

on the poem’s characters. This is materialized by personified masterpieces in 

the museum presented as the enforcers of a visual canon that inflexible, ex-

clusive and Eurocentric.  

Walcott subverts this suite of toxic inferiority complexes by outlining al-

ternative modes of accessing this rich visual inheritance outside of the “mar-

ble” authority of museums. This subversion happens both at a visual and at a 

textual level – Pissarro’s deliverance from the strictures of tradition occurs 

when he claims the landscapes of Paris and Pontoise (the trees, the foggy 

streets, the countryside) as his own visual turf, selecting a new style that ena-

bled him to apply his islander eye for the richness of nature. In a similar key 

but with different semiotic tools, the illustration opposite the fragment where 

the personified masterpieces of the Louvre attack Pissarro (and by extension 

the speaker) offers an alternative manner of engagement with masterpieces 

that by-passes the gate-keeping activities of the museum. While the text dram-

atizes the “attack of the masterpieces” and exposes their Eurocentric regime 
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of visuality, the illustration opposite – a watercolour by Walcott depicting a 

marble statue reminiscent of Venus de Milo surrounded by lush vegetation in 

an English backyard –  revisualizes the Louvre sculpture in a more neutral, 

informal natural setting. This act of revisualization outside the museum is re-

peatedly played out in Tiepolo’s Hound in various image-textual guises. A 

similar critical revisualization strategy is used to legitimate Warwick Wal-

cott’s claims to participate in the larger discourses of art history. An extended 

ekphrastic text bemoans the disdain with which he is treated by masterpieces 

such as Millet’s The Gleaners which he has traced on his journey to becoming 

a painter. The textual critique is then supported by a series of illustrations of 

fishermen accompanying this particular series of cantos that revisualize and 

reinterpret Millet’s masterpiece. The images offer a visual answer to the in-

junction against imitating European masterpieces in Caribbean locales. In that 

section, I also outlined Walcott’s theory of imitation where “mimickry” is pre-

sented as a constructive, fertile practice of cultural production that produces 

fascinating syncretic new practices in the Caribbean specifically. The perva-

sive syncretism of the Caribbean also resurfaces as a theme in the final dis-

cussion of religion and the Caribbean in Tiepolo’s Hound at the end of the 

chapter. 

Within these complex and often simultaneous visual and textual reinterpra-

tion of masterpieces, the works of art become “calibrators” of cultural memory 

– they operate in counter-memorial manners highlighting gaps in the archive 

and becoming benchmarks to reflect on dominant memorial practices while 

revisioning these more prescriptive pasts. Ekphrasis and certain images illus-

trating Tiepolo’s Hound in the examples above act in a complementary man-

ner, at cross-purpose from each other. Rather than dramatizing the paragonal 

contest between image and text described by Mitchell and Heffernan, the var-

ious image-textual configurations described in this section operate in a com-

plementary manner feeding into the same project of critiquing museums and 

defamiliarizing and revisioning masterpieces. The different medial af-

fordances of image and text are apparent and painstakingly highlighted in the 

text, whether in short vignettes describing painting techniques, or in medita-

tions on the materiality of the art album, the illustrated book and the minutiae 

of writing as poetic practice. Walcott declares at various points that the two 

distinct media (painting and poetry) cannot be collapsed into one another, in-

stead they assemble and dis-assemble repeatedly around Walcott’s critical 

project of decolonizing European art history. The different configurations and 

relations between text and image that obtain in Walcott’s work also suggest 

the need for an approach to ekphrasis that takes into account intermedial prop-

erties and relations between word and image, as outlined in the introduction. 

It must be noted that here, ekphrasis and image-text are used effectively for 

both political – for postcolonial critique of vision in Eurocentric museums – 

and aesthetic – commenting visual elements and sighting alternative modes of 

memory that support and illustrate this postcolonial critique. 
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In the second part of this chapter, I focused on a more affirmative offshoot 

of Walcott’s analysis of visual inheritance. Beyond its critique of Eurocen-

trism, in Tiepolo’s Hound there are a number of moments where art history is 

read against the grain in order to pinpoint more promising avenues of archival 

investigation that could eventually lead to a more egalitarian reclaiming of 

visual inheritance. These readings are more focused on crafting aesthetic strat-

egies of representation, rather than on the political side of postcolonial cri-

tique.  

I selected two of the more prominent concerns of Walcott’s archival rein-

terpretation, namely Walcott’s project of redressing the lack of representation 

of the Caribbean in art history, and his parallel concern that non-white char-

acters are seldomly highlighted in the history of Western painting. Such revi-

sionist concerns are dubbed reparative readings in the dissertation. I analysed 

a number of such moments in the chapter. One example was Walcott’s reading 

of Impressionism as a revolutionary movement highly influenced by a painter 

with origins in the Caribbean (Pissarro), whose experience of the tropical light 

specific to the islands heavily fed into Impressionist provincialism and ab-

straction.  

Walcott interprets the impressionists as almost anarchic in their rejection 

of the Salon’s painting conventions and fanatic in their devotion to represent-

ing light in its natural environs. In the fragments presenting the conflict be-

tween the Salon and the impressionists, Walcott uses ekphrasis specifically to 

characterise the movement, rather than describing certain paintings in detail. 

He traces common preoccupations and ideas, conjuring the Impressionists 

group identity via detailed art-historical commentary. This particular use of 

ekphrastic details to highlight the strategies of a movement goes beyond defi-

nitions by Heffernan and Mitchell that refer to the verbal re-mediation of spe-

cific works of art, but echoes Bergmann Loizeaux’s reflection that ekphrasis 

and image-text “bring history into the lyric” (Twentieth-Century Poetry and 

the Visual Arts 21), and in this case, they bring about art-historical thinking 

into the mix. Detecting impressionist tropes, such as Pissarro’s and Cézanne’s 

preoccupation with sketching all coins de terre visible in Pontoise, Walcott 

also silently rehearses his own main concern in the illustrations of Tiepolo’s 

Hound, namely his childhood devotion (alongside Dunstan St. Omer) to paint 

every nook and cranny of his island of St. Lucia and the Caribbean. The poet 

characterises Pissarro’s painting technique in Pontoise as a way of basking in 

an “awe of the ordinary”. This preoccupation with the ordinary in the vistas 

of the Danish-Jewish West Indian Impressionist is silently echoed in Walcott’s 

own devotion to capturing it in, for instance, the numerous views of the Sa-

vannah in Port of Spain occuring amongst the book’s illustrations –  small 

scenes depicted from various angles where cows, trees and hillocks with Car-

ibbean vegetation are bathed in light violet and pink tones of Caribbean light.  
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The art historical descriptions of the Impressionist devotion to detail and 

light also validate Walcott’s future visual art. The text presenting the Impres-

sionists concerns and the images are thus presented as if they are in a relation-

ship of continuity – one that creates affiliation and partially redresses the ine-

quality of vision whereby the Caribbean remained unpainted – or as Walcott 

put it, its landscape remains “insulted”.  

Within this assessment of Impressionism, Walcott also revisulizes La 

Grande Jatte by Seurat at a textual level, in an enumerative ekphrasis describ-

ing the painting’s elements, and pointillisme as a scientific branch of Impres-

sionism. He captures the thematic of La Grande Jatte visually in the image 

opposite, Beach at Vieux Fort. The image contains similar elements to those 

ekphrastically captured in the text, but significantly it is populated with both 

white and non-white characters. This image offers a specifically Caribbean 

answer to Seurat (without employing pointillisme, but operating at a thematic 

level), and it fills both gaps that Walcott is concerned with in Tiepolo’s Hound, 

namely the representation of the Caribbean in painting, and the need to high-

light and supplement the presence of non-white characters in art history. In 

this way, he paints himself into a positive affiliation ranging from Seurat to 

his paintings produced in the 1980s and 1990s. 

The next example of reparative reading widens the argument about the 

scarcity of non-white presences within art history by highlighting their occur-

rences in the archive across a longue durée: Walcott discusses racial represen-

tation by offering a wide berth of examples ranging from Renaissance painting 

to Post-Impressionism and finally to his own visual art. First, I examine Wal-

cott’s reading of Moors as racially-marked in the paintings of Veronese and 

Tiepolo. The presence of “grey moors” hailing from North Africa as higher 

order servants in several paintings by Tiepolo opens up an avenue for explor-

ing other African presences in Renaissance painting. One Moor in particular 

in Tiepolo’s Apelles Painting Campaspe seems to be learning the trade of 

painting from the painter depicted at his easel in the frame. This implication 

that the Moor is acquiring the trade of painting is configured by Walcott as 

forecasting a future where the position of Africans is not that of exoticized 

servants, but one of self-determination and self-representation. The Moors 

thus act as gateways to a number of critical explorations of race in canonical 

masterpieces throughout Tiepolo’s Hound. The idea that the Moors can serve 

as relays for identification is also a way of phrasing one of the main concerns 

of the book according to Erickson, namely, the concern with artist’s self por-

traiture that permeates the book. This is further explored in relation to Gau-

guin. 

Walcott’s critical explorations of race in the history of Western painting 

are punctuated by an ekphrastic moment in which the speaker as a young Car-

ibbean pupil and his fellow classmates are rustling through art albums in 

search of non-white characters. The speaker crafts a revealing temporal enu-

meration of previous imperfect representations of race and of the Caribbean 
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throughout art history starting from the Renaissance and reaching towards 

Gauguin and post-Impressionsim. The depictions of race mentioned in the ek-

phrastic sequence are rejected either on grounds of their objectification of 

characters of colour, or on their romaniticized and exoticized views, or based 

on the inaccurate representations of nature and the population of the Carib-

bean. These imperfections of vision come to an end only when the temporal 

exploration reaches Gauguin’s representations of Martinique – a series of 

paintings that, according to Walcott, depict this particular island’s vegetation 

and population on its own terms. Here the Impressionist preoccupation with 

accuracies of light and leafy nature that Gauguin was trained in, as well as the 

deep violet, green and dark shadows of fauvism create a perfect combination 

that makes his painting subjects recognizable to Walcott and his fellow pupils. 

The admiration and recognition reaches the point where the speaker conse-

crates the French painter as “St. Paul”, the martyr of Martinique. Gauguin is 

also interpellated visually in Tiepolo’s Hound in two detailed illustrations that 

reflect on his thematic concerns, on his career and on his relationships with 

other painters.  

In this case, the paintings expand on the sparser ekphrastic fragments and 

offer a detailed reading of Gauguin and Walcott’s understanding of the 

painter’s career and his painterly innovations in representing the West Indies. 

The two paintings proffer their own arguments that enrich, complement and 

diversify the more limited ekphrastic work. They revisualize Gauguin’s paint-

erly vocabulary, contextualize Gauguin’s work his relationship with other 

painters by adding Cézanne’s nudes into the frame of Gauguin’s Studio, fi-

nally, they also satinise his objectifying depiction of the black female body (a 

criticism not mentioned in the text of the long poem). Despite the fact that 

they are not exactly self-portraits of Gauguin, both illustrations depict Gau-

guin painting and thematise self-reflexivity – one places Gauguin centrally 

behind the canvas, surrounded by his implements and other famous canvasses, 

as if the painting were one of his de facto self-portraits, while the other medi-

tates on Gauguin’s process by showing his hand sketching Martinican hills, as 

well as his torso intent on painting. Gauguin’s self-portrait aka Walcott’s Gau-

guin in Martinique contains a “directive” brown Martinican woman tapping 

the shoulder of the painter suggesting her central and agentive role in Gau-

guin’s representation of females of colour. The woman’s agency and centrality 

is then another step in the direction of self-represent tion of the Caribbean by 

Caribbean painters. 

The thematic concern with self-portaiture that Erickson analyses at length 

culminates towards the end of the book with Walcott’s own self-portrait in a 

stance echoing that of the French painter in Gauguin in Martinique closely. 

Walcott paints himself in his studio and unlike Gauguin, he is set against a 

black background – as if ready to fill in the archival gaps of representation, or 

hiding the painstaking affiliations drawn in the book. Either way, at this late 
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moment, Walcott seems to have provided a full circle reparative reading fill-

ing in the blanks of the lack of non-white representations in art history in his 

own creative manner. In this instance, we have seen that the images do a sig-

nificant amount of critical work on their own, in complex and subversive man-

ners. They act not as mere complements to the text, but reverse the polarity 

from text to image: at various points, it seems as if the text is subordinate to 

the image’s critical project, it is complementing the concerns in the images. 

The images seem to be doing most of the argumentative work, whereas the 

ekphrasis becomes more or less ornamental, rather providing captions to the 

images. This example shows the importance of using image-text as a concept 

with which to explore the visual-verbal realtions in Tiepolo’s Hound.  

While the text points out the representational lacunae, the images do what 

ekphrasis cannot, they depict the missing non-white presences in art history, 

they question the putative blackness of the objectified woman – offering in 

response a sexualisation of the white female body, and they provide a proper 

Caribbean embodiment of racial diversity in the Seurat and Gauguin exam-

ples. The image can thus perform blackness and racial diversity, whereas ek-

phrasis merely indicates the absence of representation. Here the images oper-

ate under the aegis of Mitchell’s imagetext, the synthetic unity of image and 

text where the two modes use their own tools to operate in vigorously inde-

pendent manners, yet they are part of the same critical race project.  

Finally, in the closing section of the chapter, I reflected briefly on the con-

stant association between ekphrasis, image-text and religious language as an-

other way of understanding Walcott’s discussion of the aesthetics of visual 

inheritance in Tiepolo’s Hound. I explain the way in which Walcott ap-

proaches masterpieces through a language of religious devotion and trace it to 

his transferral of a deep devotion to a life of the cloth that he had conceived 

for himself as young to his later sworn allegiance to representating the Carib-

bean in paint. I briefly outline Walcott’s attitude towards masterpieces of the 

Renaissance and his veneration of Rembrandt or Giotto as operating as ba-

roque visual reference validating his deep knowledge of tradition, and reflect-

ing the double bind of a postcolonial positioning in relation to art history. In 

the second part, I also trace Walcott’s relation to the Catholic church and its 

liturgical strictures distinct from his own Methodist upbringing. I comment on 

the series of comparisons between museums and churches, as well as employ-

ing churches in Gros Islet as counterpoints to the painted basilicas in Venice 

– enacting again and again imagined equalizations of the playing field be-

tween Europe and the Caribbean. Finally, I analyse a complex image-textual 

configuration spanning illustration, ekphrasis and other sections of the poem 

commenting on colonized vision. This episode shows the connections and dif-

ferences that play out between a painting of Rastafarians preaching to tourists 

on a beach on page 93 occurring opposite a text criticizing the forced coloni-

zation of Caribbean nature, the revisualization of Albrecht Dürer’s revolution-

ary Protestant painting Four Apostles that the image is subtly enacting, and an 
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ekphrastic exploratory text where the Rastafarians refuse affiliation with Dü-

rer’s painting feigning ignorance, even as the postcolonial mind of the speaker 

restores the associations between the Rastafari’s rejection of Christian religion 

and Luther’s desire to reform the Catholic church. This canny long-distance 

image-text configuration illustrates on the one hand the religious syncretism 

of the Caribbean where Jews, Catholics, Methodists and Rastafarians congre-

gate frequently despite the doctrinal differences, and, on the other entertains 

the impossibility of interpreting the Caribbean from a tabula rasa position 

where various matrices of vision implied by cultural colonization are re-

moved. In the case of Tiepolo’s Hound, it seems, the varied image-textual re-

lations that obtain serve to complicate and contextualize the minutiae of visual 

inheritance and the possibilities for race, location, and religious syncretism to 

become visible with the help of the visual-verbal.  

For Walcott criticism, one thing this chapter has consistently proven is that 

the relationships between the text of Tiepolo’s Hound and its images is more 

than loosely associative. I believe I have conclusively shown how the complex 

interweaving between Walcott’s ekphrases, his numerous art historical refer-

ences and the images illustrating the collection provides solid engagement at 

a textual and visual level with a number of European paintings whether they 

be Impressionist masterpieces such as La Grande Jatte or Renaissance canon-

ical depictions of the Last Supper such as Feast in the House of Levi. The text 

and images assemble in diverse and often unpredictable manners to refer back 

to a wide repertoire of art historical treasures whether to criticise their lacunae 

and colonial projects, or to admire and positively sanction their visual craft 

and messages. Walcott’s visual approach, I think, attains a similar complexity 

to his textual project in the long poem. Occasionally, the images and text are 

directed towards the same goal and enact the synthetic combination that 

Mitchell dubs illuminated poetry, or “imagetext”. 

Tiepolo’s Hound also allows us to note the material conditions under which 

image-text and ekphrasis operate in an illustrated book.  The long discussions 

about art albums, circulation and the aura of the original point towards a way 

to reconceptualise the import of Western masterpieces outside the traditional-

ist memory regimes of museums. Furthermore, Walcott’s repeated medita-

tions on page and canvas create a sort of meta-vocabulary of intermedial prac-

tices obtaining in a prolonged meditation on poetry and painting where artes 

poetica and art historical knowledge intersect in a fertile manner. 
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Chapter 3 The “Skisofoon” Family: European 

and South African Artworlds in the Imagetexts 

of Wopko Jensma47 

In the two previous chapters I have explored ekphrasis and visual memory in 

connection to phrasing historical responsibility amidst the Troubles in Hea-

ney’s work, and the ways in which visual inheritance is sounded out within a 

postcolonial double bind using imagetexts and ekphrasis in Walcott’s poetry. 

In this chapter, I will describe how, by means of ekphrastic hooks and visual 

interpellations, the South African poet and visual artist Wopko Jensma brings 

together disparate artistic figures and groups from Europe and South Africa 

outside and against expected hierarchies in his comprehensive critique of 

apartheid racial economies and white isolationism in the 1970s. My focus will 

be on the intersection between African and European art worlds interpellated 

by means of ekphrastic hooks – shorter ekphrastic references to art works and 

artists – and image-textual strategies in the congruences that obtain between 

Jensma’s visual art illustrations and their textual connections. Jensma’s disre-

gard for hierarchies of value based on colonial precepts leads him to craft a 

pantheon of creative influence, an avant-garde grouping spanning European 

and South African artists that meet on the page of his illustrated books, in both 

poetry and in his captivating visual art.  

In order to shortly illustrate and contextualize Jensma’s seemingly ad-hoc 

avant-garde inventories are created I will offer a short example extracted from 

his ars poetica  in Afrikaans “klop and vir julle sal toegemaak word” (it could 

be translated as “knock and it will be closed to you”48): 

beethoven was n’skisofoon 

                                                      
47 The archival research trip to the Amazwi Museum of South African Literature (formerly the 

National English Literature Museum) in Makhanda (formerly Grahamstown), South Africa nec-

essary for documenting this chapter would have not been possible without the support of the 

Birgit och Gad Rausing Stiftelse and the Helge Ax:son Johnsson Stiftelse. I am grateful to the 

foundations for their investment in South African Research in Sweden. I am also immensely 

grateful to Peter Horn, Michael Gardiner, Andrew Martin and Colin Smuts for their encourage-

ments and contacts without whom the vast world of Jensma’s humour, opinions and friendhsips 

would have been largely impenetrable. 
48 This is my approximate translation. The poem’s title is a riff off of Matthew 7:7 “knock and 

it shall be open onto you”. I will not offer a translation of the entire poem here.  
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só maak die sielwetendes my verstaan 

gauguin was ‘n skisofoon 

só laat die tugkomitee my dit voel 

baudelaire was ‘n skisofoon 

èn, boonop is hy aan syphilis dood 

  francois villon was 

  paul van oostaijen was 

  marcel duchamp was 

  hendrik marsman was 

  tristan tzara was 

…. 

 

eugène marais was 

èn, boonop verslaaf aan morfien ook 

dumile is ‘n skisofoon 

wolf kibel is ‘n skisofoon 

  can themba was 

  vincent swart was 

  nat nakasa was 

  cyprian sjilako was 

  kippie moeketsi is 

raditladi was’n skisofoon 

èn, op moussorgski se kaal berg dood 

harold rubin is ‘n skisofoon 

david botes is ‘n skisofoon 

is ek nou om te wees? en om te glo?  

(Jensma, i must show you my clippings 24–25) 

In the lines quoted, Jensma creates an enumeration that juxtaposes artistic 

groupings and friends European and Southern African from various fields and 

time periods under the label of “skisofoon”. They are musicians, both classical 

and jazz, significantly black and white (Beethoven, Mussorgsky, Harold Ru-

bin, Kippie Moeketsi), European surrealist visual artists and poets (Paul van 

Ostaijen, Hendrik Marsman, Tristan Tzara, Marcel Duchamp), two South Af-

rican visual artists one white (Wolf Kibel), one black (Cyprian Sjilako), one 

French post-Impressionist painter famous for his depictions of black charac-

ters – as we have seen in the Walcott chapter (Gauguin), two black South Af-

rican writers from the Drum generation critical of apartheid and racial segre-

gation49 (Nat Nakasa, Can Themba), two black poets from the early half of the 

                                                      
49 DRUM is a famous cultural and literary magazine of the 1950s in South Africa. It was anti-

apartheid, it objected to racial segregation and supported the Defiance campaign and the ANC. 

Its journalists chronicled the lives of the black population in urban centers and townships, of-

fered music reviews, and published literary prose; the photographers associated with the mag-

azine offered eloquent portrayals of black urban life in South Africa. 
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20th-century critical of colonial and racial oppression, one from South Africa 

(Vincent Swart), one from Botswana (Leetile Raditladi), a white South Afri-

can poet from the same period (Eugène Marais), a white anti-apartheid con-

temporary poet and print-maker (D.P.M Botes, who was also a close friend of 

Jensma’s), two French canonical poets, the medieval troubadour, dissident 

ironist François Villon (misspelled), and one of his 19th-century admirers and 

fellow poètes maudits, Charles Baudelaire.  

A notable criterion that marks the Southern African artists mentioned in the 

poem is that they are all vocal critics of racial oppression and inequality in the 

country, whether in their written, visual, or musical work. A number of them 

are anti-apartheid and exiled, and some have written in support of civil rights 

for blacks in South Africa in the pre-apartheid period. The particularity that 

unites some of the Europeans is their belonging to the transnational surrealist 

and dada movements spanning Belgium (Ostaijen), France (Duchamp), Ro-

mania (Tzara), and the Netherlands (Hendrik Marsman). All of these figures 

also produced experimental books, whether in the form of concrete poetry and 

collages, or illuminated books containing both visual art and text (as was the 

case of Duchamp and Marsman). Jensma’s fascination with dada and surreal-

ist print experiments serves as the inspiration for his three illustrated volumes, 

but is evident especially in i must show you my clippings. 

Another element that connects some of the figures mentioned in the text of 

the poem is their precarious mental and physical health – Beethoven’s deaf-

ness is implied, Baudelaire, Jensma informs us died of syphilis (“boonop is hy 

aan syphilis dood”), Marais was addicted to morphine (“boonop verslaaf aan 

morfien ook”), Moussorgsky died while composing his last opera “Night on 

the Bald Mountain” (“se kaal berg dood”50). A note of danger is included in 

the first stanza enumeration – the information on Gauguin’s’s skisofonie is 

conveyed by the “disciplinary committee” (tugkomitee), and that on Beetho-

ven is provided by the “soul-knowers” – most likely a metaphor for either 

priests or psychiatrists, characters that are often invoked in Jensma’s Afri-

kaans poetry. This conjunction of authority figures will be elucidated later on 

in the chapter in the discussion about asylum imaginaries in “the corn awaits, 

the blackbirds”. The two South African painters mentioned, Wolf Kibel and 

Cyprian Sjilako (also spelled Shilakoe) were both to some extent outsider art-

ists. Kibel was a white Eastern European émigré to Cape Town, one of South 

Africa’s few expressionists and subjectivists who died in dire poverty in 1938 

                                                      
Several major South African writers were first published in DRUM and it had one of the widest 

readerships of the time. The magazine operated out of Sophiatown, and when the neighbour-

hood was bulldozed the editors and writers associated with it, either died or went into exile. (for 

a more detailed account see Chapman, The DRUM Decade).  
50 Word for word “died on his cold mountain”; it refers to Mussorgsky’s last opera “Night on 

the Bald Mountain”, a notoriously complicated and grim musical composition only performed 

posthumously. Many thanks to Tim Huisamen for explaining that this musical composition was 

highly regarded by the members of the volk-avantgarde. 
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to very little acclaim. Shilakoe, in his turn, was a black expressionist, member 

of the informal art group at Rorke’s Drift, whose work was also subjectivist 

and naïve in character. He died tragically before attaining a significant follow-

ing. Both artists used motifs of outsider and naïve art; their oeuvre was recog-

nized as valuable after their deaths. Last but not least, Nat Nakasa, Can 

Themba, Dumile Feni and Harold Rubin, some of the Southern Africans men-

tioned in the enumeration, are also made vulnerable by the fact that they had 

to take the road of exile on account of apartheid legislation’s creative and ra-

cial restrictions. Jensma’s own forced exile in Botswana and Mozambique 

might also indicate the grounds for this particular sympathetic vulnerability.  

The second stanza of the poem quoted ends with a rhetorical question: “and 

what am I to know? And what am I to trust?” (“is ek nou om te wees? en om 

the glo”). This question then shows the open-ended ars poetica thrust of the 

inventory of names, its attempt to guide future exegesis – a methodological 

indication by which one should read the weave of intertextuality, intervisuality 

and auditory imaginaries generated in his poem. 

The strategy of “name-dropping” that forms this collection of influences 

and friends is at once a panorama of figures that inspire, position and inform 

Jensma’s poetry, and a list of the vulnerabilities of these writers and their re-

spective marginality that meant, for some, a belated appreciation of their ge-

nius work. Jensma’s inventory is therefore, simultaneously, based on specific 

shared aesthetic criteria, and on anti-systemic or dissident political views. 

We will discuss Jensma’s positive reclaiming of marginality in the second 

part of the chapter, but for now let us reflect briefly on the typographic form 

of the poem. Its spatial formatting with the second half of stanza indented 

suggests a compact way of grouping the members of the enumeration employ-

ing the page as a visual element – those who are printed within the same in-

dentation format could be seen as belonging together. This is also important 

in connection to the dada members of the enumeration whose similar use of 

the page in their poetry is notable. The lack of punctuation is another trait 

shared between Jensma and the dada poets. 

Moreoever, the poem is written entirely in lowercase, a characteristic typo-

graphic strategy of Jensma, which, on the one hand, evokes the dadaist dictée 

automatique and its free associations of the mind, and on the other, it conjures 

the feeling of a collage, where certain elements are not necessarily more prom-

inent than others. All the names mentioned are spelled in lowercase and col-

lated together as if the value and reputation of the figures enumerated is simi-

lar, their impact on Jensma’s poetry and visual art must therefore be commen-

surate regardless of whether it’s a mention of an emerging poet and friend like 

Botes, or of established and admired poets like Baudelaire and Villon. The 

way that the names are listed one under the others also allows surprising and 

unexpected juxtapositions between poets and musicians with similar anti-rac-

ist views, such as that between the Southern Africans Raditladi, Moeketsi and 

Harold Rubin; or, the conjunction of Villon and Van Ostaijen who are brought 
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together over the space of two verses reaching across centuries and countries. 

The way that the names are grouped and the sparse form of the poem as a list 

of names creates an ensemble effect with various permutations. If one can see 

the quoted part of the poem as an ensemble whose groups intersect in various 

ways, the last stanza of the poem – not quoted here – ends with another list-

like plea:  a series of affirmations about difference “nie alle diere is olifante 

nie, /ni alle diere is donkies nie…” (eng. “not all animals are elefants, not all 

animals are donkies”). So, while similarity is the governing force of the poem, 

it ends on a note of difference and individuality of species, and by extension 

trade and time period. So, the poem is simultaneously interested in creating 

ensembles, and in tearing them apart. 

Jensma’s typographic juxtaposition is also heavily intermedial in reference 

if one considers the various creative trades of the people enumerated (music, 

visual art, journalism, poetry). The poem then creates intimate synaesthetic 

connections across the arts and across time via ekphrastic, musical and inter-

textual references. This is a characteristic feature of all of Jensma’s poetic 

oeuvre which seamlessly connects oral performances such as dialogues or ad-

vertising jingles, with visual elements of concrete poetry, or illustrations re-

ferring to textual elements, or reproducing lyrics and musical scores. Jensma’s 

work is thus intermedial and trans-medial par excellence as this pantheon 

poem clearly shows, thriving in the interstices between media and modes. 

The word “skisofoon” is also an interesting and relevant synaesthetic and 

intermedial coinage. It suggests, on the one hand, Jensma’s own vulnerability, 

his on and off battle with schizophrenia – “skiso” is the informal name for 

someone suffering from the disease. The word could also signal a shared note 

of belonging between the members evoked since “foon” suggests a common 

phonetic trait – bringing the members of the poem under the same auditory 

designation. If one expands the reference of the word to another homonym, 

“skisofoon” and “saksofoon” (saxophone in Afrikaans) are also related. This 

instrument in particular would refer back to the inclusion of jazz musicians in 

Jensma’s pantheon-poem. The pronunciation of “skis” in “skisofoon” is also 

phonologically close to the Afrikaans word for “sketch” or drawing, “skets” – 

thus, a visual creative imaginary can also be brought under the umbrella of 

Jensma’s coined word. It would then justify the inclusion of visual artists un-

der the label. The word “skisofoon” therefore performs the diversity gathered 

under its aegis in the poem. Jensma’s predilection for portmanteaus and word 

games, it is very likely that this word carries all of the associations mentioned 

above. 

Moreover, the label “skisofoon family” is an important coinage for 

Jensma’s force field of inspiration. In a 1975 letter to Walter Saunders, he 

identifies the formulation as an important and exclusive poetic trope in rela-

tion while commenting on the mock-up of the volume i must show you my 

clippings that the poem at hand is printed in: “you know the (or what) 

skisofoon-family is reserved only for genuine members” (Jensma and 
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Saunders, Letter to Saunders May 1975). This suggests that Jensma’s concept 

of the “skisofoon family” as outlined in this poem is a well-reasoned and cru-

cial inventory of artistic inspiration and influence, an occasion to show the 

encyclopaedic breadth and complexity of Jensma’s ideas and recurring tropes, 

his creative vocabulary. The informality of the typographic aspects, the vul-

nerability of the figures, their political agendas and intermedial aesthetics are 

emblematic of the qualities of that shape Jensma’s avant-garde poetics. 

His lyric gestures of juxtaposing artistic groupings and friends in his poems 

under the label of the “skisofoon family” performs a type of selective mod-

ernist avant-garde connecting dada and surrealism with contemporary jazz 

musicians, poets and writers from South Africa and Europe. This selective 

aesthetics also stretches beyond modernist inventory towards artists from 

other periods and other geographical locations. 

The resulting eclectic enumeration points towards the possibility of deriv-

ing a concept of modernism based on Jensma’s aesthetics that is synchronic 

and often humorous, and freely mixes white and black artists. It is also largely 

free from the inferiority complexes dramatized in Walcott’s later work. This 

needs to be understood as a particularly valuable in a South African apartheid 

context of the 1960s and 1970s where modernization and the avant-garde were 

understood as European phenomena that South Africa aspired to reach as fu-

ture developmental goals for the whites, and, on the other hand considered 

inappropriate for the black and coloured populations. Jensma’s consistently 

interrogates and breaks racial barriers in his poetry and in his visual art. 

This short analysis poem “klop and vir julle sal toegemaak word” is meant 

as a taster to the chapter. It serves to outline some of the positions and terms 

that Jensma’s aesthetics relies on in its peculiar unfolding.  In what follows, I 

will expand upon Jensma’s aesthetic strategies and his predilection for con-

juring up strange bedfellows such as the “skisofoon family” in his image-texts. 

I analyse the visual verbal configurations spanning ekphrasis, image-text and 

intervisual comparisons in Jensma’s late work. The image-textual juxtaposi-

tions analysed play different roles in Jensma’s poems: they variously provide 

critiques of apartheid torture and the South African art market, appraisals of 

black expressionists, and offer suggestions for diversifying the South African 

literary and visual art worlds. I will focus in particular on the intersection be-

tween European and South African artworlds in Jensma’s work in the chapter 

at hand. 

In the first part, I focus on the poems “die herren grosz und luginbühl in the 

offing” from his volume i must show you my clippings (1977), and on “The 

Portrait of the Artist” from Sing for Our Execution (1973). On the one hand, I 

follow Jensma’s use of European and South African expressionism as a visual 

memory trope that allows him to offer a complex visual-verbal critique of 

apartheid torture and abusive racial policies. On the other hand, by means of 

carving out expressionism’s specifics of reception and its meanings in the 

South African cultural environment of the 1960s and 1970s, Jensma’s visual 
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verbal work reveals the impact of a number of avant-garde groups and net-

works on South African experimental writing, such as the literary volk avant-

garde or the Sestigers including Ingrid Jonkers and Breyten Breytenbach 

(McDonald 261), and the group of conceptualist artists orbiting around Walter 

Battiss. As we have seen above, Jensma writes his poems often as addresses 

to friends and close acquaintances which are then woven into a rich tapestry 

of poetic correspondence where various jokes, moments and parties are recol-

lected and often hidden in plain sight. I use Karin Barber’s term “entextual-

ization” to characterise the effects of effortless evocation of friends and influ-

ences in Jensma’s poetry. This practice, in turn, offers an instructive example 

on the impact of networks on the formation of a local reading of expressionism 

as operating as a cultural memory trait in the 1970s. A singular trait of ekphra-

sis and image-text in Jensma’s illuminated poetry is that they are used to crit-

icize the art market in both “die herren grosz unde luginhbühl” and “The Por-

trait of the Artist”. This becomes even more marked in “the ceiling just caved 

in”, a poem analysed in the chapter’s second part. 

 In the second part case study, I close-read two poems and a photographic 

installation that interpellate the figure of the Dutch painter Vincent van Gogh 

in Jensma’s i must show you my clippings, namely “the corn awaits us, the 

blackbirds”, “the ceiling just caved in today” as well as a series of eight pho-

tographs interposed in between the two poems. While these two poems enact 

social critique in their own right, and are especially concerned with out-

sider/insider dichotomies much like “klop”51, this dimension is more relegated 

to the background in these latter examples. Instead, as we have seen in Hea-

ney’s “An Artist”, the two poems are concerned with a more ontological di-

mension of visual memory and art history: one interrogates the very process 

of producing art aimed at a rejecting society, while the other is a satire that 

criticizes the wholesale import of European values and their superficial pack-

aging into the new South African art of the 1970s. As such, both poems seem 

to be more oriented towards the process of producing, curating and selling art 

than in the previous two examples.  

In “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”, ekphrasis and image-text can act as 

methodological tools as they are used to reflect on the very process of produc-

ing visual art under dire conditions such as precarity, asylum confinement, and 

religious delirium. At the end of the poem, the ear of van Gogh leaves Arles 

and, in a surrealist gesture comes to haunt the confined society of South Afri-

can high apartheid. I discuss the way in which the illustrations opposite each 

poem - two different, but similar photographs of a chair set against the back-

drop of ocean waves - operate in an image-textual relation to the two poems, 

but also enact their own intervisual interpellation of van Gogh’s work trans-

ported to a Southern African milieu. In the second poem, “the ceiling just 

                                                      
51 I will occasionally refer to “klop and vir julle sal toegemaak word” simply as “klop” in this 

chapter. 
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caved in today”, Jensma sets up a translocal satire where he presents himself 

as the affluent heir of van Gogh in South Africa. The dreary work that van 

Gogh produced towards the end of his career receives a “facelift” in this sec-

ond poem; his savagely cut-off ear is bronzed (both in the sense of sun tanning, 

and that of casting into bronze), and Jensma, the heir takes part in this profit-

able cultural import. Jensma’s tongue-in-cheek poem criticizes the exclusive 

aura of European art for South African consumers, and implicitly pokes fun at 

art that is meant as a consumer object instead of an emanation of effort, sacri-

fice and marginalization as it is presented in the first poem. These poems also 

operate like those in Heaney’s Station Island as a diptych – showing that ek-

phrasis and image-text can often play a longer game. 

I “i don’t want the soothing colours”: Visual Verbal 

Configurations of Expressionism and its South African 

Reception 

 

In a poem that pokes fun at bourgeois subjectivity, criticizes apartheid racial 

isolationism and the commodification of everyday life, Wopko Jensma 

phrases his anti-poetic aesthetic strategy as a refusal to inhabit a comfortable, 

pastel-hued whites-only world: 

i am tired 

so very tired 

… 

tired of the non-white entrances 

… 

i don’t want the soothing colours 

of t.v. news and drink some more 

to wash me clean, 

no, please, none of that. (Jensma, clippings 17)52 

The rejection of soothing colours, of social complacency and the acknowl-

edgement of intensity of emotion are also, incidentally, the key principles of 

the expressionist philosophy adopted by a number of modernist painters in 

Berlin and Munich right before the start of the First World War. During the 

1920s, two of the later South African expressionists, Maggie Laubser and Irma 

Stern trained with Die Brücke, the group in Berlin. On their return to South 

                                                      
52 For brevity’s sake, I will occasionally refer to Jensma’s third volume as clippings, and to his 

first one as sing 
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Africa in the 1920s, their chosen style was considered unskilled and scandal-

ous, and it was not accepted until the late 1930s. By the 1950s, it had become 

a major artistic current, taught in the universities and in informal black art 

centers. Expressionistic tendencies can also be observed in English and Afri-

kaans committed literature and in the graphic art of the 1960s and 1970s. The 

new experimental trend adopted by a number of mostly left-leaning artists 

forming what Peter McDonald calls “the volk avant-garde” – a group that in-

cluded Ingrid Jonkers, Phil du Plessis, Casper Schmidt, Breyten Breytenbach, 

André Brink, Wilma Stockenström, and to some extent, Wopko Jensma – was 

in particular open to intersections between the visual arts and literature such 

as those warranted by expressionism. It was not uncommon for poets like Cas-

per Schmidt to work as expressionist influenced-print-makers, or for print-

makers like Jensma to write poems about expressionism. 

In this chapter section, I analyse the impact of expressionism in Jensma’s 

poetry and visual art, both as a cultural memory trope that deepens critiques 

of high apartheid aesthetic guidelines, and as an opening for understanding the 

complex racial relationships that underwrite the emergence of a black expres-

sionist aesthetics in the 1970s. I also argue for a need to focus on visual-verbal 

dimensions of texts in order for avant-gardist South African literature (that 

Jensma can be loosely associated with) to be read within contemporary frame-

works of global modernism. Rather than rejecting avant-garde aesthetic strat-

egies as empty forms under high apartheid, I argue that writers like Jensma 

were able to provide a model of literature that was both committed and exper-

imental, as well as operated under a multilingual logic of writing. Looking at 

Jensma’s poetry as part of an avant-garde aesthetics also allows me to zooms 

on certain groups of cultural production and the specificity of their agendas, 

their political affiliations and their aesthetic options.  The two poems at hand 

come from two different periods of Jensma’s artistic production and are car-

ried out in different styles, while “die herren grosz und luginbühl” sounds like 

an ominous absurdist farce with very dense cultural references that require 

very careful unpacking, “The Portrait of the Artist” is more self-contained and 

performative, it plays out like a tragedy (inspired from a real life episode) that 

exposes the deeply ingrained racism of the well-intentioned liberal gallery 

owners and audience at an art show where a black artist behaves in a less than 

acceptable manner. Analogously, in the second part of the chapter, “the corn 

awaits us, the blackbirds” has a tragic tone mixing references to the life and 

work of van Gogh and his struggle with mental health issues with a kind of 

confinement imaginary of apartheid South Africa, while the second poem an-

alysed, “the ceiling just caved in” enfolds in a similar satirical voice as an 

absurd, surrealist farce transposing van Gogh’s ear and paintings to South Af-

rican beach environs. 

Throughout this chapter, I reflect on Jensma’s means of commemorating 

friends and acquaintances by means of what Karin Barber calls entextualiza-

tion – recording their speech and peculiarities for posterity, alongside detailed 
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inside jokes, gallery openings, poetry quotes and home addresses that populate 

his poetry. I use entextualization in a somewhat narrower sense than Barber 

who envisages the process of entextualization as permeating all social prac-

tices of recording oral content into writing or making it circulate. However, I 

keep her emphasis on the way in which entextualization is embroiled in forms 

of social activity such as identity formation, “interactions with past and future, 

and the reflexive examination of social processes themselves” (Barber, 

“Interpreting Texts and Performances” 70). This is why tracking the episodic 

apparitions of friends and admired contemporary and older artists is interest-

ing in itself. A few words of biographical introduction about Jensma would be 

useful at this juncture. 

Placing Wopko Jensma 

 

Wopko Jensma (1939-disappeared 1993) was a white a South African visual 

artist and poet of Dutch Frisian origins who hailed from Afrikaans farming 

stock in the Transvaal. Jensma considered himself primarily a visual artist, 

although he is primarily remembered as a poet (Sheik 8–9). His distinctive 

monochrome woodcuts and silk screen-prints of amorphous shapes - or “hor-

ries” are influenced by Hans Arp, Joan Miró and Paul Klee and the South 

African screen printing and wood-blocking revolution of the 1960s (Gray 35). 

Besides his signature woodcuts, several other techniques such as drawing, li-

nocuts, photography, lithography, collage, photomontage are also frequently 

used throughout his poetry collections and colourful correspondence53. His 

work was shown in a large number of individual and group exhibitions in Jo-

hannesburg, Pretoria, Durban and Cape Town throughout the late 60s and to 

the early 80s (Van Rensburg 7). Wilhelm van Rensburg interprets Jensma’s 

visual work as being influenced by neo-Dadaism and surrealism, by the 

Amadlozi group’s African symbolism, and by the early conceptualist and per-

formance art of Walter Battiss and Wilhelm Boshoff (8). He has also designed 

a large number of book covers for contemporary poets and novelists across 

the racial divides of apartheid, most notably Sounds of the Cowhide Drum by 

Oswald Mtshali (1971), Sipho Sepamla’s Hurry up to it (1975) and John 

Miles’ Liefs nie op die straat nie (1970) 54. 

On the literary front, Jensma has published three poetry collections that 

can be termed visual-verbal print experiments: Sing for our Execution 

(1973), where white is the colour where black is the number (1974) and i 

                                                      
53 Jensma’s correspondence at the National English Literature Museum now Amazwi in Gra-

hamstown/Makhanda includes aerograms and postcards and letters scribbled over large draw-

ings and collages.  
54 See Van Rensburg and Gray for more detailed information about the book covers Jensma 

designed. 
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must show you my clippings (1977). His very first printed poetry collection is 

a 10-poem chapbook distributed as a supplement to nr. 16 of the little maga-

zine Ophir in 1971. In contrast to the 1973 collection of the same name 

which is a considerably expanded version, it contains no illustrations. The 

1973 collection was also published under the imprint of Ophir, by the liberal 

publisher Ravan Press whose connections with the little magazines of the 

times were fairly strong. Both where white is the colour, where black is the 

number and i must show you my clippings were published by Ravan, but col-

lated by Zenith Press, a small art-house typesetter. All collections contain 

poems in English and Afrikaans, traversing various registers and vernacular 

languages ranging from high falutin’ quotations from Shakespeare or 

Czeslaw Milosz, to mentions of revolutionary poets from Brazil and Mozam-

bique, to jazz and blues lyrics and street languages such as the Johannesburg 

“tsotsitaal” and colloquial Afrikaans of the Karoo, as well as Portuguese, 

Zulu and Tswana colloquialisms. The collections are illustrated using vari-

ous media and typographical strategies ranging from collage to silk-screen 

printing, photomontage, frottage and concrete poetry. Jensma’s poems have 

considerable typographic complexities which turn on the visual dimension of 

texts, as we have seen briefly in the introduction, and especially his concrete 

poetry is notable for its dada character. Jensma’s second volume was banned 

by the apartheid Publications Control Board for incitement to protest, ob-

scenity and stark critiques of religion and Afrikanerdom55(McDonald 297–

310). His third volume was curiously spared by censorship despite its cri-

tiques of apartheid imprisonment without trial and biting satires of while lib-

eral isolationism that we will pause to consider later on.  

Within the literary establishment, Jensma was a fairly marginal figure, but 

he was also one of the usual suspects in the little magazines of the time. He 

was associated with the groups English and Afrikaans liberal intellectuals who 

ran three of the more radical little magazines of the 1960s and 1970s, WURM, 

The Purple Renoster and Ophir. Judging from his correspondence, he contrib-

uted significant editorial, visual and poetic input to these magazines through-

out the decade56. His marginality can be explained to some extent by his forced 

exile to Botswana between 1965 and 1971 on account of his marriage to a 

black Swazi woman, Lydia Thabete. Jensma’s marriage was forbidden in 

South Africa under the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages (1968) and Immorality 

Acts (1969). His promising and diverse artstic output was also somewhat cur-

tailed by his attacks of schizophrenia – a condition that eventually worsened 

                                                      
55 Peter McDonald offers a longer account of the circumstances of Jensma’s banning (297-301) 
56 The National English Literature Museum in Grahamstown holds a significant number of let-

ters between Jensma and publishing intellectuals such as Peter Horn, Stephen Gray, Walter 

Saunders and Lionel Abrahams. The National Afrikaans Literary Museum in Bloemfontein 

holds some of Jensma’s correspondence with D.P.M. Botes and Phil Du Plessis of WURM. For 

this chapter, I was able to consult the NELM holdings. 
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and led to mental home residences and, most likely, to his untimely disappear-

ance in 1993.  

In South Africa, Jensma’s poetry has invited consistent critical commen-

tary since the 1970s and it has attained a sort of cult status in academia (Anker 

167). By comparison, Jensma’s own visual art has received very little critical 

attention (Van Rensburg 6).  His poetry has been read both as protest poetry 

depicting a disintegrating self (Gardiner, “The Real Substance of Nightmare: 

The Struggle of Poetry with History” 177–78; Horn 107) and as a form of 

experimental/early conceptual South African verse (Titlestad 113; Helgesson, 

Transnationalism in Southern African Literature 77; Sheik 59)57. Jensma’s in-

terest in mediation and intertextuality is addressed by Stefan Helgesson, Mi-

chael Gardiner and Michael Titlestad. The former reads Jensma as a modernist 

with a predilection for mixed media print experiments and concrete poetry, 

while the latter two consider him a Johannesburg flâneur mixing jazz tech-

niques, contemporary vernaculars and advertising  (Helgesson, 

Transnationalism 87–93; Gardiner, “The Real Substance of Nightmare: The 

Struggle of Poetry with History” 109–25; Titlestad 118–23). 

Despite mentioning his ambidextrous art, in practice, few critics consider 

Jensma’s images and poetry side by side, let alone provide close readings of 

the visuals and how they participate in the message of the volumes. In this 

chapter, I address visuality as an intrinsic part of the global modernist poet’s 

cultural production.  I read the dynamics of Jensma’s poems as “imagetexts. 

In line with Mitchell’s view of Blake’s imagetexts, I conceive of the verbal 

and the visual in Jensma’s poems as vigorously independent artistic idioms 

embedded in the pages of avant-garde book projects. (Mitchell, Blake’s 

Composite Art 34).  Jensma’s work also needs to be understood against the 

backdrop of a rising tide of interest in visual-verbal experimental books in the 

1960s and 1970s as evidenced by Walter Battiss’ livres d’artiste, Cecil Skot-

nes’ visual collaborations with Stephen Gray, Phil du Plessis, Walter Saunders 

and Patrick Cullinan, and Willem Boshoff’s typographic conceptual work58. 

A first example of Jensma’s “imagetexts” techniques occurs in his poem “die 

herren grosz und luginbühl in the offing”. 

Getting Jiggy with Grosz and Luginbühl 

 

                                                      
57 I will use the shortened version Transnationalism when referring to Helgesson’s book 

throughout the chapter. 
58 An indication of this plethora of material is given by the Jack Ginsberg Collection on Artists 

Book which showcases South African artists’ book over a period of 60 years: http://www.theart-

istsbook.org.za/ 

A comparison between Jensma and Boshoff can be found in Ewa Kowalska’s “Part Pattern 

Whole” (58) 
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In the following section, I chart the avant-garde juxtapositions of reference in 

“die herren grosz un luginbühl in the offing” from i must show you my clip-

pings (1977). This poem simultaneously brings together the post-war German 

expressionist George Grosz and “entextualizes” one of Jensma’s personal 

friends, the artist and deluxe caterer Wilko Milcinović. Entextualization is a 

term I borrow from Karin Barber’s research on oral praise poetry cultures, a 

way of rendering a current discursive configuration as text, and therefore as 

detachable from its current context. This detachment which Barber analyses 

in regards to oral praise poetry makes formerly oral utterances available for 

repetition (The Anthropology of Texts, Persons and Publics 22). From a 

memory studies perspective Jensma’s aesthetics of apparently recorded utter-

ances, makes them become portable and thus available to archival memorial-

ization practices. I want to argue that Jensma’s avant-garde name-dropping 

fits the bill of processes of entextualization by bringing various figures of 

friends and collaborators into the folds of his experimental writing. Barber 

defines entextualization as a continuous process to make words stick: “Entex-

tualization is a ubiquitous and continuous process, involving incessant efforts to 

make words stick, whether orally, in manuscript or in print” (“Interpreting Texts 

and Performances” 69). Entextualization in Jensma’s poetry, as we shall see in 

the second case study, is not limited to friendly episodic apparitions, but it has 

the capacity to commemorate the tragedy of being a black expressionist in 

1970s South Africa, as in the case of Dumile Feni and Julian Motau. It is also 

a useful term to describe the kind of avant-garde aesthetics that Jensma em-

ploys since it illustrates the continuum between the orality expressed in dial-

ogism, advertising jingles and street vernaculars in Jensma’s poems and the 

visual and textual dimensions of the poems on the page – their printed availa-

bility for commemoration. In this sense, entextualization also highlights the 

materiality of the written text – the way in which the text is marked by a kind 

of human-textual imaginary. 

“grosz und luginbühl in the offing” superposes deep ekphrastic and art his-

torical observation about Grosz’s subject matter with the out-of-joint and ab-

surd world of South African art under apartheid. Through ekphrastic allusion 

and juxtaposition, Grosz’s expressionistic comments on the abuses of power 

and corruption of the Weimar Republic echo Jensma’s own thoughts on the 

corruption, violent abuses and dissimulations of the apartheid state’s “disci-

plinary power” (Foucault 102–07). Besides explicating the impact of Grosz 

on Jensma’s poem in the first part of my case study, I also make a bigger point 

about the significance of expressionism as a transnational trend impacting 

avant-garde poetry in 1970s South Africa. Jensma’s multi-faceted engagement 

with expressionism is then deepened in the close reading of an earlier poem 

“The Portrait of the Artist” that shows the impact of expressionism on South 

African art by black artists in the late sixties. By ekphrastically interpellating 

Julian Motau and Dumile Feni, Jensma charts the fraught relationship between 
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white gallery owners and talented and commercially-successful black expres-

sionists in this period. 

The title of the poem, “die herren grosz und luginbühl in the offing” intro-

duces the framing devices through the intertextual reference to the style of the 

two painters: it names the artists as two respectable authorities “die herren”. 

The plural definite article “die” and the noun “herren” mark the multiple lin-

guistic imaginaries of the poem – since they are words shared by German, 

Dutch and Afrikaans, while the conjunction “und”, which means “and” in Ger-

man, marks the German space – its Dutch and Afrikaans counterpart being 

“en”. It also signals from the outset the transnational reference to George 

Grosz, a well-known German expressionist whose line drawings, caricatures 

and etchings criticized fascism, opportunistic capitalism and the post-war Ger-

man industrial war complex (Kriebel 845). The second referent is Bernhard 

Luginbühl, a Swiss monumental sculptor active in the late 1950s, whose hall-

marks were large-scale abstract iron structures and rusted “steam punk” mo-

bile machines of destruction. “in the offing” is an informal, nautical language 

idiom that suggests imminence, something that can already be glimpsed but it 

is still in the distance. This English informal expression adds to the multilin-

gual effect that the German and Afrikaans give to the title – alluding to the 

peculiar linguistic diversity that characterises the South African environment 

and defining the transnational thrust of the poem. The title implies that certain 

events or realities similar to those depicted by the two artists are imminently 

approaching. The German and Swiss German imaginaries are further framed 

by the italicized location following the title which states: “archives laid at 

312/32nd avenue, villieria, p r e t o r i a 0001” (Jensma, clippings 27). This 

location is a South African address that somewhat limits in the transnational 

thrust by seemingly locating the poem – a move that is subsequently repeated 

in the poem in various textual and visual ways. In fact, this is the home address 

of one of Jensma’s friends, a German-Serbian caterer and sometime-avant-

garde artist Wilko Milcinović. Further in the poem, one of Milcinović’s edible 

installations is invoked (“sausages by the dozen”; “brigitte a la king” [sic]). 

The frequent feasts of friends to be found in Jensma’s poems that immortalize 

what Jeanne Goosen called his “real dada gang” (qtd in Sheik 11) indicate an 

avant-gardist group universe in his oeuvre. Tracing these references and 

groups that certain artists belong to shows the minute workings of literary and 

artistic production and can clarify the impact of artistic groups on cultural 

memory.  

 The poem opens by invoking George Grosz entering a butcher’s shop: 

“lately, suddenly I see herr grosz/checking out a butchery”. The adverb 

“lately” deepens the impact of “in the offing” suggesting that this is a telling 

common occurrence. Together with the geolocation point of the address, it 

marks the juxtaposition of two periods – the end of the Weimar Republic that 

Grosz’s drawings and paintings refer to, and the high apartheid period whose 
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censorship briefs were changing in the late 1970s invoked through the snide 

reference to archiving the current poem at a safe address “archives laid at”59.  

lately, suddenly i see herr grosz 

checking out a butchery: 

 

pork legs, sausages-by-the-dozen – dirtcheap! 

a knife stuck in a chunk of bread, ready 

brigitte a-la king 

a soldier drowned in wine  

prisoners hiding in peerholes  

 

and, oh yes, the captain has come for dinner 

he wears chains for cufflinks – goldplated 

 

funny enough, amongst it all, on the table 

a paper flower, growing in a biscuit pot 

 chairman of state staggers into the doorway 

he loosens his tie, he yells:  

‘time’s up boys – chaila time forever!’  

(Jensma, clippings 27) 

The first stanzas proceed in a loosely ekphrastic manner and refer to a number 

of Grosz’s artworks. Butchery – a rather uncommon English word echoes the 

German word for butcher’s shop “Fleischerei” and the South Africanism 

“butchery”. This word alongside the following five lines mentioning various 

butcher’s accoutrements might refer to a series of drawings by Grosz, The Way 

of All Flesh (Der Weg allen Fleisches 1924-31). The Way of All Flesh features 

a butcher and his shop, minute drawings of meat about to be portioned and 

flesh hanging from the ceilings, as well sketches of soldiers marching, street 

scenes around the butcher’s shop, “overweight women on massage tables, na-

ked men in the shower, lewd nurses pushing old men in wheelchairs” (Gallerie 

Judin Der Weg allen Fleisches). It is reasonable to suppose that Jensma was 

well aware of Grosz’s drawings and his artistic philosophies: art album and 

periodical reproductions were circulating in South Africa at the time and the 

German artist was also part of the UNISA art history curriculum when Jensma 

                                                      
59 the context in which the right to free revolutionary speech, anti-religious and the use of inde-

cent or pornographic language becomes a relevant backdrop for Jensma’s critique of apartheid 

policing. The issue of archiving poetry becomes more important midway through the poem 

where the poetic work at hand is contrasted with a “paper flower” or literature and art with a 

merely decorative function that sprouts on a table amidst a moment of political violence. 
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was studying towards his BA in Fine Arts in the early 60s60. German expres-

sionism is identified by Ayub Sheik as one of the major influences on 

Jensma’s poetry (241).  

The South African “butchery” creates a further intertextual link by referring 

to a contemporary poem by Breyten Breytenbach “Letter to Butcher from For-

eign Parts” (originally “Brief uit die vreemde aan slagter” from Skryt, 1972) 

(Breytenbach 14). Breytenbach’s letter identifies then-Prime Minister Baltha-

zar Johannes Vorster as “butcher” for failing to sanction the violent and abu-

sive torture practices of apartheid police that led to numerous deaths in deten-

tion (McDonald 274–75)61. This poem, alongside an anonymous ode that com-

memorates victims of torture deaths in police custody were used as evidence 

for the banning of his volume Skryt by the Publications Control Board in 1976, 

and for an indictment and 9-year prison sentence on terrorism activities 

(McDonald 274). Breytenbach’s trial was a particularly famous debacle in the 

literary world at its time. Moreover, Jensma’s admiration of Breytenbach is 

apparent from his letters earlier letters to Peter Horn (Jensma and Horn, 31 

January 1968). Breytenbach’s presence in i must show you my clippings is 

materialized more concretely in Jensma’s heavily intertextual poem “en ook 

alle weerbare manne” which exhorts the imprisoned Afrikaans poet to not let 

his heart be turned to stone and glosses heavily on his oeuvre (Jensma, 

clippings 59). The poem evokes Breytenbach alongside a Jensma collage men-

tioning a recently deceased promising poet of his generation, Ingrid Jonkers62. 

This positioning further underscores Jensma’s interest in the volk avant-garde 

that both Jonkers and Breytenbach were a part of. 

In a similar fashion as in Breytenbach’s “letter to the butcher”, “die herren 

grosz und luginbühl” criticizes police torture practices in its second half. 

Jensma’s critique of authority in South Africa, however, is more wide ranging. 

The abuses of the unnamed authority figures in the poem, the captain, the po-

liceman, the chairman of state, the soldier and the art collector also echo the 

bumbling and corrupt politician, priest, publisher and military general in 

Grosz’s well-known painting Die Stützen Der Gesellschaft (1926). Addition-

ally, Jensma’s line “prisoners hiding in peerholes” might even evoke the back-

ground of Grosz’s painting showing a tall building on fire where various hu-

man silhouettes are discernible through the windows. Simultaneously, from a 

South African perspective, the line alludes to one of apartheid’s most infa-

mous sites of police brutality in the 1970s, Johannesburg’s John Vorster 

                                                      
60 Grosz, Pechstein, Schmidt-Rotluff, Chagall and Emil Nolde had been introduced in the cur-

riculum by the German-trained curator and promoter of South African expressionism 

M.L.DuToit at UNISA. 
61 This is not the only reference to Breytenbach in the poem 
62 Jensma’s positioning within and with regards to the “volk-avantgarde” of which both Jonkers 

and Breytenabach were a part of would make for an interesting further study – since his frequent 

reference to Afrikaans writers and poets is very seldomly explored 
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Square Police Station (named after the self-same “balthazar”, Breytenbach’s 

butcher).  

Jensma’s interpellation of Grosz occurs simultaneously at the level of the 

text and of the illustrations. In Grosz’s drawings and lithographs of the post-

war period there is a predilection for exaggerated human body parts and large 

cubist perspectives whereby subjects and backgrounds seem too big to fit the 

frame. Similarly, Jensma’s illustration on the page opposite the poem’s first 

part is a large ink drawing of an amorphous shape that seems to transcend its 

frame. Sheik, quoting from an interview with Leo Nietzsche identifies this 

predilection for exaggerated perspective as a common strategy of Jensma’s 

university days in Pretoria: “[Wopko] also delighted to frustrate the art lec-

turer, drawing inordinately huge parts of the body (…) that occupied the whole 

page” (9).  

Analogously to Grosz’s visual idiom in The Way of All Flesh where con-

tours are those of animal or human flesh, Jensma’s illustration also blurs these 

lines: it might depict either a human backside or the flank of a pig. The line 

splitting the middle lower side and the shading suggest human buttocks, while 

the blurry outlines and the textual references to a butchery and meat consump-

tion, as well as the small hook-like ridge reminiscent of a meat-curing hook 

indicate that it might be animal flesh.  

Additionally, if the drawing is interpreted as a human backside, then it 

could also refer back to the epigraph of the poem “kántie, hy’s on the binge or 

how to make a horse of yourself without really trying” (Jensma, clippings 9) 

which quotes the “Epitaph (Le Quatrain)” by the French medieval poet 

François Villon. This is relevant to understand Jensma’s use of illustrations to 

connect to other poems in clippings, further underscoring the importance of 

reading the relation between his visuals and the poems within an image-textual 

key. The speaker of “Le Quatrain” (quoted in Jensma’s epigraph) introduces 

himself as a woe-ridden François who is expecting death by hanging famously 

exclaims “qui d’une corde d’une toise/sçaura mon col que moncul poise” 

which can be roughly translated as “Whose neck, in the bight of a rope of 

three, /Must prove how heavy my buttocks be.” (tr. John Payne qtd in Tucker 

412–13). If one were to read the image as the hanging buttocks of a man, then 

Villon’s epitaph could be describing the image accurately as a piece of meat 

whose weight is ascertained by being hung up in the air using scales. The il-

lustration of “kántie, hy’s on the binge or how to make a horse of yourself 

without really trying” is drawn in a similar shape, but uses newspaper collage 

as its medium: it has a gash down the lower side and a negative indentation on 

the upper side which suggest a connection between these two poems. There 

are other references to Villon in the volume, most significantly in “somewhere 

in the middle, Sunday” where the secret police “are still looking, pok-

ing/torches into wardrobes, looking/where’s that francois [sic!] villon?/he 

must be up to something/he can’t just get away with playing hard/on the 

barbed wire at the berlin wall” (Jensma 44). The themes of “somewhere in the 
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middle, sunday” are very similar to the one at hand – associating a German 

imaginary of death and genocide, François Villon and the experience of prison 

and apartheid torture and confinement in one master swathe. The former poem 

is also dedicated to Peter Horn with which Jensma was corresponding about 

expressionism and woodblocking in the late 1960s.63 

Moreover, the sudden switch from animal flesh to human meat consump-

tion implied by Grosz’s drawing series and the visual reference to Villon also 

occurs in the text of the poem: the sausages, pork legs and the à-la king prep-

aration (a way of cooking diced chicken in white sauce served in a bread bowl) 

are juxtaposed to the alcoholic soldier, the prisoners hiding in peerholes, and 

the factory workers (“the boys”) being fired64. This slippage, sanctioned by 

the captain’s dinner and the chairman’s time-keeping, structures the whole 

poem. It is also echoed in the second part of the poem where import/export 

financial registers morph into the lists governing an industry of death and con-

finement and numerous references to the Holocaust: 

II 

they tell, yes they tell 

ol-boy keeps and import/export register 

the cover: steel – imprint: silver 

 

the introduction, they tell 

a pink-waterhead kid squashed flat 

several graphs of ovens 

(available at competitive prices) 

tools for suicide and murder 

beds to die in/coffins etc. 

(Jensma, clippings 28) 

The Holocaust references range from the fairly iconic “several graphs of 

ovens” – a suggestion that the killing of 6 million Jews was done in a 

programmatic, engineered way – to the rather more obscure, in the 

introduction of the report one also identifies “a pink-waterhead kid squashed 

flat”. “Water-head” is slang for hydrocephaly – a head malformation that does 

not permit the normal development of a brain, leaving children afflicted with 

severe handicaps. This defect is mentioned as a part of Jensma’s Holocaust 

references and it evokes a less explored part of Holocaust extermination – 

namely the sterilization and euthanasia of citizens with birth defects or mental 

health problems. Jensma’s interest in the marginalization, and in this case 

                                                      
63 See especially the letters exchanged between April 7th 1968 and June 13th 1968 where Kathe 

Kollwitz, Hannes Hars and Nils Burwitz are discussed (Jensma and Horn) 
64 “Chaila-time” or “tjaila” is a Zulu derived slang expression signifying to the “time to go 

home” after a day’s work http://www.southafricaexplorer.co.za/articles/south-african-

slang.html; http://www.leadershiponline.co.za/articles/the-zulu-in-my-dictionary-2282.html 
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gruesome killing of people with disabilities mental and physical is also 

apparent in the second case study of this chapter. 

The refrain “they tell, yes they tell” echoes another Breytenbach poem, 

“Nie met die pen nie maar die masjiengeweer” (“Not with the pen but with the 

machine gun”) (1970): “Should I tell of/hospital beds where experiments are 

performed on children/every season the wheat is reaped anew/pale cadavers 

sucking at the black heart in the agony of death” (Breytenbach and Coetzee 

27). The second part of Jensma’s “grosz und luginbühl” poem thus offers a 

longer riff on Breytenbach’s imagery in this poem and adds an angle of abu-

sive commerce and the commodification of death.  

A theme of commodification and consumption also becomes apparent as 

the captain’s cufflink chains are described as “– goldplated” (27). The pre-

cious metal of the golden chains is set in contrast to the sausage links described 

exclamatorily as “dirtcheap” in the third line. These should be read together 

because they are punctuated in the same way and isolated through a dash that 

indicates a type of appraisal of price of a commodity. This dash reappears later 

in the poem to separate the exclamation “chaila-time forever”. It pops up in 

the second part delimiting another product with material value “imprint: sil-

ver” and in the very last two lines describing the process of an artwork being 

bought: “i wanna buy the ‘big aggressor’/and may I please have it on tick” 

(Jensma 28). This commodification and value discussion is quite important in 

the scheme of the poem. I believe it can be read as an anti-capitalist critique 

suggesting that meat, human bodies, physical labour and artistic labour are put 

on an equal footing in the schema of destruction foretold by the work of Grosz 

and Lüginbuhl. As Saul Dubow points out, in the South Africa of the 1960s, 

consumerism had become a very important part of the performance of white 

identity in South Africa, even though this was done at the expense of labour 

shortages and the extreme exploitation of black workders (Dubow 100–03). 

 It is also a pervasive topic in “kántie, hy’s on the binge or how to make a 

horse of yourself without really trying” that also references François Villon 

and contains several sarcastic advertising jingles mocking consumerist rheto-

ric. Jensma’s critique of a facile cosmopolitan consumerism is also noted by 

Stefan Helgesson, and qualified as more or less prescient of South Africa’s 

entry into a global capitalist age in the 1990s (Transnationalism 85). Gardner 

and Winkiel also mention Jensma’s anti-capitalist and anti-globalization rhet-

orics (Winkiel 109–10; Gardiner, “‘Funking the Jive’: The Poetry of Wopko 

Jensma” 1865). 

The exclamation “dirtcheap!” sets a low exchange value for the sausages 

and could further be read as an allusion to Grosz’s works, which like Jensma’s 

poetry, often ironized and criticized rampant capitalism. Judin also mentions 

that Grosz produced a related series for the Workers Relief Association 

whence he portayed the hungry and ailing on the streets of Berlin (Grosz qtd 

                                                      
65 From here onwards I will refer to Gardiner’s article as “Funking the Jive” 
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in Judin’s catalogue). He also penned an article in Frakfurter Illustrierte where 

he describes the process of slaughtering a pig in great detail as a gesture of 

ethical responsibility but also a social critique towards the shortage of food 

affecting the poor in postwar Berlin while upper classes went largely unaf-

fected (Judin).  

The impact of meat as commodity for consumption is further compounded 

with genocide allusions in the second part of the poem where a sort of industry 

of death is described by reference to registers of import/export that record the 

incidentals of a Holocaust-like operation featuring “several graphs of ovens”, 

“beds to die in, coffins etc…” compounded with an apartheid categorization 

“lists of names under headings: tribe, ethnic group, religion etc…” and “a cop/ 

full-fledged with cap-and-whistle” (Jensma, clippings 28). Capitalism, con-

sumerism and critiques thereof were important public discussions within lib-

eral and Marxist circles in South African society in the 60s and 70s. These 

debates were happening against a backdrop of mass worker protests in the 

early 70s – a theme that Jensma brings up in other places in the volume – most 

notably in “a chant of praise for the idiamin dada”, “it’s a royal flush” and in 

“kántie, hy’s on the binge or how to make a horse of yourself without really 

trying”66. Jensma’s critique of consumerism resurfaces in my analysis of “the 

ceiling just caved in” in this chapter’s second part. 

However, before we dive slightly deeper into reading the commodification 

and aesthetic regimes governing death under apartheid in the second part of 

the poem, it is worth noting that the vocabulary connected to the butchery in 

the first part of the poem enfolds much in the way of dada or absurdist perfor-

mance art. Entextualization, in this case, can signify a way of chronicling gal-

lery openings in Jensma’s poetry. In fact, the reference to a butcher’s shop 

might well evoke a fairly sensationalist opening exhibition of a collective con-

gregating around Walter Battiss and his adjunct, Norman Catherine. Around 

1973, Walter Battiss, a former professor of Jensma’s whom he greatly admired 

(Goosens qtd in Sheik 11)67 came up with the concept of a collective fictional 

island republic he liked to call “Fook Island”. “Fook Island” was a utopian 

safe space away from the pressures of apartheid where artists could become 

citizens and build a better and more open society. This would have appealed 

and fascinated Jensma.  

In 1974, Battiss and his assistant and collaborator, Norman Catherine or-

ganized a Fook Island performance opening event at the Wolman-Goodman 

Gallery in Pretoria (Friedman 47). Fook Island was conceived as the opposite 

of conceptualist art with short-lived practical consequences and more as a col-

lective democratic republic of the mind. Its opening event was also one of 

                                                      
66 See Dubow 99-118 for a concise history of the problems affecting the high apartheid period. 
67 This was also confirmed in a prolonged interview with Michael Gardiner who is also inves-

tigating Jensma’s connection to Battiss 
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South Africa’s first performance art pieces complete with food, music and art-

works by Norman Catherine. This happening was covered by the art journals 

of the time and had significant visibility given Batiss’ good reputation as an 

artist both nationally and internationally, as well as his tenure as educator at 

UNISA. Battiss produced paper money, passports, stamps, deeds and docu-

ments attesting one’s citizenship for Fook Island, and even used the passports 

to cross a few European borders and exchanged money. According to Hazel 

Friedman, the gallery opening that served as the launch of the Fook Island 

project was “a multisensory experience – a collaboration of culinary experi-

mentation, entertainment and artworks by [Norman] Catherine. Props in-

cluded boerewors leading down the pavement and into the new gallery, and 

sausages encased in jelly” (47). Catherine’s art would have appealed to 

Jensma since it depicted various surrealistic drawings of disembodied body 

parts at the intersection between human and animal – an airbrushed human 

foot, for instance, would occupy a large canvas protruding as if almost in 3D, 

covered in zebra stripes or bird feathers. 

In Jensma’s poem, then, the “sausages-by-the-dozen” line could refer to the 

decorations for this performance, while “a-la king” might also refer to the fact 

that Battiss christened himself “King Ferd the Third” of Fook Island – while 

Norman Catherine, his assistant, was dubbed “Norman King Norman” 

(Friedman 47). It must be noted that Jensma’s German friend, Wilko Milcino-

vić was also experimenting with large scale edible centerpieces in this period. 

Thus, one can understand the poem at hand as an elaborate homage, an attempt 

to outline the skisofoon family and its complicated referential relations and 

juxtapositions. 

 Friedman mentions that, in keeping with the apartheid regime’s paranoia 

about public art, the feared Special Branch of apartheid police was in attend-

ance at the Fookian launch (48). She indicates that they interpreted the sausage 

decorations not as an act of mild political subversion (which was the intentions 

of the artists), but as pornographic exhibitionism. Pornography was a serious 

accusation contravening apartheid legislation, however, in relation to the Fook 

Island launch the proof was literally in the pudding, so charges could not be 

made: “most of the evidence was eaten before it could be confiscated” 

(Friedman 49). The details of the apartheid police judging an art performance 

as pornography would have appealed to Jensma whose second volume was 

partly censored on grounds of containing pornographic verse. Also, through 

the association with Villon’s own disregard for rude language and sexual con-

course, the illustration can also be interpreted as either an obscene image of a 

backside or as a hanging edible hunk of meat – much in the same manner as 

the fertile vacillation in the interpretation of the symbolism of the sausages. 

Last but not least, the idea of food as risky performance seems to permeate the 

first part of the poem. 

A sudden shift in the sixth line “a soldier drenched in wine” pairs the culi-

nary suggestion with a martial imaginary. The soldier drenched in wine could 
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refer to the presence of the Special Branch, and it implies a level of police 

participation in the revels: they are bribed by being offered drink. This refer-

ence also sets the body of the soldier up as a part of the performance piece – 

since it is juxtaposed with the à la king culinary preparation and the knife in 

the chunk of bread. Here the text reads somewhat like a recipe: sausages by 

the dozen, add a soldier drenched in wine, a knife stuck in a chunk of bread, 

chicken à la king etc. 

The culinary imaginary of the poem is also shaped more interestingly by 

the fact that the address at the beginning of a poem belongs to Jensma’s friend 

and artistic interlocutor, the chef and caterer Wilko Milcinović. Milcinović, a 

German-Serbian expatriate chef and sometime visual artist indicates that the 

address in this epigraph is his home address in Pretoria where Jensma lived on 

and off at the beginning of the seventies after moving away from Durban68. 

Wilko also pops up in the poem “somewhere in the middle sunday” bringing 

Wopko curtains from Pretoria to Durban (“brown and reds no stripes”) – the 

selfsame poem where the trouble-maker François Villon is followed by the 

apartheid police (Jensma, clippings 44). Milcinović is mentioned in several of 

Jensma’s letters to Walter Saunders where he stresses his complete trust in 

him. (see especially Jensma and Saunders, June 1976). In the spirit of the art-

ists invoked in the title, the address might be connected with Milcinović artis-

tic endeavours. In 1973, Milcinović put on an exhibition and catered a recep-

tion at Gallery Y in Hillbrow, Johannesburg (owned by Jensma’s good friend 

the collector Wolf Weinek – the other person he mentions he has complete 

trust in while corresponding with Saunders).  

The exhibition meant to celebrate the second anniversary of the gallery was 

centered around various ready-made objects using false teeth and dentist’s 

casts. Through a Duchampian approach to the Dada movement, Milcinović 

mildly criticized apartheid as a system of edible black and white bodies and 

consumption (Knight 12–15). The exhibition featured a doll whose face was 

replaced by a telephone receiver through which a cheerful jingle-like song 

could be heard – the doll was called “1984” in reference to George Orwell’s 

novel (Knight 15).  The idiom in the title, “in the offing” might well refer to 

this doll prefiguring a faceless commercial future riddled with empty mindless 

repetition. The reference to 1984 and possibly to the doll is also echoed else-

where in i must show you my clippings, but it is especially obvious in part III 

of “kántie, hy’s on the binge or how to make a horse of yourself without really 

trying”. 1984 is echoed in a playful dystopian jingle about a consumerist fu-

ture – combining Orwell’s dystopia with a distinctly hellish Cold War imagi-

nary: “it’s the good life/it’s the wide outdoors/it’s the rugged veld/it’s that 

good old brand/(established wayback in 1984)” followed by echoing self-help 

sentences “for instant relief/from your own pain/so, man, rub that belly/lift 

                                                      
68 https://keithrossiter.wordpress.com/21-hits-for-wopko-jensma/ 
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that toast/light up a smile/own your own banana republic/in installed instal-

ments” (Jensma, clippings 12).  

The reference to a dystopian global capitalist future permeates the whole 

poem and builds a type of scaffolding of abstraction, state violence and cen-

sorship against which apartheid is criticized. Channeling Milcinović, who in 

contrast to Battiss and Catherine, was a rather minor figure in the art world, is 

Jensma’s way of memorializing his friend’s art and to sanction the latter’s 

interest in a brand of surreaslism and dada that profited from a kind of critique 

that turns on light humour and inside jokes. This brand of entextualization is 

particularly fascinating since Jensma’s many inside jokes and japes are hard 

to elucidate nowadays. However, his poetry often operates at this personal/ex-

periential level where one needs to interview contemporaries to clarify the 

meaning – for instance the mention of the colour of his curtains brought to 

Durban by Wilko, or the yellow fridge he got as a present from Wolf and 

Gundi Weinek in “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”. Jensma’s poetry is ca-

pacious and open to including various groups of friends, influences such as 

his mentions of Battiss or his insistent references to jazz musicians such as 

Dollar Brand or Kippie Moeketsi, as we have seen in “klop”. 

Alternatively, the theme of archiving poetry can also be seen as a way to 

entextualize – a manner of protecting spoken utterances that are endangered 

by apartheid censorship. This is indicated by the mysterious formulation that 

opens the poem: “archives laid at”. Why would the poet need to document this 

particular poem? A possible answer would be that through the action of ar-

chiving this poem, Jensma subtly criticize the politics of South African literary 

censorship that sparked protests from several academics and writers in the 60s 

and 70s. Jensma’s own second poetry collection where white is the colour, 

where black is the number (1973) was censored in 1974 for its potentially 

revolutionary character and its tendency to “insult whites” (McDonald 298-

9). A large number of writers of the period were opposed to censorship and 

attempted to repeal various book bans. In this context, the idea of setting up 

an archive where undesirable poetry could be stored might refer to a particular 

anti-apartheid censorship record set up by a group of academics at University 

of South Africa at Pretoria (Unisa) called The Pasquino Society. This organi-

zation employed an archivist who collected censored material or works liable 

to be censored and claimed to promote freer access to the arts and literature. 

Their activities ran from 1969 to 1974 (Dick 7).   

Archie L. Dick points out that the society’s vice-chairman was none other 

than Walter Battiss (Dick 7). It is therefore quite likely that Jensma who had 

studied with Battiss and was an admirer of his work was aware of the society 

as well as its activities69. Dick also mentions that Battiss held talks about the 

censorship laws in South Africa accompanied by a mascot-like large doll who 

had no eyes, ears or mouth and whose hands “were mutating into a pair of 

                                                      
69 Jensma mentions his admiration of Battiss in several letters to Horn and Saunders. 
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scissors” (Dick 8).  This doll was significantly called “Miss South Africa of 

the Future” (8, emphasis added). Therefore, one could make a cautious case 

that “in the offing” with its ominous futurity as well as the reference to ar-

chives could point to the activities of the Pasquino Society. The satiric tone of 

the poem could also be connected with the name of the Pasquino society which 

was was inspired from a 15th-century Italian tailor endowed with caustic wit 

after whose death the community erected a statue at the feet of which political, 

religious and personal satires were placed (8).  The biting tone is also some-

thing that could be associated with George Grosz’s caricatures and social cri-

tique. Jensma’s poems are often phrased with a satirical tone, making use of 

pastiche of the Bible and ad hominem towards different figures of power. Sug-

gesting, then, that the poem needs to be archived here also presents the poem 

as a risky act of insurrection against apartheid’s values – a constant goal of 

Jensma’s in clippings. 

In the poem at hand, there is also an oblique reference to censorship: “funny 

enough, amongst it all, on the table/a paper flower, growing in a biscuit pot” 

(27). This verse occurs as an interruption to the surrealist performance where 

the soldier, the prisoners and the captain arrive on the scene. In comparison to 

the sinister culinary carnival where prisoners are hiding from abusive author-

ity, the paper flower appears to be cut off, isolated from these dangers growing 

in a domestic environment. The paper flower could be a dig at the boring and 

superficial lyrical poetry published in the 1970s, a series of personal and pas-

toral meditations on life in South Africa. Horn and Jensma discuss the boring 

and unoriginal character of contemporary academic poetry in their letters, and 

Jensma himself is concerned about the blandness of imagery and the safe sub-

jects70. In the same way, the paper flower growing out of the very symbol of 

Britishness – the biscuit pot – can act as a metaphor for this blandness and the 

white isolationism that plagues the contemporary censoring of literature. The 

paper flower could also be an allusion to Breytenbach, who after Skryt was 

banned resubmitted the collection with the offending poem to Vorster re-

moved under the title Blomskryf – literally translated as “paper flower” or let-

ter. The revolutionary import of Skryt then seems to have been neutralized, 

rendered innocuous. 

 The flower’s safety stands in stark contrast with the symbolic violence per-

petrated by the figure of the sinister captain “come for dinner/he wears chains 

for cufflinks”, or the drunk “chairman-of-state” who fires all of the factory 

workers. As a parenthesis, chairman-of-state probably refers to the Chairman 

of the Board of Commerce in the period. Amongst all this, the inoffensive 

flower sprouts and thrives in the safe white spaces of apartheid, while at the 

same time, it is complicit with the industry of death and torture that afflicts 

black bodies under apartheid. In the second part this complicity between a 

futuristic industry of death and its associated police violence is juxtaposed 

                                                      
70 See correspondence from 1968 especially. 
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with the process of buying art. The poem ends significantly with an art deal: 

“dear lunginbühl, please tell/ol-boy - I wanna buy the “big aggressor”/and may 

I please have it on tick” (Jensma, clippings 28). An ekphrastic hook can there-

fore comment on the minute workings of the art market in connection to apart-

heid. 

 The reference to Bernhard Luginbühl seems quite sudden, but it is ex-

plained if one considers this part of the poem partially ekphrastic. The 1950s 

and 1960s artworks of the Swiss sculptor were large corrugated iron structures 

with kinetic and interactive features that commented on the advent of the ma-

chine in human society. Luginbühl’s artistic philosophy, like that of other ab-

stract expressionists in the Neue Objektivität movement, criticized the com-

mercialization of art through mechanization and ideological utilitarianism 

(Hesse 210). Moreover, Luginbühl’s monumental sculptures and other pio-

neering works by New Objectivists were most likely familiar to South African 

audiences through the UNISA and Wits University teachings of Walter Battiss 

whose friendship with Jean Tinguely, the kinetic art pioneer and long-time 

collaborator of Luginbühl, led to several visits and joint projects in the early 

1970s (Van Wyk 167). 

In accordance with the philosophy of the New Objectivists, Jensma’s poem 

sees the machine as a symbol of political oppression and criticizes the com-

modification of art. References to machines and automatons are often present 

in Jensma’s clippings. In a letter to Peter Horn, he discusses the machine as a 

fearful mark of an apocalyptic future: “The Western [man] only succeeded 

because of his technical abilities: by creating the monster, the machine. In our 

‘civilization’ we only depend upon the machine – our god. This is nothing 

more than a mere ‘setup’” (Jensma and Horn, December 1966). Jensma’s pre-

occupation with Luginbühl’s iron structures can also be seen elsewhere in the 

volume in the illustration to section IX of “kantie hy’s on the binge” where an 

Ndembu marriage ritual faces a paper cutout of an iron automaton as illustra-

tion (Jensma, clippings 22). 

In the poem, besides the loosely intertextual references to Luginbühl’s phi-

losophy of the machine, “the big aggressor” is a direct reference to a number 

of large scale sculptures in his Eisenplastik collection called Grosses Aggres-

sion (1956-1966). It is significant that the title of the sculpture is changed from 

the abstract noun “aggression”, to the personal “aggressor” personalizing the 

abstract object and giving it agentive, complicitous and representative power 

in the business of apartheid destruction. The sinister dealer character “ol-boy” 

has no interest in art or life other than as commodities, just like in Tinguely 

and Luginbühl’s critiques –  hence the complicity of the ol-boy in the industry 

of death that Jensma is outlining. 

Luginbühl, like Grosz before him, is also interpellated visually. The figure 

of the aggressor could be a send-up to the second illustration on the page op-

posite which shows a newspaper clipping of an orangutan in San Diego zoo 

described as “prize attraction”. The clipping is photocopied inside the contour 
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of a Jensma signature “horry”. The gray line drawing looks as if it is contain-

ing the picture of the orangutan – whose features are heavily anthropomor-

phized by the caption. The caption adopts a distancing ethnographic bent: “this 

grotesque woolly creature with long stringy hair and mask-like laughing face 

is not from Mars or another outer space planet” (28). Patronizing ethnograhic 

treatment of the different black populations was a common rhetorical tone of 

apartheid educational literature and regional reports in service of separate ra-

cial development which led to the creation of homelands or Bantustans. Inci-

dentally, Jensma’s horry seems to be shaped like the Transkei, one of the big-

ger Bantustans of this period with an unofficial embassy in Switzerland. If one 

looks at it askance, the shape might also be a stylized map of South Africa, 

with Lesotho as one of the eyes of the horry. 

The reference to the import/export register of death is part of Jensma’s 

apocalyptic critique of the grotesque character of apartheid as it is likened to 

the Holocaust: while the introductory part contains a methodology and inven-

tory of the “tools for suicide and murder”, the contents of the ledger is similar 

to the categories of passbooks: “lists of names under headings/: tribe, ethnic 

group, religion etc./after each name a red or black stroke/chosen or not cho-

sen” (28). The Holocaust reference reveals the temporal enfolding of the poem 

– Grosz’s caricatures of the corruption of the Weimar Republic forecasting 

the coming horrors of the Holocaust – in the offing.  

 Within this time-line, apartheid can be seen as an epilogue to the Holo-

caust, just as expressionism’s critiques of human corruption are followed by a 

futuristic critique of automatization and commodification. Identified by the 

list of tribes, the figure of the cop, the keystone references to Breytenbach, the 

South African references to apartheid, and the German and Swiss imaginaries 

of the artistic work of George Grosz and Bernhard Luginbühl are compounded 

in a multidirectional memory comparison set up through avant-garde verbal-

visual juxtapositions and ekphrastic allusion. If one reads Jensma’s poetry 

with a set of tools that follow the significance of his visual verbal reference, it 

becomes apparent that his aesthetic strategy is capacious enough to provide a 

stark political critique, but also adhere to experimental forms of writing. Yet, 

Jensma’s critique of apartheid via expressionism is not limited to abstract aes-

thetic collage poems in clippings. In “Portrait of the Artist”, it is more directly 

aimed at the complicity of white liberal groups in apartheid racial economies 

through a more direct form of memorialization of the black expressionist Du-

mile Feni. 

Portrait of the Black Artist under Apartheid 

 

In this section, I consider a more local inflection of expressionism’s reception 

in South Africa, namely Jensma’s reflections on the predicament of black ex-

pressionists under high apartheid. In an iconic early poem first printed in the 
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Sing for our Execution chapbook (Sing for Our Execution 16, 1971), and later 

republished in his first verbal-visual anthology  also titled Sing for our Execu-

tion (72), Jensma depicts the problematic relations of white gallery owners 

with two black South African expressionists active in the 1970s, Dumile Feni 

and Julian Motau. The poem turns into a recording medium for a mostly re-

pressed episode in Feni’s career, but also shows the value of using the specif-

ics of reception of a visual current to explore memorialization with the trans-

national, but also insistently local tool of image-text. Jensma’s means of me-

morialization further qualifies the capaciousness of avant-garde poetry to act 

as a tool for understanding the impact of groups on the production of South 

African cultural memory – it displays a closer look to the skisofoon family. 

The poem also showcases an important theme that resonates throughout 

Jensma’s collections, the relation between insiders and outsiders in the South 

African art world. 

A brief comment on the imprint of expressionism in South Africa is in order 

before diving into the analysis of its significance in the 1960s and 1970s, and 

into Jensma’s poem. Expressionism was slow to emerge in South Africa: the 

work of the three major expressionists Maggie Laubser, Irma Stern and Wolf 

Kibel was first rejected by galleries in the 1920s, and only became more es-

tablished in the late 1930s with the Empire Exhibition in South Africa 

(Berman 9). From its inception, it was a transnational affair: Stern and Laubser 

were trained in Berlin and had direct contact with Die Brücke expressionists - 

Max Pechstein and Ernst Kirchner (in Stern’s case), and Karl Schimdt-Rotluff 

(in Laubser’s); Wolf Kibel, a Polish-Jewish immigrant painter had had contact 

with the Eastern European subjectivism of Marc Chagall and Chaim Soutine, 

as well as Der Blaue Reiter group (Berman 9). Jensma admired Kibel’s style 

and he is evoked in the ars poetica “klop” as part of the “skisofoon” family. 

His presence in the poem indicates a strong influence on Jensma’s poetic prac-

tice. Moreover, the poet shows his appreciation of both international and 

South African expressionism by mentioning the subjectivist Chaim Soutine 

and Kibel as major influences on his work  in a letter to Peter Horn (Jensma 

and Horn, October 3, 1969)71.   

By the late 1940s and 1950s, the German expressionism of Die Brücke, Der 

Blaue Reiter and Grosz’s Neue Sachlichkeit as well as its South African coun-

terpart had become respectable aesthetic idioms and were being taught in art 

academies and university curricula alike (Berman 9–10). Jensma’s own edu-

cation at UNISA was likely shaped by the teachings of M.L. Du Toit, one of 

South Africa’s fiercest promoters of expressionism. Regrettably, despite some 

mentions of the influence of West African abstraction on the development of 

modernist and specifically expressionist aesthetics, art education in South Af-

                                                      
71 He identifies Chaim Soutine and Rembrandt as common international influences, and Zachie 

Eloff, Sally Dinsner and Wolf Kibel as the local artists he respects most. 
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rica took a mostly Western and patronizing perspective towards the indige-

nous forms that inspired Braque, Kirschner or Picasso (Leibhammer 53; Peffer 

21). This is particularly paradoxical since the human face under expression-

ism, like in the work of Picasso, Modigliani and Braque earlier, was decisively 

shaped by West African abstraction. 

To wit, in the 1960s and 1970s, expressionism and other forms of modernist 

abstraction heavily influenced the aesthetics of the New Group’s Alexis Prel-

ler and Walter Battiss, fuelling Egon Guenther’s Amadlozi group’s later quest 

for discovering and creating more African symbolism (Peffer 21–22). 

Jensma’s own visual art and philosophy have been associated with the aes-

thetics of the Amadlozi group and with contemporary multiracial print-mak-

ing initiatives at Rorke’s Drift, and at Bill Ainslie’s Jubilee Art Center72.  

Black expressionism emerged in the context of informal black art initiatives 

at Polly Street, Rorke’s Drift, Egon Guenther gallery and the Jubilee Art center 

with the work of Sidney Kumalo, Ezrom Legae, Dumile Feni, Dan Ragkoathe, 

Cyprian Shilakoe, and Julian Motau. It was heavily affected by apartheid ra-

cial inequality that shaped audience expectations, artists’ freedom to create 

and to congregate: art was not seen as a legitimate occupation for the black 

population(Williamson 42). Jensma’s visual verbal engagement with Feni and 

Motau in his poem “Portrait of the Artist” then captures the challenges beset-

ting South African black expressionism in the 1960s and 1970s, while memo-

rializing their work and extolling the value of their art as avant-garde. 

At the center of “Portrait of the Artist” lies the predicament of the success-

ful South African expressionist Dumile Feni whose work had already attained 

significant international and national currency in the mid-1960s despite his 

lack of formal training or stable workshop space73. Bill Ainslie, who was a 

well-known abstract painter with progressive and pro-ANC sympathies – 

hosted Feni at his house in Parktown and offered him studio space in the mid-

1960s(Manganyi 11). Nicknamed the “Goya of the townships” by Nadine 

Gordimer, Feni’s expressionistic large-scale drawings and sculptures had been 

exhibited in a large number of individual shows curated by Gallery 101 and 

Bill Ainslie – a fairly rare accolade for black artists in the early 60s (Eyene 

109–11). 

He had also taken part in a number of group shows with other emerging 

sculptors and painters associated with the Amadlozi group, the Durban Art 

Gallery or the Johannesburg Art Foundation. In 1967, Feni was selected to be 

one of the representative artists for South Africa at the São Paulo Biennale 

(Manganyi 8). Despite his great success and talent, the need for periodical 

endorsements from white employers to work and live in non-segregated parts 

                                                      
72 Later known as The Johannesburg Art Foundation  
73 In this chapter, I will occasionally refer to Feni by his given nickname Dumile, since this 

seems to be the custom amongst his contemporaries. It is his biographers’ choice and also 

Jensma’s. 
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of Johannesburg, the frequent raids by the apartheid Special Branch on the 

houses of friends, as well as his conflict with certain gallery owners, eventu-

ally led to Feni’s immigration – first to London in 1968, then to New York in 

1978, where he died an early death in 1991(Manganyi 11–15). 

Taking a closer look at South African groups influenced by expressionism, 

it is hard to establish whether Jensma knew Feni personally. Yet, it is plausi-

ble, given Jensma’s fluid social circles, that they had met before the latter’s 

departure for Botswana via Bill Ainslie, Dumile’s friend and patron, or Leo 

Nietzsche, the Van Schaik librarian from Pretoria(Langhan 59).74 In a letter to 

Peter Horn, Jensma compares a friend to Dumile: “i have a friend here, he 

almost never talks, only paints, the little he sometimes says shatters you, he 

has like dumeli, a vast world inside him. he looks at the world around him, but 

never takes part” (Jensma and Horn, January 9th, 1966). This letter would 

indicate that Jensma knew him personally and admired his rich imagination, 

but I cannot find other conclusive proof at the moment. 

Whatever the case, Jensma’s admiration for Dumile’s art is undeniable, and 

his poetic response to it is characterised by substantial visual verbal complex-

ity. Besides being the subject of “Portrait of the Artist” (1971; 1973), Dumile 

is credited extensively in where white is the colour where black is the number 

(1974). As Michael Gardiner points out, the Afrikaans poem “oom soois is 

dragtig” is a partially ekphrastic poem that turns Dumile’s famous painting, 

African Guernica (1965) into a stylised apocalyptic critique of the Voortrek-

ker narrative (Gardiner, “‘Onder Ander’ Wopko Jensma’s Poetry in 

Afrikaans” 53). “oom soois is dragtig” and its illustration exhibit visual verbal 

complexity: the illustration on the opposite page is one of Dumile’s signature 

sketches, I’m not a donkey (1965) an anthropomorphized donkey caught in the 

throes of an air guitar riff (Jensma, Where White Is the Colour Where Black Is 

the Number 55). “Black Bottom Stomp” reinforces Jensma’s connection to 

Dumile’s donkey drawing through its bluesy subject matter (Jensma, Where 

White Is the Colour Where Black Is the Number 60–61). Its illustration – a 

close-up cut-out of the main character in African Guernica where a grotesque 

figure with a bulging belly (perhaps the pregnant “oom soois”) is sitting 

astride a cow holding its pig snout nose in the air. Dumile is also named as 

part of the skisofoon family in “klop”: “dumile is’n skisofoon” (Jensma, 

clippings 24). Jensma’s most direct verbal engagement with Dumile, however, 

occurs in an episode that commemorates his paradoxical marginality. 

In “Portrait of the Artist”, the title sets up the central figure as the quintes-

sential Joycean young tragic hero – hurt by recent loss and about to commit a 

                                                      
74 Leo Nietzsche was the Pretoria Van Schaik “Bantu Librarian” and an amateur art historian at 

the time. Both were acquainted with Jensma and the latter hosted soirees where Motau, Dumile 

and Jensma were frequent guests (Langhan 59) 
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subversive act. The poem offers a reason for the subversion first in the artifi-

cial strictures of polite society that dictate Dumile’s behaviour in the gallery 

world: 

one day you got tired 

tired of your soft voice 

tired of being their darling (Jensma, Sing for Our Execution 72) 

Dumile’s inferior, but also relatively privileged position “their darling” in re-

lation to the white establishment, the need for him to speak in a tactful way is 

presented as a condition for his belonging. This soft polite voice that renders 

Dumile the darling of the art world is strikingly set in contrast with the fol-

lowing stanza mentioning Julian “[M]otau’s people of violence” and the fol-

lowing one, where he yells into the microphone. The contrast between Du-

mile’s voluble persona and the need for a fake mask of politeness is also noted 

by David Koloane: “[Dumile] appeared very confident, but frustrated by the 

absence of freedom for black people in South Africa at the time. It was neces-

sary to be polite to white people, he told me, because they bought the work” 

(qtd in Manganyi 96). Omar Badsha stresses Dumile’s conditional acceptance 

in the left-wing intellectual world of the Ainslies’, his exclusive relationship 

with Gallery 101 (Jensma’s later “galerie-dumile”), and the contradictions en-

tailed in the patronising relationship between white gallery owners and black 

artists in the period; he remarks that Dumile was “very loyal at one level, soft-

spoken, but always knowing what he wanted in the end (qtd in Manganyi 74).  

“Portrait of the Artist” occurs against this backdrop of benevolent confu-

sion, patronizing attitudes and stark contradictions. It recounts an unpleasant 

episode at the opening party of Julian Motau’s memorial exhibition at the 

South African Association of Arts in Pretoria in February 1968. The twenty-

year old artist had been brutally killed in a brawl in the Alexandra township. 

A grief-stricken Dumile allegedly got drunk and behaved violently at this par-

ticular event putting pressure on his already precarious relationship with Gal-

lery 101 and on his friendship with Bill Ainslie (Smith)75. This incident is not 

mentioned in the extensive biographical interview series by Chabani Man-

ganyi, but it survives as gossip in the South African gallery world. Jensma’s 

poem takes archival dimensions in this instance. The aesthetics of entextual-

ization of oral content should also be noted throughout the poem. Bruce Smith 

cites his notes to an interview where Bill Ainslie describes this episode:  

Dumile fed up and very upset when Motau died. Dumile and Bill had bust up. 

After funeral – (Dumile) behaved badly at Motau’s opening in Pretoria. Dumile 

was endorsed out of Johannesburg. Had been selling to many international buy-

ers… He earned a lot of money and spent it fast. Made spectacle of himself at 

                                                      
75 Many thanks to Michael Gardiner for pointing this source out. 
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Motau. Kissing white women; very provocative. Trying to get passport for him, 

wishing he’d behave better... (Smith) 

In Bill Ainslie’s recollection, Dumile’s behavior is described in a patronizing, 

tone deaf way, but one can see the preparations being made for his emigration 

out of South Africa. In this period, as mentioned above Dumile was working 

out of Ainslie’s studio. This quote, in particular, also illustrates the compli-

cated pressures and relationships negotiated by a successful black artist and 

their white promoter under apartheid.  

Jensma’s poetic evocation in “Portrait of the Art” locates the event scrupu-

lously and it ekphrastically alludes to Motau’s prints, stylized scenes of ex-

pressionistic violence and tenderness set mostly in Alexandra: 

it was the opening of motau’s 

motau’s people of violence 

motau’s people wanting pity (Jensma, Sing 72) 

To compound the ekphrastic allusion which gives the text a visual dimension, 

the repetition of “motau’s” name here lends the text a spoken word quality and 

creates an auditory mnemonic effect that aims to immortalize the black artist. 

The repetition can also be read alongside Jensma’s frequently incantatory re-

frains that give his poems the appearance of a ritual. The refrain produces a 

textual synaesthetic performance; it is visual by virtue of the spacing – the 

surprising visible effect of typographic lettering coupled with the ekphrastic 

evocation of Motau’s prints; and, aural since the mnemonic text calls for a 

repeated utterance.  Other critics have noted that Jensma’s poems consistently 

use performative textures whether musical or visual. In Michael Gardiner’s 

words: “Graphic art, the dramatic and music so thoroughly permeate the po-

ems that the poetry cannot be explored without this combination of these 

forms of expression being considered specifically” (“Funking the Jive” 109). 

Gardiner and Titlestad, for instance, draw attention to the connections between 

Jensma’s poetic work and jazz improvisation (“Funking the Jive” 109–12; 

Titlestad 117–19). As far as visuality is concerned, the most persistent anal-

yses are done by Stefan Helgesson and Ewa Kowalska who map the typo-

graphical intricacies of Jensma’s avant-gardist concrete poetry (Helgesson, 

Transnationalism 90–93; Kowalska 62–67). Peter Horn and Laura Winkiel 

note the conversational tone of Jensma’s collage poems and his persistent pre-

occupation with echoing the word on the street (Horn 106–07; Winkiel 107). 

It is therefore unsurprising that Jensma’s poem performs the memory of 

Motau visually and conversationally within the confines of a gallery opening.  

Motau, like Feni, was also somewhat of a phenomenon in the gallery world 

of the late sixties promoted by Judith Mason and Linda Goodman – a young 

black artist who was also exhibiting outside of the group shows where print-
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making was usually presented in the period.  Much like Dumile’s own expres-

sionistic work, Motau’s subject matter was a hot topic for the liberal white 

intelligentsia of the day whose appetite for township life scenes had been whet 

by proliferating informal black arts initiatives known as “township art”. Even 

though, Motau and Feni’s art cannot be read as the more commercial and craft-

driven phenomenon of township art, black artists of the period were subject to 

what Anitra Nettleton identifies as “‘a tyranny of expectation’…[suggested] 

by their largely white patrons, to present themselves and their art as specifi-

cally African, and preferably actually primitive, rather than primitivist and 

thus avant-garde” (157). John Peffer stresses that this perception of primitive 

rather than primitivist fed exoticizing assumptions of white educators towards 

African pupils in the 1950s and, together with the Bantu Education Act influ-

enced the access of subsequent generations to formal art tuition (Peffer 9). 

Given this exoticizing reception bent, it is even more markedly significant that 

Motau and Feni are included in Jensma’s avant-garde inventory of influence 

and kinship, effectively reading them against racist categorizations of the pe-

riod. 

Pity is therefore an acceptable sentiment in the liberal gallery owners’ rep-

ertoire of expectations regarding black art (“motau’s people wanting pity”): 

black expressionism as poverty porn. Human suffering is safely contained at 

the expected distance within the frames of Motau’s paintings. Dumile’s reac-

tion, however, at close quarters is unexpected. It breaks the cordon sannitaire 

between subject matter and artist. 

Jensma cleverly highlights Dumile’s misbehaviour as intentional, the drunk-

enness is a pretense. This gives the poem the illustion of veracity since the 

pretend drunkenness is a significantly agentive detail: 

you pretended drunk 

 walked up to the mike 

 shouted in the mike 

 patted the lady’s bum 

you pretended drunk (Jensma, Sing 72) 

“Pity” parallels the earlier lack of agency experienced by the artist and moti-

vates his action. Dumile’s previously soft-spoken voice is magnified by the 

microphone, its violent tones emerging in contrast with the earlier stanza. In 

the next line “you patted the lady’s bum”, the artist crosses one of the most 

dangerous lines of apartheid society, the racist fear of miscegenation, the 

“swart gevaar”. The “lady” is most likely Linda Givon Goodman, a noted gal-

lerist and Motau’s promoter. This line, despite confronting the sexual fears of 

a divided society, still performs sexual violence on the female body and needs 

to be qualified by the prevalence of a toxic masculinity in the 1960s and 1970s 

in South African society. At the time, Dumile was also in an illegal relation-
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ship with a white American art collector, Mary McFaden and was under Spe-

cial Branch surveillance (Manganyi 89;134). Given his own inter-racial mar-

riage outlawed under the Mixed Marriages Act, it is not surprising that Jensma 

zoomed in on the forbidden topic of inter-racial relations as further provoca-

tion. 

 they couldn’t do a thing 

call the cops? no! 

kick you out? no! 

 they couldn’t do a thing 

 

 they didn’t want anyone to know 

offer the bantu a cigar! 

offer the bantu a seat! 

 they didn’t want anyone to know (Jensma, Sing 72) 

 

The reaction of the audience is first one of paralysis, “they couldn’t do a 

thing/call the cops? no!/ kick you out? no!”. Any punitive gesture would have 

meant losing face, and, since gallery openings were monitored by the Special 

Branch, an indication public disturbance could have attracted dire conse-

quences for the audience. Peffer points out that social events in the art world 

such as gallery openings were a “gray area” of apartheid where whites and 

blacks congregated more freely, despite it being risky for black artists to spend 

the night in non-segregated areas without special passes (Peffer 36–39). The 

second reaction of the audience recorded by Jensma, is one of repression 

turned into racial aggression out of a need to placate Dumile: “they didn’t want 

anyone to know/offer the bantu a cigar/offer the bantu a seat” (sing 72).  

The change in personal pronoun is a good indication of the divisions of 

apartheid, but most significantly – going from the agentive “you” to the un-

differentiated “they” is a gesture that reverses the collectivizing effect in the 

presentation of black African art of the period. This act also shows that Jensma 

is indeed preoccupied with mapping and criticizing insider/outsider dichoto-

mies in South Africa. “You” presents the black artist as an individualized fig-

ure and the white audience as an undifferentiated block in a provocative ges-

ture of poetic solidarity. The audience then attempts to erase Dumile’s indi-

viduality and agency in a racist manner by apostrophizing him as “the bantu”, 

offering temporary cartoonish pacification (a cigar) and a patronizing indica-

tion that puts him in his place. The uniformity of reaction of the white crowd 

is reinforced by the strategic and incantatory refrains that turn the crowd into 

a mob. The staging of speech in print gives the poem a spoken character of the 

whole poem is further underlined by the typographic spacing and punctuation 
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of the poem76. Jensma’s peculiar punctuation is part of his strategy of record-

ing speech in his poetry, as we shall see further in the second case study. 

The outburst of emotion and strong feelings in the poem are in themselves 

expressionistic subjects. The tragic and untenable situation of being a black 

artist under high apartheid has only two possible denouements for Jensma: 

immigration (Feni) or death (Motau). Dumile’s immigration is presented as a 

fait accompli as the poem changes tense: “today you’ve gone elsewhere/you 

got sick of the mess/sick of the galerie-dumile/today you’ve gone elsewhere” 

(72). “Galerie Dumile” is a dig at the abusive curatorial practices of Madame 

Haenggi, the director of Gallery 101 with whom Dumile had an exclusive con-

tract. His art was sold at a very high commission, while Dumile was offered 

fairly small financial cuts. Curators argued that the rather slim financial ben-

efits received by black artists of the period were motivated by the difficulty in 

creating exposure for black artists and the high costs of advertising their work. 

“galerie dumile” commodifies Dumile and puts him on display, much like 

Motau’s prints, which motivates the last stanza of the poem where the opening 

three lines are repeated as if to be made sticky, to be rememorated. 

The poem itself performs an act of uneasy memory: it commemorates black 

expressionism as a valuable visual idiom, while also showing the complexities 

of navigating a patronizing mostly benevolent art world afflicted by apart-

heid’s racial boundaries. Its existence exposes a cover-up: by writing it down, 

entextualizing figures, attitudes and group dynamics, it produces a multi-vocal 

memory imprint that can concentrate Jensma’s artistic philosophy. Jensma 

goes against the grain of his period by presenting Feni and Motau as individ-

ualized artists and including them in an avant-garde aesthetics of solidarity 

and committed position – he stakes common ground across racial boundaries 

in a fragile precarious poetic gesture.  

In reading Jensma’s expressionism in both its transnational guise as aes-

thetic critique of apartheid in “die herren grosz und luginbühl in the offing” 

and in its more local inflections of memorialization of art historical moments 

entangled with racialized politics in “Potrait of the Artist”, I have attempted 

to showcase the potency of reading the verbal-visual strategy of Jensma in an 

art historical and a literary context. The European and extra-European dimen-

sions of expressionism that Jensma operates with convincingly show his aes-

thetic strategy as not easily reducible to the empty aspirational import of ex-

perimentalism imputed by the critics of avant-garde writing in South Africa, 

or, on the other side the lack of formal complexity of critics of committed 

works in the 1970s77. Jensma’s expressionist readings ultimately fulfill his am-

bition to create an art that is truly South African without being tone-deaf or 

                                                      
76 In the original incarnation in the 1971 edition, “give the bantu a seat” and “give the bantu a 

cigar” are printed in all caps to underscore the violence and the spoken word reaction. 
77 For a longer discussion of the promotion of European experimentalism by the volk-

avantgarde, see Peter McDonald’s The Literature Police 
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isolationist: “Why do we go to Europe to find solutions to our prob-

lems?...What I want to hear is both the organ and the drum simultaneously. 

Now you are in the ritual! (Ritual is nothing primitive).” (Jensma and Horn, 

December 26, 1966).   

In this chapter section ekphrastic hooks and imagetexts have been evoca-

tive and connective contributing to the eclective groupings of artists whether 

South African and European expressionists, or performative artists critical of 

apartheid such as Battiss. Imagetext, in Jensma’s case plays more unpredicta-

ble and ambidextrous roles than the instances analysed in Walcott’s poetry. 

Furthermore, reading Jensma’s poetry through the lens of expressionism 

opens a useful avenue for investigating the vagaries of experimental books in 

apartheid South Africa. As Andrew Van Der Vlies indicates in his valuable 

study of print cultures in South Africa, the material conditions of production, 

reception and consumption of the post-colonial book need more sustained crit-

ical attention (Van der Vlies 16–17). A book historical approach building on 

archival research and an understanding of the specifically South African tenor 

of expressionism, paints Jensma’s artistic output as an affair more closely con-

nected to the avant-garde groups of the time – the Afrikaans volk avant-garde 

discussed by Peter McDonald and the English-speaking group constituted 

around Ophir, or those converging around Walter Battiss, for that matter. This 

in turn, feeds into my analysis of the import of expressionism as a transna-

tional memory trope to impact of avant-garde groups on the production of 

South African cultural memory. It also makes Jensma a receptive proponent 

of a global avant-garde where white complicities with apartheid are visible 

and addressed in the landscape of the South African literature of the 1970s. 

II Bronzing Van Gogh’s Ear in Durban: Positioning 

Artist and Craft in Wopko Jensma’s Poetry 

 

In this section, I will explore Jensma’s use of ekphrasis and imagetext in a 

poem diptych from i must show you my clippings (1977) evoking the paintings 

and career of Vincent van Gogh. The two poems “the corn awaits us, the 

blackbirds” and “the ceiling just caved in today” are dense with ekphrastic 

allusions and reflect on the relationship between art, madness, surveillance 

and the commodification of artistic identity.  

The ekphrastic hooks and imagetexts, however, are not as pointedly aimed 

at social critique as the two poems previously analysed in this chapter. They 

are more inwardly turned and self-reflexive, in a manner similar to Heaney’s 

explorations of the ethics of Cézanne’s artistic process in “An Artist”. The 

poems reflect on method and technique in creating art and the condition of 

theartist in an aggressively dehumanising and obtuse society such as that of 
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high apartheid South Africa. For the daring and critical artist, apartheid South 

Africa was inhospitable and dangerous as can be glimpsed from the examples 

of Dumile and Motau, and even Jensma himself, but for the complacent, com-

plicit and privileged, it was a fairly easy existence being promoted as South 

Africa’s future. 

Jensma uses the visual memory of van Gogh’s artistic process and his paint-

ings to interrogate his own position as a painter and poet afflicted by precari-

ousness and schizophrenia. In the first poem, one should also note Jensma’s 

penchant of exploring religious imagery in relation to his ekphrastic interpel-

lation of van Gogh – which suggests, just as in Walcott’s case a durable con-

nection between religion and art history embedded within visual-verbal con-

figurations. The second poem reprises the satirical absurdist tone of “die her-

ren grosz und luginbühl” showcasing the blind spots of a consummerist model 

of South African art that searches for inspiration and validation only from Eu-

ropean sources. Here Jensma’s interpellation of van Gogh is performed in the 

style of an advertisement, showing the versatility that ekphrastic engagement 

towards the same figure can take within the space of two poems in the South 

African artist’s work. 

In these two poems, the location is indeterminate – more so than in those 

previously analysed – but it can be interpreted based on a series of composite 

details. The title of the first, “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” alludes to one 

of van Gogh’s most well-known paintings towards the end of his career, 

Wheatfield with Crows (1890). The ekphrastic hook makes the wheatfield into 

a corn field, transporting van Gogh’s painting elsewhere; the crows of its title 

are transmuted into blackbirds, a more “English” symbolic bird. This substi-

tution might designate a more southern African imaginary since in the Eng-

lish-speaking world outside of the US, “corn” designates a particular main 

crop of an area, a generic word for “grain” according to the OED. Another 

argument for corn designating a generic crop is that in South Africa, especially 

at the time, maize (US corn) would be called “mealie” – an Afrikaans trans-

literation of the Portuguese “milho”. Blackbirds in this context are a common 

pest to grain fields. The translation of van Gogh’s painting to a South African 

milieu would be in keeping with Jensma’s strategy in several other poems and, 

also, as mentioned above in “die herren grosz und luginbühl”, where the work 

of George Grosz and that of Bernhardt Luginbühl are transposed and their 

reference shifts towards a South African imaginary. 

The second poem, “the ceiling just caved in” is more overt in its conjuring 

of a Southern African setting for van Gogh’s “translated” work since the art-

ist’s paintings and persona are invited to leave Arles and Avignon in the south 

of France to the sunlit beaches of Southern Africa as part of a self-ironising 

advertising strategy78. Jensma pokes fun at uncritical exports of European art 

                                                      
78 Stephen Gray locates the photographic performance and the second poem to Praia do Polana 

in Lourenço Marques, the capital of Mozambique 
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and the commodification of art and artists in the 1960s and 1970s by posing 

as an affluent Southern African heir to van Gogh. In between the two poems, 

a series of eight photographs is inserted; it shows a chair against the backdrop 

of a beach with the sea in the horizon. The images are part of a photographic 

performance as the perspective and framing of the chair changes slightly in 

each individual picture – as if they were a moving installation. A silhouette of 

Jensma with his back to the audience appears and disappears in the chair’s 

proximity in the eight photographs. The chair channels a common element in 

van Gogh’s paintings in Arles – it evokes the simple wicker chair that van 

Gogh used to sit on while painting. This will be unpacked at a later point in 

the analysis.  

The mangrove vegetation of the beach, the presence of Jensma himself with 

the back turned to the camera, as well as the text of the second poem can help 

to locate this performance visually to Southern Africa, to Durban (where 

Jensma lived at the time when clippings was put together), or to Mozambique 

on the Praia do Polana as Stephen Gray indicates (despite scant biographical 

evidence of Jensma’s visiting Mozambique in this period). The slight vacillat-

ing indeterminacy of the poems’ location also helps to create an atmosphere 

of more abstract exploration of the process and position of an artist in society, 

more generally. The openness of reference might indicate that the poem is an 

analysis of high apartheid society and the place of an artist within its rather 

strict social mores and values. 

 This type of self-reflective analysis using ekphrastic and visual evocation 

of van Gogh’s paintings and late career points towards a more exploratory 

function of visual memory in poetry other than the more direct mode of cri-

tique in the poems analysed earlier. This use of visuality is still very much 

critical of social mores and marginalization, but it moves in a slower, more 

reflexive mode that emphasises materiality and process on account of the in-

termedial character of these poems and images. This would then indicate a 

similar project to that of Walcott and Heaney, an attempt to use art as a reflec-

tion on the ontological dimensions of art production and circulation. At the 

same time, Van Gogh is also welcomed as a member of the skisofoon family 

in conjunction with Gauguin, so Jensma’s juxtaposing inventories are en-

riched by this lengthy interpellation. Van Gogh was also a widely admired 

European painter in South Africa, therefore Jensma’s interpellation is unsur-

prising. 

“blackbirds locked in whirls of sky”:  Van Gogh, Ekphrasis, Asylum 

 

In the first poem, “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”, the speaker invites Van 

Gogh with a gesture of solidarity to step inside Wheatfield with Crows (1890). 

He outlines the minutiae of the process of painting in the guise of a religious 

ceremony, or at least in an incantatory mode. If one reads the title as the first 
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line of the poem, the elements to be painted seem to be awaiting the applica-

tion of the linseed and pigment: “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds// the lin-

seed, you van Gogh, the pigment/you flesh, soft bone, feel fists dent” (62). 

Jensma’s name-changes from wheat to corn, from crows to blackbirds might 

suggest that the image of the yellow fields and silhouettes of birds depicted by 

van Gogh has primacy over the paratactic details that identify the paintings – 

i.e. the title and location. The way in which the material elements of the paint-

ing are evoked at this point emphasises the steps necessary in producing visual 

art. This type of specialized vocabulary (linseed, pigment etc.) referring to the 

tools and treatments of canvas necessary to producing visual art casts the 

speaker of the poem into the register of an art critic. As apparent in the previ-

ous chapter, Walcott also uses this mode and voice in his treatment of visual 

memory in Tiepolo’s Hound. Given the art historical bent in the voice of the 

speaker, one can suppose that the poem refers to the painting of the wheatfield 

with crows in particular, as well as the series it belongs to – a large number of 

paintings where the wheat fields of Arles are depicted alongside an earlier 

repeating motif of a peasant casting their seed, titled The Sower (this figure 

appears later in Jensma’s poem). 

 the corn awaits us, the blackbirds 

 

 the linseed, you van gogh, the pigment, 

 you flesh, soft bone, feel fists dent 

 they tell, sorry, no we don’t want that 

 ear, your awkward love and anyway 

 why the bloody hell tell you’re christ? 

 yes, you give, you give, give, in the end, flesh 

 the soot, the coal shakes you cold, shit 

 holy ghost you vincent, talking silence  

 (clippings 62) 

The atmosphere of the first poem is passionate and rather gloomy – painting 

and violent madness seem to be criss-crossing amidst many references to re-

ligious devotion. The first two lines set this scene: they juxtapose the materi-

ality of the act of painting (the accoutrements and techniques) with a kind of 

violent passion and dedication meant to evoke the artistic intensity and unsta-

ble temperament of van Gogh.  

The syntax of the poem is another way by which this moody passion is 

expressed. In typical Jensma fashion, the poem has no apparent full stops. Line 

breaks occasionally delimit sentences, but often enjamb various ideas and jux-

tapose elements to keep the rhythm fast and breathless. Jensma’s clauses are 

punctuated by commas with the occasional outburst of mostly rhetorical, but 

urgent questions and the presence of one exclamation mark. Jensma also em-

ploys the vocative case to stress direct address quality of his dialogue with van 

Gogh. The oral quality of the second person address is also compounded by 
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the use of syntactic parallelism “the linseed…the pigment”, “the soot…the 

coal” presented with the role of enumeration – a sort of rhetoric of overwhelm-

ing richness of encounter. Syntactic parallelism, repetition and enumeration 

techniques increase the sensation of intense passion and artistic devotion.  

In a manner not unlike Heaney’s Cézanne or Goya braving turbulent times, 

Jensma imagines van Gogh’s painting process as equal parts technique, pres-

ence and passion: “the linseed, you van Gogh, the pigment/you flesh, soft 

bone, feel fists dent” (62). The line alludes to the dilution of colours with lin-

seed to increase their viscosity – a common practice in van Gogh’s painting. 

The association of pigment, fists and flesh suggests the sacrificial passion that 

led to van Gogh’s artistic practice in a manner similar to Goya’s “painted with 

his fists and elbows” in Heaney’s poem.  

In a parody of a holy communion, the pigment and the linseed turn into the 

flesh and blood of the artist through a process of transfiguration. Painting is 

then associated with violent sacrifice as the bone becomes soft and the fists 

dent the surface of the painting – leaving a permanent imprint in the drying 

coloured pigment. The association of sacrifice and transubstantiation with 

communion opens up a religious rite imaginary in parallel to the act of paint-

ing.  

The ekphrastic reference here moves from an evocation of van Gogh’s 

painting Wheatfield with Crows in the title of the poem, to imagining the pro-

cess of painting more abstractly as ars poetica: first the materials and tech-

niques of the trade are indicated, then the poem moves towards depicting the 

sacrifice and madness involved in producing the art of van Gogh. The materi-

ality of the canvas is further evoked via the imprint left by the fists “denting” 

the surface of the painting. The dent of the fists in conjunction with the soft 

bone are also indications of physical violence, perhaps the self-harm that led 

to van Gogh’s ear being severed after a fight with Gauguin. Artistic practice 

is then seen as fundamentally connected to bodily harm, or some form of sac-

rifice of life and limb. 

 The “pigment you flesh” might also be a reference to the opening of the 

Gospel of John in the New Testament where God’s chosen people accept the 

true gospel of light making it possible for the “word [to be] made flesh”, i.e. 

for the Son of God to manifest on Earth (New King James John 1:14). God’s 

son is then sent to Earth to absolve everyone of their sins, sacrifice himself, 

and provide a worthy example to Christendom. This motif of sacrifice is re-

lated to the following verse where van Gogh presents himself as Christ: “and, 

anyway/why the bloody hell tell you’re christ?”. Jensma also alludes to van 

Gogh’s religious delusions. 

As a noun, the word “flesh” might also be a standard reference to commun-

ion where the blessed bread and wine turn into the flesh and blood of Jesus 

during Mass. Yet, from a different perspective, this word could also designate 

a verb “fleshing the soot” – a reference to the creation of Adam out of earth. 

The act of painting viewed as a sacrificial ritual that opens the poem can be 
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compared to the act of communion where regular foodstuff is transfigured into 

the flesh and blood of Jesus. In the poem itself, the word made flesh, whether 

via communion, or via its connection to the Gospel of John is also a way for 

the van Gogh painting to happen phenomenologically in front of the audience: 

the painting that Jensma and van Gogh step into seems to be born, to appear 

by way of ekphrastic evocation. 

Jensma’s invitation to meditate on van Gogh’s painting process is inter-

rupted by the outside reality of rejection – a refusal by the audience to accept 

van Gogh’s sacrifice of his ear: “sorry, no we don’t want that ear, your awk-

ward love” (clippings 62). In an art historical mode, Jensma alludes to van 

Gogh’s lack of popular appeal and his death in dire poverty in Arles. The au-

dience is feeling unsettled by van Gogh’s mutilation of his ear (famously cut 

off after a fight with Gauguin), and they do not wish to accept him as a mem-

ber of society: “they tell, sorry no we don’t want that/ear, your awkward love 

and anyway/why the bloody hell tell you’re christ?” (62). 

Van Gogh’s sacrifice of life and limb turns caricatural – his mutilated body 

an excess, his passion becomes unwanted, “awkward love”. Awkwardness 

here is inherently a function of social marginalization since it involves the lack 

of polite social grace – a way of behaving outside of the norms. As we have 

seen in “Potrait of the Artist” and “klop”, Jensma is particularly preoccupied 

with charting inside/outside dichotomies in the South African art world. This 

gesture of social marginalization, then needs to be understood in a similar 

guise. 

The earlier imagery of sacrifice and devotion to the art of painting – another 

association between craft and religious devotion – is presented by the audience 

as an unacceptable deviation and delusion, rendering the earlier transfigura-

tion null from an outside perspective. However, the dialogue between the 

speaker and the painter continues despite, or maybe in solidarity with the so-

cial marginalization of van Gogh.  

In a similar manner to the assessment of in-group and outsider in “Portrait 

of the Artist”, Jensma’s “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” also negotiates a 

dichotomy between insider and outsider in relation to various groups and au-

diences. This dynamic dichotomy operates here as the speaker implies a show 

of artistic solidarity with van Gogh’s outlandish persona rather than siding 

with his unsympathetic audience.  The speaker seems to go along with van 

Gogh’s awkward profession of love and expands the religious designation of 

the painter as a Christ figure. In defiance of the injunction against acting like 

Jesus earlier, van Gogh is shown to be generously sacrificing his mental health 

and scant resources on the altar of creation. The Dutch painter’s poverty and 

precarity towards the end of his life, as well as his selflessness are invoked by 

Jensma in his dialogue: “yes you give, give, in the end/flesh the soot, the coal 

shakes you cold, shit holy ghost you vincent” (62).  

Here, in a parody of creation, van Gogh is identified with the holy ghost, 

rather than Jesus. A shaky trinity seems to be forming in the lead-up to the act 
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of creation outlined in the beginning of the poem. The creative process in-

volves a generosity that ultimately destroys van Gogh: the painter renounces 

everything until he reaches a ritualistic self-immolation where his flesh turns 

into soot and the last coals of inspiration burn out leaving his body in cold 

shakes. The imagery of self-immolation and sacrifice turns “Vincent” into an 

expletive-laden “holy ghost” – as someone becoming faint from hunger and 

worship. Short sibilant words and assonance create a kind of raspy breath ef-

fect in this line “flesh the soot”, “the coal shakes you cold”, “shit holy ghost”. 

This breathlessness, the cadences, assonance and lexical parallelism (simi-

lar to those in “The Portrait of the Artist”) come together in a chant, in keeping 

with the ritualistic sacrifice imagery opening the poem. In fact, Jensma often 

draws on the musicality of language, on music and on ritualistic chanting it-

self. This is also manifest in “Portrait of the Artist” analysed above as well as 

in the numerous advertising jingles and ditties that populate clippings, in for 

instance “kántie hy’s on the binge”, or “it’s a royal flush”, or “chant of praise 

for the idi amin dada”. The musicality and musical references in Jensma’s 

poetry create a synaesthetic media effect and add another dimension to the 

already complex dynamic between the verbal and the visual in Jensma’s art-

ist’s books, further outlining the importance of the intermedial rapport that 

underwrites them.  

Moreover, several critics have commented on the musical qualities of 

Jensma’s poetry, whether as mimicking jazz improvisations or in its connec-

tion to Mozambican popular songs, or just as a way of paying homage to var-

ious South African jazz artists like Kippie Moeketsi in “klop’” or Blue Note 

performers such as Thelonious Monk or Miles Davis in Sing for Our Execu-

tion (Gardiner, “Funking the Jive” 109; Helgesson, Transnationalism 84; 

Titlestad 117; Horn 109). Jensma’s predilection for including various rituals 

can also be seen in section IX of “kántie, hy’s on the binge” where an Ndembu 

marriage ritual is recounted in comparison with the marriage plot of Gone with 

the Wind and a set of advertising jingles are intertwined. He also plays with 

orality, song and ritual in several poems from Sing for Our Execution, whose 

very title implies orality and ritual violence. 

In this moment of complete sacrifice, then, van Gogh turns incorporeal and 

transparent, a spiritual presence of the holy ghost. This adds to the religious 

imaginary of van Gogh’s delusion in Jensma’s reading; the holy ghost com-

pletes the shaky trinity sketched. This aesthetic of incantation and breathless-

ness is one Jensma often employs in his poetry, and alongside his absurd in-

ventories these are distinctive features his understanding of the surrealist col-

lage and of a kind of brand of African modernism often expressed via animism 

that turns ritual into an agentive avant-garde mechanism of signification. 

holy ghost you vincent, talking silence 

the warped face, your contorts of pain 

yet you carry a halo all yellow, arles 
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hear that downtown drip red your ear 

crawls up carpeted walls, boot 

out! fucken funny stares into windows? (clippings 62) 

The poem continues with an ekphrastic hook to van Gogh’s Self Portrait with 

a Bandaged Ear (1889), another late painting that depicts the painter after his 

mutilation. After a fight with Gauguin about their creative differences, van 

Gogh cut off his ear, wrapped it in a cloth and sent it to the latter painter. 

Jensma reads the painting that depicts the aftermath of this scene in wide 

strokes emphasizing van Gogh’s suffering. The suffering seems to have even-

tually culminated into a process of aesthetic canonization implied by the light 

halo (this painterly canonization harks back to Walcott’s similar move of ha-

loing “Saint Vincent and Saint Paul”): “talking silence/the warped face, your 

contorts of pain/yet you carry a halo all yellow, arles”. The poet focuses on 

van Gogh’s gaunt face in the painting with a meek and dreamy gaze that re-

flects the pain inflicted by the loss of   his ear, but also that of his friend and 

companion, Gauguin. Jensma selects three features to describe the painting’s 

attributes: “talking silence”, “warped face” and “contorts of pain”. The first 

one, an oxymoron is used to show the mood of the painting – the warped face 

is mysterious, gloomy and suggestive. One wonders what is this silence elud-

ing and who is it angled towards? Is it another address to the audience who 

rejected his earlier sacrifice on the canvas? Or, does it merely refer to the green 

eyes whose gaze is hard to decipher, but which speaks volumes about suffer-

ing and sacrifice. Is it maybe a comment on the silent visual work of art that 

is being forced to speak by means of ekphrasis? Jensma’s delicate nuances 

and his amphibian adeptness in both visual and verbal art are hard to clarify at 

this point. 

“Warped face” concentrates on the perspective of the painting: the artist’s 

head, seen from an expressive demi-profile is smaller in relation to his shoul-

ders covered in a green overcoat, thus appearing warped or distorted in com-

parison to the background. This would have appealed to Jensma whose jokey 

pastime in life-drawing class was to sketch oversized limbs and body parts, as 

was already mentioned above (Sheik 9).  Finally, “contorts of pain” is implied 

as the underlying price of the sacrifice, the material manifestation of pain cap-

tured through van Gogh’s eyes and posture. Jensma’s description bestows 

upon van Gogh’s painting an expressionistic character – the face reflects the 

inner turmoil, the eyes indicate a mysterious open wound, and van Gogh’s 

crabbed posture indicates the spiritual and physical pain that the severing of 

the ear triggered. 

In the same breath, one of van Gogh’s treatments of a field worker at sunset, 

The Sower (1888) is evoked. This painting further signifies the valences of 

self-sacrifice within the higher calling of art. The most likely candidate of the 

ekphrastic evocation – and most visible canvas of a sower from this period – 

shows a dark silhouette depicted against the backdrop of a darkening field. 
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The figure spreads seeds onto a field from a pouch tied around their midriff. 

The man’s head is framed rather lopsidedly by a large setting sun that resem-

bles an unwitting halo. The halo identifies this painting as the most likely can-

didate for Jensma’s hook: “you carry a halo, all yellow, arles”. Despite the 

pain of the bandaged ear and the lack of response from the audience “talking 

silence”, the sacrifice of his mental health in the service of art turns van Gogh 

into a saintly figure. “yellow” and “arles” also refer to van Gogh’s residence 

in Arles, the so-called Yellow House where he produced the greatest number 

of paintings in his life. The halo traces a direct line between sacrifice and self-

mutilation in the service of art and a sort of transcendental destiny enduring 

over centuries.79 

More transparently, Jensma’s imagery in the poem has its roots in a biblical 

parable about faith that recurs in Matthew 13, Mark 4 and Luke 8 about a man 

who sows his seed in various places (sand, rocks, by the side of a road) where 

it does not yield. Finally, some of his seed falls into fertile soil and he ends up 

with a large harvest where the seed multiplies hundred fold. In this parable, 

the sower symbolizes a Christian who preaches the Holy Gospel to various 

types of audiences who reject his message, until he reaches those who accept 

and cultivate their religious beliefs, growing together into a Christian commu-

nity.  

Jensma’s reference to The Sower can be compounded with the earlier 

presentation of van Gogh in the poem as an unwitting Christ figure marginal-

ized by an unsympathetic society in Arles, but also by extension in South Af-

rica, if one reads Jensma’s invitation as a more wide-ranging gesture of soli-

darity towards the Dutch painter. Jensma’s gesture of solidarity against con-

ventional society corresponds with the seed germinating in fertile soil, and 

eventually giving rise to the right audience for van Gogh, and Jensma’s art 

respectively. What is more, in the same volume, Jensma had already sketched 

a desired audience for his type of art and critique, a group comprised of paint-

ers, musicians, composers and cutting edge editors, black and white, past and 

present, European and African in “klop”. Incidentally, as was mentioned 

above, the title “klop and vir julle sal toegemaak word” is also a playful riff 

off Matthew 7:7, “knock and it shall be closed onto you”. Jensma’s favourable 

view of van Gogh’s mental health afflictions can be contextualized by refer-

ring to the latter poem where he enumerates a large number of artists afflicted 

by mental health issues as part of his “skisofoon family”. One could then infer 

Jensma’s solidarity with van Gogh’s supposed “manic depression”80, as well 

as his interpretation of mental health afflictions as unique artistic perspectives 

                                                      
79 As a fairly random factoid, the colour yellow here also refers to Jensma’s fridge in Durban, 

a present from his friends Wolf and Gundi Weinek. He compared the tones of the appliance 

with Van Gogh’s yellow (personal communication with Gundi Weinek) 
80 See Hershman and Lieb for a longer analysis of Van Gogh’s presumed bipolar disorder 
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and sites for affirmative creative output, rather than grounds for exclusion 

from polite society. 

Within Jensma’s schisofoon family, the series of artist figures whose crea-

tive force is shadowed by mental health issues, as well as his later critique of 

the asylum as a prison will merit, at this juncture, a certain measure of histor-

ical contextualization. Tiffany Dawn Jones points out that in the late 1960s 

and 1970s wide societal debates were sparked about the state of mental health 

care in South Africa and internationally (Jones 91). In South Africa, in partic-

ular, the discussions were driven by a series of incendiary journalistic expo-

sés81 on human rights abuses perpetrated by the apartheid regime perpetrated 

on undesirable elements (political prisoners and dissidents) within mental 

health institutions. These public suspicions brought the trope of asylums as 

low-key prisons where psychiatrists acted as spies complicit with the regime 

into the public eye (Jones 1). Jones also remarks that in the 1960s a growing 

focus on non-custodial care of mental illness patients emerged under the name 

of “community psychiatry” (92). This treatment strategy veered away from 

the earlier focus on institutionalization, advocating instead for outpatient care 

and cross-cultural awareness of mental health perceptions in the community. 

Community psychiatry came under serious fire in 1966 in the wake of the 

assassination of Prime Minister H.F. Verwoerd by a schizophrenic who had 

been repeatedly institutionalized abroad, but had no access to custodial care 

on his return to South Africa (90–95). Jensma himself was being treated as an 

outpatient in Durban during the period when clippings was put together, but 

had been committed for shorter periods of time after the publication of his first 

volume (see letters to Walter Saunders about treatment especially letters from 

1975 and 1976; Gray 39). 

Inadvertently, maybe, Jensma’s alternative interpretation of mental health 

afflictions such as psychosis or schizophrenia as possibly affirmative creative 

kernels echoes a view prevalent in the popular movement of “antipsychiatry” 

in the US in the late 1960s. Antipsychiatry aimed to re-orient the discipline of 

psychiatry away from the prevalent positivistic interpretations of “madness” 

as a solely biological or neurological disorder, and towards a conception of 

modern diagnostic practices being conditioned by various mechanisms of so-

cial control, and thus largely unnecessary (Jones 12). Thus, proponents of an-

tipsychiatry aimed for a social model of treatment within communities and 

within the family, criticized a number of psychiatric diagnostic routines, and 

advocated for a non-custodial approach to mental healthcare. Under the influ-

ence of Michel Foucault’s critique of custodial psychiatry where the asylum 

(like the prison) acts like a punitive institution disciplining deviancy within 

complex power hierarchies between medical personnel and patients, psychia-

trists such as R.D. Laing understood mental illness as conditioned by cultural 

and social constructs. Laing likened, for instance, schizophrenia to a shamanic 

                                                      
81 Written amongst others by the American Church of Scientology (Jones 1) 
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journey of catharsis where vivid dreams contribute to personal development. 

Jensma’s affirmative conjunction of great creativity with mental health issues 

can be read under a guise similar to R.D. Laing.  

It is unclear whether Laing’s particular brand of antipsychiatry was present 

in the South African mainstream, but Jones asserts that after the two World 

Wars, a large number of South African psychiatric medical practitioners were 

fairly well-connected to global trends in psychiatry (10–12). This global in-

terconnection led to a progressive shift in approach in mental health philoso-

phies in South Africa, a move away from the “custodial” care model where 

and amelioration of psychiatric patients were the sole purview of “lunatic asy-

lums”, and towards “community psychiatry” (92–93). Under community psy-

chiatry, recuperation and treatment were done via newly available psycho-

tropic drugs and entailed some kind of re-integrative process into the commu-

nity through direct contact with family members, rather than in the asylum82. 

The tenets of treating patients outside of the hospital or asylum that commu-

nity psychiatry was associated with also unwittingly became a justification of 

the apartheid government for the lack of mental healthcare facilities available 

for blacks and coloureds under apartheid. Jones estimates that during apart-

heid it was mostly white men who were being institutionalized, while, for in-

stance, black psychotic patients were released into the community and often 

subjected to treatment by traditional healers. 

Despite the turn to community psychiatry, the public image of asylums dur-

ing high apartheid was closer to that in Michel Foucault’s in Madness in the 

Age of Reason. In this sense asylums were understood in the public imaginary 

as alternative prisons, centers of containment rather than places of rest and 

recuperation83. For Foucault asylums are a defining feature of the nineteenth 

century’s tendency towards “great confinement”; they are places where “dis-

ciplinary power” is exerted over persons suffering from often minor mental 

health afflictions (Foucault 105–08). Individuals in the asylum are then spir-

ited away from society where they represent undesirable excess. In the final 

part of “the corn awaits us, the black birds”, Jensma associates the asylum 

with a “gaol”, thus echoing the Foucauldian image.  

Jensma himself is interested in creating a space of sanctuary, rather than 

the secreted excess in Foucault’s asylum. This is apparent in his earlier dia-

logue with van Gogh where he shows solidarity with the marginalized painter 

and accepts his profession of awkward love. As we shall see further in the 

poem, the association between the asylum, the spilling of blood, the gaol and 

                                                      
82 Judging by his letters to Saunders, Jensma seems to have been under a form of this kind of 

more progressive therapy in Durban 
83 This was also the case in the Cape Colony at the turn of the century as shown by Rory du 

Plessis in his analysis of the Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum. He uses the term gaol specifically 

in quoting from documents of the period. (23–25)(du Plessis) 
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the blackbirds feeds into the prevailing social suspicion of asylums as disci-

plinary institutions. By creating an escapist continuum, Jensma’s solidarity 

further serves to transport the figure of van Gogh and his ear further towards 

Southern Africa. In the poem at hand and in “klop”, we see two competing 

trends in psychiatric care present in the 1960s and 1970s. In “the corn awaits 

us, the blackbirds” we see dramatized the suspicious understanding of the asy-

lum as an institution wielding disciplinary power, one associated with suspi-

cions of human rights abuses under the apartheid government. Then the ac-

ceptance of van Gogh’s deviance as something potentially positive creates a 

counter-discourse that echoes the “skisofoon family” in “klop”, and thus it 

echoes the imprint of the view where psychiatric care is conceived as commu-

nity-based. 

To return to the close-reading, the parable of the sower and the future har-

vest gives the whole poem a future orientation. The metaphoric sowing seems 

to point the rejecting audience towards the after-effects of van Gogh’s artistic 

sacrifice. Jensma identifies with van Gogh’s gesture of sacrifice and his work 

– being implanted in fertile soil, his work will transcend his bodily existence 

and germinate in place far beyond his European universe, and hopefully to-

wards South Africa where they can live a new life and be appreciated at their 

immense value. Again, like in “die herren grosz und luginbühl”, we see 

Jensma’s predilection for thinking about the future through visual art. 

Furthermore, the parable of the sower is a recurring motif in Jensma’s work 

– a mode of considering the long durée of artistic production as well as its 

requirements. This parable thus creates a continuum between Arles and South 

Africa in a more or less subtle way. In Jensma first poetry volume, for in-

stance, the short ditty “Sometime Next Time” (1973) is also retelling of this 

biblical episode. “Sometime Next Time” also specifies that the biblical “seed” 

is “corn” – another subtle reason that could place the “corn” of the van Gogh 

poem in South Africa: 

Sometime Next Time 

 

i plant my corn on the rocks 

it does not grow 

i plant my corn on fertile land 

it does not grow 

next time i plant 

i’ll start beyond 

i’ll start beyond the bread” (Jensma, Sing 91) 

This small refrain might be interpreted as outlining the extreme sacrifice that 

art and artistic inspiration require. The typographic spacing in this poem cre-

ates a visual illusion of a wavy corn plant, melding the textual with the visual. 

Like “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”, this earlier poem expresses a future-

oriented subjectivity, a need to go beyond the palpable – just like the bodily 
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sacrifice of van Gogh is undertaken, according to Jensma, with an eye to the 

future survival of the work of art. In this poem, and by extension in “the corn 

awaits us, the blackbirds”, Jensma is concerned with building a fecund artistic 

practice that can transcend its popular rejection. The sacrifice required for art 

is acknowledged in this way. In the earlier poem, the idea of “starting beyond 

the bread” is yet another way of creating artistic greatness that transcends 

scarce living conditions – starting from the incorporeal dimensions of art and 

moving towards material inheritance/creation. This recurs in first van Gogh 

poem, where painting supplies first turn into flesh and blood, and live on as 

the material excess of the severed ear haunting society. 

In typical Jensma fashion, however, the religious imagery and the refer-

ences to ritual sacrifice are far from solemn. They are counterbalanced by 

Jensma’s irreverential and jokey expletive-laden forms of address towards van 

Gogh. Using the second person vocative “you van Gogh” implies a kind of 

community address – a friendly and familiar “you there”, Jensma seems to 

say. This easy and informal interpellation creates a kind of intimacy of address 

characteristic of the ease with which Jensma mixes South African and Euro-

pean influences in his work. This address occurs as a cosmopolitan-vernacular 

exchange  within which the center does not necessarily hold more prestige 

than the periphery, but is juxtaposed with it (Helgesson, “General 

Introduction: The Cosmopolitan and the Vernacular in Interaction” 7–9). 

Jensma meets van Gogh on equal footing in an encounter based around curi-

osity, rather than the inferiority complexes dramatized in Walcott’s poetry. 

Jensma’s van Gogh is not there to model more sophisticated painting tech-

niques, and act as a revered intangible precursor who despises the art of the 

marginal cosmopolitan. On the contrary, he is encountered in an informal art-

ist to artist dialogue reflecting on how madness, passion and creating art in-

termix – a dialogue that occurs beyond geographical and temporal boundaries. 

That is not, of course to deny the uneven topographies of center and periphery, 

but to suspend them momentarily for a productive dialogue on craft and aes-

thetic strategies, a balancing act Jensma often pulls off. 

Halfway through the poem, however, van Gogh disappears as a direct in-

terlocutor (“you van Gogh” “shit holy ghost vincent”) and in his stead, his 

severed ear becomes the creative and narrative agent, in a surrealist twist. The 

sacrificial excess, the ingredient that leads to the deepening of the artistic mes-

sage thus takes a life of its own. At this junction, the poem takes a surrealistic 

turn, van Gogh’s disembodied ear catches wind of the night life of Arles and 

departs to join in the fun: “arles/hear that downtown drip red, your ear/crawls 

up carpeted concrete walls, boot/out!” (Jensma, clippings 62).   

The red light of the downtown might be a reference to The Night Café 

(1888) depicting the ennui inside of a café van Gogh and Gauguin frequented 

in Arles. The main colour palettes of the painting include many reds, browns 

and yellows to convey a melancholy mood – a use of colour that brings van 
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Gogh closer to expressionism in strategy. In the poem “somewhere in the mid-

dle sunday”, these two colours are evoked as those of Jensma’s curtains after 

a short reference to the pre-expressionist James Ensor. 

  A few of van Gogh’s paintings of Arles such as Café Terrace At Night 

(1888) use this combination of red and brown tones to evoke the night life of 

the small sleepy city. Reading “arles” with an English pronunciation that 

would slightly occlude the open vowels of the French, it might sound like an 

homonymous “I’ll” – therefore the verse becomes “I’ll hear that downtown 

drip red” – a move that includes the speaker in the vignette of van Gogh’s 

sower and his halo-carrying activities and strengthens the continuum between 

Arles and a South African urban space, possibly Durban. 

The red drip, taken at face value signifies a trace of spilled blood occurring 

in the center of town, mayhaps a brawl in the café, or an illicit moment of 

torture. The disembodied ear then proceeds to follow the blood rivulet and to 

“scale carpeted concrete walls” making its escape to some unspecified outside 

(Jensma, clippings 62). The images that indicate the ear’s escape seem to 

channel other earlier vistas of surveillance and violence in the operations of 

the apartheid police in Jensma’s present volume. The earlier mention of sus-

picions directed towards apartheid psychiatry and its complicity with the state 

can also compound the set of references here.  

Rather obsessively in clippings, Jensma evokes interior scenes where se-

cretive state violence turns into bizarre surreal performances of power and 

destruction. One can mention the torture and industry of death unfolding in 

the first part of “die herren grosz und luginbuhl” analysed in the previous sec-

tion, or the police violence in the poem “somewhere in the middle sunday” 

where François Villon is chased by the apartheid police poking in closets, in-

dicted for “playing harp on the barbed wire at the berlin wall”(clippings 45). 

The ear’s journey along carpeted concrete walls is thus similarly inflected by 

an abstract imaginary of surreal surveillance and gratuitous state violence that 

awaits at many turns in Jensma’s 1977 volume. Jensma’s imagery here antic-

ipates the surrealist mood of William Kentridge’s critiques of apartheid South 

Africa in the late 1980s and beyond. 

Another dimension of the poem becomes visible if one reads “carpeted con-

crete walls” as a reference to the padded walls of a mental institution.  “Boot 

out”, the phrasal verb construction that follows this description means to un-

seat, kick out or to dismiss84, in this case possibly evict, or even escape from 

the mental institution, or the brawl in the café. The Foucauldian asylum where 

one is locked up recurs in the final lines of the poem that also re-hash Wheat-

field with Crows: “let tell each other asylum bleed wine/it’s in it’s out it’s gaol, 

blackbirds/locked in whirls of sky” (62).  It is relevant to note here that van 

Gogh’s series of wheatfield paintings were made during his voluntary stay in 

                                                      
84 See Macmillan Phrasal Verb dictionary 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/boot-out 
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the asylum of Saint-Paul-de-Mausolée in Saint Rémy close to Arles. A wheat 

field surrounded by a stone wall and cypresses and olive trees was van Gogh’s 

view from the window of his room in the asylum. He painted the motif of the 

wheatfield 12 times as the seasons and weather changed.85 This detail would 

then explain the sudden appearance of the asylum in relation to the burning 

field and the blackbirds whirling above. 

In Jensma’s clippings, images of incarceration, doctors who act as execu-

tioners, mental institutions and prisons recur frequently. This absurd scene is 

then, possibly, another one of Jensma’s cryptic critiques of the abusive saniti-

zation of society that apartheid required. Mental deviance in this light becomes 

a form of resistance to a forced uniformization that kills artistic endeavour and 

replaces it with selective isolation. Jensma’s “schisofoon family” also repre-

sents a form of desired solidarity through deviance, both mental and social. 

Last but not least, mayhaps the “blackbirds” can be literally read as black 

patients in the mental hospital whose experience of confinement was much 

closer to that of a work camp, as opposed to the white patients whose treatment 

conditions were more focused on rest, recovery and occupational therapy 

(Hayes 30). The paranoid suspicion that the apartheid government incarcer-

ated undesirable figures such as black dissidents and other anti-apartheid ac-

tivists within asylums can also be read in the formulation “blackbirds locked 

in whirls of sky” with which the poem closes. Here the crows transfigured into 

blackbirds become “jail birds”, the American colloquial term for prisoners. 

The aesthetic gesture implied by the cutting off of the ear as well as the 

other self-cannibalising gestures in other Jensma poems can be read in dia-

logue with the polemic suggestion of anthropophagy as a modernist technique 

in Oswald de Andrade’s “Cannibalist Manifesto” (Manifesto Antropófago) as 

Stefan Helgesson and Laura Winkiel suggest. Helgesson detects in one of the 

parts of “Lopsided circle” in Sing the ghostly intertextual presence of the poem 

“A mão suja” by Carlos Drummond de Andrade, a dada/surrealist poem about 

the need to sever one’s hand as a condition for artistic independence. Drum-

mond de Andrade’s poem was written precisely in connection to antropoph-

agy (Helgesson, Transnationalism 86). The Cannibalist Manifesto entailed a 

modest proposal that Brazil must consume all modernist and worldly influ-

ences from elsewhere – digestion would then rid the Western exports of their 

foreign aspect rendering them local and thus primitivist – a critical act that 

aimed to dismantle hierarchies of power within modernism and European lit-

erature. Helgesson reads Jensma’s own consumption as cognate to that of the 

antropophagic movement, establishing a kind of Global South solidarity be-

tween South Africa and Brazil: “The violence of Jensma's self-annihilation is 

reminiscent of the Brazilians’, as is the figural incorporation, the "devouring" 

                                                      
85 This information was retrieved from the description of one of the paintings in the series on 

the website of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/per-

manent/82820.html?mulR=32251%7c1 
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of the other” (87).  For Jensma, Winkiel remarks, the act of conspicuous con-

sumption of one’s own flesh, “anthropophagy serves to bind together in su-

tured disparate discourses African, European, New World sensibilities in an 

implosive self-destructive bent”(Winkiel 109). This metaphor of cultural im-

port via consumption as well as Jensma’s philosophy whose anti-rationalist 

and anti-humanist energies are derived from the anarchic elements of dada and 

surrealism, Winkiel observes, are also direct critiques of South African society 

under apartheid (109). The rejection of van Gogh’s “awkward love” and bod-

ily sacrifice by mainstream society can then also be read as the obsession of 

the apartheid state with stamping out deviant behaviour from the social sphere. 

The carpeted concrete walls then could refer to apartheid surveillance tech-

niques, while the figures in the windows (“fucken funny stares into win-

dows?”) are the target of Jensma’s critique in this volume: whites in wilful 

isolation devoted to conventions rather than a commitment to justice or curi-

osity. 

The density of the ekphrastic hooks is a particularly salient feature of the 

dada aesthetic that Jensma adopts in clippings. As we have seen in the two 

previous poems, entextualizing friends and other admired artists is de rigueur 

in Jensma’s poetry. Mentions and ekphrastic hooks act as moments of dictée 

automatique – they pencil in an atmosphere, populate it with reference and 

possible outbound trajectories, yet the referential density of the poem is meant 

to perform the spontaneous jocular collocation of thought and associative 

logic that defines dada. This lyrical collage is not collapsible into a narrative 

flow, but rather it works a series of related associations that signify the poem 

as a force field rather than a narrating beast. 

Jensma channels influence and mixes registers to create a new form of 

South African avant-garde via these juxtapositions and artistic overflow. 

Helgesson helpfully formulates Jensma’s many anthropophagic identifica-

tions as “lyric possession”: “His form of ‘lyric possession,’ to return to Stew-

art's term, is apparently limitless, unrestrained by national boundaries and cer-

tainly less anxious about cultural hierarchies than Rui Knopfli” 

(Transnationalism 87). Within this dynamic of creation, Jensma’s inventories 

mixing South African and European influence create a force field that is both 

transnational and heavily local dealing in inside jokes, clever textual free as-

sociation and skilled and easy homage – as we can glimpse from this poem in 

particular. Invoking van Gogh and his total sacrifice in service of his art means 

adding another name to the “schisofoon” pantheon of influence and solidarity 

where art, marginalization and mental illness meet as necessary conditions for 

creation. The presence of van Gogh’s paintings creates a set of images medi-

tating on the artistic process and on the position of an artist in society given 

the shared mental deviance of both him and Jensma. 

As the ear of van Gogh escapes out into the open, it invites curiosity and 

ridicule from the unsympathetic audience rejecting van Gogh’s sacrifice: 

“fucken funny stares into windows?”. Just like in several earlier poems, 
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Jensma criticizes the isolated white audience for their complacency – after 

rejecting the self-mutilation of van Gogh as worthy artistic sacrifice, they are 

now making funny faces behind the safe space of their windows. The ear once 

again resignifies in the poem as a revenant that infiltrates the space behind the 

window in a disturbing imprecation: “haunt, haunt, oh boneclean skullery!”. 

The severed ear moving through town turns nightmarish and spectral (like van 

Gogh’s holy ghost earlier) and re-appears to unsettle closed domestic and of-

ficial space.  

out! fucken stares into windows? 

haunt, haunt, oh boneclean skullery! 

let tell each other asylum bleed wine 

it’s in it’s out it’s gaol, blackbirds 

locked in whirls of sky, the corn field 

eats the flames, eats like bloody hell (clippings 62) 

“Boneclean skullery” is a play upon words between “scullery” – the room 

where utensils are stored and cleaned, associated with domestic servants, and 

“skullery” an invented word that echoes associations with “charnel house”, a 

room where skulls and bones are to be stored. The scullery as the domain of 

servants should be kept spotless – as clean as a bone. But this simile inviting 

ideas of purity can turn toward more sinister associations. It could mean med-

dling with the scene of a crime, a place where the bodies have been cleared 

away or have decomposed to the bone itself. The closed domestic space from 

within the windows is thus re-coded as a sanitised space of repression and 

where skeletons are hidden in closets. The reference to bone re-establishes the 

initial imagery of sacrifice where bones turn soft and fists dent the canvas as 

a proof of their material existence and participation in the aesthetic process. 

Bone stands in stark contrast to the dominance of flesh and blood that charac-

terised Jensma’s invocation of George Grosz, and it even harks back to the 

earlier, downtown drip red – the spilled blood of the previous section. 

“Skullery” might also be a metaphorical way to refer to the asylum – a 

place where skulls are cleaned of bad thoughts and deviant tendencies. A sim-

ilar term to the idea that one goes to the psychologist/psychiatrist to have 

“their head shrunk”, here the head is being cleaned thoroughly until the grey 

matter turns into the hard substance of the bone. Indeed, the image of the psy-

chiatrist purifying a patient’s soul by injecting drugs into his veins is one that 

Peter Horn has singled out in Jensma’s previous poem “Ring da’ Till” (Horn 

106). Horn also identifies this satirical image of the psychiatrist with a critique 

of power, dependence and capitalism. Associating the “skullery” with the asy-

lum where thoughts are sanitised might also explain the later references to the 

asylum over the next couple of verses.  

The ear seems returns to the scene of madness to haunt the rooms where 

madness is to be contained. It represents an uncontainable excess, just like van 
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Gogh’s love was understood as socially awkward, thus not containable within 

“normal” social mores. Peter Horn points out that Jensma has a fondness for 

disturbing images of authoritarian doctors, he especially points to the image 

of a psychiatrist administering psychotropic drugs as if he was performing a 

religious rite in one of Jensma’s poems (Horn 106). The way authoritarianism 

plays out in Jensma’s poems has also been explored in the first half of the 

chapter in “die herren grosz und luginbühl”, and given the interconnected 

character of poems in clippings one can safely suppose this attitude transfers 

easily to the whole collection. 

Laura Winkiel and Stefan Helgesson also note that Jensma’s poetry is ripe 

with self-mutilation, body horror and exaggerated violence (109–10; 

Transnationalism 86–87). The severed ear and the place of containment, the 

skullery (or the asylum) are related images in this poem. Moreover, several of 

Jensma’s poems in Sing, and where white is the colour where black is the 

number combine religious imagery with gruesome body horror, where limbs 

and the head is cut off for a kind of ritual purification of consciousness. Van 

Gogh’s severed ear can be read as part of a larger theme in Jensma’s poetry 

where art is shown to require self-immolation, and almost always a kind of 

sacrificial deconstruction of the body of the artist.  

The images of body horror are stringed together in a recurring longer par-

ody of the holy communion. In a reversal of the practice, it is the blood that 

becomes wine. While the downtown that attracted the severed ear dripped red 

with blood, the substance that bleeds into the asylum is transfigured into wine. 

“Let tell each other” possibly refers to the speaker and van Gogh locked in an 

exchange of artistic ideas in the mental asylum. Their shared madness is there-

fore a creative substance, and, simultaneously, the climax to the sacrificial plot 

point. Wine is the one that flows, rather than the blood from the severed ear. 

The asylum is shown to not have real containment power since in their shared 

madness, Jensma and van Gogh weave in out of this prison, in contrast to the 

blackbirds in the painting whose presence is a way of incarcerating sentiment: 

“it’s in it’s out it’s gaol, blackbirds/ locked in whirls of sky”. In this context, 

in and out might refer to the previously set up situation where van Gogh is 

judged an outsider and Jensma identifies with him in solidarity. The question 

to be asked here is whether the Dutch artist (and Jensma by extension) is an 

outsider in this situation (“it’s in it’s out it’s gaol”), and indeed whether this 

social strait-jacket might be a prison (“gaol”) rather than a space of artistic 

release.  

Perhaps the “gaol” in this case is also a way of expressing the passing of 

time that transfixes works of art and ossifies them into their current shape. 

Jensma then moves on to read the significance of Wheatfield with Crows as 

consciousness ossifying into art. The birds, despite their usual dynamic per-

ception have their movement arrested by the mobile sky. In contrast to the 

immobilized birds, the sky is the dynamic element in this painting: it is whirl-

ing, while the birds are static. Similarly to the sky, the field is also animated, 
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it seems to be swallowing the small ridges of rust coloured lines appearing on 

the top. Jensma reads these colour lines as “flames” and thus the corn field – 

the result of the diligent sowing of the cautious earlier figure – appears to eat 

“the flames”, rather than viceversa. The road that parts the field is also painted 

in brown and red tones, and the moving field seems to march on it and con-

sume it. Again flames suggest the violent passion at the limit of madness that 

drives van Gogh’s painting process, and the painting itself seems to be con-

sumed by the hungry field – who “eats like bloody hell”. In keeping with pre-

viously outlined imagery of consumption, if one understands the blackbirds as 

black bodies imprisoned by the apartheid system, their immobilization would 

inevitably enail that the fire eventually reaches and annihilates them. This im-

agery of black bodies being consumed and/or aestheticized harks back to the 

“grosz und luginbühl” poem. 

After the reversal of the communion imagery where blood turns into wine 

– blood is being perhaps also aestheticized here – the result is a figurative 

opening of hell as the field swallows the other elements in the painting. The 

field burning is also an unexpected result of the parable of the sower – instead 

of a lasting community that grows and expands for hearing the “good news”, 

the adherents/the growing field in the parable is engulfed by flames. Actually, 

if one pays attention, the field behaves unexpectedly here – “the corn field eats 

the flames”, rather than allowing the flames to consume it. Instead of the fires 

of Gehenna being unleashed upon van Gogh’s field, it is the field itself that 

“eats like bloody hell”. Bloody hell is also significant as a typical English 

swear word expressing surprise and dismay (usually at someone’s behaviour), 

and having a literal meaning of a bloodied inferno – blood having been iden-

tified as a significant fluid in the second part of the poem. The behaviour 

judgement itself is in step with the earlier disjunctive attitudes of the social 

environment in the poem. The blood, of course, returns us back to the Jesus 

imagery from the beginning looping the poem back to its opening images. All 

of this is done in Jensma’s characteristic dark humour and fierce tongue.  

The image of the cornfield eating the flames shows a kind of reversed tran-

sience where the work of art consumes its maker, the now insubstantial holy 

ghost vincent. The painting survives across centuries becoming a mighty ele-

ment of visual memory a long time after the maker’s demise. Ultimately, it is 

the reality of the one reading the painting rather than the intention of the 

painter that survives the passage of time and here Jensma activates these forces 

of materiality for a joint art historical interpellation of late van Gogh. 

The two last lyrics of the poem make for an apt ekphrastic description of 

van Gogh’s post-impressionist and almost pointillist technique in Wheatfield 

with Crows both in terms of colour and in terms of painting swatches – the 

elements that make up the background and the field appear to move by dint of 

the small wriggling lines in darker or lighter colours. Jensma’s ekphrasis here 

highlights the technique that defines the making of van Gogh’s works of art. 

It focuses on the process through which the paintings came to be as well as 
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the sensations obtained by van Gogh’s particular painting style. Jensma aims 

to create a kind of grammar including a visual and ritualistic syntax of late van 

Gogh in the depictions of the technique, the physical and mental climate of 

the painter’s life, as well as the recurring religious element in his canvases. 

Jensma’s solidarity with van Gogh is thus synaesthetic above all else. 

More generally, in this poem, Jensma’s evocation of van Gogh creates a 

kind of affective visual memory that is both tactile in the description of the 

painting accoutrements and the dent of the fists, arrestingly visual in the body 

horror and in the way in which it moves between the various elements of paint-

ings. The poem is also jokingly religious in a parody of transsubstantion and 

transfiguration that, nevertheless, in the next poem and in the photographic 

performance turns Jensma into the South African heir of van Gogh. Ekphrasis 

acts in this poem, not just as a visual intertext, but as a set of notes and evoca-

tions that highlight the process and materiality of painting. Jensma’s poem 

also scrutinizes the position of the artist in relation to a conventional and iso-

lationist society, both in his example of van Gogh’s rejection for antisocial 

behaviour and in the overtures towards a shared artistic madness that write 

himself in dialogue with van Gogh. This dialogue continues apace in the im-

ages that follow the poem and in the next poem in the diptych that questions 

Jensma’s export of van Gogh into a Southern African milieu. 

Up until this point, we have scrutinized Jensma’s complex moves of juxta-

posing van Gogh’s late career paintings such as Wheatfield with Crows, The 

Sower, and Café Terrace at Night with a South African imaginary of torture, 

confinement and implied police violence. In keeping with his strategy in 

“klop”, he reclaims an imaginative connection between the artists he admires 

and their mental health afflictions. Ekphrasis here provides the glue by which 

van Gogh’s paintings are transmuted, but also analysed, thematised and of-

fered as counter-examples depicting a brave confrontation with the times in 

contradistinction to white conventions and isolationationism in South Africa. 

This poem also articulates to a number of others in clippings by virtue of its 

critique of the asylum, its depiction of abusive authority and its religious im-

agery. There is also a subtle dynamic of race that operates in the poem, if one 

understands the blackbirds as black bodies afflicted by apartheid state vio-

lence. 

The Chair in Arles, The Chair in Durban: Jensma’s Photographic Installation 

 

A vital feature of the poem we have just analysed, and of the one following it 

is that they are both illustrated with photographs which occur on the right hand 

side (“the corn awaits us”) and on the left hand side (“the ceiling just caved 

in”). As such, the poems also operate in image-textual configurations, but the 

eight photographs interposed in between also provide a distinct visual connec-

tive medium between South Africa and van Gogh of their own accord. The 
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image opposite “the corn awaits us” printed on the right hand leaf depicts a 

simple black and white chair against the backdrop of a beach with mangroves 

growing out of the sand and small waves rolling in the horizon. Similarly, the 

image opposite “the ceiling just caved in today” also depicts a black and white 

chair against a marine background. While the image is similar, the perspective 

and the environment where the chair is placed are different, as if one can see 

the same subject from a different angle.  

Like the references to van Gogh’s paintings, the chair – as mentioned in the 

introduction – recalls a painterly element, van Gogh’s chair in Arles: a simple 

wicker affair that he reproduces in a number of his paintings from his late 

period. Setting the chair on a sandy beach, in lieu of the interior scenes in Van 

Gogh’s paintings is a significant change. Just as the wheat turns to corn in the 

poem, the re-set chair serves as a subtle transcultural translation or transplan-

tation (Neumann, “Postcolonial Ekphrasis” 451). 

The beach echoes a trite advertising trope presenting the country as “sunny 

South Africa”, a place where one can lounge on the beaches and enjoy life. 

Jensma pokes fun at this trope several times in clippings, especially in sections 

III and IX of “kántie, hy’s on the binge”, and again in “the ceiling just caved 

in today”. Given Jensma’s employment in an advertising company at the time 

and his criticism of this image in his poems, one can read the poem as an 

oblique call-back to the trope. 

In the series of photographs, Jensma is employing a similar strategy to that 

used in some of Walcott’s illustrations that re-visualize famous paintings by 

Cézanne or Gauguin in Tiepolo’s Hound. The illustrations then participate in 

the dialogic moment that Jensma imagines with van Gogh where a certain sol-

idarity is imagined based on their shared artistic occupation and mental health 

afflictions. Beyond Jensma’s verbal profession of solidarity, the chair be-

comes as mobile as the ear that disengages from van Gogh’s life-time and 

comes to haunt the downtown of Arles, and mayhaps that of Durban. The chair 

moves from the interiors of downtown Arles in the south of France and comes 

to a more southerly place by the warmer waters of the Indian ocean. Owing to 

this possible trajectory, one notices a stronger thematic connection between 

the second poem of the diptych and the images of beach – an explicit invitation 

for van Gogh to join Jensma on the sunny beaches of South Africa is made 

there. 

Transposing van Gogh’s chair from Arles to South Africa is also transpos-

ing it from a painted medium to a photographic one. In a narrow way, putting 

the paintings in dialogue to the photograph also builds a temporal continuum 

operating by remediation understood more in the sense of Bolter and Grusin. 

The paintings are the older medium, that is then re-mediated into the newer 

photographic medium. As mentioned above, Jensma’s dialogue with van 

Gogh stretches across time, but focuses on creating temporal continuity be-

tween the Dutch artist, his work and his South African counterpart. The series 
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of photographs are thus part of Jensma’s visual vebal interpellation of the 

memory of van Gogh. 

The photographic installation is interposed between pages 63 and 70. If one 

leafs through the pages, the effect is that of a moving picture where perspec-

tive and character change with every image passing successively in front of 

the viewer’s eyes. The body of Jensma appears in movement, and so does the 

sand with each passing page. This feature seems to pick up from the contrast 

between the immobilized birds and the moving field eating the flames, and 

continue this dynamic encounter as the chair moves between every frame in 

relation to the mangroves and the sea – which, although more dynamic than 

the chair, in theory, persist more steadily as background elements. The shapes 

on the sand also change between frames – yet another example of something 

one assumes is more solid or enduring becoming malleable and changing as 

the body of the artist shapes it. I will now offer an ekphrastic description of 

each frame to describe the photographic installation, and point to how the pho-

tographic concerns reflect on the two poems. 

In the first image, a close-up of a chair set on a beach with mangroves in 

the background and the rolling waves of the ocean disappear into the horizon. 

In the second picture, the perspective changes and one sees the chair moving 

to the back of the picture to reveal the body of a man dressed in slacks and a 

black blouse with his back turned lying on the sand in front of the chair. The 

man’s head is invisible, and only his elbows can be seen protruding from his 

shirt, leaving the impression of lameness. In the third picture, the man is kneel-

ing in front of the chair, his head with a protruding bald spot is visible, but his 

arms are still obscured. One assumes that this man is Jensma based on the 

dialogue that was sketched in the first poem, and on the opening of the second 

poem where the speaker declares that he is “the incarnate of vincent van gogh” 

(71).86 His prostrate position in the previous frame is still visible in the marks 

on the sand below him. In the fourth picture, the man is sitting on the chair 

facing the sea leaning his stomach against the chair’s back. The marks of his 

body in the sand are still visible and his arms are folded so that only the shoul-

ders and a small chunk of the upper arm are visible. The unidentified beach in 

this case is a way of performing a global South association here. 

In the fifth image, the artist is sitting behind the chair facing the sea, his 

lower body is not visible, and only his shoulders and the back of his head can 

be clearly discerned. The sixth image shows Jensma standing behind the chair 

facing the sea. His arms are now visible by the side of his upper body. His 

lower body is somewhat obscured by the back of the chair. The illusions where 

limbs appear as purposely missing could be a way of connecting to the poem 

by Drummond de Andrade and to the anthropophagic movement, but also to 

the disembodied ear of van Gogh going downtown. This is a disappearing act 

                                                      
86 Indeed the figure in the photographs is Jensma, the photographer Karin Monteiro confirms 

(personal correspondence) 
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that in keeping with Jensma’s own interest in body horror and self-cannibal-

ising gestures as a way of deconstructing white subjectivity. In the seventh 

image – Jensma’s back appears from behind the chair with arms outstretched 

as if crucified on an invisible cross. In the eighth and final image, the silhou-

ette has disappeared – one supposes into the foamy ocean waves.  Once again, 

the chair stands deserted in the center of the photograph. The footsteps in the 

sand start from the lower part of the photograph and lead away towards the 

ocean behind the chair. This is a marked difference from the first poem, the 

figure has been phenomenological present as the footsteps attest. And, once 

again, there is text on the page facing the empty chair, the next poem “the 

ceiling just caved in today”. The perspective, the framing and the zoom of the 

photograph with the empty chair are markedly different, however, from the 

first photograph – showing that repetition always entails a difference, but also 

marking the installation coming back full circle. 

This set of photographs present a conjuring and a disappearing act – a sort 

of moving reel where the artist plays with the chair whose centrality remains, 

for the moment mysterious. It appears as a sort of axis to all of the photo-

graphs. When one considers the chair as an echo and re-visualization of van 

Gogh’s painting chair in his studio at Arles, its centrality is explained. van 

Gogh painted the simple peasant chair with a rattan seat to be found in his 

bedroom at Arles in several of his late paintings.  As mentioned in the first 

analysis, van Gogh’s bedroom in Arles was a space carefully designed and re-

designed by the painter and is the subject of one of his most prized canvasses, 

Bedroom in Arles.  The yellow chair (“like butter” as Van Gogh describes it 

in a letter to his brother) is a central element in Bedroom in Arles (1888) and 

in the later sketch, Van Gogh’s Chair (1888). A similar wicker chair also ap-

pears in The Night Café (1888), At Eternity’s Gate (1890), and in several stud-

ies for the bedroom, as well as a series of sketches of a chair dated (1890-

1891). It is also an absent member of comparison in Van Gogh’s 1888 Gau-

guin’s Chair – a painting of a more luxurious style of chair with several books 

and an intricate seat cushion (Incidentally, Gauguin’s chair also recurs in a 

number of images, amongst which the famed L’Arlesienne (1888-9) and La 

Berceuse (1889)). Van Gogh used this more luxurious chair as an invitation 

for Gauguin to visit Arles – the two chairs symbolizing the different person-

alities of the two painters. 

Jensma’s own simple chair on the beach and its obsessive recurrence in the 

photographs is then motivated by this revisualization effect. The fact that we 

only see Jensma’s back – in various positions, might indicate a further identi-

fication with Van Gogh. This identification comes on the heels of the stated 

solidarity in madness suggested by “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”. A 

remarkable difference between van Gogh’s chair and Jensma’s homage is that 

the chair in the photographs is placed outside amongst a sand dune vegetation 

that is not necessarily to be found in Europe. Like Walcott, Jensma is airing 

out Van Gogh’s canvasses. Thus, Jensma translates and pays homage to van 
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Gogh in the installation. The empty chair and the artist facing in a different 

direction than the audience encourage a narrative of identification with van 

Gogh, just as the chair pays homage to van Gogh, but it is not exactly the same 

wicker number. The two photographs that face the poems are two slightly dif-

ferent perspectives on the chair standing empty on the beach – inviting the 

poems to clarify how the art object re-visualized is also re-purposed by Jensma 

– we are not in Arles anymore it seems. They also imply that the poetic sub-

jectivity is to be found in the voices of pages opposite. 

At the same time, one of the poses, that in the seventh photo shows Jensma 

with arms outstretched as if being crucified. This occurs before his disappear-

ance in the eighth one (opposite the second van Gogh poem). The crucifixion 

points back to the Christ imagery in “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” and 

creates a more seamless connection between the first poem and the photo-

graphic installation. The association between the series of photographs and 

the Jensma poems can thus be called an imagetext since it signifies on its own 

as an homage, but also has strong and reinforced connections to the two poems 

(as shall be apparent in the second analysis below). The images themselves 

operate as vigorously independent and do their own thing which suggests the 

sutured synthesis indicated by Mitchell in his definition of Blake’s imagetexts. 

The photographs and their relationship to the poems seem to indicate a 

more multi-pronged and intentional approach to Jensma’s visual art than Ste-

phen Gray’s rather off the cuff assessment of the scene: 

At Praia do Polana, the beach noted for its South African tourists gorging on 

prawns and 2M beers, on the dunes with a box camera Jensma staged a se-

quence of himself in rather different straits. Balding and paunchy, he abased 

himself before a plain wooden chair in various positions, only to vanish into the 

currents of Delagoa Bay. The portfolio of eight snaps is included as the final 

sequence of Clippings. (Gray 34) 

In the overleaf of the book, Jensma states that the photographs were taken by 

Karin Monteiro, a friend who worked as a press photographer with ties to 

Durban and Johannesburg. In recent correspondence, Karin Monteiro indi-

cated that the photographs were in fact taken by her in Durban. Jensma was 

the “artistic director” of the shoot, and Monteiro shot the photographs on a 

professional camera (Monteiro, personal correspondence). It is also clear from 

the observations above that the photographs are staking some ground that the 

text of the poem is unable to do, proving precisely that Jensma’s art occurs in 

the space between the verbal and the visual, between the art historical and the 

imagined engagement with painters from the past. To wit, the second poem 

also operates in conjunction, but also independently from the photographic 

installation. Given the mention of beaches, bronzing and vacationing in South-

ern Africa, a gambit Jensma proposes to van Gogh’s ear, this latter poem 
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seems to be more closely tied to the photographic images and more specific 

in locale. 

Bronzing that Club-Ear: Imagetext, Commodification, Authenticity 

 

The second poem in the van Gogh diptych, “the ceiling has caved in today” 

establishes Jensma’s persona as an heir to van Gogh from the get-go:  

i jensma, i am also a socalled real artist 

i jensma, i the incarnate of vincent van gogh 

i jensma, i have come to blow all that boodle  

(clippings 71) 

The conditions of being an heir are pencilled quickly: being a bona-fide artist 

(jokingly expressed as “the socalled real artist”), and having a large amount 

of spending money. Here van Gogh is read off the bat as more of an artistic 

commodity, a mask of the European artist exported to South Africa, rather 

than the dedicated and passionate figure from the previous poem where the 

address was more transparently one-to-one. He is interpellated via a brand of 

advertising language that opens the poem. Jensma starts off with a profession 

of authenticity – he is the real deal in the art world “the socalled real artist”, 

next he establishes a pedigree for himself as the modern incarnation of van 

Gogh, and finally, he states that art, in this context, is a commodity under-

pinned by resource-rich intentions. 

The authenticity profession “i jensma” brings the indication of a legal realm 

into the poem; it echoes testamentary vocabulary, like a notarized declaration. 

This type of profession of authenticity one also encounters in Jensma’s most 

widely quoted poems that opens clippings “SPANNER IN THE WHAT? 

WORKS”, another testamentary account of Jensma’s birth and death that of-

fers several competing accounts of Jensma’s origin and his subsequent death 

in various location in South Africa and beyond. “i jensma” implies a binding 

contract to a certain level of “selfhood”. This selfhood is also legally bound to 

van Gogh who is named as precursor, as well as an equally legally binding 

intention to go on a spending bender given his profitable affiliation with van 

Gogh as well as his incontestable position as an artist in society. Starting from 

this legal formulation, one expects a serious act of transcultural translation. 

However, the supposed formal tone of the opening refrain is undermined 

by the colloquial term “boodle” and misspelled “socalled” and “cant go on” 

which indicate that these can and should be read in Jensma’s mocking register. 

Several of the poems in clippings, as we have seen, use an advertorial register 

sarcastically to indicate a loud-mouthed critique of white consumerism and 

empty capitalist ideals. “the ceiling just caved in today” is no exception to this 

project – selling a careless existence to the persona of a Dutch painter. For the 
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Afrikaners, Dutch art, most notably Rembrandt and Vermeer were important 

artistic precursors and models that. The idea of a European pedigree combined 

with African resources underwrote the ethos of modernization prevalent under 

high apartheid. While Dutch 17th-century art influenced Afrikaans painters at 

the turn of the century, Impressionism became an important idiom around the 

1920s, while post-Impressionism of the brand Van Gogh practiced became 

more appreciated with the arrival of the South African expressionists Laubser 

and Stern87. Van Gogh and Gauguin were thus later European influences on 

the South African art world imaginary. They represented forces of moderni-

sation and a desirable example of artistic modernism. So Jensma angles his 

poem at van Gogh as a valuable European import, an example for a modern 

South Africa. The profession of authenticity then needs to be understood un-

der these conditions of pedigree and modernisation, cultural traits that Jensma 

is mocking in this poem. 

The implication of presenting oneself as an affluent artist with a European 

pedigree in the poem coming from Jensma should be interpreted as a critique 

of apartheid society aspirations to create a new Afrikaner art that is profitable, 

innovative and has comparable authority based on its European origin.. Esmé 

Berman shows that the 1960s and 1970s marked an identity crisis for South 

African artists wondering whether they should follow European trends and 

look to Europe for innovation, or create a more Southern African visual iden-

tity (xx–xxi). Jensma’s poem illustrates this tension, and simultaneously pokes 

fun at it.  

Jensma’s identification as van Gogh, on the other hand, should also be seen 

as a key procedure in Jensma’s poetic vocabulary. A type of distributed iden-

tification that licenses influence and inspiration. Therefore, it is instructive to 

rehearse a few remarks by Helgesson about the status of Jensma’s serial iden-

tifications in order to contextualize this particular feat in the poem under scru-

tiny. Helgesson points out that one of the defining traits of Jensma’s poetry 

has to do with understanding the “i” in his verse as going beyond one-to-one 

identification, instead creating a distributed and “self-annihilating” subjectiv-

ity in step with: “the self’s itinerancy, the aggravation of linguistic indetermi-

nacy by pushing the ‘I’ well beyond the boundaries of conventional identifi-

cation” (Helgesson, Transnationalism 82). In Jensma scholarship, this multi-

ple and distributed I has been read as a symptom of his “intensely personal 

struggle to negotiate an impossible identity in South Africa, frequently in 

terms of psychosis or “schizophrenia” … produced by the morbid pressure of 

apartheid on the coherence of language and social being.” (Transnationalism 

83). However, reading Jensma as a symptom of apartheid’s impossible dichot-

omies, Helgesson continues, can also do a disservice to the “unboundedness” 

of Jensma’s cultural project where influence and reference are not only limited 

                                                      
87 See Berman for a longer discussion the influence of post-Impressionism on Laubser and Stern 

(61–67) 
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to apartheid identity or nation-language, instead the multiple and distributed 

“I”s cross-pollinate typography and topography in a discrepant cosmopolitan 

manner (Transnationalism 84–85). Jensma’s influences and references nego-

tiate various unstable bonds with spaces outside of South Africa like Brazil, 

The Netherlands and France – as the example of van Gogh rightly illustrates, 

or Germany, Switzerland, France and “Fook Island” as “die herren grosz und 

luginbühl” did beforehand. Reading precisely the identificatory line in “the 

ceiling just caved in today” where Jensma claims to be “a socalled real artist” 

and the “incarnate of vincent van gogh”, Helgesson claims that, this itinerant 

“I” must not be taken at face value, instead one must understand the persona 

of Jensma as a composite of all the other influences claimed in the volume:  

But he is more than that: “he”, the poet-effect produced by the words on the 

page, is the incarnate of Villon, Tristan Tzara, Dollar Brand and all the other 

artists, writers and musicians whose names circulate in his poetry. Jensma be-

comes what he devours (Transnationalism 87).  

At this juncture, I also want to specify that this set of observations must also 

be put in dialogue with my previous use of entextualization – Jensma’s means 

of memorializing friends and acquaintances, and recording cultural events also 

by means of a distributed subjectivity. The combination between a poem re-

cording colloquial and spoken language and the evocation of high level con-

nections between artists makes this particular reading of entextualization idi-

omatic for Jensma’s poetic strategies of flattening hierarchies. It is hard to 

imagine either Heaney or Walcott interpellating any of the visual artists that 

make an appearance in their poems with the equivalent of “Yo, Goya”, but not 

entirely implausible coming from Jensma the chummy and the irreverent de-

vourer of identities. 

In the poem at hand, Jensma’s identification with van Gogh is tongue-in-

cheek. It occurs behind an advertising mask, a ploy to elevate South African 

art by showing its overseas connections. These connections are performed 

here both via the photographic installation, and via Jensma’s characteristic 

devouring of influence and distributed self. The reference to van Gogh is pok-

ing fun at the South African art market and its consumerist ideology. It must 

be noted, that this poem connects to the materiality of ekphrasis and image-

text differently than the previous one. Materiality here is also synonymous 

with material gain, the art and the body of van Gogh are commodities. The 

desire to “blow all the boodle” to profit from bringing van Gogh and his ear 

across centuries and into a new existence in South Africa.  A sly connection 

between time and money is being made when the lyrical I explains van Gogh’s 

proposed translocation as the settling of a debt: “it’s been long time, time’s 

long overdue”. The passing of time implies some kind of framework for rep-

arations needs to be put into motion and thus – the advertorial tone commits 

to various changes after outlining van Gogh’s untenable existence in Arles. 
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“Blowing all that boodle” is a colloquial way of saying “spending consid-

erate amounts of cash”. Being a stand-in European transplant to South Africa 

entails a measure of lucre and success, a reading that directly places itself in 

stark contrast with the previous poem where art, hunger and precariousness 

seemed to go hand in hand. The distributed identification (a socalled artist, the 

incarnate of van gogh, come to blow all the boodle) creates a prescribed itin-

erary - one echoing touristic brochure descriptions claiming to offer visitors 

authentic experiences of an African paradise. This gives the poem a measure 

of playfulness and satire. In fact, the whole poem might be seen as a strange 

pastiche on a touristic brochure – the first part describing the drab existence 

of van Gogh in Arles and his dreary subjects, a procession of ekphrastic hooks 

to van Gogh’s late canvasses.  

it’s been long time – time’s long overdue 

those illuminated nights at avignon, those wax ears 

the chaps in the billiard room, waving corn 

bent old men face to face, blue dome 

upside squeak single bed down fields of flowe 

“yes, cant go on like this, cant go on, go on… 

but my dear sir, i say, what? still a child 

no ol van, no one saw that club ear till you… 

but don’t worry, van ol chap, I jensma 

i am having it bronzed!” it’s taken away from, out  

(clippings 71) 

Like the first poem of the diptych, “the ceiling just caved in today” is also rife 

with ekphrastic hooks. Yet, here in contradistinction, the paintings are ap-

praised for their value and pedigree, rather than used as an illustration of the 

sacrifices required to produce art. In this poem, paintings and sculpture are a 

sort of predictable ballast to the advertising message.  

The title “the ceiling just caved in today” possibly alludes to the Yellow 

House, van Gogh’s residence in Arles that he was attempting to renovate. The 

Yellow House was fairly derelict when he was living there, but it appears in 

van Gogh’s famous painting The Yellow House and its interiors are the subject 

of several paintings such as Bedroom in Arles (1888), The Artist’s Chair 

(1889) etc. The Yellow House was destroyed during bombing raids in the Sec-

ond World War, and mayhaps this is what the ceiling caving in refers to. In 

Jensma’s interpretation, then the ceiling collapsing would lead to van Gogh’s 

ear – the spectre of his artistic sacrifice – to be evacuated to South Africa 

where the Afrikaans painter would be “having it bronzed”. This formulation 

denotes both casting the ear into bronze – thus making it durable across the 

ages, and exposing it to the sun’s rays in “sunny South Africa”. The procedure 

of lightening up Van Gogh’s paintings and the surrealistic moment of casting 

his ear into bronze should be understood as a kind of sanitization of van Gogh 
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done for advertising purposes – a sort of facelift resolved by embarking on a 

package holiday.  

The invitation to van Gogh is first qualified by painting the dire situation 

in which van Gogh’s living conditions in Avignon are not conducive to a good 

life. This state of affairs has gone on for some time “it’s been long time, time’s 

long overdue”. Like in the previous poem, time and by extension visual 

memory play an important role in Jensma’s evocation. “in the corn awaits us, 

the blackbirds”, a kind of futurity and continuity between Jensma and van 

Gogh were demarcated. The earlier poem weaves a tenuous time-line where 

van Gogh’s work of art designated by the uncanny ear haunting another down-

town than that of Arles, and also by the ears of corn sprouting on fertile ground 

endure over the ages – sprout posthumously. In “the ceiling just caved in to-

day”, Jensma remarks that “time’s long overdue” for some sort of recognition 

of van Gogh’s sacrifice, and some sort of monetary compensation is implied 

by way of this long overdue recognition (as rehearsed above). 

Van Gogh’s situation in Arles is described via ekphrastic hooks. “those il-

luminated nights at avignon” probably evokes the painting Starry Night over 

the Rhône (1888), a bright nightscape where streetlights and a bridge reflect 

in the water of the Rhône close to Arles. The night scene is painted in tones of 

blue, white and yellow, which make the darkness become luminous and 

strange. This is another one of Van Gogh’s high visibility paintings. The poem 

continues with a mention of wax ears which might be a reference to the pro-

cess of creating sculptural moulds, where one creates a negative outline of the 

shape that will be moulded out of wax – the bronze is then poured over the 

wax and fills out the shape in the mould.  

“Wax ear” is also connected to the next line where “the chaps in the billiard 

room” are waving corn – as it often happens in spoken word poetry, this verse 

seizes on the homonymy of “wax ear” and “ear of corn”. Via the moulding 

process, the surreal ear haunting the earlier poem, now multiplies into several 

wax models, or place holders for the real thing about to be “bronzed” by 

Jensma. The next line “the chaps in the billiard room, waving corn”, probably 

refers to one of van Gogh’s many café scenes painted with generous reds and 

browns during his time in Arles.  

The most famous one, The Night Café contains indeed a number of men 

with rather undefined facial expressions, at the tables in the background facing 

each other as in conversation. The room is defined by the big billiard table 

painted in the foreground. “Waving corn” is a rather cryptic expression that 

possibly connects the previous reference to The Night Café to van Gogh’s field 

paintings, and the downtown scene in “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”. 

The reference to The Night Café makes the two poems cohere and further un-

derscort their operation as a poetic diptych – two sides of a coin. Although 

they explore different narratives of van Gogh, they are still connected.  

“Blue dome upside squeak single bed down fields of flower” mixes a num-

ber of van Gogh paintings together in the same breath – in the space of one 
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dense verse. “Blue dome upside” probably refers to the way in which the sky 

is sketched as a slightly rounded perspetive in Starry Night and Starry Night 

over the Rhône, while “squeak single bed” refers to van Gogh’s famous paint-

ing of his own room, The Bedroom in Arles - where a simple and quite narrow 

peasant bed is one of the main elements, alongside the chair. The room is 

painted in tones of blue in order to suggest vivacity and a rustic interior. Fields 

of flower refers to the large amount of flowers, sunflowers, irises, peonies that 

van Gogh painted during his voluntary internment into a mental asylum fol-

lowing the mutilation of his ear. 

This dense ekphrastic sequence breaks down van Gogh’s paintings breath-

lessly into various recognizable elements: “the illuminated nights”, “the wax 

ears”, “the billiard room”, “bent old men”, “blue dome”, “fields of flower”. It 

sounds to some extent like the parody of an exhibition catalogue where themes 

and motifs are identified, and the life and ideas of the painter are brought to-

gether in an attempt to conform to a certain exhibition narrative. It is as if van 

Gogh’s paintings are reduced to key words that make his elements identifiable 

into a sort of breathless curriculum vitae.  This section is an attempt to package 

van Gogh for the consuming public. Ekphrasis is not used so much to explore 

the oeuvre of van Gogh, but to appraise and package it. Jensma’s art market 

ekphrasis stands out in my explorations since the operations of cultural 

memory are explicated as a need to sell the idea of van Gogh to a South Afri-

can public.  

 but don’t worry, van ol chap, i jensma, 

 i am having it bronzed!” it’s taken away from, out 

 of the wax museum: nights of horror into 

 apple trees in bloom in single file: those cues 

 those darts in billiard rooms: on and on…  

 becomes beckoning days at the beach, their eyes wax 

 their faces legible, their wants mine 

yes, open the sluices, suck me into the crowd! 

it’s been long time – time’s long overdue (clippings 71) 

The dense ekphrastic hooks are followed by a tut-tut-tut moment where a 

voice in the offing observes that this situation is no longer tenable for “ol van”: 

“yes, cant go on like this, cant go on, go on….”. The voice in the offing that 

observes the untenability of van Gogh’s tenure at Arles is genial, slightly pat-

ronizing and English, mixing polite formulations such as “my dear sir” with 

friendly banter “van ol chap” [sic!]. Like the collector’s voice in “die herren 

grosz und luginbühl”, this English polite, old boys’ club voice is what Jensma 

imagines as the voice of soft (and hard) capitalism. Here he writes his own 

attempt to transplant van Gogh to South Africa as taking this business-like 

guise – a sort of problem solver tone. Van Gogh’s high status in South Africa 
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is assured because “the real socalled artist” is taking action to do so: the dis-

membered ear, cast out of Arles and polite society is now being recast, and 

this time into bronze. 

Van Gogh’s ear also reappears in other moments in the volume, most no-

tably in “it’s a royal flush”, where the disembodied voice who is put up at a 

hotel with a “coffee-and-soup slotmachine” walks by an antique shop: 

down the road at ye olde antique shoppe 

i saw at real, bargain prices:  

a replica of a van gogh ear 

two used up prostitutes 

a heap of personal garbage, re 

stock, ex-company director 

torn-out hearts in formaline bottles 

an array of eyes with set stares (Jensma, clippings 31) 

Again, Jensma uses the inventory aesthetics that is present in “the ceiling just 

caved in”, and a replica of Van Gogh’s ear is seen circulating in South Africa 

– this poem is set in Durban at the Royal Hotel, and alludes to Wilko Milcino-

vić’s second hand shop find that lead him to mount his exhibition at Gallery 

Y. Milcinović’s objects, as mentioned in the first part of the chapter are den-

tures and glass eyes. The inventory of bodies and objects reads as a Dadaist or 

surrealist exercise and is again articulated through use-value – “real, bargain 

prices” and through dismemberment “torn-out hearts in formaline bottles” and 

“eyes with set stares”. The ear of van Gogh thus creates different articulations 

in the volume between art, use value and exhibitionary regimes. 

To return to “ceiling”, the misspelling words gives the illusion of an inter-

vention where words are typed fast on and not proofread – a critique on the 

fast turnover of advertising markets. Jensma’s many explorations of typogra-

phy and experiments with the materiality of the page will qualify this apparent 

mistake as a purposeful omission. Helgesson also observes that: “Apart from 

Wilhelm Boshoff and Ivan Vladislavić, Jensma is perhaps the only South Af-

rican who has so insistently worked with alphabetic print, and the printed 

book, as material”(Helgesson, Transnationalism 86). These typographic over-

sights make the text seem hurried, as if details are unimportant, since times is 

of the essence in the issue of Van Gogh’s transplantation to South Africa “it’s 

been long time – time’s long overdue”.  

Crucially Jensma’s typographic omissions of apostrophes and dashes are 

also part of his visual aesthetic and of what Bergmann Loizeaux calls “textual 

consciousness”. To some extent the lack of punctuation and all lower case 

indicate a level of accessibility to the text, they signify a sort of vulnerability 

and make the process of typing visible on the page. They show that writing, 

like painting or drawing is the result of manual labour rather than emerging 

on the page as edited text, which is what is usually visible on the printed page. 
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As such, the mistakes can showcase the ridiculous fast pace of consumerism 

implied by the tourist brochure, but also the vulnerability of writing as a ma-

terial practice. Like in the previous poem where tactile metaphors about the 

canvas became relevant to how it engages the materiality of the process of 

painting, here the page is being curated via the fast-typing strategies that show 

the text of the poem to be connected to conspicuous consumption in a fast-

paced world. The lack of apostrophes engages with the materiality of the page, 

misspellings being a sort of aesthetic of vulnerability.  

 “Cant go on like this, cant go on, go” echoes Samuel Beckett’s widely 

quoted maxim from The Unnameable: “you must go on, I can't go on, I'll go 

on.”(Beckett 405). The oxymoron shows that the farce of van Gogh’s life will 

continue in a different location when finally, immigration to warmer shores is 

presented as a solution to van Gogh’s dreary life. His ailment is being covered 

up “no one saw that club-ear till you” – here Jensma puns on “club foot” which 

visibly afflicts the body – and, his work is being consecrated - Jensma is hav-

ing his ear bronzed. The paternal voice in the offing assures van Gogh that his 

daliances with a young girl are also going to be overlooked in South Africa. 

This has rather sinister sexual connotations and possibly alludes to van Gogh’s 

many encounters with prostitutes whose portrait he painted. In fact, his sev-

ered ear was offered, wrapped in a hankerchief to a young prostitute. 

The ear, as previously explained served as a corpus delicti in van Gogh’s 

famous fight with Gauguin. Here Jensma imagines that the ear is removed 

from its temporal storage “out of the wax museum”. The wax museum, must 

be read here in light of my earlier observations about the wax model used for 

bronze casting, but also van Gogh’s ear was not literally stored inside a wax 

museum. This is Jensma’s imagined possession of the ear whose movements 

one could follow in the previous poem. The ear is removed from its nightmar-

ish original setting: nights of horror (in the museum/asylum) are commuted 

into “apple trees in bloom”. This is a fairly transparent reference to a series of 

drawings and paintings that van Gogh produced in the spring of 1888 in Arles, 

the Flowering Orchards series. They are many perspectives on various types 

of trees in bloom symbolizing rebirth and hope after his arrival to Arles. The 

perspectives and particular techniques of depicting the flowers are inspired by 

van Gogh’s love of Japanese prints. In this sense, the arrival of the ear to South 

Africa changes the mood of Van Gogh’s paintings, brings them out of the 

museum and into a perpetual breezy spring. The beach holiday seems to solve 

all of Jensma’s and van Gogh’s problems. As such, the earlier scenes of the 

bent old men facing each other in the billiard room (and etc.: “on and on”) 

become “beckoning days at the beach”. The eyes of the old men are now them-

selves made out of wax and the smudged faces of many the characters in Van 

Gogh’s paintings are now legible and thus available for identification. Legi-

bility in this poem, is not commensurable with Jensma’s earlier painful explo-

ration of van Gogh’s creative process, here, the visibility of the faces is not a 

true hermeneutic travail.      
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At this juncture, Jensma’s itinerant i morphs from the voice of the chummy 

businessman, to another kind of distributed consciousness as he inhabits the 

old men in the billiard room now safely transported to the beach. “their wants 

mine” claims the lyrical I before he expresses a desire multiply and to join in 

the previously rejecting crowd of voices: “yes, open the sluices, suck me into 

the crowd!” (71). In this poem, as opposed to “the corn awaits us, the black-

birds” and “Portait of the Artist”, joining the crowd is a desirable and possible 

act, but also given the preoccupation with monetizing art and the proposed 

face-lift to the figure and ear of van Gogh this desire must be read as morally 

suspect. Peter Horn observes in a widely quoted passage that “Wopko’s iden-

tification with the oppressed is no feat” (Horn 107), in other words, the poet 

himself has experienced marginalization and understands the conditions under 

which oppression at the hand of an inflexible and racist society occurs. As 

before, Jensma’s poems often channel the perspective of the outsider in rela-

tion to a series of rejecting authoritarian groups, as was the case in “Portrait 

of the Artist” and in “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”. Then, the complete 

absorption of the businessman-cum-artist Jensma into the crowd should be 

read as satire, a kind of false consciousness – a series of voices that Jensma 

views with a critical eye and a raised eyebrow. As he declares in a manifesto 

about the purpose of his art and his penchant for social critique, “southern 

africa, I’ve seen you; oh yes, I did” (Jensma and Horn, August 8, 1975). “the 

ceiling just caved in today” is a finger wagging poem, a warning about the 

uncritical transfer of European influences to South Africa against the backdrop 

of Jesnma’s genuine love and admiration for van Gogh. There are obviously 

various conditions under which van Gogh can become relevant to Jensma’s 

art – not under some profitable equation of consumerism, but as an honest 

interpellation of art and madness. A critique of material gain via art is not 

unusual in Jensma’s oeuvre, as can be seen in the two parallel voices, that of 

the collector in “die herren grosz und luginbühl” who is buying aestheticized 

images of destruction, fumbling the names and showing the complicity be-

tween white consumerism and apartheid torture.  The art market, both that of 

apartheid South Africa, and my implication the international one are presented 

by Jensma, both here and in “die herren grosz und luginbühl” as driven by 

savage capitalism and objectification: “i wanna buy the big aggressor, and 

may i please have it on tick” (Jensma, clippings 28). It would also be useful 

here to rehearse Jensma’s critical appraisal of the tendency of South African 

artists to automatically defect to Europe in search for artistic models: “Why 

do we go to Europe to find solutions to our problems? [...] What I want to hear 

is both the organ and the drum simultaneously. Now you are in the ritual! 

(Ritual is nothing primitive).” (Jensma and Horn, December 26, 1966). As 

outlined in “klop”, Jensma believes in a spontaneous and fertile juxtaposition 

and encounter between European and African art, but one that does not create 

hierarchies of value and capitalist exchanges between the two worldviews.  
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What can be gleaned from these last two examples is the way in which 

ekphrasis and image-text create a deep engagement with van Gogh’s art and 

life, in order to bring forth, on the one hand, an open-ended exploration of the 

material and historical conditions under which art is produced in “the corn 

awaits us, the blackbirds”, and on the other hand, to produce a biting critique 

of the way in which South African art is pre-packaged as derived from Europe 

in order to be consumed in “the ceiling just caved in”. In the second case, 

Jesnma’s dense ekphrastic allusions are used to create a spoof, a stereotypic 

interpellation of the artist that pokes fun at South African visual art always 

needing external validation. The ekphrastic hooks transform van Gogh’s 

paintings from dreary reds and browns into sun-drenched waxy faces, inter-

lacing knowledge about van Gogh’s obsessive motifs and painting strategies 

with an empty advertorial language that performs a kind of stripped and prof-

itable van Gogh post-mortem. This stripped and bronzed van Gogh is also 

hilarious judging by the mock suggestions and holiday solutions that the 

poem-jingle offers. Despite the very serious misgivings Jensma has about art 

becoming a cruel commodity under apartheid, the tone of the poem is absurd, 

surreal and hilarious, making the critique particularly valuable and strong. Ek-

phrasis itself is used for comic relief, it seizes on stereotypical readings of van 

Gogh, rather than the deep and wide-ranging parallels we have encountered in 

the previous poem (which was not completely devoid of its own painful fun).  

The tone of the second poem also reflects back onto the image opposite, 

the empty chair stood on a beach surrounded by mangroves, footprints on the 

sand, and waves rolling in the background; reading it from text to poem brings 

with it a different framing. If one reads the installation starting from the first 

poem, one takes the photographic identification with van Gogh at face value. 

It is a real photographic journey to bring the chair from van Gogh’s paintings 

to a beach in South Africa. But the second poem, questions the value of doing 

so: would creating an artistic nexus be possible? How would an audience un-

derstand this translation? Will it be an intrinsically valuable exploit or some 

market ploy to “blow all the boodle”? The text in this case destabilizes the 

image, just as the image opposite the first poem placed van Gogh in dialogue 

with a South African beach environment.  

Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, we have explored the multi-faceted avant-garde imagetexts in 

four poems by Wopko Jensma. The common thread that unites the rather ec-

lectic readings in this chapter is the way in which Jensma creates composite 

and compact sets of ekphrastic and image-textual interpellations that mix to-

gether European and South African artists within a non-hierarchical ad-hoc 

familial environment, in a manner similar to that detailed in the introductory 

analysis of the “skisofoon family” in “klop and vir julle sal toegemaak word”. 
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While bringing these two already interspersed art worlds together is a valuable 

aesthetic feat in itself under high apartheid where hierarchies between Euro-

peans and Africans were heavily enforced, Jensma uses this profusion of ref-

erence to criticize the abusive racial politics of apartheid variously.  In the first 

analytic instance, Jensma pencils a dystopian future where the bodily destruc-

tion of the Holocaust is co-terminous with the commodification of black lives 

under apartheid in a poem whose imagery is inspired by German expression-

ism and South African performance art in “die herren grosz und luginbühl”. 

Secondly, he commemorates the racial discrimination and patronizing expec-

tations of gallery owners and promoters endured by contemporary South Af-

rican black expressionists Dumile Feni and Julian Motau in “The Portrait of 

the Artist”. The poet explores the strictures of a society where government 

control and surveillance, as well as white isolationism stifle creative endeav-

ours in a comparison that brings the work of van Gogh to bear on a prolonged 

meditation about the role of the artist in South African society in “the corn 

awaits us, the blackbirds”. And finally, in “the ceiling just caved in today” he 

condemns the uncritical imports of European artistic ideas only for the pedi-

gree they bestow upon the new South African art. The satirical tone of the 

poem denounces the commodification and sanitization of an artist such as van 

Gogh who appealed to Afrikaners by virtue of his Dutchness and modernism, 

but whose marginality and artistic philosophies were not heeded. The real mel-

ancholic import and struggles of van Gogh are conveniently glossed over in 

transit and his paintings receive a touristic facelift in the poem. This advertis-

ing image of van Gogh is silently placed into dialogue with other poems in the 

volume that depict the way South African middle class whites insulate them-

selves against the racial abuses of apartheid. In several of the poems, I discuss 

notions of complicity and implication that Jensma identifies in the period. 

 The racial critiques of apartheid by visual and verbal means detail how ek-

phrasis and image-text have the ability to expose the power relations that char-

acterise racial tensions in Southern Africa. Jensma’s dense critique of apart-

heid racial hierarchies by image-textual means can also be put into relation to 

Walcott’s own visual verbal strategies of dismantling racial stereotypes within 

art history. These projects show that visual memory has the potential of nu-

ancing and playing out unfair racial economies in a diverse range of postwar 

Anglophone contexts.  

 As far as the visual verbal critique expressed in the poems is concerned, 

Jensma’s imagetexts also perform in a distinctive way in that they take several 

jabs at the abusive exhibitionary regimes of the period. While producing art is 

depicted as a medial meditative process with heavy sacrificial overtones of 

bodily autonomy, the process of selling art is also evoked and critcized via 

ekphrastic hooks. Using a satirical tone, Jensma refers to the way in which the 

work of black expressionists is commodified by South African art galleries, 

who, despite good intentions end up replicating apartheid racial economies 
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and discrimination. A global complicity between the commodification of bod-

ies by apartheid racial categorizations and the process of selling contempory 

dystopian art is revealed in “die herren grosz und luginbühl”. This tack is con-

tinued in “the ceiling just caved in” where van Gogh’s art is imported to South 

Africa as a sanitised performance of supposed European supremacy.  

 In contrast to Walcott’s image-texts, however, Jensma’s work is much 

closer to what W.J.T. Mitchell’s definition of Blake’s “imagetexts”, the syn-

thetic, sutured form where text and image operate in concert. The complexity 

of Jensma’s visuals and their multi-faceted relations to the text showcase, in a 

way, the absolute diversity of verbal visual relations that obtains in practice in 

an artist’s book. As we have discovered in the cases of Heaney and Walcott 

beforehand, ekphrasis in Jensma’s work is intermedial: it moves between the 

visual and the verbal and makes the framing mechanisms visible by means of 

pictorialism, iconicity and illustration. Illustrations are often more than just 

illustrative, they bring new pictorial elements to the text, they add reference 

and multiple dimensions to the encounter, and their style varies widely. The 

images themselves are also able to link poems with one another as is the case 

of the visual reference to Villon in “die herren grosz und luginbühl in the of-

fing”, or those that connect the photographic installation with the two van 

Gogh poems. As we have seen, Jensma’s poetry volumes are organic projects 

where themes such as expressionism’s legacy, or van Gogh’s ear are reprised 

in various instances both visually and verbally. The images, similarly to Wal-

cott’s Caribbean canvasses, can also serve to localize the poems and to under-

score the acts of translation entailed in the visual and verbal.  

Another distinctive feature of this chapter is that the book itself is illustrated 

with varied visual techniques. Whereas in Walcott’s book we only dealt with 

watercolours and oils, Jensma’s visual production is much more diverse. In 

“die herren grosz und luginbühl”, a line drawing imitating Grosz and a collage 

containing a newspaper clipping curated the poem’s text. The connection to 

Dumile Feni’s life and works in “Portrait of the Artist” is reinforced in 

Jensma’s later visual references to the artist in his next censored volume where 

white is the colour where black is the number: a zoomed in collage section of 

Dumile’s African Guernica, and the reproduction of his line drawing I’m not 

a donkey. Finally, the illustrations to “the ceiling just caved in” and the “the 

corn awaits us” are part of a photographic installation channeling van Gogh’s 

chair. Jensma’s aesthetics is thus highly versatile and produces different con-

figurations of “textual consciousness”. This has implications on his aesthetics 

of visual memory which channels surrealist and Dadaist collage.  

Jensma also engages with the materiality of the memory curated by ekphra-

sis and imagetext along an ontological dimension. This occurs in his descrip-

tions of the accoutrements and treatments required to produce visual art in 

several of his poems, but notably analysed in “the corn awaits us, the black-

birds” in the chapter. The ontological dimension is also accessed through re-
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course to a religious imaginary in the poem where references to transubstan-

tion conjure van Gogh’s artworks in the poem. The material dimension is also 

invoked by the jokey use of the parable of the sower in Matthew 7:7 that sug-

gests that artistic practice requires sacrifice, but will eventually yield fertile 

results in the case of van Gogh, and by extension Jensma.  

This material aspect is also thematised by Jensma’s consistent use of the 

page as a visual element. In the chapter, we have discussed at length his typo-

graphic aesthetics amongst which: the spacing between lines and stanzas, his 

strategies of concrete poetry where stanzas are moulded to echo the verbal 

content of the poems, and his choice of writing whole poems in lowercase in 

order to remove hierarchical thinking. Jensma’s typographical strategies play 

on the text’s iconicity, a feature which I have argued in the introduction is 

ancillary to ekphrastic and image-textual strategies. Iconicity pushes at the ra-

ther arbitrary borders between media and makes the traffic between verbal and 

visual apparent. Jensma’s use of iconicity is intimately tied to his imagetextual 

strategies. His tendency to produce surrealist and dada collages is also part of 

the visual identity of Jensma’s artist’s books – a feature that also underwrites 

his skisofoon family pairings. 

In Jensma’s work, the same concern with commenting on visual art from a 

thematic perspective encountered in the ekphrasis and image-texts of Heaney 

and Walcott is also evident. I have exemplified this in his interactions with the 

entire subject matter of the slippage between animal and human flesh occuring 

in several of Grosz’s visual works in The Way of all Flesh, in his description 

of Motau’s canvasses at his memorial exhibition as “motau’s people of vio-

lence”, and in his references to several series of paintings by van Gogh such 

as the Wheatfields or the series of flowers, or Flowering Orchards that occur 

in his late canvases. Thus, Jensma’s ekphrasis is deeply concerned with the art 

historical dimension of visual memory, even if his references are clipped and 

telegraphic, and often quite obscure. 

  Last but not least, by analysing the references to expressionism in Jensma’s 

poems, I have created a much bigger picture of a current and its emanations 

than I had initially envisaged. The analysis required to illuminate the connec-

tion between the European expressionism of George Grosz and his South Af-

rican counterparts has opened up a historical investigation abou expression-

ism’s impact in South Africa. I followed the reception of the first South Afri-

can expressionists in the 1930s, as well as mapped its later vagaries and sig-

nificance to the print-makers of the 1960s and 1970s. Since all three of its 

major exponents were trained in Europe and have brought the style back at the 

same time as it was fashionable in Europe, this particular modernist visual art 

current operates simultaneously in both locations. Its later emanations under 

apartheid can be understood not as an import, but as a complex transnational 

affair crisscrossing homegrown aesthetic ideas about race and struggle, and 

the adoption of its socio-critical substratum in the 1960s.  Within this effort of 

clarifying the pondus of expressionism on high apartheid, a number of avant-
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garde groups and their positioning in relation to this current became apparent 

in Jensma’s richly textured poems. Ekphrasis and image-textual configuration 

are thus exploratory tools by which one can note the imprint of various groups 

on cultural memory, and the importance of their located readings for transna-

tional trends. Jensma’s poems connect expressionism also with a measure of 

militancy and critique which are only understood if one researches the echoes 

and references that characterise his verbal visual collages. The way that ek-

phrasis and image-text can evoke movements and avant-garde groups is also 

a notably art historical feature. 

 As a final note, the poems analysed in this chapter are wildly diverse in 

form and in the ways ekphrastic and visual references operate. However, one 

can idenitify certain common tones that make them cohere somewhat. For in-

stance, “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” and “The Portrait of the Artist” 

share an interest for the performative dimension of poetry: they make use of a 

ritual cadence and build strongly on oral cues and repetition, lexical parallel-

ism, refrains and religious invocation. I have related this interest in orality and 

refrain to a way of immortalizing friends and conversations using a slightly 

modified version of Karin Barber’s entextualization. Entextualization for 

Jensma’s poetry has to do with Jensma’s avant-garde name dropping. 

On the other hand, “die herren grosz und luginbühl” and “the ceiling just 

caved in” have polyvocal sections where they imitate different sinister inflec-

tions and provide biting critiques in a satirical tone with many tongue-in-cheek 

advertorial performances. While this shows the diversity of Jensma’s ekphras-

tic and imagetextual poems and the capaciousness of an avant-garde approach 

to poetry, it also hammers home the point that ekphrasis and image-textual 

references are extremely flexible tools for cultural memory and critique. Such 

avant-garde poetry stretches visual verbal operations to new synaesthetic ho-

rizons and continents. Ultimately, Jensma’s skisofoon family is a perfect met-

aphor for this ad-hoc collection of tones and styles – it filters Jensma’s way of 

referencing – either based on shared political views, or on shared aesthetic 

strategies, and it brings European artistic echoes with comments on the South 

African artworld landscape of the sixties and seventies.  
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Conclusions 

This is the end 

Of our elaborate plans 

The end 

Of everything that stands 

The end 

No safety or surprise 

The end 

I’ll never look into your eyes 

Again 

(The Doors – The End)  

 

An Afterword88 

 

It is a strange feeling to reach the conclusions after the eternity that is disser-

tation time. Everything seems final and so many of your original elaborate 

plans have fallen by the wayside. I hope then, you will allow me a few digres-

sions about the birth and troubled infancy of this project before we dig into 

the conclusions per se. If not, kindly just jump to the next subsection, “Taking 

Stock”.  

I have been in dialogue with Seamus Heaney for many years now, ever 

since my master’s dissertation exploring the meanings of “multidirectional 

memory” in Heaney’s middle career work. He’s always been a redoubtable 

conversation partner, echoing around in my head and inspiring poetic work at 

every twist and turn. In fact, our acquaintance goes back much further to an 

optional course on Irish poetry at University of Bucharest taught by my mom 

in a small crowded room where reading Heaney’s poems out loud proved to 

be both tonic and hypnotic. Somehow, his poems have never lost their lustre. 

The deeper I dig, the more I notice that “the bogholes might be Atlantic seep-

age/the wet centre is bottomless” (Heaney, “Bogland” Door into the Dark 53). 

Walcott’s work has also haunted me for many years since I first became 

interested in intertextuality and cultural memory in Omeros during the rudder-

less summer after I finished my BA. Later I found out that what caught my 

                                                      
88 With apologies to riffing off Heaney’s poem “An Afterwards” 
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fancy reading Omeros, Walcott’s critique of the way paintings are “stored in 

formaldehyde” in the Boston Fine Arts Museum took up the entire book in 

Tiepolo’s Hound – what luck! That must be the book for me, I remember 

thinking. What has always impressed me about Walcott’s work is his sheer 

ambition and encyclopaedic art historical knowledge. So ever since, I’ve been 

unravelling his poetic work piece by piece, repetitive metaphor by repetitive 

metaphor, visual reference by visual reference, ambitious architectural design 

piling on ambitious architectural design in his lyrics, and in truth, the spark is 

fanning out. But what a journey this has been.  

Both figures have an uncanny ability to write doubt and historical injustice 

richly and precisely, to lay bare the means by which travails of conscience and 

culture become intertwined. They spell out problems of historical responsibil-

ity and representation and never fall into the pitfalls of a sanitised conventional 

lyric. Their courage to confront the Gordian knot of postcolonialism in the 

Caribbean and sectarian issues in Northern Ireland, their bent for timely cri-

tique are also commendable. As are their deep and fascinating artes poetica 

considering the visual arts and poetry side by side and weaving a common 

narrative across and within media.  

Jensma, however, was a completely different sort of interlocutor. A late 

arrival to the project, but one that can be likened to an explosion, a supernova 

– an unexpected brilliant dinner guest at an already busy table. I had no ready-

made framework to understand him, and I was a complete newcomer to Afri-

can studies, let alone experimental poetry written under apartheid. And to 

some extent, I still feel like that every time I read him. It was Stefan Helgesson 

who initiated me into the select club of Jensma connaisseurs, and I’ve never 

looked back since I got my hands on i must show you my clippings. Jensma 

comes with a completely different set of thrills and challenges than the other 

two. His poetry is less inviting, and more opaque, more detective work is in-

volved. While Walcott and Heaney have received numerous commendations, 

Nobel Prizes, poetry chairs, and there is no shortage of great exegetic books 

about their work, Jensma, although he has attained cult status in literary circles 

in South Africa, for the most part remains painfully underexplored as far as 

literary analysis would have it. He is not widely studied as part of the literary 

curriculum, barely mentioned in university education, and was wrongly as-

sumed to be black in various indexes and anthologies from the early eighties 

and nineties. There are precious few attempts at reading Jensma’s poems and 

paintings side by side as part of imagetexts, so writing about this subject feels, 

to some extent, pioneering. His art is selling fairly well at the moment, but his 

current status as disappeared, instead of dead means that his children and 

grandchildren are not protected or part-taking of the financial gains. Maybe 

more voices writing about him might turn this harmful tide for the better. 

For me, learning about Jensma’s visual art and poetry was basically an in-

tensive form of education. I had to take endless detours through the literature 

and art history of the 1970s in both English and Afrikaans, scour his badly 
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indexed and undated letters for opaque references and early poem manu-

scripts, interview his few surviving friends, and comb online discussion fo-

rums and newspaper articles that sometimes completely disappeared after 

hosting failed. In this sense, my work on Jensma is slightly less tidy and more 

tentative, since it has proven impossible to tie together all of the ends and odds 

of my field work and research. With the Jensma research, I have felt it in my 

bones what it means to consider the past a foreign country and try to make 

your way around it by bits and bobs. And yet, the more I study him, the more 

I can show how his poems are intricately connected with each other, and how 

his visual arts references are cut from the same aesthetic cloth. The more I 

think about him, the more I want to continue. The more I read his letters, the 

more I understand how the ideas he is in dialogue with shaped a whole gener-

ation of South African intellectuals, but also how his particular anti-racist 

stances set him apart from a large section of white society. The way primary 

research deepens knowledge is satifying, unpredictable and unprecedented for 

me. In the future, I hope to be fortunate enough to continue along this narrow 

pathway of mild irritation, endless sets of questions and occasional discovery. 

To some extent all dissertations are also chronicles of what might have 

been. From its inception, this project was a monster grappling with poetry’s 

historical thinking, with forms of memorializing decolonial protest, orality, 

indigeneity and ethnic identity, visual memory and materiality across a mas-

sive corpus. It basically tried to be the definitive treatise on poetry’s formula-

tions of cultural memory. Needless to say, a PhD requires a lot more focus and 

depth, and, as I have learned the hard way, it is not meant to be a definitive 

edition of a textbook, but the tadpole stage of a future book. 

Over the years, as the project got smaller, it became clearer to me that one 

of themes that I returned to again and again was that of visuality, ekphrasis, 

image-text and their relation to cultural memory. At various points in this text 

skeletons of the project’s previous breadth resurface like phantom limbs wait-

ing for the day when this text is turned into a book and they will either get the 

axe, or enjoy their short-lived academic time under the sun. Just as the phan-

tom limbs indicate directions not taken, there are a number of larger consider-

ations that have not been included in this draft, mainly for reasons of time. I 

intend to deal with them in the book version. A few of them are, for instance 

the need to reflect on the temporalities that different ekphrases and image-

texts underwrite in the work of the three poets, achieving a more accurate def-

inition of visual poetic memory and positioning this dissertation more closely 

within contemporary memory studies, as well a much-needed discussion of 

gender dynamics within ekphrastic studies and within the work of these three 

poets. 

However, let us take a closer look at some common threads that have 

emerged in our discussion across the chapters in relation to ekphrasis and im-

age-text as visual poetic memory. 
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Taking Stock 

 

Throughout these three bushy chapters, I have pieced together and expanded 

the definitions of ekphrasis and image-text as outlined in the conceptual wish-

list of the introduction. I have shown that ekphrasis and image-text can be 

understoond under the umbrella of Astrid Erll’s concept of remediation, albeit 

a type of remediation that requires more exploration of the discursive features 

that trigger and occur within remediation, and where intermediality is high-

lighted. The way ekphrasis and image-text operate combines intermedial with 

material and ontological concerns with regards to memory. They are anchored 

art-historically and brought about by political and aesthetic concerns, such as 

racial representation or the status of artists and artistic endeavours in an em-

battled society. Image-text has been shown to play a large number of roles, 

and in the examples provided we have seen, for instance, how images and text 

combine to provide social critique; how they bring together visual considera-

tions that the textual cannot conjure on its own, such as visual allusions which 

include revisualizing art historical masterpieces paired with textual discus-

sions of the implications of these allusions; and, last but not least, how images 

and their relationship to various texts and other visual representations bring 

cohesion to the two illustrated poetry volumes analysed. Visual poetic 

memory is shown throughout the dissertation to be a central concern in the 

work of these poets fomenting historical thinking and performing the interme-

diality of visual verbal texts. The intersections between visual art and memory 

are thus major concerns that poetry works with to enact historical thinking 

about the present. 

 A number of connected themes emerge from the analyses in the chapters 

where ekphrasis and image-text are defined as tools for visual memory. These 

are the intimate connection between ekphrasis, image-text and the museum, 

the ways in which ekphrasis and image-text bring about discussions about race 

whether throughout art history (as Walcott does), or contemporary racial 

abuse (Jensma), the ways in which art historical thinking is negotiated in the 

poems analysed, the material and ontological conditions under which visual 

memory is invoked in the poems. One should also mention the ways in which 

the intermedial rapports of the poems foment meta-reflections on creating art, 

namely how ars poetica is embroiled in the way visual memory is invoked in 

poems by Heaney, Walcott and Jensma. In the following paragraphs, I will 

detail these findings and point out several problems that would merit further 

consideration. 

 The first common theme to emerge out of analysing the way visual memory 

is employed in the work of these three poets supports Heffernan’s claim that 

modern ekphrases have a strong relation to the museum as the scene on which 

poems unfold. My analyses further specify this claim since the museum also 
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takes an oppositional function in my corpus, it can be the locus of critical po-

sition taking, or the space that ekphrastic poetry attempts to eschew while nev-

ertheless being in dialogue with it. In this sense, ekphrasis and image-text in-

voke things like location, curation, postcolonial and translocal sensibilities. 

Heaney’s “Summer 1969” showcases a very close connection to the Prado 

Palace in Madrid – the Goya paintings mentioned are arranged in accordance 

to the floor plan of the museum. The ekphrases occur in the poem based on a 

visit trajectory between room 64 and room 67 on the Prado’s ground floor. 

This trajectory reveals the ekphrastic evocations in a climactic order from the 

representation of a historical event to the unreal nightmares that populate the 

painter’s imagination, but they are also displayed in an accurate order chroni-

cling the time-line of Goya’s work from his heroic commission, The Shootings 

of the Third of May finished in 1814, to his nightmarish canvasses, The Black 

Paintings painted towards the end of his life, from 1820 to 1823. In contrast 

to the evocation of Prado’s exhibitionary trajectories, in Heaney’s “Old Icons” 

the representations of Irish Catholicism are conspicuously not mediated 

through the museum, but rather specifically outside it. Heaney chooses to stra-

tegically engage with religious identity via material culture – a less institu-

tionalised space of interacting with art, one relegated and highly relevant to 

the domestic space. Catholic material culture circulating in the home and shap-

ing religious identity and cultural memory is an important counterpoint to the 

museum – a space sanctioned by national policy, and in the case of Northern 

Ireland, British identity. Even though the speaker resists the propagandistic 

appeal and fascination with these artifacts of sectarianism, he takes seriously 

the narratives of Catholic persecution that the three images evoked in the poem 

represent. 

Walcott uses museums in Tiepolo’s Hound as vehicles for veneration of 

masterpieces in the many discussions of his visual arts education, but also as 

loci for critique of contemporary curation practices. In my analyses of the re-

jection Pissarro experiences in the Louvre, and the later episode of Warwick 

Walcott being despised by the masterpieces he was imitating, the cultural nar-

rative imposed by museums is indicted for its Eurocentric and exclusive 

presentation. The marginalization of the “applicants from the colonies” by 

gatekeepers perpetuating an injust tradition triggers several metaphorical and 

visual removals of masterpieces from the museum, and their subsequent trans-

lation into natural settings, often in the Caribbean. Walcott’s numerous revis-

ualizations are charted in the dissertation. These also act as translocations to 

other settings: for instance, Feast in the House of Levi is transmuted into an 

early morning scene in a factory yard in the Caribbean, or Venus of Milo is 

removed from the Louvre and re-set into an overgrown English garden in the 

examples of this dissertation. To complicate the economies through which vis-

ual art is experienced in Tiepolo’s Hound, while he criticizes the stale way in 

which museums reinforce racist and Eurocentric economies, Walcott views 

the art albums that formed the backbone of his visual arts education as both 
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gatekeepers of museum traditions (as “museum missals”) educating pupils 

with a colonizing gaze, but also more mobile and open-ended tools for under-

standing and marvelling at art history at the peripheries of empire. In that re-

spect, Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound whose illustrations compensate for the lack 

of representation of race and the Caribbean within art historical discussions, 

and also revisualize European masterpieces by taking them out of museum 

environs plays the same role as the art albums. They make art accessible and 

available outside of museum locations in mobile book form. Walcott’s illus-

trated book then, by virtue of its printed form aims to become a “portable 

monument” (Rigney), and should be understood as a counterpoint to restric-

tive memory regimes present in museums. In this sense, image-textual print 

experiments can always be understood as alternatives to the stale museum. 

 Similarly, Jensma’s poetry and visual art interact with ideas of the museum 

as he meditates on troubled relationships between galleries and artists. Artistic 

endeavour critical of apartheid is often set into counterpoint with exhibition-

ary strategies seemingly driven by financial gain, and meditations on the com-

modification of bodies and art under apartheid are juxtaposed with these con-

cerns. In “the ceiling just caved in today”, Jensma promises van Gogh that 

upon his move to sunny South Africa, his works will be removed from the 

fossilized “wax museum” and given a commercial facelift. This will then re-

sult in a massive amount of financial gain (“boodle”) on top of his excellent 

European reputation which will be consolidated. This tongue-in-cheek propo-

sition is tied intimately Jensma’s disdain for the idea of art as investment and 

of exhibitions as being driven by lucrative concerns that disregard the content, 

the message and the process by which works are created. A critique of the 

problematic relationship between black expressionists such as Dumile Feni 

and Julian Motau and white promoters and gallery owners they collaborated 

with under high apartheid makes the subject of “The Portrait of the Artist”. 

The poem shows the tension between being a successful black artist and the 

racist assumptions of audiences and gallery owners. Finally, in “die herren 

grosz und luginbühl in the offing”, a sinister collector figure, ol’ boy who en-

forces apartheid racial categories and condones torture and violence is shown 

buying European art depicting machinery of destruction while in the process 

of commodifying black bodies in South Africa. The gallery space and the col-

lector are shown in Jensma’s work to be complicitous with apartheid’s struc-

tures.  

The museum with its related paraphernalia of the art album, the gallery and 

the collector are thus versatile semiotic battlegrounds where visual memory is 

invoked via ekphrasis and image-text. Their positions and associated values 

seem to gain renewed importance under wider debates such as the decoloni-

zation of culture and the curriculum, as well as models of for-profit visual 

production as can be gleaned from my tripartite corpus. While Walcott and 

Heaney operate with largely Western museums, Jensma discusses exhibition-

ary regimes and ideas that pertain to a South African, and African imagined 
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gallery space. This changes somewhat the terms and location of the discussion 

given Jensma’s project of producing African experimental poetry. 

As a larger point, visual poetic memory, the conjunction of ekphrasis and 

image-text in the poets’ work is often triggered to confront present political 

conundrums. The visual memory invoked in the poems plays the role that 

Terdiman indicates, it serves to make the past respond and reframe present 

issues. In this sense, the temporal directionality of this kind of postcolonial 

ekphrasis and image-text is very much in line with that of Rothberg’s multi-

directional memory where an older memory operates as a screen for under-

standing present circumstances. For instance, in Jensma’s case his critique of 

the high apartheid status quo is expressed in the juxtaposition between George 

Grosz’s critique of the Weimar Republic’s abuses and a vignette about Holo-

caust bureaucracy. These two past occurrences set up an ominous continuity 

with the apartheid regime’s escalating violence and torture on racial grounds. 

Equally so, Heaney’s more exploratory investigation of the lineaments of his-

torical responsibility during the early phases of Troubles results in a compar-

ison between Goya’s own travails of conscience representing asymmetric war-

fare in Shootings of Third of May and a menacing evocation of Franco’s secret 

police, both employed to answer a present political conundrum about “the 

proper” answer to sectarian violence. In the same chapter, ekphrasis in “Old 

Icons” helps provide an in-depth analysis of polarizing images of Catholic 

persecution and their toxic appeal during the civil war. In the case of Walcott, 

the structural inequalities between the Caribbean and Europe in terms of re-

sources and race representation trigger Walcott’s gander through art history in 

search of alternative figures that could tip the balance of racial representation. 

He finds the Moors in paintings by Tiepolo and Veronese and compares their 

subordinate, but rather frequent visual presence to that of characters of colour 

throughout Western art history. Another alternative answer to the lack of rep-

resentation of the Caribbean in art history is Walcott’s more fanciful reading 

of the Impressionist movement from the perspective of Pissarro, a Danish-

Jewish painter hailing from the Caribbean. This alternative reading suggests 

that there are important undertones of Caribbean light and island specificities 

embedded in the Impressionist movement’s embrace of regionalism and coin 

de terre painting. Walcott’s fictionalized biographical account of Pissarro mo-

tivates his own visual work in the book depicting mostly Caribbean environs 

and many argumentative poetic sections extolling the merits of Caribbean na-

ture in relation to the Impressionist technique. The three poets therefore at-

tempt to solve contemporary political issues by recourse to visual memory 

expressed via ekphrasis and image-text. 

 One political trait of visual poetic memory that seems to recur is the prob-

lem of race and visuality as it is framed in the work of Walcott and Jensma by 

means of ekphrasis and image-text. As Neumann and Rippl observe in their 

work on postcolonial ekphrasis, the intermedial rapport in conjunction with 

postcolonial visual concerns make explorations of race in the wake of empire 
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a central topic. In the case of Walcott, representations of race across art history 

are tracked from Renaissance art to modern day through museums and through 

art albums. In my second chapter, I underscore Walcott’s acts of reparative 

reading bringing more racial diversity into discursive explorations of the art 

historical archive and as part of his painterly practice that responds to the in-

visibility of race in art history by painting Caribbean scenes mirroring the 

black and the white populations of the islands. Thus Walcott uses archival 

material to negotiate the memory of Moors and presence of Africans within 

dominant painting currents and also participates in this search for alternative 

racial identities by creating his own works of art with a potential to become 

embroiled in memory discourse. In the case of Jensma’s image-texts the ques-

tion of race is a central concern of his poetic and visual oeuvre, since he is 

objecting to apartheid’s regime of systematic oppression of non-whites in 

South Africa. Jensma offers sharp critiques of racialized abuse, financial ine-

quality and marginalization of the black and coloured population of South Af-

rica in the 1960s and 1970s, but also, in clippings he offers prolonged satirical 

explorations of white willful ignorance of racial oppression. This former as-

pect could be explored in more detail by using concepts derived from critical 

whiteness studies. This focus on white identities occurs in contrast to Sing for 

Our Execution and where white is the colour, where black is the number 

whose foci offer exploratory and affirmative representations of black culture 

in South Africa and the black Atlantic via poems concerned with jazz, ritual, 

everyday material culture and visual arts. Jensma’s visual art illustrating his 

books mixes black and white predominantly in the woodblock illustrations of 

Sing and offers many collages of newspaper cuttings and images also in gray-

scale and predominantly black and white in clippings and white. While, to 

some extent, this has to do largely with the mechanical capabilities of book 

printing in the period, Jensma’s colour scale is is emblematic for his intent in 

overcoming the racial segregation of apartheid, at least on paper. Race, as 

we have seen in Walcott and Jensma, is an issue treated both at a verbal and a 

visual level in the illuminated poetry books under scrutiny in this dissertation. 

Nevertheless, a more unified theory of race and ekphrasis and image-text in 

the postwar period is missing from this particular investigation and must be 

supplied in future scholarly exploits. 

 One smaller notable political and aesthetic concern that reappears in the 

work of all three poets is the connection between literary visuality and reli-

gion. In Heaney’s poetry, religious conflict and finding a way to understand it 

and represent it without escalating tensions is indeed the stumbling block and 

the catalyst behind North and Station Island. The search for a responsible po-

etic voice amidst the Troubles is a central issue explored in the first chapter. 

An example of the potency of images of Catholic persecution whose simpli-

fying narratives hold the poem’s speaker in thrall can be found in “Old Icons”. 

In the analysis I’ve shown how the persona of Sweeney/Heaney in this poem 

attempts to resist the visual potency of such toxic images by deconstructing 
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and narrating them as a strategy to de-escalate conflict. In Walcott’s work, 

religion is used to show the syncretism and diversity of the inhabitants of the 

Caribbean, and as an extruded discourse describing artistic vocation and de-

votion to craft and visual fidelity as having ascetic dimensions without the 

sacramental aspects. In the final examples of the chapter, I illustrate Walcott’s 

concern with religious diversity in the Caribbean and the way Albrecht Dü-

rer’s painting Four Apostles is reinterpreted and revisualized with the help of 

an illustration depicting Rastafari preachers and a long comment about the 

non-identity of the Caribbean and Europe. A number of images in Walcott’s 

long poem are concerned with depicting religious infrastructure in the Carib-

bean and put into a productive revisualizing dialogue with Venetian basilicas. 

In Jensma’s work, religion plays a double role. On the hand, the religious big-

otry and puritanism of Afrikaners is constantly mocked – especially in 

Jensma’s Afrikaans poetry where riffs off of psalms and biblical episodes are 

combined with advertising jingles, or turned into absurdist scenes criticizing 

narrow mentalities and assumptions. On the other hand, in my analysis of 

Jensma’s “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds”, van Gogh’s religious delirium 

and his particular understanding of the role of religion in helping the poor is 

taken more seriously. Van Gogh’s process of painting is compared with the 

kind of transfiguration of regular bread and wine into the body and blood of 

Jesus and provides a kind of material grounding to the poem.  

Another major topic that all three poets negotiate variously in their work 

has to do with the way ekphrasis and image-text prompt art historical thinking.  

As we have seen throughout the chapters, the poems at hand are consistently 

engaging in some form of art historical evaluation and critique. Bergmann 

Loizeaux’s maxim that “ekphrasis brings history into the lyric” is an apt for-

mulation that encompasses both solving present political conundrums and the 

way that ekphrastic poetry is built to a large extent on art historical thinking. 

Art historical knowledge about the painters and paintings interpellated perme-

ates and frames the ekphrastic and image-textual encounters in the disserta-

tion. One could mention the way in which in Heaney’s “An Artist”, the poet 

alludes to series of paintings by Cézanne and dwells specifically on the artist’s 

repeated thematic concerns in his numerous Still Lives with Apples, or, in the 

multitudinous perspectives on Montagne Sainte Victoire. Heaney’s poem 

meditates on Cézanne’s artistic philosophies, cites secondary sources such as 

Rilke’s letters about the artist, and engages in expert commentary on his life 

and ideals. Even though the poem itself is not the text of an art album, it bor-

rows heavily from the commentaries and language employed by them. In a 

similar key, Walcott’s exploration of the Moors in the Tiepolo album, his cas-

cading ekphrasis identifying representations of the characters in a whole series 

of paintings is also a manner of engaging in art historical critique. Identifying 

a motif and then historicizing it is indeed one of Walcott’s common strategies 

of claiming authority and affiliation with European art history in Tiepolo’s 

Hound. Analogously, Jensma draws on a whole swathe of thematic concerns 
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in van Gogh’s late oeuvre in “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” and “in the 

ceiling just caved in today”. In the former, there are mentions of van Gogh’s 

series of Wheatfields and his café scenes in Arles that were painted during his 

stay in a mental hospital; whereas, in the latter van Gogh’s Flowering Or-

chards, his Bedroom in Arles, as well as a number of night scenes are men-

tioned as part of the poem’s discussion of his artistic pedigree. Jensma’s pho-

tographic installation where a chair is set on a beach is also alluding to van 

Gogh’s many paintings including a wicker chair. His rather opaque, but abun-

dant ekphrastic hooks imply a conversation with a highly erudite audience 

who can identify and recontextualize van Gogh’s career and mental health 

problems. I have shown throughout the dissertation how artistic themes and 

thematic thinking emerge at various points, and should also be considered in-

termedial and a part of the ekphrastic and image-textual relation. Heffernan’s 

definition of ekphrasis as being the verbal representation of visual representa-

tion is too narrow in this sense, since it posits a one-to-one address in ekphras-

tic poetry, which is simply not consistent with the poems analysed. 

A related point that becomes visible if one considers the art historical mode 

of visual poetic memory might be that it is not only individual artists that are 

evoked via ekphrasis and image-text, but the poets at hand comment on spe-

cific artistic movements and their group philosophies and precepts. In this 

sense, visual poetic memory might benefit from a closer investigation of how 

group memory and reception operate within these poetic rapports. In the case 

studies referring to Jensma’s use of expressionism, I have shown how the poet 

pencils the impact of South African black expressionism and the unconscion-

able pressure artists like Dumile Feni and Julian Motau were under. In “die 

herren grosz und luginbühl in the offing”, South African performance artists 

such as Walter Battiss, Norman Catherine and Wilko Milcinović are com-

memorated, and their work is juxtaposed with paintings by European expres-

sionists such as Grosz, and abstract expressionists such as Luginbühl. The po-

ems offer art historical evaluations of the movements and bring South African 

and European artistic currents into a non-hierarchical mode of encounter. In 

Walcott’s case, as we have seen above, he offers a complete re-evaluation of 

the Impressionist movement. Large swathes of Tiepolo’s Hound chronicle the 

life of Pissarro within and without the Parisian Impressionist movement. 

There are prolonged sections dealing with group dynamics, for example, Pis-

sarro and Cézanne’s complicated master-pupil relationship, or Pissarro’s ca-

maraderie with Monet while in exile in London. Walcott sketches with almost 

hagiographical precision Pissarro’s life in a combination of ekphrastic rap-

ports, visual interpellations and a more mundane narrative of his biographical 

exploits. 

Yet it is not just in the poems themselves where the art historical thinking 

occurs. The illustrations in the books analysed also reinforce and nuance the 

textual address and participate in the art historical framing. One of the most 

complex instances of prolonged image-textul relations channeling art history 
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occurs in my analysis of Walcott and Gauguin. Walcott’s interpellation of 

Gauguin is done textually in a fragment that takes into account a number of 

imperfect representations of race and the Caribbean, where Gauguin’s paint-

ings of Martinique are presented as the terminus, the moment when painterly 

fidelity causes the Caribbean folk to recognize themselves in the French art-

ist’s work. This text anoints Gauguin as “St. Paul”. The two illustrations re-

lated to this point are, in fact, carrying the most part of the art historical argu-

ment. Two paintings by Walcott configured as Gauguin’s “self-portraits” are 

the media of critique. As shown in the chapter, Gauguin’s Studio is a didactic 

painting depicting the French painter’s major themes – his fauvist landscapes 

of Martinique, his paintings of violet island skies, bowls of fruit, nudes sur-

rounded by nature. These elements offer visual exemplifications of Gauguin’s 

importance and his strategies. In the same painting, in two opposing corners, 

two white nudes are depicted – they appear to be the same woman, but seen 

from different angles. In one of the corners, the silhouette of Cézanne with his 

distinctive boater hat is shown painting one of the two nudes. Including Cé-

zanne into a painting about Gauguin is a move on Walcott’s part to integrate 

the latter into a certain group thematic and dialogue with other post-Impres-

sionists that influenced him. The white nudes are put into a silent dialogue 

with Gauguin’s many Tahitian females of colour represented in his paintings, 

whether nude or clothed. As I show in the case study, the two white nudes are 

sexually objectified in this paiting in lieu of Gauguin’s black bodies. The sec-

ond depiction, Gauguin in Martinique shows the painter in his studio as if he 

is about to paint his own self-portrait. A halo is conspicuously circumscribing 

his head, echoing Walcott’s canonisation as “St. Paul” as well as Gauguin’s 

Self Portrait with Halo and Snake. Several of his famous paintings are in the 

background – most notably a portrait of van Gogh, a portrait of Mette Gauguin 

sewing, and a sanitised version of his Manao Tupapau. Fruits native to Tahiti 

and Martinique are laid in front of the canvas, and a directive black woman 

with a Martinican scarf is depicted in the foreground tapping him on the shoul-

der. Again, the painting alludes to several thematic concerns present through-

out Gauguin’s oeuvre and provides a very strong filiation between the black 

woman tapping him on the shoulder and his artistic career. The impact of black 

women ancestors on Walcott’s art is a theme that recurs throughout a number 

of his previous books, and so the positioning of the woman in the painting 

should not be seen as an accident, but as another silent visual filiation. The 

two illustrations are present in the book, but they do not have extensive ek-

phrastic counterparts as is the case with other images. Therefore, it is only by 

reading the paintings one can divine the ways in which the illustrations inter-

pellating Gauguin frame the artist’s thematic concerns and visual strategies in 

parallel with Walcott’s project of depicting the Caribbean in art history. Gau-

guin is not mentioned in Tiepolo’s Hound at length beyond the textual frag-

ment mentioned, but towards the end of a book, the two illustrations are joined 

by a third counterpart – a self-portrait of Walcott in front of his easel in a 
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similar stance to that of Gauguin in Martinique. This image is in dialogue with 

the two others and creates a further act of affiliation between the Caribbean 

poet and painter and the French post-Impressionist. Walcott is depicted 

against a black background in a gesture that alludes to the lack of representa-

tion of the Caribbean in art history and acts as a forecasting act of the images 

that he is about to produce. It is now the black Caribbean subject who is doing 

his own representation as a result of Gauguin’s interest in the West Indies and 

Polynesia. This entire segment of art historical commentary occurs mostly in 

the illustrations that bind together the entire volume – since the Gauguin paint-

ings open the collections, whereas the Walcott self-portrait occurs towards the 

end.  Similarly binding functions where illustrations articulate with the poetic 

content can also be noted in Jensma’s illustrations. One example is the com-

plex verbal and visual connection that spans the illustration to “die herren 

grosz und luginbühl” which is similar in shape and subject to the one at the 

opening of “kantié hy’s on the binge”, and their relation to Jensma’s reading 

of François Villon in the former poem and in “somewhere in the middle sun-

day” in the same volume. The visual and the verbal create a repeated associa-

tion between Villon’s poem “L’Epitaf (Le Quatrain)” which mentions the 

weight of a person’s derrière as he is about to be hanged. L’Epitaph is the 

motto of “kantié hy’s on the binge” and it subtly articulates with the two pic-

tures where the shape of a backside is central and “somewhere in the middle 

sunday” where François Villon is pursued by the apartheid police. All of these 

arguments are fomented by the visuals that play a leading role in the semiotic 

make-up of the connection, as well as its art historical and literary associa-

tions. 

Another feature that resurfaces in various crucial points in the dissertatuion 

is that intermedial characteristics, medial affordances and material features are 

central within rapports of visual poetic memory. Highlighting intermedial re-

lations such as those between text and image that unfold in the work of the 

three poets seems to involve, amongst other things, meta-reflections about the 

practices involved in creating image-textual artifacts. All of the poets at hand 

approach more ontological questions about the creation of visual art and po-

etry, and by implication memory in an intermedial fashion. In a sense, medi-

tating on another medium, or within a related medium (as is the the case of the 

photographic illustrations) prompts medial meta-reflection. This kind of re-

flection often results in a renewed emphasis on the material conditions under 

which painting occurs or illustrated books come about.   

For instance, in Heaney’s work, we have scrutinised how different media 

are essential to conceptualising the material culture of Catholic persecution in 

Northern Ireland – the images invoked in “Old Icons” are carefully identified 

as “an etching”, “an oleograph”, and a colourized print. I show in my analysis 

that the different medial affordances and technologies each invoke a particular 

temporal signature specific to the medium’s history and usage. Another ex-

ample of intermedial concerns becoming central is the way Heaney describes 
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the ontological concerns of Cézanne’s creative process and the process-ori-

ented historical responsibility produced by the poem. The poem shows the 

painter’s ceaseless devotion to capturing certain themes and motifs. This leads 

to the conclusion that the French painter’s artistic practice exemplifies a work 

ethic valuing resilience and responsibility, one that could yield an open-ended 

search for answers amidst a complex political conflict. This search focuses on 

the process instead of the product, as Heaney puts it “working [is] the only 

thing that worked”. In turn, to reflect this philosophy, the ekphrasis in this 

poem to also become more ontological and phenomenological. Given these 

concerns, a focus on the instruments and the conditions under which art is 

produced is also central. This type of meditation creates hypermediated paral-

lels between painting and poetry where the framing is emphasised. 

A similar realisation occurs in my analysis of “the corn awaits us, the black-

birds” where Jensma juxtaposes van Gogh’s painting accoutrements with a 

painting practice that involves the sacrifice of bodily integrity. The painting 

process is described minutely, evoking the linseed, the treatment of the can-

vas, the dilution of pigments and the subject of the painting to be executed. 

The poem is interspersed with images of artistic sacrifice and the ultimate sac-

rifice of Jesus in various parodies of communion. By combining the process 

of painting with a kind of sacrificial passion, the poem evokes the material 

dimension and the steep personal price of producing art. As I have shown, the 

poem is future oriented in its suggestion that van Gogh’s sacrifice and mar-

ginalization will yield enduring art works. The instruments and the prepara-

tions to paint are also transtemporal in the way Jensma invokes them in the 

poem – in a formula by which he emphasises solidarity and continuity. 

In Walcott’s work, the conjunction of the page and the canvas is evoked in 

endless textual iterations in the long poem. Walcott pushes and crosses the 

imagined boundary between painting and writing, for instance in the numer-

ous scenes where the process of writing is undertaken as with a paintbrush, 

creating a self-reflexive calligraphy that takes into account spatial features. 

The process of painting is also mapped closely at different points in Tiepolo’s 

Hound. He provides examples that evoke the materiality of the canvas and the 

act of producing paintings in conjunction to the technique of the Impression-

ists, as we already explored in Walcott’s musings on time and prismatic light. 

One notable instance not discussed in the chapters should suffice to explain 

the detail and focus on sensuousness and practice that he brings in his work: 

 The unblest ritual of preparation. 

 Running tapwater over paint-crusted cells 

 

 Then scouring with your thumb until they shine 

 as white as eggshells, from the braced pencils 

 

 next to the paper’s stiffened sail, select 
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 the gentlest, the paper has been drenched 

 

 bravely, alarmingly; lay it flat or else 

 it warps from undried pools. Your heart is wrenched  

     (Tiepolo’s Hound 97) 

Just like in Jensma’s more clipped ekphrastic description of van Gogh’s paint-

ing process paralleling his, here Walcott describes his own preparations in di-

alogue with Pissarro’s process described in the previous canto. The minute-

ness and sensuousness of the process legitimizes and attempts to solidify his 

double identity, being both poet and painter. Since his poetic reputation is al-

ready established, his duty in Tiepolo’s Hound is to show build up the visual 

artist cachet. One can and should bring the images of Gauguin’s studio where 

Walcott is depicting the French poet’s painting process and themes visually 

into the pale of this other textual presentation of the “unblest rituals” of pre-

paring the canvas before painting. Walcott echoes this concern with process 

both in his text and in his didactic images of Gauguin. 

As I have attempted to prove throughout the three chapters, to understand 

ekphrasis and image-text as having intermedial qualities, one needs to pay at-

tention the ancillary processes that describe the process of creating visual and 

textual memory – the ontological curiosities of the three poets that frame the 

ekphrastic and image-textual rapports seem to festoon the evocations of visual 

memory again and again within this dissertation. The material dimensions that 

become highlighted in these meta-reflections would merit further investiga-

tion. Anne Keefe’s work makes the first steps towards this highlight by coin-

ing her own term “wordimage” based on Ranciére’s distribution of the sensi-

ble, but this could be further extended to image-textual considerations. 

 A feature that invites intermedial considerations has to do with the fact that 

in chapter 2 and 3, I deal with illustrated books, or as Mitchell would have it 

“illuminated poetry”. As I have shown in the dissertation, the connections be-

tween the visual and verbal become more urgent matters when both modes are 

present and intertwined in various ways across the page. The textual and the 

visual have a very robust relationship in Walcott and Jensma. The text refers 

and re-mediates images, just as the images themselves re-mediate the text. The 

images in the books are never simply decorative, and they play crucial roles 

in the projects critiquing regimes of vision, reinforcing textual points, enrich-

ing art historical excavations, conjuring new and exciting modes of artistic 

interaction, marking their absolute difference to the textual mode, going 

against the grain of the textual etc. The images are also variously curated, in 

Jensma’s Sing for Our Execution, the images are printed in between blank 

pages, as if in an art album – the separation via white page shoes that while 

they are somewhat illustrative, they are also separate entities created at differ-

ent times. In Walcott’s Tiepolo’s Hound, the images are also printed as if in 

an art album, but not separated by blank pages, rather they bear paratextual 
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identificatory text on the back, this lists title, year of production, size, medium 

and collection. The paratextual elements further underscore the medial differ-

ence – especially by specifying the medium of the original painting – often 

watercolour or oil; they invoke the and specify the existence of an original 

which is mechanically reproduced in the art album/illustrated poetry book. 

This type of image curation and framing that the text acquires based on its 

printing features is described by Bergmann Loizeaux concept of “textual con-

sciousness”. 

There are other elements of textual consciousness that highlight the inter-

medial aspect of illustrated books – these are for instance the fonts used, the 

way images are printed, pagination, and typographical features that play on 

concrete poetry such as spacing. In Jensma’s work, we have analysed the way 

typography and typos are key elements in creating the atmosphere of his po-

etry, especially in relation to van Gogh. Walcott’s syncopated image-texts 

where the ekphrastic text and the illustration occur at significant distance from 

each other have also been discussed in the chapter. One medial feature that is 

interesting to note in Walcott’s work is the way in which Tiepolo’s Hound is 

a very self-aware book that comments on its condition as a book via medita-

tions on art albums as mentioned above, but also by its mention of turning the 

page, pausing the couplets: the poem performs its form of a book within a 

book. This has medial implications since it reinforces the status of the illus-

trated long poem as being enclosed in a book – it comments on hypermediacy, 

but also on the material object that one can hold in one’s hands. These are all 

crucial practices nuancing the framing of image-text beyond its own discur-

sive function. 

 Throughout the dissertation, focusing on intermedial relations has high-

lighted an urgent need for engaging with the materiality of memory, whether 

as part of ontological concerns with the creation of art, or out of the need to 

understand the textual consciousness and material form of illustrated books. 

While the medial is fairly well understood and characterised in the literature, 

the material and its relation to the archival have been occasionally sidelined 

in theoretical discussions. In relation to the three poets analysed here, investi-

gating the connection between materiality and print culture could open up in-

teresting new avenues of research. For instance, in the case of Walcott a study 

of the way print culture, and especially the materiality of the mass market art 

albums are thematised in the long poem would open up significant problems 

of reception, book history and circulation in the Caribbean. For Jensma, a 

question that was only broached in the analysis is the substantial connections 

between the periodical culture of the 1960s and 1970s, the outlook and print-

ing strategies and the genesis of Jensma’s experimental books. In the 1960s 

and 1970s, an interest in concrete poetry, performance art and the avant-garde 

were promoted by the little magazines of the day. Publications such as Ophir, 

Wurm and The Purple Renoster had a particular interest in experimental writ-

ing, and Jensma’s correspondence with the editors suggests that his input on 
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the visual and verbal outlook of certain numbers was significant. Tracing these 

connections within the genesis of his poetry collections seems like a worth-

while endeavour. In the case of Heaney, the way objects operate as stumbling 

blocks and aids to memory in Station Island makes way for a thorough inves-

tigation of their agency as formulated in Heaney’s work. In an article, I begin 

to apply Karen Barad’s thinking on intra-agentive entanglements to one of the 

poems in the collection. Yet this relation between memory and agentive for-

mulations of objects is more wide-spread in Heaney’s work and would require 

more extensive research. This could, in turn complicate ideas about art objects, 

domestic objects and memory. 

 From a more general angle, visual poetic memory expressed as ekphrasis 

and image-text proves that the connection between poetry and visual art is a 

deep and multifaceted way to engage with the past and its ramifications for 

the present. Several memory studies-derived concepts have been helpful to 

describe how poetry thinks about the past. Astrid Erll’s idea of the remediation 

of memory has been fruitful, but it was further specified and nuanced inter-

medially and discursively with the help of ekphrastic and image-textual con-

junctions. Ann Rigney’s idea of “calibrator” and “calibration” whereby ca-

nonic visual art is used in poetry to reflect critically on dominant cultural prac-

tices in Walcott’s postcolonial critique. Michael Rothberg’s “multidirectional 

memory” proved both a stumbling block to describe the directionality of Hea-

ney’s “Summer 1969” and a useful way of understanding the ways in which 

visual art can act as a screen for thinking through contemporary conflict. And 

finally, Maurice Halbwachs’ thinking about group frameworks under which 

social memory is shared and developed has indirectly informed my analysis 

of Jensma’s avant-garde group actual and desired memberships. Scholarship 

on trauma, memory and photography has also informed my analysis of Jensma 

and Heaney, but it was inadequate as an actual tool for understanding their 

ekphrasis and image-textual strategies, as well as different medial configura-

tions. I trust more scholarship on the relation between poetry and memory 

might reveal other ways in which the genre is embroiled and influenced by 

historical problems and contemporary conflict. 

Similarly, concepts referring to postcolonial relations have also proven use-

ful in the analyses, Spivak’s “double bind” helped define Walcott’s critical 

strategies; Neumann and Rippl’s understanding of ekphrasis and image-text 

as postcolonial have showcased the political positioning of acts of literary vis-

uality. Walter Benjamin’s “aura of the original” and “constellation” have been 

important in conceptualizing the way in which history operates within the 

work of Walcott and Heaney. And last, but not least, Karin Barber’s “entex-

tualization” conceptualized the verbal and oral dimensions that mark Jensma’s 

strategies for commemorating friends and fellow artists. 

Visual poetic memory as a concept would require deeper reflections on the 

nature of the temporalities evoked by ekphrasis and image-text, and their spe-

cific packaging of historical thought. In Walcott’s work, there is ample space 
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devoted to reflecting on similarities and differences of era between the Im-

pressionist movement and present day visual art, as well as lengthy ekphrastic 

cascades mixing centuries and motifs. In Jensma’s work, in contrast, tempo-

ralities are condensed, extremely dense and very sparse textually. This would 

then require some discussion about form and temporality, poetic style and the 

way all these influence the kind of rapport with history contained by the visual 

verbal. Throughout the dissertation we have also shown that ekphrasis and 

image-text negotiate locatedness in various ways creating both intimate jux-

tapositions and detailed maps of reception and interaction of artistic currents, 

as well macro-perspectives on art history and its preferred European locations 

in relation to peripheries such as the Caribbean or South Africa. 

  The research in this dissertation would also benefit from a more polemical 

discussion about how the poets in the corpus engage with visual art in a pre-

dominantly transnational and transcultural manner. The visual memory in-

cluded in ekphrastic and image-textual rapports is often boundary-crossing 

and subject to certain transtemporal operations that need further theoretical 

elaboration. In this sense, however, my research on visual poetic memory has 

started from a yet-to-be realised intention to enter into dialogue with recent 

books that size up poetry’s global relations such as Jahan Ramazani’s Trans-

national Poetics, Omaar Hena’s Global Anglophone Poetry: Literary Form 

and Social Critique in Walcott, Muldoon, de Kok, and Nagra, Nathan Suhr-

Sytsma’s Poetry, Print and the Making of Postcolonial Literature, Mark Wol-

laeger and Matt Eatough’s Oxford Handbook of Global Modernism etc. Such 

a dialogue would contribute to the understanding that these three poets engage 

in particular modes of world literature and art history within different models 

of temporality, locatedness and institutional frameworks. This would have to 

be the object of future investigation, but let this act as a written promise, much 

like Walcott and Dunstan St. Omer’s juvenile oath to represent every Carib-

bean coin de terre.  
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Visuellt poetiskt minne: Ekfras och bildtext hos Seamus Heaney, Derek 

Walcott och Wopko Jensma 

 

Denna avhandling spårar ekfrastiska och bildtextuella referenser till euro-

peiska, afrikanska och karibiska visuella minnen i tre engelskspråkiga diktares 

verk, nämligen Seamus Heaney (Nordirland), Derek Walcott (St. Lucia) och 

Wopko Jensma (Sydafrika). Visuellt poetiskt minne erbjuder en lins för jä-

mförande studier av politiska och estetiska aspekter av diktverk, och används 

här om omnämnanden, anspelningar och längre ekfrastiska och bildtextuella 

referenser till bildkonst och konstnärer.  Ekfras, ett av mina huvudbegrepp, är 

en term som i korthet betecknar "dikt om konst", eller, “text som citerar ett 

konstverk” (Keefe 1), dvs en undergrupp av samband som rör litterär visualitet 

när diktare arbetar med konstverk och konstnärer. Utöver denna mer allmänna 

definition ser jag ekfras som en komplicerad poetisk process som berör allt 

ifrån materiella, intermediala och konsthistoriska temata till sociala, politiska, 

transkulturella och transnationella aspekter – och till och med 

fenomenologiska betraktelser av den konstnärliga processen. Eftersom två av 

de tre fallstudierna behandlar experimentella själv-illustrerade poetiska verk 

kompletteras mina analytiska instrument med W.J.T. Mitchells bildtextbe-

grepp, som täcker in det ekfrastiska sambandet, men också beskriver de dyna-

miska konfigurationer av intervisuella och intertemporala relationer mellan 

text och bild som är typiska för poetiska livres d’artistes, såsom verk av 

Jensma och Walcott. De dynamiska och visuella textprocesser som beskrivs 

under rubriken ekfras och bildtext tolkas som visuellt minne med hänvisning 

till deras förmåga att "göra det förflutna närvarande" (Terdiman 7).  De akti-

verar med andra ord bildkonsten i dikten och använder den som en kommentar 

till samtida lokala omständigheter vare sig det gäller apartheid i Sydafrika, 

eller konflikten i Nordirland, eller kampen för postkolonial identitet i Kari-

bien.  

Denna studie motiveras av den förhållandevis bristande uppmärksamhet 

som ägnats diktverk inom transkulturella minnesstudier å ena sidan, och de 

teoretiska tendenserna att läsa ekfras och bildtext endast ur estetisk synvinkel, 

vilket därmed försummar minneshandlingarnas politiska potential, å den an-

dra. Det är möjligt att lyrikens kondenserande sätt att tolka in det förflutna, 

liksom den relevanta tvärvetenskapliga kunskapen som behövs för att klargöra 
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visuella verbala samband i ett historiskt perspektiv, gör att ett betydande de-

tektivarbete krävs för att spåra skärningspunkter mellan den visuella och ver-

bala minnesdimensionen i mitt material. Min avhandling avser att utföra det 

noggranna tolkningsarbetet som krävs för att klargöra och rekonstruera dessa 

poetiska berättelser om det förgångna i relation till bildkonst.   

Min studie bidrar också till att omdefiniera ekfras och bildtext till att även 

innefatta estetiska och politiska dimensioner. Jag ansluter mig till Anne 

Keefes definition av ekfras som “ordbild”, en poetisk procedur som gör att 

poeter drar sig mot artes poetica där de estetiska och ontologiska dimension-

erna lyfts fram, även om de enligt Keefe också sammanflätas med textens 

politiska intressen.  Gabriele Rippl och Birgit Neumanns påpekanden att 

ekfras och andra litterär visualitetspraktiker som bildtext är väl lämpade till 

att göra politiska observationer av de ojämlika maktrelationerna i ett postko-

lonialt sammanhang, dvs avseende rasrelationer i bildkonst, eller för att bejaka 

marginalitet i ett slags motpraktik.  I min avhandling blir alltså ekfras och 

bildtext användbara begrepp för att t ex undersöka missbruk av religiösa rep-

resentationer under den nordirländska konflikten och den extrema rasojäm-

likheten under apartheid, eller inom eurocentrisk konsthistoria. Dessutom 

använder och utvecklar jag Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeauxs argument att 

ekfras är en form av historiskt tänkande. Mina avhandlingsanalyser visar just 

hur komplext sammanvävda politiska och estetiska överväganden är i histor-

iska och minnesorienterade skrivpraktiker som försiggår under extremt skif-

tande poetiska situationer.  

En annan aspekt som beaktats när det gäller analysverktyg i denna studie 

är synen att ekfras och bildtext till sin natur är intermediala processer eftersom 

de utför olika "transkulturella översättningar" (Neumann) som beror på mång-

falden av samband mellan det verbala och det visuella. Visuella verbala prak-

tiker förekommer i  mellanrummen mellan medier som förbinder och utforskar 

olika relationella modeller, antingen genom den klassiska ekfrasen, där texten 

säger något om ett målat konstverk som strävar mot existerande visuella rep-

resentationer av det som  Mitchell kallar “den ekfrastiska triangeln”, eller ge-

nom intervisuella och intertextuella processer som pågår samstämmigt, som i  

Jensmas fall, där en bild av ett par hängande rumpor interpellerar François 

Villons dikt på samma ämne, eller  som i Walcotts fall, ännu mer intrikat: en 

målning av de fyra evangelisterna av Albrecht Dürer “uppdaterar” visuellt 

dessa till predikande rastafarier på en strand i Karabien, samtidigt som den 

motstående texten beklagar den koloniala namngivningen av naturen i den nya 

världen, som senare mynnar ut i en längre ekfrastisk reflektion över icke-iden-

titetsproblemet och jämförbarheten i den visuella sammanföringen av Dürers 

apostlar och Rastafari-predikanter. Sådana varierande mediala gestaltningar 

av ekfras och bildtext i de analyserade verken väcker också tankar kring 

visuella verbala texters materialitet.  

Denna studie är också till viss del föranledd av behovet av en mer ingående 

diskussion om ekfras och bildtext i de tre diktarnas verk. När det gäller Heaney 
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och Jensma finns det extremt få studier som behandlar ekfras och bildtext i 

deras verk, medan mottagandet av Walcotts Tiepolo’s Hound mestadels 

fokuserade på litterär visualitet, men med viss försummelse av de mindre 

tydliga relationerna mellan bild och text.  Medan de ekfrastiska och bildtext-

liga verken av Heaney and Jensma är från 1970-talet och tidigt 1980-tal, pub-

licerades Walcotts långa dikt under tidigt 2000-tal. Det är dock så att Walcotts 

intresse för visuella verbala relationer först kan spåras i Another Life, hans 

poetiska krönika från 1973 om sitt beslut att bli poet och inte målare – på 

många sätt en föregångare till de problem som behandlas i Tiepolo’s Hound. 

Jag har valt att analysera Tiepolo’s Hound istället på grund av dess visuella 

och verbala komplexitet – som inrymmer Walcotts egna målningar som illus-

tration – och dess polemiska och teoretiska ambition att mer öppet kritisera 

eurocentrismen.   

Sist men inte minst är min avhandling indirekt avsedd att visa hur lyrik kan 

läsas som världslitteratur genom att tematisera det intermediala sambandet 

mellan ord och bild. På detta sätt hoppas jag kunna bidra med en metodologisk 

inriktning som analyserar ymnigheten av transnationella relationer och prak-

tiker genom vilka dikter behandlar transkulturellt minne i dialog med ett antal 

nya verk som diskuterar lyrikens transnationella formationer och utbredning.  

Kapitelöversikt 

 

Introduktionen inleds med en längre utläggning om ekfras enligt två 

inflytesrika definitioner av James A.W. Heffernan respektive W.J.T. Mitchell. 

Min egen förståelse av ekfras bygger på nyare definitioner av termen, och 

betonar dess relevans som en intermedial process av kulturellt minne, som 

innebär både politiska och estetiska implikationer för de analyserade dik-

tverken. Jag betraktar ekfras som en resonans mellan det visuella och det ver-

bala som når bortom den förebildliga modellen, är konsthistoriskt orienterad 

samt präglad av textens och bildens materialitet. Denna materialitet verkar 

effektivt som en “kil att bända upp” (Mitchell, Picture Theory 100) postkolo-

niala problem i Heaneys, Walcotts and Jensmas verk med. På detta följer ett 

avsnitt som pekar på mångfalden av samband mellan bild och text och behovet 

av att analysera ekfrasens materialitet i bildtextkonfigurationer. I introduktio-

nen omvärderar jag också Astrid Erlls remedieringskoncept – en uppsättning 

praktiker som beskriver hur framställningen av historiska händelser cirkulerar 

över tid och formar upplevelsen av samtida och dåtida uttryck för minnen, 

såväl nationellt som transkulturellt. Liksom Dagmar Brunow argumenterar jag 

för att remediering kräver mer medieorienterade studier som betonar interme-

diala samband, och också för att ett kulturstudieperspektiv krävs för reflek-
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tioner över minnesinstitutioner och deras spridning. Jag nagelfar även Ga-

briele Rippls och Birgit Neumanns argument att uttryck för litterär visualitet 

är viktiga kritiska verktyg för att analysera postkolonialt minne.  

Det första kapitlet, “You’ll See If I Can Get Them True: Seamus Heaney’s 

Expansions of Ekphrasis”, fokuserar på ekfrastiska dikter i två olika volymer 

i Seamus Heaneys verk North (1975) och Station Island (1984). I den första 

delen analyserar jag Heaneys ekfrastiska dialog med några av Francisco 

Goyas målningar i dikten “Summer 1969” i North. Walter Benjamins koncept 

“konstellation” i revolutionära tider används för att illustrera jämförelse-

logiken och dess effekter på Heaneys historiska tänkande i denna specifika 

dikt.  Jag följer kontrasten mellan historiskt ansvarsfullt tänkande och, i för-

längningen, mindre lyckade förhållningssätt till historien som till slut ut-

mynnar i poetisk förlamning.  Jämförelsen mellan två tragiska händelser, dvs 

skjutningen av civilpersoner under Belfastupploppen 1969 och avrättningen 

av spanska rebeller 1808, skildrad i Goyas El Tres de Mayo y Madrid, erbjuder 

en glimt av direkt konfrontation med historiska krafter. Samtidigt är de förla-

mande historiska formuleringarna uttryckta med hjälp av två andra målningar 

av Goya, nämligen historien som en upprepning av grundläggande våld, som 

ger uppkomst till sekteristiska distinktioner i Duelo a Garrotazos, eller dess 

uttryck som en transtemporal berättelse om det framtida som hindrad eller 

förnekad reproduktion, baserad på en jämförelse mellan Goyas Saturno de-

vorando a un hijo och den irländska nationalistiska martyrdiskursen i samma 

period.  

I kapitlets andra del fokuserar jag på de mer inåtvända intermediala och 

abstrakta kvaliteter som ekfrasen frammanar i den poetiska diptyken “An Art-

ist” och “The Old Icons” från “Sweeney Redivivus”-cykeln” i Station Island 

(1984). “An Artist” är en av Heaneys många artes poeticas i Station Island, 

och den begrundar ett personligt svar till frågor om lyrikens historiska ansvar 

med en tvådelad röst: både genom en studie av Cézannes konstnärliga process, 

och att förespråka konstnärlig frihet genom att anamma rösten av den galne 

medeltida irländske kungen Sweeney, som förvandlades till en fågel för att 

han vägrade konvertera till kristendomen. Denna jämförelse är ett försök att 

finna en poetisk röst som är mindre bunden av platsens tyranni och politik i 

en hårt ansatt tid under den nordirländska konflikten. Ekfrasen i dikten un-

dersöker Cézannes verk tematiskt och konsthistoriskt för att utvinna en kon-

struktiv och hängiven arbetsetik baserad på den franske målarens konstfilosofi 

att med besatthet utforska sinsemellan likartade motiv och inte låta sig 

övertygas av extern bekräftelse. Därefter mediterar dikten över det visuella 

minnets ontologi, och behovet av en öppen kreativ process som så småningom 

förmodas frambringa ett adekvat svar i tiden. I dess pendang, dikten “The Old 

Icons”, överskuggar lokala bilder av förföljelse och svek mot katolikerna den 

mer frigjorda lyriska rösten i “An Artist”. Genom att upprepa innehållet i tre 

visuella framställningar av katolska förföljelser hämtade från diktarens eget 
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inventarium av materiella konstprodukter undersöker diktaren de svårav-

visliga traumatiska och diskriminerande berättelser som dessa utgör för 

katoliker i det samtida Ulster. Det historiska tänkandet i dikten är också skapat 

genom ekfras som fokuserar på de olika bildernas medier: ett oljetryck, en 

etsning, samt ett färgtryck. Bilderna visar sig vara djupåt obehagliga för dik-

tjaget och sättet de presenteras på antyder ett fokus på traumatisk melankoli, 

ett tillstånd där trauma inte bearbetas utan upprepas ad infinitum under olika 

historiska omständigheter. Detta kan jämföras med den förra dikten där etiken 

i “working as the only thing that worked” påminner om traumats mer produk-

tiva sida, nämligen de sorge- och bearbetningsprocesser den kan ge upphov 

till. Ekfrasen är sålunda ett mångsidigt verktyg i relation till traumatiska berät-

telser av historien i “Sweeney Redivivus”. 

Det andra kapitlet, “Dürer with Dreadlocks: Visual Memory as Problematic 

Inheritance”, fokuserar på hur bildtext, ekfras och illustration används för att 

undersöka det visuella arvets dubbelbindning i Walcotts långa illustrerade dikt 

Tiepolo’s Hound (2000). Dikten är en fiktionaliserad postkolonial biografi om 

Camille Pissarro, och innehåller en uppsättning av varierande reflektioner 

över konsthistoriens ojämna topografier, dess avsaknad av skildringar av icke-

vita och av koloniala målares öden. Walcotts egna illustrationer syftar till att 

fylla tomrummen i skildringen av det Karibien som beklagas i diktens text, 

men de spelar också en mer mångfacetterad roll i samband med ekfraserna i 

boken.  Första delen av mitt kapitel avser att förmedla en postkolonial kritik 

av de minnesberättelser som främjats av stora konstmuseer, vilket görs 

medelst en serie kontrapunktiska läsningar som tydliggör marginalitet och 

dess relation till kulturinstitutioner. En av analyserna behandlar en tänkt epi-

sod när Camille Pissarro inte antas av Louvren på grund av sitt karibiska ur-

sprung, medan en annan analys diskuterar upplevelsen av marginalisering och 

postkolonialt mindervärdeskomplex hos diktjaget och dennes far.  Här anvä-

nder jag mig av Neil Lazarus’ konceptuella omformulering av Adorno, nämli-

gen att det postkoloniala subjektet behöver "hata traditionen på rätt sätt" för 

att kunna förändra den inifrån, och även Spivaks dubbelbindningsbegrepp: 

båda används för att visa hur visuellt minne uttrycks genom ekfras och bildtext 

i relation till eurocentrisk museal praktik. Med hjälp av dessa kritiska perspek-

tiv hävdar jag att Walcotts intresse för olika konstnärer och konstverk re-

sulterar i att den konsthistoriska diskursen avkoloniseras, speciellt vad gäller 

museers auktoritet.  

I det andra avsnittet följer jag Walcotts reparativa läsningar av konsthisto-

rien genom vilka han försöker kompensera för de olika topografier som bely-

sts ovan. Jag analyserar Walcotts hävdande av marginalitet som en tillgång i 

Pissarros bidrag till fransk impressionism och hans tilltag att föra ut ett antal 

målningar från museet och placera dem i ett karibiskt naturlandskap – utfört 

via ekfrastiska beskrivningar och via volymens illustrationer. Walcotts 

tolkning av moriska karaktärer i målningar av Tiepolo och Veronese är ett 

ytterligare sätt att bekräfta närvaron av färgade personer i konsthistoria, vilket 
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diskuteras ingående. Walcotts två porträtt av Gauguin och hans genealogiska 

genomgång av visuell framställning av icke-vita figurer från Rubens till Wal-

cott, från objektifiering till subjektivt självporträtt, är en annan komplex 

visuell och verbal strategi för att producera reparativa läsningar. Walcotts 

bildtextuella strategier, som spänner över ekfras, intervisuella referenser mel-

lan volymens illustrationer, återgivning av välkända mästerverk, uppenbarar 

ytterligare skiftande funktioner för litterär visualitet, nämligen  postkolonial 

kritik av museers minnesregimer, en metod för att genomsöka det konsthis-

toriska arkivet för att synliggöra icke-vita personer genom seklen, samt ett sätt 

att utveckla det konsthistoriska arkivet med en mångfald av karibiska repre-

sentationer (vilka syns i illustrationerna). Kapitlets sista avsnitt mediterar över 

sambandet mellan religiös kallelse och måleri som utgör hela samlingens 

struktur. Jag visar hur Walcott konstruerar en intressant bild av religiös syn-

kretism i Karibien genom ekfras och bildtext.   

 Det tredje och sista kapitlet, “The Skisofoon Family: Bringing European 

and South African Artworlds Together in the Imagetexts of Wopko Jensma”, 

behandlar avantgardiska sammanställningar och skärningspunkter med refer-

enser till europeiska och sydafrikanska konstnärer och konstfilosofier i verk 

av den anti-apartheid bildkonstnären och diktaren Wopko Jensma. Första 

hälften av kapitlet ägnas åt Jensmas användning av visuella antydningar och 

kommentarer till tysk och sydafrikansk expressionism. Därefter följer två 

närläsningar av expressionism med hjälp av de visuella och verbala dimen-

sionerna i Jensmas verk. Den första rör tysk expressionism som förmedlare av 

kritik av apartheid och dess rasrelaterade orättvisa, av censur, och av en 

kränkande marknad i hans dikt “die herren grosz und luginbühl in the offing” 

från utgåvan i must show you my clippings (1977). I denna dikt kombinerar 

Jensma referenser till tysk expressionism med omnämnanden av sydafrikan-

ska grupper av performancekonstnärer och samtida engagerade författare; 

Jensmas sätt att referera till olika konstnärsgrupper får oss fundera över hur 

de påverkat det avantgardistiska visuella minnet.  Den andra dikten, “Portrait 

of the Artist” från Sing for Our Execution (1973), hedrar den svarta expres-

sionistkonstnären Dumile Feni och iscensätter en kritik av den tidens raslad-

dade förväntningar hos den vita publiken och galleriägare när det gäller svarta 

konstnärer. Jensmas försiktiga placering av Dumile Feni and Julian Motau 

inom avant-gardet, och därmed som primitivister, visar sig vara en provokativ 

handling som förmedlar en bild av de komplexiteter och påfrestningar som det 

innebar att vara en insider eller outsider i den sydafrikanska konstvärlden un-

der 1960- och 1970-talen. Karin Barbers begrepp “entextualization” synes mig 

vara besläktad med de sätt på vilka Jensma inkluderar vänner och interna 

skämt i sina dikter.  

I det andra kapitelavsnittet närläser jag en diptyk som interpellerar den hol-

ländske post-impressionistiske konstnären van Goghs verk och liv. De två dik-

terna “the corn awaits us, the blackbirds” och “the ceiling just caved in today” 

är mindre fokuserade på politisk kritik utan reflekterar istället över 
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förhållandet mellan konst, galenskap, övervakning och kommersialiseringen 

av “europeisk” konstnärlig identitet i det samtida Sydafrika. På ett ingående 

sätt behandlar dikterna konstskapandets metodiska och tekniska problem, och 

spekulerar dessutom om konstnärens villkor i det ogästvänliga sydafrikanska 

samhället under apartheids zenit, och, när det gäller van Gogh, i sekelskiftets 

franska landsbygd. I den första dikten använder Jensma van Goghs visuella 

minne av hans konstnärliga process och hans målningar för att utforska sin 

egen position som konstnär och diktare drabbad av osäkerhet och schizofreni, 

medan han i den andra dikten genomför en satirisk import av bilden av van 

Gogh till Sydafrika för sin egen profit och ryktbarhet.  För Jensma, liksom i 

de andra två diktarnas verk, är ekfras och bildtext aktiva verktyg för att forma 

politisk och social kritik av det komplexa apartheidsamhället under 60- och 

70-talen. De synliggör också lokala litterära och konsthistoriska kraftfält, men 

inbjuder samtidigt till funderingar över minnets estetik och ontologiska sam-

mansättning genom deras självreflexivitet och påtagliga intermediala och ma-

teriella avtryck.   

Slutligen reflekterar jag över sätten på vilka de materiella och intermediala 

dimensionerna av ekfras och bildtext blir synliga i de tre diktarnas verk. Jag 

avslutar med att presentera en motiverad definition av vad ekfras och bildtext 

åstadkommer i min avhandling. Först behandlar jag några konsekvenser av 

den typ av transnationella och transkulturella arbete som dikterna i min korpus 

utför, varpå jag anger tre potentiella forskningsuppgifter som blivit synliga när 

materialiteten hos avhandlingens primärtexter har lyfts fram.  I Jensmas fall 

borde en mer fördjupad analys av periodens estetik, som hans verk står i tack-

samhetsskuld till, göras.  När det gäller Walcott skulle en studie av sprid-

ningen av konstalbum och deras inverkan på senare tiders konstnärer i Kari-

bien genomföras. Slutligen kan Heaneys ontologiska interesse för hur föremål 

formar minnet undersökas med hjälp av nymaterialism.   
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